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2. ABSTRACT

The overall objective of this program was to develop a materials and

fundamental device base for high-transition-temperature superconducting (H-ITS)

electronics capable of operating at > 50K. Progress is reported on four tasks which

address problems fundamental to the understanding of the superconducting state in

HTS films, the application of HTS films in passive microwave circuits, the realization of

HTS digital electronics, and the development of new superconducting devices. Large-

area epitaxial YBCO films with low rf losses developed under this program and

techniques for depositing them on both sides of single-crystal substrates were used in

other Westinghouse and government-funded programs to develop HTS channelized

filterbanks, delay lines, UHF antenna matching networks, and low-phase-noise

resonators. An understanding was achieved of the role of oxygenation during film

growth and the effect of film microstructure on rf losses. For HTS digital circuit

fabrication, both active devices - step-edge and edge-type YBCO Josephson junctions

and trilayer BKBO junctions - and passive structures were developed, such as

crossovers, vias, and contacts. These capabilities were transferred to other

Westinghouse and government-funded programs which demonstrated the first HTS

SFQ circuits and SQUIDs with integrated ground planes.
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3. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Westinghouse-AFOSR program were:

1. Search for thin film superconductors with enhanced Tc's and other

superconducting properties.

2. Determine the fundamental lower limit of HTS rf surface resistance.

3. Investigate epitaxial multilayers, including Josephson junctions, incorporating

deposited insulators and normal conductors with HTS films.

4. Develop materials and processing for alternative HTS devices.
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4. ACCOMPLISHMENTS

4.1 PREAMBLE

The research reported here was performed under a Westinghouse-AFOSR

Program which began February 20, 1991. The specific objectives of the program are

listed in Section 3 of this report. These objectives are identical to the Tasks of the Work

Statement. The overall objective was to investigate the fundamental physics and

materials science of superconductors to enhance their properties for application in

passive devices based on transmission line structures, active devices based on

Josephson junctions, and novel active device structures based on the unique properties

of superconductors. In Section 4, an overview is presented of some of the significant

accomplishments of this program. More detailed descriptions are available in the

published scientific papers that were generated by this program. Copies of these

papers are included in the appendices of this report and are listed by title in Section 5.

The references in Section 4 refer to this listing.

4.2 ENHANCED SUPERCONDUCTING FILM PROPERTIES

The work on this task was focused on two distinct areas. In the first of these, the

research was more speculative in that it was motivated by the hoped-for but unproved

possibility that there exist even higher-critical-temperature superconductors than those

presently known. In the second area the effort was directed toward improving

properties of already existing superconducting materials thereby making them more

useful in practical device applications.
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No enhancements above those presently known were achieved from work done

in the search for higher-Tc superconductors. However, work on this task did provide

useful data on three of the more important oxide-superconductor systems, namely,

La2_xSrxCuO4 (LSCO), Y1Ba2Cu30 7 (YBCO), and Ba0 .6K0 .4 BiO 3 (BKBO). These data

have both theoretical and technological significance.

Considering YBCO first, at the beginning of this program there were still three

major unsolved problems associated with the growth of thin films of this compound.

These were: (1) the inability to reproducibly grow films with Tc's of >90K, (2) the

presence, in many cases, of Cu-O second-phase particles (the so-called 'boulders") in

the films, and (3) the difficulty in growing films on large-area substrates. As the result

of the data obtained in this program, all three of these problems were

resolved.(3 ,4,8 ,16,19)

It was demonstrated that a degradation of Tc could occur, under otherwise

optimum growth conditions, due to a gradual depletion of active oxygen in the

sputtering target. It was found that the addition of water vapor to the sputtering gas

reversed this process and allowed the deposition of >90K films even when using targets

that had hundreds of hours of service. A second cause of degraded Tcs in YBCO films

was also identified. It was shown that over-doping of YBCO films with oxygen could

lower Tc as much as five or six degrees. Therefore, to obtain optimum oxygen content,

the temperature, time, and oxygen pressure during annealing needed to be carefully

controlled. It was also found that the optimization of the annealing procedure had to

be periodically redone as the result of changes in other variables in the growth process

including, particularly, the installation of a new sputtering target.

The solution of the boulder problem came from understanding that the source of

the boulders was from submicroscopic contamination on the substrate surface. A

technique to deflect contaminants from the substrate region during growth by applying

a bias voltage to a ring surrounding the substrates was used successfully. Ultimately
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the best solution was found to be the maintenance of an ultra-clean environment for the

substrates both before and during the deposition process.

To Xiposit large-area (up to 2" diameter) films a new sputtering system was

designed and assembled which did not require bonding the substrate to the holder

with silver paste. This procedure had been done here and in other laboratories to

achieve the high and uniform substrate temperatures required for the deposition of

high quality YBCO films. The silver paste insured good heat conduction between the

substrates and holder. In this new system silver paste was unnecessary. Currently

large-area films are now routinely being prepared in other research programs which

are "boulder-free" and which have excellent superconducting properties.

The phenomenon of oxygen over-doping observed in YBCO films was also

found in LSCO films.(15) LSCO films were prepared by off-axis sputtering which had

various values of Sr composition, x. The optimum Sr content for superconductivity was

determined to be at x = 0.17. Films with x > 0.17 were found to have the same

properties as bulk samples that had been annealed in 100 atm 02. Although the

normal-state resistivity decreased as x was increased, Tc also decreased. The resistivity

in the a-b plane for films with x = 0.30 had the lowest value for normal-state resistivity

ever measured for a perovskite material.

An increase in normal-state conductivities with a corresponding decrease in

critical temperature, observed in both the YBCO and the LSCO systems is a

manifestation of the critical roles played by the chain layers in determining both the

normal-state and superconducting properties of oxide superconductors. In a YBCO

material that has a relatively low number of oxygen vacancies, i.e. when x is close to

zero in the formulation YBa2Cu 307.x, it has been suggested that ordering rather than

reducing the number of vacancies in the chain layers, may be more important in

determining the electrical properties of the mte'rial. This possibility is in accord with

the phenomenological model of Kresin and Wolf in which it is proposed that the chain
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layer is a superconductor due to its proximity to the Cu-O planes. Chains that had

interruptions because of vacancies would act as pair breakers.

Regarding the study of BKBO, the interest in this material was due to its having

a significantly higher coherence length than the higher-To oxides and also because it

has a cubic crystal structure, its properties are isotropic. However, similar to the

highest-Tc oxide superconductors with anisotropic properties, the necessity for

growing epitaxial single crystal films still holds because of the intrinsic weak links that

form in oxide films containing high-angle grain boundaries.

Strontium titanate is the only substrate found to date on which skigle-

orientation, epitaxial BKBO films with high Tc's, Jc's, and small x-ray rocking curve

widths can be grown, but it is one of the least practical substrate materials due to its

poor dielectric properties. By growing SrTiO 3(001) buffer layers on LaA10 3 or

NdGaO 3, single-orientation BKBO(001) films were grown with properties equal to

those obtained for films grown directly on SrTiO3 single crystals, Tc > 26K and AQ

0.7o. (2)

The superconducting phase of BalxKxBiO3 exists in the range, 0.4:5 x •0.5,

with the highest Tc occurring for x - 0.4. The lowest normal-state resistivity (45 hp-cm

at 30K) and highest resistivity ratio P300K/P30K = 1.89) ever reported for BKBO was

found in K-rich films that were prepared for this program.(17)

4.3 RF SURFACE RESISTANCE

The research done under this task primarily involved work on YBCO films. This

work was directed toward gaining an understanding of the critical factors which

"dEg.-Me rf surface resistance, Rs, in YBCO and relatedly in other oxide

superconductors. (3,4,8,9,19) Over the course of this program it was found that YBCO

films that had optimum Tc's of >90K, could be groo.n using a wide variety of

conditions. However, it was also found that not all of these films had low R. values.
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The effort was therefore focused on identifying the features that caused Rs to be

degraded in certain of these films.

Initially all YBCO films that were grown for this program had a large density of

second-phase Cu-O particles (the so-called boulders). Later, when boulder-free films

were grown it became possible to determine the effect of this defect on Rs. Somewhat

surprisingly, at 77 K, the presence of boulders had only a marginal effect on surface

resistance. For example, in one film in which over 50% of the surface area was covered

with boulders, Rs was 0.45 mil (at 10 GHz). This compared very favorably to the

lowest value measured in boulder-free films at that time of 0.33 mal.

it was only at temperatures below 77K where boulders were found to have a

significant effect on Rs. Considering the two above-mentioned films for illustration, the

surface resistance of the boulder-free film was found to decrease continuously with

decreasing temperature. At 4.2K, Rs was measured to be 0.060 mQ. In the case of the

film with boulders, Rs remained essentially constant with decreasing temperature

down to and including the lowest measurement temperature (4.2K).

Based on data taken on oxygen over-doped films it initially appeared that the

excess oxygen content in these films had an extremely deleterious effect on surface

resistance. Some over-doped films which had only slightly degraded Tc's of 86-87K

were found to have Rs values of >10 mQ. These films were re-annealed at 450°C under

conditions to optimize oxygen content which raised the Tc's to >90K. Despite the

significant improvement in Tc, however, re-measurement of surface resistances

indicated that almost no changes had occurred.

To try to identify the reason for poor surface properties of these films, they and

other >90K films that had low Rs values were structaraily analyzed. From x-ray

diffraction data it was found that all were single phase and had similar lattice

parameters. However, it was also found that the films with the higher Rs values

tended to have larger rocking curve widths. In addition, measurement of rocking
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curve widths of the (309) peaks of YBCO(001) showed that they were clearly split into

two peaks, due to a-b twinning, in low-Rs films, but were single peaks with the same

overall widths for higher-R% films.

Based on these data, it can be concluded that very subtle differences in the

crystalline quality of YBCO can result in significant difference in rf surface properties.

Therefore, variables such as temperature, oxygen pressure, and contamination that

greatly influence crystal growth must be carefully controlled during the film deposition

process. From results obtained in this program it is clear that even minor fluctuations

in these variables, that produce no degradation in Tc, can cause greatly degraded rf

surface properties.

4.4 EPITAXIAL FILMS AND LAYERED STRUCTURES

Thick epitaxial insulating layers are required in the fabrication of a number of

devices to permit integration of ground planes and crossovers in active circuits,

fabrication of lumped-element capacitors, and implementation of flux transformers.

Insulating film requirements were estimated for each of these applications. Epitaxial

bilayers and trilayers of YBCO/insulator and YBCO/insulator/YBCO were fabricated

with SrTiO 3, LaAIO 3, and MgO as the insulator.(26) Vertical transport and capacitance

mcasurements were made to obtain values for the resistivity and dielectric constant of

the insulator. The highest resistivity was found for SrTiO3 - higher than any value

reported in the literature for an epitaxial insulator on an HTS film and sufficiently high

for any application. The problem with SrTiO3 is its high real and imaginary dielectric

constants which slow and attenuate signals.

A second series of candidate insulating films was evaluated for comparison with

SrTiO3 . Since SrTiO 3 already met requirements for dc resistivity and film morphology,

only materials with suitable dielectric constants and loss tangents were considered,

including NdGaO3, CeO 2, and Sr2Al TaO 6 (SAT). Although single crystals could not
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be grown due to incongruent melting, a composite sputtering target was purchased to

see if SAT could be stabilized in thin-film form. In the cases of NdGaO3 or CeO2,

suitable growth conditions were not found for high-resistivity films to grow at a

reasonable rate. However, growth conditions were found for deposition of SAT films

on YBCO which resulted in smooth films with very high resistivity. Resistivities in the

1010 Q-cm range were measured at both room temperature and at 77K.(25) SAT has

been reported to have a dielectric constant of 25 and loss tangent of 1 x 10-4 so it should

be suitable for the many applications where the group velocity in SrTiO3 is too slow or

SrTiO3 is too lossy.

A mask set was fabricated which enabled measurements to be made of the

properties of epitaxial YBCO and insulator films under the same conditions as when

they are incorporated into multilayer HTS circuits. In contrast to the Ar ion milling

parameters used in fabricating step-edge grain-boundary or S-N-S Josephson junctions,

the edges of each film layer were ion-milled at a shallow angle to avoid the formation

of a weak link or a discontinuity in places where the YBCO or insulating film must

cover a step. The dc resistivity of the insulator was reduced to from >109 a--cm in

planar structures to 107! -cm over a step. This is still adequate for digital circuit

applications.( 25)

In contrast to SrTiO3 and SAT, conditions could not be found for the growth of

smooth CeO2 films on YBCO. However, CeO 2 was used successfully as a buffer layer

which permitted low-Rs YBCO films to be grown on the R plane (1102) of sapphire.

Based on the Rs values of YBCO overlayers, CeO2 buffer layers were superior to any of

the other buffer layers for sapphire tested in this program including MgO, La-Sr-Cu-O,

SrTiO3, or LaA10 3 .

Two of the insulators studied in this program, MgO and SrTiO 3, were used to

make BKBO junctions. They were selected since they are the two substrate materials

which have the closest lattice match to BKBO. The best results for all-BKBO junctions
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were obtained with SrTiO3 barriers.(23) The magnitude of the gap voltage indicated

that nearly equal contributions were made by the base and counterelectrodes.

4.5 MATERIALS AND PROCESSING FOR HTS DEVICES

Several different configurations for YBCO Josephson junctions are under

development at Westinghouse.( 1,17,23 ,25,26) One of the configurations investigated

during this program is a step-edge S-N-S junction in which a thin YBCO film is made

discontinuous by covering a sharp step in the substrate which is high compared to the

film thickness. The YBCO banks are then connected by a much thicker normal metal.

The yield of these junctions was remarkably high when gold, deposited in situ, was

used as the normal metal layer. Modulation of the Josephson current was observed up

to 82K.

Two normal-metal alternatives to Au were investigated: Ag-Au alloys and

epitaxial layers of over-doped La2.xSrxCuO4.( 15 ,18 ) Films of LSCO with x = 0.3 were

developed as part of Task 1 which were not superconducting but which have a lower

normal-state resistivity at 40-80K than superconducting LSCO (x = 0.17). A

disadvantage of using higher-resistivity normal-metal barriers is that the barrier length

must be shorter to maintain the same Josephson current since the normal-metal

coherence length is proportional to the inverse square root of the resistivity. In the

step-edge junctions, it was not clear whether the length scale of the separation between

YBCO banks was approximately the step height or some smaller distance. Since typical

step heights were 10 times the LSCO coherence lengths and no Josephson coupling was

observed for these junctions, the height of the step was apparently a good

approximation for the separation between YBCO banks. Alloys of Ag and Au

represented an intermediate resistivity. The resistivity of these junctions were higher

than for Au barriers but the junctions were less reproducible. Since reproducibility is a
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greater concern than IcRn product, Au barriers were used for most junction

experiments.

A systematic study was performed on the effects of step heights and step angles

on junction characteristics and reproducibility. Steps were made in either NdGaO3

substrates or SrTiO3 insulating films. All steps were made by Ar ion milling using a

deposited Nb milling mask. Cross-sectional SEM micrographs were obtained both for

uncoated steps and steps covered with a YBCO/Au bilayer. The milling angle was

found to be the critical variable affecting junction performance. Using a new 15 cm ion

miller with a cold rf discharge operated at 150 eV, step angles were well-controlled and

measured to be 100 greater than the milling angles in a range of angles from normal

incidence. When samples were not rotated during milling, the range was 0° to 45°.

With rotation, the range was 00 to 20°. Outside these ranges, the step profiles were

pathological.

The optimum milling angle for junction reproducibility was approximately 150.

Junctions made on such steps had RSJ-like characteristics. Although the junction

resistance, Rn, was independent of angle, the Josephson critical current, Ic, increased as

the angle increased. At high angles, Ic and IcRn were large but the I-V curves were

indicative of flux flow and the other indicators of Josephson coupling, Shapiro steps

and SQUID voltage modulation, were less pronounced. The 150 junctions had a spread

in critical current of ±30% across a wafer. Much broader distributions were obtained if

YBCO films contained CuO precipitates which nucleated preferentially at the step.

A second junction configuration under investigation as part of this program

required a-axis-oriented YBCO films in a traditional (with respect to low-Tc

superconductors) sandwich structure. The a-axis orientation permits the maximum

value of the anisotropic coherence length to determine junction properties. Growth

conditions were found for preparing a-axis films by off-axis sputtering. The optimum

deposition temperature was 580°C for a-axis films. As discussed in Section 4.1 of this
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report, the addition of water vapor into the sputtering gas, was used to maintain high

Tc. However, water vapor was also found to promote c-axis instead of a-axis growth

and therefore was left out of the sputter gas mixture when growing a-axis films.

The LaAIO 3(001) wafers used for the growth of a-axis films were cut and

polished to ±10 of the [001] direction. The a-axis films which were grown on the

particular wafers which were cut to within 0.50 of the [0011 direction, grew epitaxially

with four in-plane directions for the c-axis, each separated from the next by 90'. A-axis

films deposited on LaA10 3 wafers miscut by >0.5°, also grew epitaxially but with a

single in-plane direction for the c-axis either parallel to the [100] or [010] direction of

the substrate. The preferred direction of these two was the one closer to the gradient of

the miscut. Bridges were patterned in several films with a preferred in-plane direction

for the c axis. The resistivity measured for currents flowing in the c direction was

semiconductor-like (negative temperature coefficient) with a value comparable to

measurements made in this direction in YBCO single crystals. The resistivity for

currents flowing in a bridge perpendicular to the c-axis on the same sample had the

metallic temperature dependence characteristic of current flow in the a-b plane.

Trilayers of YBCO/PrBCO/YBCO were grown under the same conditions used

for single-layer a-axis films. The trilayers grew epitaxially with a preferred in-plane

direction for the c-axis in each layer. Previous work under this program and in other

laboratories either used c-axis films for these trilayers or used a-axis films containing

high-angle (900) grain boundaries arising from the four directions for the c-axis.

The epitaxial insulators developed under Task 3 have dielectric constants which

are satisfactory for digital circuits or SQUID sensor circuits but too high for some other

applications.(9, 25) In the case of multi-chip modules, low dielectric constants, e = 6, are

required. In the case of crossovers in analog microwave circuits, the crosstalk between

lines due to capacitive coupling is minimized by reducing c. The lowest dielectric

constant obtainable requires the development of air-bridge crossovers. Some efforts
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reported by other laboratories used Au air bridges deposited on polyimide supports

but the rf surface resistance is too high in Au. In this program, a mask set was

fabricated to permit YBCO film layers to cross using air bridges. The design used an

epitaxial SrTiO3 insulating layer to support the growth of the top YBCO film. A highly

differential wet-chemical etch for SrTiO3 was used to remove the insulator.

Another unique requirement for insulators is presented by HTS multi-chip

modules (MCMs). The major fabrication issues for HTS MCMs are deposition of a very

thick (1.5-2 pm) low-e insulator, and patterning of very long, 2 pm-wide, lines in YBCO

films grown on top of the thick insulator. Both problems were addressed in this

program. The best epitaxial insulator available at present for this application is MgO

since it has the lowest dielectric constant. Films of MgO 1.5 pm thick were grown by

electron-beam evaporation on suitable substrates for epitaxial growth. Although

electron diffraction measurements confirmed that the MgO was epitaxial, x-ray rocking

curve widths were much greater than for typical thin insulators (-0.3 pm). Long and

narrow lines, 6 cm x 4 pm wide, were patterned in YBCO films deposited on LaAIO 3

substrates with no degradation in film quality.

4.6 OTHER ACCOMPLISHMENTS

In support of the work described above, a file of reprints and preprints on high-

Tc superconductivity started in 1987 was maintained. The updated list of papers was

entered into a computer and keywords were assigned to them to aid in retrieval. The

entire database has been made available to the research community through the

computer facilities at High-Tc Update. Annual updates to the database have been

published in the Joural of Supuerconductivitv.(5) During 1992, the database was

transferred to the University of South Carolina where it will be updated in the future.

The year 1992 marked the completion of a three-year, $4M upgrade of facilities,

funded by Westinghouse, which are dedicated to superconducting electronics. This
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program had the benefit of new equipment for the deposition, patterning, and

characterization of superconducting films and circuits. The number of vacuum

deposition systems dedicated to HTS film structures was increased from two at the

start of the program to seven by the end of 1992. The most recently installed system

incorporated experience in growing YBCO-based structures gained in this program into

a fully-automated production system capable of sequentially coating both sides of two

2-inch or one 4-inch substrate with multilayers composed of YBCO and appropriate

epitaxial insulators or conductors. The most important new equipment in the

superconducting electronics clean room (which has been doubled in area) is a

dedicated ion miller with capability for up to a 6"-diameter wafer. The most significant

new characterization tool is a state-of-the-art four-circle x-ray diffractometer.

To obtain optimum use of the unique material and measurement capabilities

developed under this and previous AFOSR-Westinghouse programs, collaborations

with other research institutions were continued and expanded. These collaborations

were made with researchers whose work fell within the overall objectives of this

program. A table of technical collaborations which were active during the program is

shown in Section 7 of this report.
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Abstract Samlle Fabrication

We have fabricated all-high-Tc Josephson junctions Our YBCO films were deposited by off-axis dc
in a planar S-N-S geometry, by bridging narrow gaps magnetron sputtering from a stoichiometric target, onto
(- 0.1 - 0.2 I~m) in epitaxial YBa 2Cu3O7 (YBCO) films substrates of(100) and (110) SrTiO3 . The deposited films
with Au. The resulting devices exhibit a variety of non- were epitaxial, with (001) orientation on (100) substrates
hysteretic I-V characteristics, with IcRN of order 0.1 to and (103)/(013) orientation on (110) substrates.
10 mV, and exhibit Shapiro steps under microwave Thicknesses used varied from - 50 to 200 rum. Films
irradiation, and weak periodic modulation of the critical typically exhibited transition temperatures in the 88-92 K
current with applied magnetic field. The transport range, room-temperature resistivity of 300 gj-cm, and
properties of the junctions appear to be dominated by the critical currents in excess of 106 A/cm 2 at 77 K. Further
Au/YBCO interfaces rather than by the Au itself. details of the film properties ar d deposition conditions

have been reported elsewhere.2
Introduction

After the post-deposition cool-down the YBCO films
The development of an integrated circuit technology were coated, in-situ, with 50 to 100 nim sputtered Au, to

based on high temperature superconductors (HTS)
requires the controlled fabrication of Josephson (a)
junctions. Current low temperature superconducting (a)
(LTS) circuit technology is based on S-I-S tunnel
junctions, typically of the type Nb/AlOx/Nb, whose
reproducibility and controllability has made possible the
fabrication of complex circuits, and whose hysteretic I-V
characteristics suggest various logic schemes relying on
the zero-voltage and gap-voltage states to define logical
"0* and "1".1

At present there is no HTS tunnel junction
technology, due to the materials problems associated
with the growth of a homogenous barrier compatible
with the high-temperature deposition conditions for in-
situ HTS films. This has led to an interest in the
fabrication of non-hysteretic S-N-S junctions, as an
interim basis for electronic circuits, using logic schemes
which do not require hysteretic junctions. Such
junctions may additionally replace grain-boundary weak
links currently used in many HTS SQUID's. The first
such junction reported was a planar YBCO/Au/YBCO
bridge fabricated fro a post-annealed YBCO film using
electron-beam lithography to define the I jin junction
length, and which exhibited a critical current up to
16 K.2 Subsequent developments have emphasized an in-
situ trilayer approach, using, for example, PrBa2Cu307 1
as the normal barrier.3 While the latter approach,
which more closely parallels LTS Nb technology, is
ultimately preferable, further materials development is
needed to reduce the density of defects, such as micro- (b)
shorts, which currently dominate the electrical L -0.1 - 0.2 jim
characteristics of such devices. Au contacts

Here we report preliminary results on the In-situ Au
fabrication of planar junctions, with lengths, d, as shortas 0.1 gim, which exhibit Josephson effects up to 70 K.

Figure 1. (a) Micrograph of a -0.1 jLm-wide slot in a
Au/YBCO bilayer. formed by electron-beam lithography

Supported in part by AFOSR contract no. F49620-88-C- and broad-beam ion milling. (b) Schematic diagram of
0039. completed planar junction.
Manuscript received September 24. 1990.
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protect the top surface of the YBCO during subsequent linewidth are expected by use of a slightly smaller
processing. aperture, and shorter etching times.

Fabrication by Electron-Beam LithogRanhv Subsequent processing of the FIB samples was
identical to the e-beam approach.

A film of a slow-milling material, such as Si3N 4 or

Ti, was deposited on the Au/YBCO bilayers to serve as Measured characteristics
an ion-milling mask for patterning of the YBCO. The
resulting trilayer was coated with a layer of PMMA Figure 2 shows a set of I-V characteristics as a
resist. After exposure of the narrow slots by 50 keV function of temperature for an e-beam-fabricated
electrons the resist pattern was transferred into the junction with a length of approximately 0.1 gim, on
masking layer by reactive ion etching (RIE), and then SrTio3 (100). At low temperatures the measured
into the Au/YBCO by 500 eV Ar ion milling. Although behavior is not unlike the RSJ model prediction (in the
the actual devices were not isolated at this point, various absence of thermal fluctuations) of V = R( 2 - 12)V2.
test patterns included on each chip enabled us to check However, for increasing temperatures the characteristic
that the milled slots were electrically open (> 104 Q). broadens much more than predicted by the thermal
Figure la shows an example of a 0.1 lim slot defined in fluctuation model of Ambegaokar and Halperin.5

this manner.
Figure 3 shows a set of dV/dI vs. I curves, at 42 K,After removal of the remaining mask layer,

photolithographic processing and ion milling were used
to isolate the junctions and their individual four-point -I
current and voltage leads, and to define the junction
width, w, of 10 pam. The sample was then coated with - J2
- 200 nm of sputtered Au (p -1 flQ-cm at room 0.15 5...J
temperature), and the Au selectively patterned by RIE to J3
define the junctions and their contact pads. Some ..... J4
samples were annealed at 600 C in flowing 02 to -
improve the Au/YBCO contact. Figure lb shows a t ......... J5
schematic diagram of a completed junction. 0.10 T = 42.3 K

Samples were wire-bonded into a 32-lead sapphire
chip carrier for electrical measurements.

Fabrication by FIB etchine 0.05

A more direct approach to junction fabrication is to
use a focussed ion beam (FIB) to etch the submicron
slots directly, without the use of masking layers and 0.00
resists. We have used a 30 keV Ga ion beam, with a - 5 0 5
nominal FWHM of 60 im, which produced slots of
approximately 0.2 jim at the film's top surface. Test Current (A x103
samples were again checked for electrical open circuit to
ensure complete etching, and etch time and current
were chosen so as to over-etch somewhat, to avoid shorts Figure 3. Differential resistance vs. current for five FIB-

due to defects such as surface particles on the YBCO.4  fabricated junctions on one chip.
The side walls of the etched slots appeared less steep
than those produced by e-beam lithography and broad- for five junctions on a FIB-fabricated sample, on SrTiO3
beam ion milling, possible because of the approximately (100), which was annealed according to the procedure
gaussian shape of the beam resulting in partial etching discussed above. The nominal junction length was
of the film by the beam 'tails.* Further reductions in 0.2 jim. The similarity of the characteristics is

encouraging, suggesting that the junctions are
reasonably homogeneous and reproducible within a

40 .- chip.

--.-.-.. 69.5 K Figure 4 shows the measured critical current Ic,
- 30- --- 62.oK determined by an arbitrary voltage criterion of 5 gV, for

....... 50.1K KK_ 
___

2-34.2K 7 - "7x10 5

._ 20- 42K .. 6 - FIB 6
S5 0 o e-beam -5 -

4 / - 4
10 0"> 3 -P 30

2 2
.-," " 2- a 002 -.

01 0000 1

0 2 4 6 8 10 0 r- I i 1000 00 0

Current (A x10-3) 20 40 60 80
T (K)

Figure 2. Current -voltage characteristics for a -0.1 pim Fct

long e-beam-fabricated YBCO/AuYBCO junction. Figure 4. Critical currents for the e-beam junction ofFig. 2, and junction JS of Fig. 3.
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1.4 .. •

0 dB atten. AB = (d + 2X)1.2- 5 dýB atten, .d+2.

--- a No RF where X. is the penetration depth of the YBCO and 4)0 is
the flux quantum. Usingw = 10gm, d =l10gm, and X

1 0.15 nim yields AB = 5 gauss, in reasonable agreement
0.8 , with the measured value. The weak modulation depth

may be partially due to the sample being in a self-field-
limited regime, w > 2 ;j, where the current flows witnin

0.6- % a characteristic width Xj of each edge of the junction,
"- 58 and partially to inhomogeneous coupling across the

width of the junction. The Josephson penetration depth,
f 9.5 GHz" in SI units, is given by

0.2 2 iik= 2eJc p.(2X + d) (2)
0.0 A ... -

-400 -200 0 200 400 where Jc is the critical current density. Applying this
-6 expression straightforwardly to the junction of Fig. 6,

Voltage (Vxl 0 which had Jc - 7.5 x 104 A/cm2 at 56 K, yields

Figure 5. Differential resistance vs. voltage for the - 0.9 pm, so that w (10 pm)> 2 Xj.

e-beam junction of Fig. 2, showing rounded Shapiro
steps induced by 9.5 GHz radiation. The "0 dB" and
"5 dB" curves are displaced vertically by 0.5 0 and 0.25 Q, The results presented above give unambiguous
respectively, for clarity, evidence of Josephson behavior in these planar

junctions. However, the nature of the junctions is far
the sample of Figs. 2 and 3. The annealed FIB- from clear, and almost certainly does not represent true
fabricated sample, despite its greater length, exhibited a S-N-S behavior. For example, the resistance of the
larger critical current than the unarmealed e-be am junctions, - 0.1 - 1 Q, is much greater than the - mQ
junction of Fig. 2, as well as a lower resistance (- 0.1 Q, expected for the resistance of the Au alone, and must be
compared to 4 Q), consistent with an improvement in the dominated by the Au/YBCO interfaces, suggesting that
quality of the Au/YBCO interfaces upon annealing, the actual devices have an S-I-N-I-S character. In fact,

the measured resistances are consistent with a specific
The response of the sample of Fig. 2 to f = 9.5 GHz contact resistance of the order 10-8 to 10-9 f2-cm 2 , which

radiation is shown in Fig. 5, at a temperature of 58.5 K. is quite typical of measured Au/YBCO contact
Radiation was weakly coupled in through a half-wave resistances.
antenna approximately 5 mm above the sample. The
characteristics exhibit weak Shapiro steps at voltages The approximately linear temperature dependence
V=nhul2e. Above approximately 67 K the steps washed of the measured critical current also disagrees with the
out completely due to thermal fluctuations, while below It- exp(-d/7,N(T)) form expected for an S-N-S junction,
about 38 K there was apparently insufficient microwave and is also, at least dose to Tc, consistent with S-I-N-I-S
power to produce steps. behavior.

Measurements of dV/dl vs. applied magnetic field, It is also unclear which surface of the YBCO
at a fixed bias current above Ic, for a 0.1 x 10 Ipm junction provides the strongest superconducting proximity effect
are shown in Figure 6, for a temperature of 56 K. The coupling through the Au - the mille side walls, or the
data show an extremely weak periodic modulation, with top surface which is protected by in-situ Au. In
maxima in dV/dI (corresponding to minima in Ic) principle this will depend on the growth orientation of
occurring with a period of approximately 7 gauss. The the film, with c-axis films potentially having stronger
expected period, AB, is given by the relation couplin through the side walls, and a-axis through the

top suace. The effective length, d, for a junction
fabricated from an a-axis film would then be somewhat
larger than the slot width, by some geometrical factor.
The results here were obtained with c-axis films.

T f56 K The use of a-axis films may ultimately be
1i 1.23 mA preferable, because it will likely be easier to reproducibly

control the YBCOfin-situ Au interface than that formed
"with the ex-situ Au at the side walls.

10 ma Summary and Conclusions

We have fabricated Josephson junctions with a
planar S-N-S geometry, with lengths as short as 0.1 gm,
which exhibit Josephson effects to 70 K. The measured
characteristics are consistent with a S-I-N-I-S deviceT, geometry, with the junction resistance being dominated

0 5 10 15 by the Au/YBCO interfaces.

H (Oe) The intra-chip consistency of some of the measured
junctions is encouraging, indicating that the

Fi'gure 6. Weak periodic modulation of the sample characteristics are not dominated by small numbers of
differential resistance, at a fixed bias current above IC, isolated defects such as shorts. However the chip-to-chip
as a function of magnetic field, reflecting periodic reproducibility needs improvement.
modulation of the junction critical current.
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Abstract SAW wavelength and l1 is the electron mean free path; and, w
is the angular frequency, and r. is the acousto electric relax-

Surface acoustic wave attenuation measurements have ation time, wTr = v.(e++o)Rt where v. is the SAW velocity, e,
been performed in a screen room on a superconducting film and c. are the permittivity of the substrate and free space re-
of Nb at 659 MHz and on a high T, film of YBa 2CU3 0 7 at spectively, and & is the sheet resistivity of the film. Both sets
168 MHz. The attenuation in the Nb film is due to electron- of measurements were performed in an electromagnetic screen
phonon interaction and follows a BCS curve in the supercon- room. This improved the signal to noise ratio, so that SAW
ducting state. The measured change in attenuation was 0.8 attenuation changes from the normal to the superconducting
dB/cm giving an electron mean free path which is about twice state of 0.8 dB/cm and 0.18 dB/cm could be measured on the
as large as the value obtained from the sheet resistivity of this Nb film and the YBa2Cu30T film respectively. Thus, sensi-
Nb film. The sheet resistivity of the YBa2Cu 30 7 film was 45 tivities of 0.02 dB could be achieved in the screen room.
fl/a, and the observed change in attenuation at T, = 87 K was
0.18 dB/cm. A percolation model is proposed for describing
the behavior of both the attenuation and the sheet resistivity 2. Electron Phonon Interaction in Nb Film
in the superconducting state. This model is also used to de-
termine the minimum resistance of YBa2 Cu3 Or along the ab A quasi single crystal film was deposited on a LiNbO3

plane. It is found to be 12.5 #ilcm. substrate in ultrahigh vacuum with ultrapure material.' The
thickness of the film is 3000). and its resistivity ratio is 2.7.

1. Introduction The midpoint of the superconducting transition is 8.6 K. The
width of the transition from normal value to zero value is 0.28

There are two ways to produce an interaction between a K. Figure 1 shows a plot of the normalized attenuation data
metallic film deposited on a piezoelectric substrate and a sur- a,/a, versus the reduced temperature T/Tc. Here a. and
face acoustic wave SAW travelling through the substrate. In a. are the attenuation in the superconducting and normal
one, the mechanical deformation of the substrate is transmit- states respectively, and T, is the superconducting transition
ted to the superimposed film so that there is acousto mechan- temperature.
ical coupling between the two. In the other, the polarization In a bulk superconductor the attenuation for both longi-
fields poduced in the piezoelectric substrate induce electri- tudinal and transverse waves2 is given by
cJ currents on the superimposed film so that there is acousto
electrical coupling between the two. In both cases, the corn- a. 2
plex elastic constants of the SAW are affected. There are both ;E =e/_kT+1 (1)

changes in velocity and attenuation of the SAW that can be where A is the temperature dependent superconducting en-
produced by the interactions. Obviously, it is possible to make ergy gap and kB is Boltzmann's constant. Since SAW
measurements in regimes where both mechanisms contribute travelling through a thin film superimposed on a substrate
to the interaction equally, which would make it difficult to sep- can be decomposed into independent longitudinal and shear
arate the contributions of each effect. In this paper we shall motions, 3 the ratio of a,/a, can also be given by equation 1.
present measurements on two superconducting films in which The solid line in Figure 1 is plotted by using the BCS4 tern-
either one or the other mechanism is the principal source for perature dependent superconducting energy gap in equation
the interaction. The acousto mechanical interaction'gives rise 1 with the BCS value for 2A(0) = 3.52 kT,. It appears that
to electron-phonon attenuation in a Nb film measured at 659 this yields a good fit to the data within the sensitivity of the
MHz, while the acoustic electric interaction is quenched by attenuation measurements. Although the films are quasi crys-
the transition to the superconducting state in an YBa2CuIO7 talline, the resistivity ratio is such that crystalline anisotropies
film at 168 MHz. Fortunately in both cases it is possible to should be smeared out by the shortness of the mean free path,
exclude the effects of the other interaction. This is because in producing essentially a simple spherical Fermi surface which,
the limits in which these measurements are made, ql, << 1 according to Anderson's5 model, should result in a BCS value
and wre << 1 electron phonon interaction-in the normal state for 2A(0). This is a result that is confirmed by our data.
is proportional to the electrical conductivity while the acousto We shall now turn our attention to estimating the value of
electric effect is proportional to the sheet electrical resistivity, the electron mean free path. The SAW ultrasonic attenuation
In the above, q is the SAW wavevector 2w//A where A is the coefficient due to electron phonon interaction in a thin film on

Manuscript received September 24, 1990.
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Figure 1 Normalized attenuation versr.3 reduced temper- Figure 2 SAW attenuation data (solid dots) and four wire

ature for 659 MHz SAW on Nb film (+ symbols). The solid resistance (solid line) simultaneously obtained as a function of

line is the BCS curve for 2A(0) = 3.52kg T,. temperature for an YlB 2 Cu 3 Oi-6 film whose sheet resistivity

is 45 fl/a and with a value of L t 10. (See text.)

a substrate is given by3  grains become superconducting Tg. The film as a whole be-
comes superconducting at T, = 86.4 K. In the limit where

an = Nmv2FirvhoF(v) wr. << 1 the attenuation due to the acousto electric effect is

p,O given by'

or wK 2

/, = N ~pq ' (2) 2= + •')'NMVrqZ hF(Yu)

where, for niobium, N = 5.56 x 10O elns/cm 3; m free dec- where K 2 = electromechanical coupling constant = 0.048 and
tron mass; vjr = Fermi velocity = 1.37 x 10 cm/sec, r, _= e = 50e. for LiNbO 3 and R. = 450. Theretore a = 9.4 x
electron relaxation time; q = 1.3 x 10i cm-', h = film thick- 10-'

3 
wR/ = 0.045 dB/cm. This value is about four times

elecronrelaatin tme; = .3 10'cm' h fil thck- smaller than the observed attenuation.
ness = 3000A, p, = mass density of YZ-LiNbO 3 substrate

= 4.65 gm/cm3; v = SAW velocity under film = 3 x 10' According to the percolation model proposed in reference

cmfsec; v = 0.39, Poisson's ratio; and an = 0.8 dB/cm 10 and modified in ref. 11, it is possible not only to explain
= 0.092 Np/cm. F(v) is a function of Poisson's ratio which this difference but also the width in both the attenuation and

according to Fig. 4 in reference 2, after making a factor of resistance curves in the superconducting states. Moreover it

3 correction suggested by a comparison of Fig. 4 in ref. 6 is also possible to deduce the minimum value of the normal

with Fig. 6 in ref. 7, is equal to 0.022 for a = 0.39 which resistivity of the individual grains of YBa 2Cu30.

yields an acoustically determined electron mean free path In the percolation model, it is assumed that the film is

1. = vF¢, = 1050A. We may also find the electron mean composed of individual grains that are connected by tunneling

free path from the normal state value of the electrical resistiv- junctions, which are represented by resistances distributed in

ity of our film p, = 1.941 d1-cm. Using 14 = mvF/Ne 2pe, we a square network. The junction resistances are assumed to be

find 1. = 450As for the resistivity determined electron mean given by r = roet, where f is a random variable related to

free path. Either of these values for l4 gives ql. < 0.14 which the intergrain distance and which is assumed to have a uni-

is consistent with our assumption that ql4 < 1. form distribution which results in a hyperbolic distribution
function for the junction resistances Wn(r) = I/(r In r 2 /rI ),
W.(r) being zero for r < r1 or > r 2. Thus r2 is the maximum

3. Acousto-electric Interaction in YBa2Cut07 Film resistance of the network and r, is the minimum resistance of
the network. Therefore, it can be inferred that -, is the resis-

A highly textured film of YBa 2Cu 30 7 was d.c. mag- tance of the individual grains. According to the Ambegaokar,
netron sputtered8 onto a Y-cut Z-propagate LiNbO 3 substrate Halperin and Langer (AHL)" model, the sheet resistivity of
at the University of Giessen, West Germany. The film was this network is obtained when the critical percolation frac-
about 3000A thick and has a sheet resistivity R. = 45O as tion of these resistors, pc, is occupied, after starting to fill the
measured with four wires. The SAW attenuation at i68 MHz network from the lowest valued resistors up.
and the four wire resistance are shown in Fig. 2 in the tem- For a square network Pc = 1 and the assumed distribu-
perature range from 65 K to i05 K. It is evident that the tion function yields R. = /r-TF. Now this would be the sheet
behavior of the attenuation in the superconducting state is resistivity of an infinite netork, which is the &, sampled by
very different from the BCS behavior displayed in Fig. 1. a dc eltctrical current. However, a surface acoustic wave sam-

The attenuation in Fig. 2 drops sharply at the transition. As pies a smaller network, and :he authors in ref. 10 suggest that
mentioned in the introduction the noise level is about ±0.02 the dimensions of this network are comparable to the SAW
dB. The change in attenuation at the transition is about 0.18 wavelength, more specifically L' = -1 = 3.5pm. Thus the
dB/cm. The resistive transition starts at T = 86.9, and we SAW are measuring the average sheet resistivity R of square
surmise that this is the temperature at which the individual sub- networks whose dimensions are L on a side wherp L is the
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ratio of L' to the average grain size. A scanning electron mi- r(T) h A(T) -h(t[--T)
crograph of the Y1Ba 2Cu 30 7 -6 film indicates that the grain 4e2 ykBT 2k 8TJ
size of the crystallites is about 0.35prm which is comparable As befor, '(T) is the BCS gap function, with A(O) = -ykBTc

to the film thickness. Therefore there are about 10 grains on = 1.76 ksTc; e is the electronic charge and h is Planck's
a side of the squares sampled by the SAW, or ten junction constant.
resistances. Thus the SAW take a different percolation aver- We shall first discuss the attenuation behavior. The in-
age of the resistors than the electrical resistance measurement dividual sub-networks will become superconducting when the
does. If we assume that the randomly distributed resistors in temperature'is such that the resistance of thenr critical per-
these sub-networks have a Gaussian distribution dt for thir colation fraction of Josephson resistors has gone to zero. A
critical percolation fractions PL, then mean field approximation is used to calculate their resistance

= 1 e (PL - PL) 2  above this temperature.

/L 2ex A binary distribution is assumed
W,(r) = p(T)5(r - 0) + (1 - p(T))b(r - R,)

The width of this distribution is where p(T) is the fraction of resistors that have gone to zero

al, = BL -3/4 at T. The average value of the nonzero resistors is set equal to
R.. And, R(T)/R, = 1 - (p(T)/p,). Following the procedure

where B t 1. The average of Pl, is set equal to Pc, the critical in ref. 10, we find

percolation fraction of the whole system, and, L = 10. Thus A(T) 1 " l-(X) + + x P + p(3

or, 0.178. -- exp, - dx (3)

Since the average of the normal resistance R.(L) over all 7 2  0w , + p

sub-networks is proportional to the observed a0 bo and since R. where P" = p a + cIn(2). The results of performing the
is proportional to the Adler acousto electric attenuation ae rti

one can invert equation 20 of ref. 10 to write another relation integration in equation 3 numerically are superimposed on

for the width of the distribution the attenuation data in Figure 3. The fit appears to be good.
The temperature scale has been expanded to better show the

1 2 1n data around the transition temperature.
= in(r2/rl) InWe now turn our attention to the resistivity. Since the

I Ldc resistance measurement samples the full network, Schmidt

in which r, is the minimum resistance of all the resistors in the et aL have found that a binary distribution function does not

network, taken as the grain resistance. Now since ao#,/ae, = provide as good a fit as one that takes anto account the fuU

4, and , = 45SI we find that r, = 0.417M1. And finally distribution given by

if we assume that ri measures the resistance of a grain of W,(r) = p(T)6(r) + [1 - p(T)lW. (r)
pure material, the resistivity of pure YBa 2Cu3Ol is given by
p = r, tFpail, = 12.5pflcm, where tjil,, = thickness of film. A mean field approximation then gives"

This value is at least a factor of two lower than the lowest
value that has been obtained for the resistivity of a single R(T) r2 ( )'-. 1 (
crystal along the ab plane. = (rap (4)

Now we turn our attention to the behavior of the attenu-
ation and resistiuity in the superconducting state. We assume where pi = and p2 =p(T)p. The results of caicu-
that the resistors in the network become zero resistance su- lating R(T) according to equation 4 are shown, together with
p,-rconducting Josephson junctions when the temperature is the data, ir Fig. 4. Again, the fit to the data appears to be

such that their normal state value is smaller than rj(T) given good.
by
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Figure 3 Comparison of normalized attenuation data with Figure 4 Comparison of normalized sheet resistivity with

results (solid line) obtained from percolation model. results (solid line) obtained from pt-,rcolntion model.
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4. Discussion and Summary 3. A. Hohler, D. Guggi, H. Neeb and C. Heiden, "Fully
Textured Growth of YBa2 Cu3 0 7 - 6 Films by Sputtering on

We have presented SAW measurements on a Nb film LiNbO 3 Substrates", Appl. Phy3. Lett. 54(11), 1066-1067
and a YBa2 Cu30? film. Electron phonon interaction was the (1989).
source of the attenuation mechanism in the Nb film. A BCS
decrease in attenuation was observed below T, which was 9. R. Ad!er, "Simple Theory of Acoustic Amplification"
fit with a zero temperature energy gap of 3.52 kaT,. The IEEE Trans. Sonics and Ultrasonics, SU 18, 115-118
change in attenuation from the normal state to the supercon- (1971).
ducting state was used to determine the electron mean free
path, whose value was about twice as large as that found
from the electrical resistivity measurements. This is not an 10. M. Levy, J. Schmidt, A. Schenstrom, M. Revzen, A.
unexpected result if the film has textured domains, because Ron, B. Shapiro and C. G. Kuper, "Ultrasonic Attenuation
then the electrical resistivity will have an additional contri- and the Resistive Transition in a Superconducting Granular
bution due to the interface resistance between the domains. Lead Film", Phys. Rev. B43, 1508-1513 (1986).
This same resistance does not contribute to the ultrasonic at-
tenuation since the latter is proportional to the electron mean 11. J. Schmidt, M. Levy and A. F. Hebard, "Ultrasonic
free path and therefore the longest mean free path, the one Investigation of Granular Superconducting Films", Phys. Rev.
within the domains, will make the major contribution to the (to be published).
attenuation.

A percolation model was used to analyze both the acousto 12. V. Ambegaocar, B. 1. Halperin and J. S. Langer,
electric SAW attenuation and the sheet resistivity of a "Hopping Conductivity in a Disordered System" Phys. Rev.
YBa 2 Cu3 OT film. This model gave a reasonably good fit to 824, 2612C2620 (1971).
the temperature dependence of both sets of data in the super-
conducting state. More importantly, a comparison of the sheet
resistivity with the change in attenuation between the normal
and superconducting states yielded a value for the resistivity
of pure YBa 2 Cu 307 crystals along the ab plane. This value
of 12.51flcm is abot a factor of two better than what has
been reported in the literature at present. Therefore, we be-
lieve that SAW attenuation measurements in textured films
can provide important information about the quality of the
material being investigated.

The research at UWM was supported by the Office of
Naval Research.
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Abstract In the a-b plane, there is a close lattice match between
LSCO and YBCO. The lattice constant of LSCO is

We have developed techniques for the in-situ nearly independent of x. LSCO is tetragonal with a.=
deposition of epitaxial YBCO films on two-inch diameter bo = 0.3797 nm at the YBCO deposition temperature of
wafers of LaAIO 3 (001) or a-AI20$(1T02) with a Sr-doped -700"C. At this temperature, YBCO is also tetragonal
La 2CuOg(001) (LSCO) buffer layer. The inductively- with an a-b lattice constant +2.4% larger than LSCO.
measured transition temperature varied within the values There is a similar mismatch of +2.0% between YBCO
of 91.1 i 0.5K across the surface of the LaAlOs wafer, and LaAIO 3.
and 90.7 • OAK across the buffered sapphire wafer. The
epitaxial LSCO buffer layer acted not only as a barrier Film Deposition
to diffusion of Al into the YBCO films, but improved the
YBCO(005) x-ray rocking curve widths from 4" for films Both LSCO and YBCO films were deposited by
grown on bare sapphire to 1.2" for films on the LSCO. 90' off-axis dc magnetron sputtering from single,
buffered sapphire. The typical buffer-layer thickness was stoichiometric targets. The sputter gas was typically
40 am although layers as thin as 4 nm appeared to be 150 mtorr Ar and 50 mtorr 02. Our results with this
equally effective. The transport critical current density technique and the effects of varying the sputter-:gas
was greater than 106 A/cm" at 77 K for films on composition were published previously.8  The optimum
buffered sapphire. At 8.8 GHz and 4.2K, the rf surface deposition temperature for LSCO was 620-680"C. The
resistance was lower than that of gold, indicating that YBCO was deposited at 680-720"C. The details of the
the films on sapphire will be useful in large-area UHF deposition-chamber configuration were also published. 9

applications. The functions of the deposition system which were
specifically used in this work were the capabilities of

Introduction mounting a two-inch wafer on the 5.7 cm diameter
circular substrate holder and rotating the holder about its

In a recent review of materials issues in the symmetry axis. Silver paint was used for both
fabrication o! microwave devices from high temperature mechanical and thermal anchoring of the substrates
superconductors (HTS),' the requirement that was whether a series of small chips or a single large wafer
common to all applications was a low rf surface was used. After deposition, the chamber was filled to
resistance, R,. Each microwave component considered 20 tort 02 and the samples were first cooled to 400"C
individually also required either a larger area, lower for a 15-20 min soak and then to room temperature.
dielectric constant, or lower dielectric loss than is
available from LaAIO 3 substrates, the best substrate Electrical Properties
alternative at present. In a practical subsystem,
integration of components places an additional demand on Data on the critical temperature, TC, critical
the size and uniformity of high-quality HTS films. current density, Jc, and rf surface resistance for our

YBCO films deposited on LaAIO 3 substrates by off-axis
Sapphire substrates for YBCO films have received a sputtering were published in Ref. 9. Examples of Tc and

great deal of attention since they fulfill the requirements 3 c for YBCO grown on LSCO-buffered sapphire substrates
of large size, low dielectric constant, and low dielectric are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The normal-state
los, with good mechanical properties. However, since resistivity of the sample in Fig. 1 was characteristic of
sapphire has a poor lattice match to YBCO and Al samples placed at the outer 5 mm, edge of the substrate
diffuses into YBCO readily at high (W750C) temperature, holder during growth. These samples had resistivity
epitaxial buffer layers have been used as a diffusion values at room temperature approximately 25% higher
barrier and to grade the lattice parameter. Buffer layers than the p(300K) = 250 p01-cm obtained over the rest of
of MgO(100),2 4 SrTiO5 (100),6 and LaAIO 3(100)° have the sample holder, presumably due to a lower substrate
been investigated to date - all deposited on the (1102)
face of sapphire (R-plane). These buffer layer materials
share the fact that - in bulk, single-crystal form - they
are the popular substrates for HTS film growth. 0 ....rm30 Sopphire/40 nm LSCO/200 nm YBCO

In this paper, we describe the properties of T90-213-A2
epitaxial YBCO films grown on sapphire with a new
buffer layer material, Sr-doped La&2CuO4 (LSCO). The 0
YBCO film properties are compared with thoSe of films 1 200
grown on LaA1O3 . The uniformity of film properties is 0
presented for YBCO grown on two-inch diameter
substrates of each type. >00 ;P

"The use of bulk L&2CuO4 as a substrate material
for YBCO films has been reported just once where cc 0
YBCO was screen-printed on a polycrystalline La 2CuO 4  0
ceramic to produce a poor-quality film.7  In our work, 89 91 9.

the Laq.Sr.Cu0 4 buffer layers had x = 0.2, a c-axis 0 50 100 150 200 250 300
growth orientation, and the a and b axes were aligned Temperature (K)
with the sapphire substrate in the plane of the film. Figure 1. Resistivity for a YBCO(00l) film grown on

LSCO-buffered sapphire. The inset figure compares the
" Supported in part by AFOSR resistive transition (open circles) to the transition
Contract No. F49620-88-C-0045. measured by the change of inductance of a coil placed

Manuscript received September 24, 1990. against the film (solid line).
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10' the free surface of the film rather than the substrate
interface. Both LSCO and SrTiO3 are lossy materials in

log athe vicinity of 77K which can lower the effective surface
10' •resistance of YBCO in the types of rf measurements we

"E performed. However, by keeping the buffer layer thin, rf
6• lo, losses can be made negligible. Although the typical
SLSCO buffer layer thickness used i4 this study was

Z10 40 nm, YBCO films grown on buffer layers as thin as
S14 nm 'ppeared to be equivalent to YBCO on the thicker

buffer layers.
010O
"0 The LSCO buffer layers grown by off-axis

-4-e YBCO on LGAJO,
10 -- YSCO on ISCO buffer sputtering were significant by themselves.9  They were

grown epitaxially on SrTIO 3 and LaAIO 3 substrates in
addition to sapphire. Typical T,'s (R=0) for LSCO films

1084 88 92 on these substrates were 30K, 27K, and 21K, respectively.
Temperature (K) The highest T,'s obtained, 31K, were the highest reported

for films in this materials system.10  A transport critical

Figure 2. Transport critical current density measured in current density of 7X10 4 A/rm2 at 4.2K was the highest
self-field plotted as a function of temperature for YBCO reported for this material.
films deposited on LaAlO 3 and LSCO-buffered sapphire.
The Tc's (R=0) for these films were 91.2K and 88K, Structural Properties
respectively. In both cases, the film was patterned into a
25 pm wide bridge with voltage taps spaced 1 mm apart. X-ray diffractometer data for an LSCO film on
There was no change in Tc from patterning the films in sapphire and a YBCO film on buffered sapphire are
a phosphoric acid etch. A 5 pV criterion (p < 1"a G- shown in Fig. 3. In both cases, the c-axis orientation
cm for Jc > 104 A/cm 2) was used to define J,- The exhibited in the figure was representative of all of the
film on sapphire had J, > 108 A/cm 2 for temperatures films. LSCO deposited on the A-plane of sapphire (a-
less than 78K. A120 3(1170)] was also highly oriented with roughly equal

fractions of a-axis and c-axis orientation and no (103) x-

temperature. The temperature dependence of the ray peak, the largest pe4 observed in powder patterns.

resistivity was independent of sample position with The diffraction dta in Fig. 3 proved only that the
p(T>100K) extrapolating to zero resistivity at zero kelvin films were highly oriented in the growth direction.
and superconducting transition widths of "1K. The ac Fig. 4 contains RHEED patterns obtained from the
susceptibility transition (inset in Fig. 1) was typically 1K surfaces of a LSCO film on sapphire and a YBCO film
wide and occurred at 0.5 to 1K lower temperature than grown on buffered sapphire. The RHEED patterns
the resistive transition. showed that the films were also highly oriented in the

The critical current density data in Fig. 2
represents the highest such data obtained for our YBCO
films grown on LaAIO3 and sapphire. Few such sapphire
measurements have been made since the dc current- (a) 004006
carrying capacity is not directly related to the suitability
of films for microwave applications. However, the dc c
critical current at T > 77K was an indicator of film 0
homogeneity that generally correlated with the widths of
the resistive and inductive superconducting transitions.
Fig. 2 shows that YBCO films on both types of i 008
substrates had J= 105 A/cm2 within a few kelvin of x 002 s
the superconducting transition, and J, > 108 A/cm 2 at
77K. \ E

The rf surface resistance of YBCO on buffered Y 0 YBCO
sapphire (LSCO 30 nm thick) was measured at 4.2K by (b) 003 sapphire 006
two different techniques, an 8.8 GHz all-YBCO microstrip YBCO sapphire

resonator and a 4 GE:; stripline resonator with a Nb YSCO 005
resonator bar.1 In both cases, the film served as a 002 LSCO
ground plane with the substrate turned so it was inside o LSCO 004 YYCo
the resonator. In both cases, ft, was lower than 7hat of 00
Au. The calculation of k from the measured Q was , 004 LSCOLSC' •IYBCO 

006 0S0Omore straightforward for the stripline resonator (although 0 008
the unloaded Q was always assumed to equal the loaded 013
Q). The measured Q was 5.7k for YBCO on sapphire iI
corresponding to Re = 6 mag, and Q was 3.8k for Au _---

corresponding to R. = 8 raD. In contrast, R. for our
YBCO on LaAIO 3 was < 1 mG at 77K and 10 GHz. 10 20 30 40 50 60

Since k. scales with fre aency as f2 for (most) YBCO, 2 theta
and is proportional to fr/2 for a normal metal, the 1t, of Figure 3. X-ray diffraction data for (a) a 300 nm thick
YBCO on sapphire represents a substantial improvement LSCO(001) film grown on e-A1 20 34(102), and (b) a
over Au at UHF despite its marginal improvement at X- 100 nm thick YBCO(001) film grown on a 30 nm LSCO
band. buffer layer on sapphire. The LSCO film in each case

had an exclusively c-axis orientation. The YBCO film in
Surp tantially better R, results at 4.2K have been (b) had a predominantly c-axis orientation. Small

reported for YBCO grown on SrTs-buffered sapphireda YBCO(013) and YBCO(200) diffraction peaks indicated
In those measurements, rf currents were concentrated at the presence of some misaligned grains.
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W (b) presented in Fig. 5 where the YBCO(005) x-ray rocking

curve width (full width at half maximum) is plotted as a
function of the substrate lattice constant at 700"C. The
lattice constant of YBCO is shown as a dashed line.
The narrowest rocking curves were measured for films
grown on substrates with the smallest lattice mismatch
with YBCO.

The rocking curve width was also dependent on the
film thickness. Most of the YBCO films in Fig. 5 were
100 nm thick. The exceptions were the films on bare
sapphire (400-500 nm) and MgO-buffered sapphire
(120-300 nm) from Ref. 11. The rocking curve width of
the 100 nm thick YBCO film on LSCO-buffered sapphire
was just 1.17 - substantially smaller than for YBCO on
bare sapphire - but still large compared with YBCO on

Figure 4. Ex-situ 9 kV RHEED patterns from the LaAlO 3 or SrTiO3 .
surfaces of (a) a LSCO(001) film on sapphire, and (b) a
YBCO(001) film grown on LSCO-buffered sapphire, We speculate that R, for YBCO on sapphire will
showing that the films grew epitaxially. In both cases not be reduced unless the rocking curve width is reduced.
the electron beam was parallel to [0101 directions in the One possible route is to increase the buffer layer
films. thickness. The rocking curve widths of the (006) peak of

800 nm thick LSCO films were 0.68', 0.18, and 0.28"
for sapphire, LaAIO 3 , and SrTiO3 substrates, respectively.

a-b plane, that is, that they grew epitaxially. Both For such thick buffer layers to be practical, the Sr
RHEED patterns in Fig. 4 were obtained after the films content should be reduced or eliminated to have an
were briefly exposed to the atmosphere during a transfer insulator instead of a normal conductor at 77K. Surface
from one vacuum system to another. The LSCO RHEED roughness is not a limitation on buffer layer thickness.
pattern was recorded after cleaning the surface by heating Even the 800 nm thick LSCO films were very smooth.
the sample to 500"C in 20 tort O2 in the RHEED The appearance of multiple Laue zones in the RHEED
vacuum chamber. The YBCO pattern was recorded pattern in Fig. 4(a) gives a clear indication of this
without surface cleaning, smoothness.

Although the RHEED patterns in Fig. 4 were Film Uniformity
readily obtained, LEED patterns could not be obtained
for either LSCO grown on sapphire or YBCO grown on Fig. 6 shows the transition temperature and
buffered sapphire. LEED patterns were obtained for both indicates the location on the substrate holder of five
LSCO and YBCO grown on LaAIO 3 or SrTiO3 substrates YBCO films grown on LaALO3 chips without rotating the
indicating greater crystalline order in these films than in holder. The resistive transition was defined by R=0.
the ones grown on sapphire. The inductive transition was defingd as the temperature

where 50% of the change in susceptibility had occurred.

A quantitative comparison of the crystalline order The transitions were all qualitatively like the one shown
of epitaxial YBCO deposited on various substrates is in Fig. 1. The variation in Tc across the substrate

holder was less than IK. The excellent uniformity
displayed in Fig. 6 is similar to results obtained in Refs.

10 9 and 12 with individual chips placed on a stationary
two-inch diameter holder.

9 No buffer layer
a Mg0(100) buffer (U. of Texas)
0 LSC0(100) buffer tYBCO TARGET

"W'

.. AI20 3lITO?) I 8

00) Igo

* Ij Si, Ti (10o1

LAI 090.0 T(R=)

Latc t60C(nsrm~89.9 89.dctw 8
O. 1 (10o) yeI CIf ~dci

0.1 vacoI ? - -I , I

3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4
Lattice Spocinq at 650 C (Anastroms)

Figure 5. X-ray rocking curve widths tor the (005) peak
of epitaxial YBCO films grown on various substrates.
The data is seen to correlate with the difference between

the lattice constant of YBCO and that of the substrate
at the deposition temperature of 700"C. For sapphire
and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), the lattice spacing is
the length of a diagonal in the two-dimensional surface Figure 6. The resistive and inductive transition
lattice that lies parallel to a <100> direction in the temperatures of YBCO films on five LaAIO3 chips spaced

YBCO film. The data on MgO-buffered sapphire is from across a two-inch diameter area and coated without
Ref. 11. rotating the substrate holder. The variation in T, was

less than IK.
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The critical parameters in the single-target magnetron sputtering of N'Ba:CuO 7 have beeIn
identified and sufficiently optimized to allow the reproducible deposition of films with
T,'s of > 90 K an(. J,.'s (of > 106 A/cm 2 at 77 K. It was found that during film growth the
bombardment of the YBaCu10 7 by energetic particles must be minimized and also a
stronger oxidizing agent than molecular oxygen must be present to obtain films with these
properties. Otherwise, films arc deposited that, by x-ray diffraction and energy
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy analyses, are indistinguishable from the highest-T, 1:2:3
stoichiometric material but which have critical temperatures of <90 K. Films need not have
1:2:3 overall stoichiometry to have optimum superconducting properties. In such cases
the excess elements are present as second-phase particles.

I. INTRODUCTION figure. The substrates were single-crystal SrTi0 3 (100) and
A gthe high-T oxide superconductors, the most (110), LaAIO 3 (100), MgO (100), and R-plane sapphire.

s dang aThe nickel block temperature was determined by a ther-
studied and at the present time the most important for mcul oae nawl ntebc ftebok h

electronic applications is YBa2Cu 307 (YBCO). A variety mocouple located in a well in the back of the block. The

of techniques has been reported for preparing this com- relationship of this temperature to the substrate surface

pound in thin-film form. One of the most successful of temperature was determined using an infrared pyrometer.

these has been single-target sputtering. In the past few The accuracy of the surface temperature reported here is

years there have been several papers describing the prepa- estimated to be *20 C The sputtering gases were oxygen,

ration and properties of YBCO films made by-this tech- argon, and water vapor mixed in various combinations.

nique. (See Refs. 1-5 for examples of reports on single- The sputtering gas was continuously pumped from the sys-

target sputtering). In these papers, however, there are tem during the deposition process. Following deposition,

significant differences reported in the properties of the the films were annealed in situ in pure oxygen for 20 mi at

sputtered YBCO films. Also, there is presently no consen- 400 C and then allowed to cool to room temperature be-

sus regarding the optimum experimental procedures for fore being removed from the system. An oxygen pressure

depositing the highest-quality films. This perhaps should of 25 Torr was found to be adequate for this low-temper-

not be surprising since in sputtering there are very many ature annealing. The use of higher pressures produced no

experimental variables that can and often do influence film improvement in film properties.

quality. These variables tend to be closely interdependent, Film compositions were determined by energy disper-

which can make their identification and optimization a sive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The accuracy and repro-

very difficult problem. In this paper we report on what we ducibility of the EDS analyses were approximately +2

believe to be the most important variables in the single- at. %. Structural analyses were by x-ray diffraction, trans-

target sputtering of YBCO. We also report on the condi- mission electron microscopy (TEM), and scanning elec-

tions that we have found for depositing YBCO with op tron microscopy (SEM). Ts were measured both resis-

mum superconducting properties. Some of the data tively, using the standard van der Pauw method, and also
discussed in this paper have been reported previously in a inductively. J.'s were determined by passing currentpdeliminary or abbreviated form.6ev through a 25-tmn-wide by I-mm-long bridge and observing

the onset of resistance. A I-pV microvolt criterion was

used to define J, which is equivalent to < 10 - 10 11 cm over
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE most of the temperature range employed.

All of the sputtering experiments were done in a non-
baked vacuum chamber that had a base pressure in the low III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
10 - 6-Torr range. Films were deposited from a rf magne-

tron sputter gun manufactured by US, Inc. This gun was A major difficulty in reporting data on any sputtering
used with either if or dc power. Two types of pressed and process is the large number of interdependent parameters
sintered sputtering targets were used, either orthorhombic that can and often do influence the quality of the deposited
or tetragonal YDa2Cu3O,. In both cases the dimensions films. To try to minimize this problem, we will begin our
were 2 in. diameter and a 0.25 in. thick. Two target-sub- discussion by listing a specific (but not unique) set of con-
strate configurations were investigated. These are illus- ditions that was found to produce high-quality YBCO
trated in Fig. I. The substrate holder used was a 5.7-cm- films. Starling from this base point we will then report on
diam nickel block mounted on a manipulator that could be the effe of changing each of the individual parameters.
positioned in either of the two orientations shown in this This starting set of conditions is shown in Table I. Under

4383 J. Appl. Phys. 70 (8). 15 October 1991 0021-8979/91/084383-09$03.00 t 1991 Americaft Institute of Physics 4383
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing illustrating the off-axis (left-hand side) and Temperature (K)

the parallel (right-hand side) target-subst rate configurations employed in
this work.

FIG. 2. The resistive (R =0) and inductive critical temperatures of a
130-nm YBCO film made under the conditions listed in Table I.

these conditions the deposition rate was a -20 nm/h. The
deposited films were found to be c-axis oriented with a
lattice parameter of 1. 170 nm. TEM analysis indicated that with c-type epitaxy and had lattice parameters similar to

the in-plane orientation was the same throughout the - I- the > 90-K off-axis films. X-ray data for a representative

mm 2 area that was scanned indicating that the film had 90-K film and a 75-K film are shown in Fig. 4. These data

grown epitaxially. are for films grown on MgO substrates which exhibited

The critical temperature and the critical current den- superconducting properties similar to those on LaAIO 3.

sity of films grown under the above conditions are shown Te's of 90 K were ultimately achieved in films grown in the
in Figs. 2 and 3. The properties of films down to a thick- parallel orientation by increasing the sputtering gas pres-
ness of -- 20 nm were similar. At thicknesses of - 10 and sure to over 400 mTorr. A detailed description of the effect
- 7.5 nm, values as high as 85 and 75 K, respectively, were of the sputtering gas on superconducting properties will be
obtained. Films of this quality were deposited over the given in the section dealing with that variable.
entire area of the substrate holder. Very early in the development of sputtering as a means

We will now consider the effect of changing each of the for preparing YBCO films it was reported$ that the pres-
sputtering parameters listed in Table I. Unless specifically ence of negative oxygen ions in the plasma could produce
noted otherwise, all of the conditions will be those shown backsputtering from the depositing films. Since Cu and Ba
in the table with the exception of the variable being inves- tended to backsputter preferentially, early YBCO films of-
tigated. ten did not have 1:2:3 stoichiometry. This lack of proper

cation stoichiometry was given as the reason why these
films had poor superconducting properties. Solutions to

S A. Target-substrate configuration this problem were accomplished by increasing the sputter-
Although eventually T/s of > 90 K were obtained ing gas pressure and by changing the target-substrate

with both of the two substrate-target configurations stud- orientation. t" Both of these two techniques lower the en-
ied, initially when using the conditions listed in Table I, ergies of the particles bombarding the substrate and pre-
with the exception of the substrate-target configuration vent the preferential backsputtering of Cu and Ba. The
that was changed to the parallel orientation (see Fig. 1), present results show, however, that even when particle
we obtained films with T/s of only -75 K. EDS analyses bombardment is minimized sufficiently that proper cation
of these films showed that they had the same 1:2:3 cation
stoichiometry as those grown in the off-axis configuration.
From x-ray data the films were also found to have grown

TABLE 1. Set of sputtering conditions for preparing high-quality YBCO E E
films. *°2 2

Target-substrate configuration 9(r off-axis 10 c
Power mode dc b
Sputtering target newly fabricated pressed and

sintered onhorhombic structure YBCO
Gas composition argon/oxygen - linear scale 10 2
Gas pressure 250 mTorr argon. 50 mTorr oxygen a 0- - -,o logarithmic scale
Substrate temperature 670 "C 01 o I , I I I I I I . - - --
Substrate material single-cry.tal LaAIO, 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92
Sputtering voltage 175 V Temperature (K)
Sputtering currenl 0.3 A
Sputtering___current__0.3_A_ FIG. 3. Critical current density vs temperature data for a 150-nm YBCO

film made under the conditions listed in Table I.
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stoichiometry is maintained, films can be produced which of the highest-Tv YBCO phase. In such cases a structure is
still have inferior properties. formed which, based on our diffraction data, closely resem-

Another example of material which was found to have bles the now well-known orthorhombic YBCO structure
1.2:3 stoichiometry but which did not have optimum prop- but which has a lower critical temperature. There are two
erties is films deposited near the outside periphery of the plausible explanations for the formation of this lower-T,
substrate holder when using the parallel orientation. structure. It is possible that the > 90-K YBCO phase is
Whereas in the off-axis configuration, under the conditions sufficiently unstable that even a relatively mild particle
of Table t, -90-K films were obtained over the entire bombardment inhibits its formation. In such a case, some
2-in.-diam area of the substrate holder, similarly high lower-energy structure would be formed. Another possible
Tr's were obtained, when using the parallel configuration hypothesis is that even a mild particle bombardment can
and a total gas pressure of 400 mTorr, only in the center cause the backsputtering of some reacting species that may
approximately 1-in. area. Films outside this center region be critical to the formation of the highest-To structure, thus
had Tc's - 15 K lower. All of the films, regardless of lo- inhibiting its formation. We will renew the discussion of
cation, had 1:2:3 stoichiometry and there was no correla- these hypotheses in the context of other experimental re-
tion between To's and the lattice parameters of the c-axis suits.
films. Initially, it was thought that the small temperature
difference between the center and outside of the substrate
holder might be responsible for the degraded properties in
the films positioned near the outside perimeter of the We have successfully sputtered YBCO films with sim-
holder. From optical pyrometry it appeared that this tem- ilarly high critical temperature and current values using
perature difference was about 20 C. This possibility was either rf or dc power. However, problems of reproducibii-
eliminated, however, by positioning the block sb that the ity were encountered when using rf sputtering in the par-
outside perimeter, i.e., the coldest part, was directly oppo- allel configuration. In this case where the target and sub-
site the center axis of the target. In this configuration the strates are positioned closer to each other than in the off-
highest T1s now were in the films near the edge and the axis configuration, one could sometimes observe an intense
lowest were those in the center. Finally, to insure that the plasma surrounding the substrates. When this was not ob-
differences in critical temperatures were not due to some served, the quality of the films was high, comparable to
subtle differences in the low-temperature postannealing that achieved with dc sputtering. When the substrates were
process, representative films were ex silu annealed at within this type of plasma, the superconducting properties
400 "C for 4 h in I atm of oxygen. No changes in Tis were were degraded, the Tv's occasionally being depressed to as
observed. low as 65 K. Once again, similar to the data reported

It is clear from the above data that under certain con- above, based on x-ray-diffraction and EDS analyses, the
ditions the bombardment of (he depositing films during composition, the structure, and latlice parameters of all of
sputtering can be minimized sufficiently to eliminate cation the films were essentially the same despite the differences in
backsputtering but not sufficiently to allow the formation T, We are not certain regarding the reason for the random
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(differclces In the size and intensity of the plasma in the From those data, however, it was 'lot possible to determine
vicinity of the substrates when using rf power. In dc sput- whether the bombardment destabilized the 90-K phase
tering the plasma tended to be smaller and localized near causing a lower-energy lower-T,. 1:2:3 structure to form, or
the target and an intense plasma was never observed close whether backsputtering due to the bombardment pre-
to the substrates. vented some reactive species, which is critical for the

The d.ata on the rf-deposited films are of interest since YI1CO to form, from staying at the substrate surface. This
they provide another indication of the deleterious effect of latter possibility would also inhibit the formation of the
particle bombardment on the formation of > %-K YBCO highest-T" YBCO phase. In the present set of experiments,
phase. These data, however, provide no further insight re- since the sputtering voltages for the two targets were found
garding the mechanism by which this occurs. to be similar, it is reasonable to assume that the level of

panicle bombardment of the substrates in the two cases is
C. Sputtering targets also similar. Therefore the low critical temperatures only

In Table I it is noted that a new sputtering target wa in the films from the tetragonal target cannot be ascribed to
used to deposit the YBCO films whose properties are the destabilizing effect of particle bombardment on the
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. We have observed that as the YBCO structure. Based on this conclusion, it would appear
sputtering time from a target increased, the character of that there is indeed some critical reactive species that is
the sputtering process and the property of the films grad- required to form YBCO and in these experiments it was

ually changed. Maintaining the conditions listed in Table I available in sufficient quantity only in the orthorhombic
over a period of hundreds of hours the sputtering voltage target. This unknown species is, undoubtedly, activated
would slowly drop to 100 V and less and the deposition oxygen. These data thus indicate that molecular oxygen,
rate would go down to - 10 nm/h. Also, and most impor- which was available in large quantity in the sputtering gas
tant, the superconducting properties of the films would in both experiments, is not sufficiently reactive to permit
gradually degrade. Instead of the 90-K Tc's obtained ini- the formation of the 90-K YBCO phase.
tially, the critical temperatures would drop to 85 K and This explanation is consistent with the observed dete-
less. This problem required the frequent replacement of roration of film properties with target usage even though
targets in order to produce films with optimum Ti's. Tar- the cation compositions of the degraded films remain un-

get replacement was usually done when the voltage had changed.
dropped to - 120 V. At this value the critical temperatures
of films were still typically above 85 K. Once again, similar D. Sputtering gas
to previous results, x-ray analyses showed that both the We have already commented on the criticality of gas
high- and lower-T, films were c-axis oriented with similar pressure for achieving optimum superconducting proper-
lattice parameters, and from EDS analyses, the composi- ties when sputtering in the parallel configuration. Using
tions of all the films were at or near to 1-.23 stoichiometry. this configuration, and having a gas pressure similar to that

We have also found that, under the conditions of Table listed in Table 1, produced fires with depressed T•'s. It was
I, a nonsuperconducting (tetragonal structure) target, par- necessary to raise the pressure to over 400 mTort in order
ticularly when new, would produce films with very de- to deposit films with properties similar to those of Table I.
pressed properties. In one extreme case, films deposited Although employing a total sputtering gas pressure below
from a new tetragonal target had T.7s of only -50 K. -400 mTorr caused the above-mentioned decrease in crit-
Replacing this target with a new superconducting (ortho- ical temperature, it required pressures less than 300 mTorr
rhombic target) immediately produced films with Tcs of before films were deposited which did not have 1:2:3 stoi-
90 K. EDS and x-ray-diffraction analyses again could not chiometry. As would be expected, such films were not su-
distinguish between the 50- and the 90-K films. The lattice perconducting.
parameters of two representative films from this set of ex- We found that gas pressure had an analogous effect
periments were I. 1718 and 1.1726 nm. Significantly, the when using the off-axis configuration. Decreasing the pres-
film with the larger parameter was sputtered from the sure to 100 mTorr still allowed the deposition of optimum
orthorhombic target and had the higher critical tempera- quality films. However, at approximately 50 mTorr, deg-
ture while the lower-T, film from the tetragonal target had radation in film properties was observed although cation
the smaller parameter. This is. of course, the opposite of stoichiometry remained unchanged. Films made at 25
what one would expect if both films had the standard mTorr were found not to be superconducting and their
orthorhombic YBCO structure and the depressed T, in one stoichiometry was far removed from 1:2:3. It should be
of the films was due to an oxygen deficiency. noted that undue attention should not be payed to the

We believe that these results on the influence of the absolute pressures reported here since these values are
target on film properties provide an important insight to- somewhat dependent on such things as chamber geometry
ward understanding the YOCO growth process. The data and the location of the pressure gauge.
reported above on films deposited in the parallel configu- We will consider next the effect of changing gas comn-
ration at 300 mTorr indicated that the depressed T1's, in position on superconducting properties. We have found
those 1:2:3 stoichiometric films, were due to particle born- that increasing the oxygen:argon ratio of the sputtering gas
bardment of the films during the growth process that pre- had no deleterious effect on either the T, or the JC of
vented the formation of the orthorhombic 90-K phase. YBCO films. In fact, films with T•'s greater than 90 g
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were sputtered in pure oxygen in both target-substrate con- were deposited that had the same very Y-rich composition
figurations. Maintaining the same pressure but substituting as those made in argon. After about 12 h of sputtering,
up to 90% of the oxygen with argon also produced films however, the above-mentioneo lightly Y-rich composition
with similarly high critical temperatures. X-ray analyses of typical for films sputtered in pure oxygen from a new tar-
films made with and without argon showed the same type get was obtained. From x-ray analyses these films were
of c-axis growth illustrated in Fig. 4. However, EDS anal- now c-axis oriented but they had unusually small lattice
yses indicated that films sputtered in pure oxygen tended to parameters of 1.1629 nm. They were not superconducting
have a slightly Y-rich composition (-Y 2IBa2SCusO,). down to 4.2 K. Further sputtering produced films that
TEM analyses showed that the excess yttrium was present continued to have the same cation stoichiometry and c-axis
as the 2:1:1 phase. We assume that if sputtered long epitaxy but which had gradually larger lattice parameters.
enough in oxygen the surface cation composition of the Ultimately the lattice parameters reached 1.1692 nm and
target would eventually change allowing the deposition of the Tc's reached - 85 K. Further sputtering produced no
films with 1:2:3 stoichiometry. However, even when this more changes. Figure 5 shows x-ray data for one of the
type of slightly Y-rich film was obtained, the critical cur- c-axis nonsuperconducting films and for an 85-K film.
rent densities as well as critical temperature were still high, These results provide additional and even stronger ev-
similar to those shown in Figs. 2 and 3. idence for the critical importance of the target on the prop-

Although sputtering even in pure oxygen produced no erties of sputtered films. By sputtering in pure argon a
deleterious effect on superconducting properties, increasing target was produced that, when later used with pure oxy-
the argon:oxygen ratio to approximately 10 or higher, gen as the sputtering gas, deposited films with proper cat-
caused a very sharp degradation in superconducting prop- ion stoichiometry and c-axis epitaxy but which were not
erties with time. When sputtering was done in'argon alone, superconducting. In this case, the very low lattice param-
after only a few hours a noticeable drop in film quality eters of this c-type structure clearly indicates that it was
began to be observed. Continuing sputtering in pure argon not the orthorhombic YBCO phase.
eventually produced films that were very yttrium rich,
Y4 2Ba 33Cu250j, and were not superconducting. It is impor- E. Substrate temperature
tant to emphasize, however, that although ultimately the
films had this composition and were not superconducting, We have found that raising the substrate temperature
the very first films had close to optimum properties despite to 750 C produced no significant changes in the supercon-
the absence of molecular oxygen in the sputtering gas, ducting properties of the sputtered films. No investigation

After degrading a new orthorhombic target by sputter- of higher temperatures were attempted due to limitations
ing from it for many hours in pure argon we found that it of our substrate heater. Lowering the substrate temp:ra-
could be almost completely regenerated by sputtering in ture below 670 C, however, produced two important ef-
pure oxygen. Using the parallel configuration films were fects. Gradually more a-axis orientation was observed in
sputtered in oxygen from a degraded target. Initially films the films deposited on the LaAIO 3 substrates and also there
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to6 .. systems, there has been little information published on the

effect of residhal gas impurities on the properties of tile

films. We have analyzed the gases in our sputtering system

4u 10 5 after the substrate was heated to 670'C but prior to the
E introduction of the sputtering gas. The predominant resid-

ual gases were found to be water vapor, nitrogen, argon.

Z 10'4 and hydrocarbons, in that order. To assess the effect of
these gases on T", we performed successive growth exper-

U iments in which - 10 mTorr ofwatcr vapor, nitrogen, or
o 103 - <100> current direction methane was added to the sputtering gases. In the case of

- < 103) current direction nitrogen and methane no significant effect, either positive
0 or negative, was observed. However with water vapor this

i 2 0 60 80 was not the case. As previously discussed, we have found020 40 60 80
Temperoture (K) that as sputtering time of a target increased, film quality

gradually deteriorated. For example, films that were sput-
tered from a target that had been used for over 100 h had

FIG. 6. Critical current dcoi.ny o(f YIICO film .%putcred on a (110) Tc's of only -85 K. It was found that when 10 mTorr of
SrTi(), suhitratc. The tower curve ik wiih the current in the (103) direc-
tion and the upper curve. in the (MY)) direction. water vapor was added to the sputtering gas, T's of -90

K were again obtained reproducibly. Similar high Tc's
were obtained when water vapor was added when sputter-

was a gradual decrease in critical temperature. Films de- ing from a new tetragonal nonsuperconducting target. As
posited at 600 "C under conditions listed in Table I had also previously described, without water vapor the super-
over 90% a-axis growth; however, they had very low conducting properties from this type of target were invari-
Tc's of <80 K. Similar results were obtained regardless of ably depressed.
target-substrate configuration. We were eventually able to It was also found that the addition of water vapor
obtain superconducting films with T,'s as high as 85 K on allowed the deposition of high-T, film over a larger surface
LaAIO 3 at 600 "C by adding water vapor to the sputtering area than previously could be done. This was particularly
gas. In experiments on the affect of residual gases on film noticeable when using the parallel target-substrate config-
growth, we have found that water vapor is a very effective uration. Finally, it was found that with the addition of
oxidizing agent for the growth of YBCO in sputtered films. water vapor, high-Te films could be deposited at a signifi-
More detailed results on the use of water vapor will be cantly lower temperature than previously possible. With-
discussed in the section dealing with residual gases. out the addition of water vapor, the minimum temperature

for sputtering high-quality YBCO films was - 670 *C. At
F. Substrate materials lower temperatures the critical temperature degraded and

Among the substrates studied, only the films deposited below 600 "C films were usually not even superconducting.
on sapphire did not have optimum Tns of at least 90 K. By adding water vapor, To's as high as 87 K could be

ontasapphirecdidinotihavetoptimume desooftat least090CK.
The maximum critical temperatures for YBCO on sapphire obtained in c-axis films that were deposited at 590 tC on

were -87 K. These values were obtained only in films MgO substrates. Films deposited on LaAIO3 at this ter-

deposited at - 750 *C. However even in this case where the perature showed over 90% a-axis growth and had maxi-

T, was close to the optimum values obtained with the other mum TC' of 85 K. Experiments were done in which as

substrates, the Jr's were greatly depressed. With the excep- much as 150 nTorr of water vapor was added to the sput-

tion of those deposited on sapphire the J 4's of YBCO films tering gas. The Ti's of these films were still -90 K.

that had c-axis orientation all were similarly high. These Another benefit from the use of water vapor was de-

include films deposited on (100) MgO, (100) SrTiOj, as creasing the importance of having a uniform temperature
well as those on LaAlO3. In the case of LaAIO1 , predom- over an entire substrate area in order to obtain films with

inantly c-axis growth occurred only at terdiperatures of uniform properties. The diminution of this requirement
670 "C and higher. Below 670 *C. progressively more of the eliminated the need to bond the substrates to the heater

YBCO showed a-axis growth as the temperature was de- with silver paste which had been done to obtain good tern-

creased. As expected for a-axis YBCO, these films had perature uniformity, particularly when large-area sub-

lower critical currents than those with c-axis epitaxy. strates were used. Experiments were performed using the

Lower J,.'s were also obtained on films deposited on (110) off-axis target-substrate configuration in which the sub-

SrTi() substrates. In this casi the orientation of the YBCO strate holder, as shown in Fig. I. was inverted. The dis-

was a mixture of (103) and (103). The critical current lance and the angle between the target and substrates were

densities of these films were anisotropic, as seen in Fig. 6. kept the same. Using this arrangement the substrates were
simply positioned on the holder without any bonding or

G. Residual gases clamping. Under these conditions, when I5 mTorr of water
vapor was added to the sputtering gas. up to 2-in.-diam

Although many of the YBC() sputtering experiments films were reproducibly deposited that had T,'s of > 90 K
reported in the literature were done in nonbaked vacuum over their entire surface area. Because bonding the sub-
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,,msto lthe hicater was not at necessity, it was also possible
,,, ieposit 90- K fi ins oil bothI sides of a single substrate.

NIIe dctailed accoulits of these large-arca and two-sided
,lI]ONII ion experimetnts will be p-uhlished elsewherei -

H. Sputtering voltage and current

As, was described tiilithe sectlion dealing with targets ani

.11)i111entl correLatjolt wits observed hotween tile higher
'111t1telrng voltages that were obtainied when usinig a new%%

Ijtet anld the hight critical tenmperatures obtained. It'e
have loud thai~t alddintg water vapor to d ic sputtering gas

pi' dt iced aoInciierease iii the spuitterinig volt age. WVhen usitlI e
awell-eroded target lthe voltage would return to values

silnitIa r to thIo se observed wheni te leIa riet wats new. r FIG Ait M*:% p1tluti,.m. "In .,Pig 0'I I Y lIC , it I l00) Nlgt. deu,

Improved T.'s of the film deposited under these conditions 'W~- Ji Owp.;ICi Umlg-r0 i .d tiw.I III,:u~ Ii*I11"'c. tIic
len II Crtedenice Io a correl at ion bet ween h ighI sputtering volt - smi.,tk-r lighti pai~ctcsir lite 2.1 I 'I.-- wtiad mv rhomerid ii. lite Won.

afCe' .3id high T,'s. This wats investigated further by study-
Ii,, lite efrect of anot her gas, NO. wvhich sinmilar to wvater
%apor also produced it higher sputtcring voltage. Ini these straftes ( not itieltdine sapphilre) to t ry to Identify the major
experimenits. however, the deposited films showed to im- defects in these. films. lIn all eases. regardless of substrate
provesnent in superconducting properties. This result thus material or film orientationi. dislocations, and/or twinning
refutes any simple correlation between sputtering voltage at the interface due to mismatch between the YI3CO and
and r, the substrate were observed. These defects are intrinsic to

With respect to sputtering current, no observable effect (he epitaxial growth process. An example is shown in Fig.
onl film quality was found within the narrow range of va[- 7. Considering films that had c-axsis epitaxy. the scn
ues studied, i.e., between 0.2 and I A. Occasionally at the most common defects found were second-phase particles,
higher currents used, the plasma would become unstable either Cu-O or the 2:1:1 phase. As would be expected, very
atid all of the power would become concentrated at one heavv concentrations of such second-phase particles were
point on the target surface. This tended to happen more found in films that, from EDS. did not have the 1:2:3 com-
often when using dc power and when water vapor was position. Most comnionly. however, their amount was suf-
added to the sputtering gas. Films sputtered during such ficiently how that lheir presence could not be detected by
periods of instability would invariably be very copper rich, the EDS analyses. A TEM photograph of these defects is
Interestingly, even in these cases the Tv's of the films would shown in Fig. 8. Although mnity films have been grown
remain high. which are essentially particle free (Fig. 9), 'ye still occa-

sionally observe second-phase particles tin Ilrns that were
1. Defects in sputtered YBCO films deposited under what were believed to he optimum condi-

Usitng transmission electron microscopy we have ana- lin.W aesnceiec htidct- htteC-
lyized in detail the chemical and structural properties of particles nucleate onl structural or chemical imperfections
sonic representative films deposited on the various sub- on the substrate surface. Figure I1) shows a photomicro-

graph of Cu-O particles oin a LaAIOt substrate. As call be
noted some are in a straight line. implying that they may

M111 VII 10 )~ Wool~c lilv ai ru i g.I r iict, I;, fti~ct-% 1-oci llcd ~Iti',.r Is i
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FIG. II. TEM phoiomicrograph of an YBCO film on (110) SrTiO,. The

film consists of -200x500-nm
2 

faceted domains, with (103)/(103) orn
entation. It is no( certain whether the voids between the domains are
intrinsic or a rcsult of the TEM specimen preparation. The suhstraic

FIG. 10. Optical photomicrograph of an YBCO film showing a rclativel) dircctions are indicated by the arrows on the picture.
dense concentration of Cu-O particles that arc sometimes obtained on our
sputtered films. Some of the particles arc on a straight line implying that
they may have nucleated from scratches on the substrate surface.

the film that there is any deterioration in superconductiv.
ity. A corollary to this is that single-phase c-axis films that

have originated on scratches on the substrate surface. We have 1:2:3 cation stoichiometry can have greatly depressed
have also observed from TEM cross sections that such superconducting properties. We also have many examples
particles can also nucleate well above the substrate surface. of this type of film. In essence, our data show that regard-
The sputtering target itself apparently can be a source of less whether the Y, Ba, and Cu atoms are present in the
particles since their concentration is invariably greater exact proportion at the substrate surface, the high-T,
when a new target is installed in the system. YBCO phase will form if other conditions are correct.

We have observed very large concentrations of Cu-O We have performed experiments that indicate that the
particles in cases where there were intermittent plasma in- high-Ti orthorhombic YBCO phase is sufficiently unstable
stabilities during film deposition. This was found to occur that even a relatively low-energy particle bombardment of
most often when using dc sputtering and when water vapor the substrate, insufficient to affect cation stoichiometry,
was added to the sputtering gas. In the absence of this type can still prevent its formation. We believe that the bom-
of plasma instability the addition of water vapor had no bardment of the substrates in such a case causes the back-
effect on second-phase particle density. sputtering of a reactive species which is critical for the

Another structural defect that has been found, in what formation of the YBCO phase. Since the cation stoichiom-
are desired to be pure c-axis films, is a-axis growth. In films etry of the films in these experiments was correct and mo-
deposited on LaAIO10 substrates increasingly larger lecular ocygen was already present ia the sputtering gas,
amounts of a-axis growth are obtained when the deposition this species could only be activated oxygen. Evidence
temperature is lowered below 670 *C. However, even above showing that this active oxygen originates from the target
670 "C, a-axis YBCO is found in films thicker than -400 was provided by the results from different types of sputter-
nm. ing targets. Films with the same cation composition were

A particular defect associated with a-axis films is a deposited from an orthorhombic superconducting target
"checkerboard" type of structure in which there are two and from an nonsuperconducting tetragonal target. How-
sets of a-axis domains that are oriented at a 90" angle with ever, the Te's of the films from the latter target were mark-
respect to each other. Another defect structure specifically edly lower. These data strongly i. dicate that molecular
associated with films grown on (110) SrTiO3 is shown in oxygen, which was present in large quantity in both of
Fig. I1. The T/s of these films are similar to c-axis films, these growth experiments, was not sufficiently reactive to
however, the J,'s are significantly less. The currents densi- form the highest-T, YBCO phase. We believe that this
ties are also anisotropic as shown in Fig. 6. " phase was grown only when activated oxygen apparently

present in greater quantity in the orthorhombic target was

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS available to parti,.tpate in the reaction. In its absence a
lower-energy Y-Ba-Cu-O structure was formed that is both

We have accumulated extensive data which indicate compositionally and structurally similar to the orthorhorn-
that it is not a critical requirement for sputtering high- bic YBCO phase but which has degraded superconductic,
quality YBCO (T, > 90 K and J, > 106 A/cmZ at 77 K) to properties.
have an overall 1:2:3 cation composition. We have many The. credibility of this conclu- ,n is reinforced from I he
examples of multiphase films that are yttrium and/or cop- data on films devosited from a new superconducting targci
per rich but which still contain the YBCO orthorhombic that was sputtered many hours in pure argon to purpo-scb
phase with such properties. It is only when the amount of det.rade its surface. Significantly, the very first films dcp(Y"
the second phases becomes a significant volume fraction of ited in pure argon were found to have close to optitiuin
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pliopertles despite thet absence o! molecular oxygen in the piasira instabilities. Such inslabdlities were found to more
sputtering gas. Ilowever after many hours of sputtering the iikely occur when water vapor was added to the sputtering
filns were not superconducting. Sputtering in pure argon. -is and when using dc power. Films deposited under these
we believe, reduced the amount of the active oxygen in the conditions in some cases had very heavy concentrations of

target. Using this degraded target, a epitaxiai c-axis struc- Cu-O particles. In the absence of plasma instabilities the
lure was subsequently prepared by sputtering in pure oxy- addition of water vapor had no direct influence on the

•ocn. This structure. however. was not superconducting and 1111ount of second-phase particles.

had a lattice parameter much lower than that found in the WVe believe lhat the imajoriyv of second-phase particles,
,...rcrconducting orthorhombic YBCO phase. After furthe, when present in the relatively low concentrations usually

spultcring in oxygen the films from this degraded target found in our films occur primarily due to contamination

gradually improved until finally reaching maximum T7's of either from the substrates, from the hardware in '!,,! im-

-85 K. Significantly, this is approximately the same mediate deposition area, or from the sputtering target. It
slightly degraded T, that is obtained after many hours of has already been demonstrated that in certain microwave

sputtering from a new orthorhombic target under optimum applications the use of films having the relatively small

conditions. From these experiments we conclude that the concentrations of partlces discussed here, cause no delete-

main function of the molecular oxygen in the sputtering rious effects. The use of such films to construct Josephson

process is to oxidize the sputtering target, thus providing a junctions, however, could produce problems. Further work

continual source of active oxygen necessary for the forma- toward totally eliminating this type of defect is thus war-

tion of superconducting YBCO. This reoxidation process, ranted.
however, is apparently not adequate to completely replen-
ish the active oxygen that is present in a newly fabricated
target.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This document is a 1990 supplement to the Bibliography of High-T€ Superconductivity
published in two parts in the Journal of Superconductivity: Vol. 2(1), 1-210 (1989) and Vol.
3(1), 1-153 (1990). Together with the previous reference lists covering 1987-88 and 1989,
respectively, the Bibliography of High-Tc Superconductivity spans the entire (brief) history of HTS.

The bibliography is becoming more narrowly focussed on applied superconductivity
with each annual update. Fundamental research papers are included when they either have a
direct relationship to applications or when they appear to be representative of a body of work.
The number of papers added to the bibliography decreased from 4610 In 1987-88 to 2578 In 1989
and 1302 In 1990. although the total number of papers published in high-Tc superconductivity has
remained fairly constant throughout this period.

Section 2 of this document lists the two-letter keywords available for assignment to
each reference. Section 3 is an index based on these keywords. The Index Identifies the first
author's last name and a paper number corresponding to the complete source information listed in
Section 5. The index in Section 4 is based on the chemical elements. The source information in
Section 5 is ordered alphabetically by the first author's last name. The references include
preprints and papers published during 1990. The first keyword assigned to each reference
indicates the month in which It was entered into the database (e.g. .05. for May, 1990).

The entire database containing source information for all 8500 references and search
software for IBM compatible or Macintosh computers can be downloaded from Ames Laboratory
at Iowa State University. Instructions are contained in the March 1. 1990 issue of High-Tc
Update (Vol. 5, No. 5).

I wish to acknowledge the efforts of Mrs. M. B. Cross who has maintained the file
cabinet of papers and the reference list. This work was supported in part by AFOSR Contract
No. F49620-88-C-0039.

John Talvacchio
Westinghouse STC
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2. LIST OF KEYWORDS

General Index KT - Kosterlitz-Thouless model .......... 95 sZ cubic ZrO substrates ............... 105
LB - La-Ba-Cu-O ................................. 96 SE Solid electrolyte cell ................... 105
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For HIc-axis, the magnetic field induced broadening of the resistive transitions of high-T, superconductors (HTS) is shown to
depend strongly on the Cu-O layer spacing. For the highly anisotropic HTS, we show experimental evidence that flux motion
results from a thermally activated crossover from three dimensional (3D) vortex lines to 2D independent pancake-like vortices
in the Cu-Q layers, which is intrinsic to the material and occurs when k9T exceeds the Josephson coupling energy of these layers.
At low temperatures, however, thermally activated conventional depinning (which can be sample dependent) or melting in the
uncoupled 2D Cu-O layers is also required for flux motion. For YBa,Cu307 , this dimensional crossover does not occur below
He,. presumably because the conducting Cu-O chains short-circuit the Josephson interlayer coupling, leading to better supercon-
ducting properties in a magnetic field. These results show that strong interlayer coupling is a key to finding good alternatives.

High-temperature superconductors (HTS) are motion [6-81. This broadening is characterized be-
known to exhibit [ 1-31 anomalous magnetic field low by an h* (T), which depends on the voltage cri-
induced broadening of their resistive transitions, terion of the measurement, and can be related to the
which generally increases with anisotropy [4]. This magnetic irreversibility line, which is similarly de-
effect places limitations on the value of the materials pendent on the measurement time. For the highly
for moderate to high-field applications. For the ap- anisotropic Bi- and TI-based HTS, we present ex-
plied field, H, parallel to the superconducting Cu-O perimental evidence that the flux motion associated
layers, i.e., Hlc-axis, the broadening is not as large with this broadening occurs as a result of a dimen-
as for H parallel to the c-axis (Hl1c), and because of sional crossover from three dimensional (3D) vor-
the absence of a Lorentz-force dependence [31 to- tex lines to 2D independent pancake-like vortices
gether with the anticipated intrinsic pinning of the [9]. which reside in well-coupled adjacent Cu-0 bi-
insulating region between layers, an explanation other or tri-multilayers. This decoupling of vortices ren-
than flux motion has been proposed [51. For HI1c, ders the sparse pinning sites in individual Cu-0
the lack of intrinsic pinning implies that the much multilayers much less effective. However, at low re-
greater broadening is due to thermally activated flux duced temperatures, t=- /TI, the 2D vortex lattice

0921-4534/91/$03.50 © 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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is sufficiently stiff that these pinning sites are again terized experimentally by the resistive transitions,
effective and the value of /*, which is larger than the p( T. H), which were uniformly measured at a cur-
predicted 3D to 2D crossover, can be described by rent density of .- 10 A/cm2, such that p( T, /-/*)/
including either conventional depinning [6,10] or P,= 10-s. where p,, is the extrapolated normal-state
melting [ I I ] in the uncoupled 2D Cu-O layers. At resistivity at Tc (e.g., see fig. 4 of ref. [5] ). Higher
zero temperature, H" necessarily approaches the up- current densities lead to larger values of /-*. These
per-critical field, H, 2(0). /-/t are plotted in fig. I against I -t for many samples

Combining this low-temperature behavior with in- of five HTS materials, including literature [ 1,2,14]
terlayer vortex coupling by the Josephson tunneling values. For the Bi- and TI-systems, the data on the
model, the H" (t) data are fit convincingly, with pa- magnetically measured irreversibility line are inad-
rameters which are in substantial agreement with equate to compare to H*, and our thermally acti-
available measurements or reasonable expectations, vated model implies that agreement between these
for the highly anisotropic Tn2BazCaCu 20 (TI-2212), would depend on having equivalent sensitivities for
T1Ba 2CaCu2O. (T1-1212), TlBa2 Ca2Cu3O (T1- internal electric fields in each measurement. Mag-
1223), Bi2Sr 2CaCu2O (Bi-2212) materials. These netic measurements of irreversibility often have a
data are shown to depend only on the insulator width considerably greater sensitivity and thus obtain a
between Cu-O multilayers, di. The fitted values of smaller H*. The equivalence [15,16] of these is
the c-axis resistivities, p., depend approximately ex- demonstrated explicitly for Y-1237 in fig. 1, al-
ponentially on d,, with a reasonable tunneling barrier though the good agreement could be due to the ex-
height, to further substantiate use of a Josephson istence of a vortex-glass phase transition [ 7 ], rather
tunneling model. For the significantly less aniso- than equal sensitivities.
tropic YBa 2Cu 3 0 7 (Y-1 237), this model predicts that Figure 1 also shows that H-* is fairly independent
3D to 2D decoupling will not occur for H<Hc2 ( T) of sample quality (e.g., epitaxial or polycrystalline
because of the much better interlayer coupling, i.e., film, single crystals, minor amounts of second-phase
smaller Pc, and we cannot fit H* with reasonable
parameters.

A number of different samples were prepared for
the work reported here. Films of Y-1237, grown in- 1 0 - -

situ by DC magnetron sputtering from a stoichio-
metric target onto rotating (100) LaAIO 3 substrates,
were shown by transmission electron microscopy to L
be epitaxial and c-axis oriented, exhibiting zero re-
sistance in zero field at T,= 89 K. Polycrystalline TI- 1
1212 and T1-1223 films, prepared on (100) YSZ
substrates by a MOCVD technique [ 12 ], exhibited
T, of 72 and 104 K and contained 5-10% of T1-2212
and 11-1212 impurity phases, respectively. Poly- 0.1
crystalline T1-2212 films, prepared [ 13 ] on (100)
MgO by DC magnetron sputtering from a three-gun 0.01 0.1 1

source followed by post-annealing, exhibited Tc from 1 -_t
100 to 104 K. Additional films of TI-2212, prepared Fig. I. The resistive broadenings for various HTS are character-
by laser ablation onto (100) SrTiO 3 substrates fol- ized by the measured #01P vs. I - t. The four distinct groups dif-

lowed by a postanneal, exhibited Tc of 100 K and fer by their layer spacings, di. YBa 2Cu3O 7 single crystals: ref. [161

were confirmed by electron channeling to be epitax- (solid circles); ref. [ 141 (pluses); ref. [2] (crosses); YBa 2Cu30 7

ial. All films were found to be highly c-axis oriented epitaxial film (squares with plus). T1Ba2CaCu 2O, MOCVD film
(circles with plus); T1BaC~a2Cu30, MOCYD films (solid andby X-ray diffraction. Single crystals of Bi-2212 were (crlswtpu);na22C3 M VDfmssoiad
open diamonds). T12 Ba 2CaCu 2 O, epitaxial film (open circles);

grown using a flux method with Tc= 80 K. T]2Ba2CaCu2O0 sputtered films (open squares). Bi2Sr 2CaCu 20,
The thermally activated flux motion was charac- single crystals: ref. [I] (solid triangles); (open triangles).
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material, etc.). at least with our uniform criteria, due to weak-linked intergranular coupling and un-
Note however that the current density for the Bi-22 12 derscores another important observation of this work:
crystal of ref. [ I ] was not reported. For TI-2212, the the H*' of weak-linked samples can fall below the in-
data for two polycrystalline and one epitaxial film trinsic value, but no amount of perfection can result
coincide quite well, even though the measured Jc of in significantly larger M/ (unless greater and/or more
the epitaxial films is - 10 times larger for all H and effective pinning can be introduced in virtually every
T. Deviations of the low-field data for T1-1212 and Cu-O multilayer, which may deteriorate T,).
TI-1223 are likely an artifact clue to minor impurity We now present a model for understanding these
phases 'which nonetheless caused double transitions data. An important step was the recognition that weak
in that field range. Note that the shape of p( T. H) coupling between superconducting Cu-O layers. im-
can vary from sample to sample perhaps due to the plied by a high degree of anisotropy. allows for ther-
differences in their morphology. For example, the re- eallyv activated decoupling of the magnetic field in-
sistively determined H' for Y-1237 shown in fig. I duced pancake-like [9] vortices in adjacent Cu-O
bunch together, even though the single-crystal data layers, for Hnjc. The resulting independent motion of
exhibited a kink near the foot of the transition [2,151 vortices in adjacent layers. i.e.. two-dimensional
which is not found in our epitaxial films. (2D) behavior, greatly reduces the effectiveness of

Literature values [ 17] of the c-axis distances of pinning (e.g., by point defects in the Cu-O layers),
the internal structure of the five compounds studied when compared to extended, 3D vortex lines. How-
here are presented in table 1. The interlayer (insu- ever, even in the 2D regime, any finite pinning
lator) spacing between Cu-O bi- or tri-layers is d, strength in the individual Cu-O multilayers can be-
and the overall repeat distance of the Cu-O multi- come effective at sufficiently low temperatures,
layers is s. It is clear that the four distinct groups in thereby increasing h/ above the dimensional cross-
fig. I can be identified by the common di values for over value. Since the experimental data indicate a
the members of each group. Thus, the magnitude of weak dependence of /-* on sample quality even at
the resistive broadening is shown to depend on the low temperatures (for fields up to - 10 T), the most
distance between adjacent Cu-O inultilayers rather likely low-temperature processes, which will be con-
than the repeat distance, s, or the number, or thick- sidered below, are intrinsic flux-lattice melting or de-
ness, d1, of closely coupled Cu-O planes in the mul- pinning from universal pinning sites, such as oxygen
tilayer (see e.g., the T1-1212 and T1-1223 data). In vacancies in the Cu-O layers. In the latter case, we
support of this, assume that h-* increases with s: then envision enough elasticity in the flux lattice that in-
table 1 would imply a larger H" for TI-1223 relative dividual vortices can be thermally depinned after
to T1-2212, but the data indicate the opposite. Note which another vortex falls into the vacant potential
also that for polycrystalline Tl2Ba 2 Ca2 Cu3O (for well. Our uncertainty about the low-temperature
which di= 11.55 A) the H"* data [181 agree with our mechanism, means we cannot rule out that im-
"11-2212 and for t<0.5 but fall significantly below it proved pinning may increase H/* at low temperatures.
as T increases towards Tc. This smaller HM is likely The dimensional crossover occurs when the cou-

Table I
Parameters for the highly anisotropic HTS. Structural data come from the literature and Tc is measured directly. The fits provide H,, (0).

p, and aB,(0)2, while the rest are derived from formulas assuming a= I

Sample s di d, T, uo.HC2 (0) Pc aCB1(0) 2 /2po Bc(O) K poH,, (0) l._,,(0) ;,,(0)

(A) (A) (A) (K) (T) (Jcm) (J/cm3 ) (T) (T) (A) (A)

T1-1212 12.75 9.57 3.18 72 80 1.8 0.11 0.53 110 0.0165 20 2100
TI-1223A 15.87 9.59 6.28 104 110 2 0.13 0.56 140 0.0141 17 2400
TI-2212 14.7 11.55 3.15 100 60 8 0.087 0.47 91 0.0164 23 2100
Bi-2212A 15.45 12.29 3.16 80 40 34 0.049 0.35 81 0.0135 28 2300
Bi-2212B 15.45 12.29 3.16 79 40 84 0.047 0.34 82 0.0130 28 2300
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piing energy between adjacent Cu-O multilayers, 1
E,(H, T), is - kBT. Previously, electromagnetic cou-
piing of vortices was considered [9], but the rele- 0.8. " -N

,,ant E, was found [91 to be too small to explain the 2D depinnin0\ H2D ''" °r 2D
relatively narrow resistive transition in Y- 123 7, and -• 0.6 melting) -2
it could hardly account for the vast differences found 0.

in Y-1237 and the highly anisotropic Bi-2212 and 0.4

TI-2212. On the other hand, the magnitude of the 2 b. H \ -
Josephson coupling energy, Ej, for the phase of the 0.2

superconducting order parameter [ 19 1, exhibits the 3D d

right range of values in the highly anisotropic HTS 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
because pc is so large. For Josephson tunneling T/T
through an insulating barrier in zero magnetic field,

( T) ih4( T) J(4(T) Fig. 2. These curves represent characteristic fields for the ther-

e =h2 T tanh 4k(T) (1) mally activated 3D to 2D crossover (solid), flux depinning
ta 2eRN \2kB T) (dashed) and the combined effect of both (heavy solid line).

The temperature dependence of Ho2(T)/IH2 (0) = 1 _[2 is also

where Icj is the Josephson critical current, RN is the shown (dot-dashed line).

normal-state resistance of the junction and 4(T) is
the temperature-dependent energy gap. For finite where B, is the thermodynamic critical field. Alter-
fields, eq. (1) must include [20] a term (I -b) in natively, the energy associated with depinning is
Ecj, where b-H/Hc 2, to account for the spatial av- given by that fraction, a, of the loss in supercon-
erage of the magnitude of the order parameter over ducting condensation energy of a vortex line, which
the flux-line lattice. For Josephson coupling of a vor- is compensated by a particular pinning site [ 10]:
tex to *both neighboring Cu-O layers, E, = 2Ecj, and
the relevant junction area is that of one vortex, 0o/ Ep =-n B2  (4)
H, so that RN =pspoH/0o. From standard tunneling a (I ( 1-(b) 2 . (4)

theory [211 and experiment [22 ], RN or Pc should For both Bt
be proportional to exp(-d,/do), where di is the in- F (t) and H,2(t) we assume the clean-limit
sulator thickness and do= h//V8-m ao for the temperature dependence of I -t 2, which has some

t e. ow Taccounts fe the justification from measurements [24] in Y- 1237. In
tunneling barrier height, "P. Below Tr we assume RN

that case, the ratio of these is weakly dependent onis ind epe n dent of T and H . T h e resultin g 3D to 2Db an ,i e ,E 1 .. =2 ( I + t) A ( I -0 9 ) .T udimensional crossover is shown as the thinner solid b and t, i.e., Ep/Em = 2not( 1+ t)/A (I1 -0.29b). Thus
dimenesionalcros2over iashownaby teak c innr slith both terms give reasonable fits to the data when
line in fig. 2 for reasonably weak coupling with combined with the Josephson tunneling model and
1,*O/le'PýSPOH,2 (0) [4(0)/kTj = 0.05, i.e., high it is not possible to choose between them based on
anisotropy.Flux-lattice melting in 2D occurs when oBT=Ey, the present data and analysis. An example of the
where ( 11 ] thermally activated depinning crossover is also shown

in fig. 2 as a dashed line for ao0od,B(0)2 /
AC 66E.d$ 4k(T2)oHc2 (0)=0.5. It should be noted that

Em- 2xtoH ' (2) Ep=keTalways has a solution with b=H*/H,2 = 0 at
a finite T< T.. This can be seen from eq. (4) and the

where A is of order one, d, is the superconducting same is true for En. However, extending these so-

Cu-O bi- or tri-layer thickness ( 3-6 A) and the lutions into the 3D regime at low fields would be in-
shear modulus has been determined by Brandt [23] correct since it would not describe vortex line inter-
to be actions, whereas the distinction between 2D and 3D

B2  2should be valid even at the lowest temperatures. For
C" = - 5 b( I - 0.29b) ( - b) (3) vortices to move in a transport measurement, they

must be free, by overcoming both energy barriers, so
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we solve kB T=Ep(H, T)+2E~j(H, T), as shown by 100 . I I
the heavy solid line in fig. 2 to fit to H*. B i-2212 1

The data of fig. I are thus fit using three param-
eters: He,, po, which is related to the strength of Jo-
sephson coupling; and aB'12/2o, which is related to j
the pinning strength (or a similar parameter for a U 10
melting transition). Assuming the BCS value of 1.76 TI-1 212

for d(O)kBTC, these fits are shown in fig. 3 and the TI-1 223

resulting parameters are given in table 1 together with
other derived ones. The values of Bc (0) assume that
a=l, Kisgivenby #oHc2(0)/1/1B.(O),andH..(0) 9 . 0 1 1 1 1 3
is B,(0)ln(Kc)/ 2K. The coherence lengths are given d( A)
by ,b(0) =/ 0o/21ryoHc2 (O) and 2Ab(0) = K•,(0)).

An important further prediction of coupling by Jo- Fig. 4. The c-axis resistivity obtained from the fits of fig. 3 plot-

sephson tunneling is an exponential dependence of ted against di to demonstrate the approximate exponential de-

pc on di, and the data are shown in fig. 4 for the TI- pendence expected for Josephson tunneling between Cu-O layers.

and Bi-based HTS material. While these data do not
fall on one straight line, we anticipate the possibility I - t'. In addition, in some cases the data do not span
of different tunneling barrier heights or tunneling ef- a sufficient field range to tie down the parameters of
fective masses, at least between Bi-O and TI-O in- the fits precisely. Nonetheless, the parameters are
sulating layers. Nevertheless, the best fit gives a rea- reasonable. In particular, the penetration lengths
sonable value of do= 1 A and a barrier height of 0.8 A.,b(O), and BA(0) are close to expectations based on
eV, assuming a free electron mass. Values of do= measured values for YBa 2Cu30 7 of [241 140 nm and
1-1.6 A are typically found in artificial or natural [25] -. 0.8 T, respectively. For Bi-2212, recent muon
oxide tunneling barriers [21,22]. spin-resonance experiments [261 have concluded

The derived parameters presented in table I should that u/-'2 (0)=44 T, Ic. 100 and -ab 250 nm, in

be viewed with some caution because of our arbi- good agreement with table 1.
trary, but uniform, criterion for /-*, uncertainty over A further prediction of this model is that dimen-
the proper low-temperature model of flux dynamics sional crossover, is independent of the pinning
and our untested, but reasonable, clean-limit as- strength, whereas the low-temperature /* and, par-
sumption that B.(t) and H,2(t) are proportional to ticularly J,, can be enhanced by improved flux pin-

ning: evidence for this is found in the TI-2212 films
1 , . ------•--,---- reported above, proton-irradiated Y-1237 crystals

[16], an alpha-irradiated Bi-2212 single crystal [4]
and neutron irradiated TI-2223 polycrystals [27].

" 0.1 These studies report small changes at low tempera-
"tures in the "irreversibility line" or resistive tail, but

X large differences in J,.
"The data for Y-1237 could not be fit to the model

with a reasonable value of p,: a possible explanation
is that the electrically conducting [ 28 1 Cu-O chains
short-circuit the tunneling between adjacent Cu-O

0.001 0.1 1 bilayers in Y- 1237, yielding a much lower anisotropy
1 - t and pc. Thus for the smaller experimental p. for Y-

Fig. 3. The alid lines are fits of the Mf data for the highly aniso- 1237, the model does not predict a dimensional

tropic HTS to the model described in the text. From top: Tn-

Ba 2CaCu 2O.; TIBa2Ca 2Cu30; several films of T12Ba 2CaCu2O; the dynamics of 3D vortex lines. Information based
and two BizSr 2CaCu2O, single crystals. largely on the current-voltage characteristics, I( V),
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Abstract In this paper we describe recent successes of growth of
epitaxial bismuth titanate (BTO) films by pulsed laser deposition
(PLD) suitable for electro-optic and electrical switching device
structures, and fabrication of an improved gate structure for a
ferroelectric memory FET (FEMFET). TEM and x-ray results indicate
that excellent crystalline quality BTO films were achieved on
LaAIO . Polarization switching was demonstrated for BTO
capacitors with epitaxial superconducting YBa Cu 0 as the lower
electrode. Using an SiO2 buffer layer, a BTOýSi'structure was
fabricated and direct charge modulation in the Si by polarizationreversal in the BTO was demonstrated.

INTRODUCTION

Since the growth of stoichiometric and epitaxial2 films of

ferroelectric bismuth titanate, Bi 4 Ti 3 0 12 (BTO), by rf sputtering was

demonstrated in these laboratories, it has become apparent that films

of this material offer several important and unique application

opportunities in integrated electronics. These potential applications

derive from an unusual combination of several useful properties, such

as high electro-optic contrast switching effects under low address

fields, demonstrated feasibility of direct integration in silicon

FET's as a gate dielectric, and the capability of high specific

capacitance associated with low dielectric loss.

The unique electro-optic switching behaviour of BTO crystals has

already been duplicated in sputtered epitaxial films to achieve an X-Y

addressed display.3 For this purpose, single-domain film

12131/63
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structures were required with the spontaneous polarization and optic

axis lying in the plane of the film. Similarly, experimental Si-based

memory structures were successfully fabricated in which switching

between the "zero" and "one" states was produced by reversing the

ferroelectric polarization in the BTO gate dielectric of an FET. 4

Finally, high-value (0.3 #F/cm2 ) and low-loss (tan 6 - 0.005)

capacitors were fabricated on metallized silicon substrates at growth

temperatures of about 550*C.

Despite these early successes with sputtered films of BTO, serious

growth problems were often encountered due to the low deposition rates
available, to the Bi2 0 3-rich composition needed in the target, and to

the influence of ion bombardment at the substrate. These effects led

to particle formation in the films, cracking of epitaxial layers and
interdiffusion with the substrate material. 4  In particular, the the

interdiffusion with Si surfaces produced tunneling barriers which

promoted anomalous, injection-dominated switching in ferroelectric FET

memories (FEMFETs).

Recent studies by Buhay et al.5,6 and also by Ramesh et al.7 have
demonstrated that high-quality films of BTO can be grown on a variety

of substrates, and epitaxially on MgO, by pulsed laser deposition

(PLD), using approaches similar to those developed for growth of oxide

superconductor layers. We have shown that, unlike the situation with

sputtering, stoichiometric targets can be used to yield particle-free

films of excellent structural and electrical quality, displaying

essentially bulk ferroelectric properties. Moreover, growth could be
achieved at high rates and low substrate temperatures under conditions

compatible with the processing needs of semiconductor integrated

circuits. In the present paper we describe recent extensions of the
PLD method to epitaxial growth of BTO films suitable for electro-optic

and electrical switching device structures, and to fabrication of

improved gate dielectrics for FEMFET arrays.

EXPERIMENTAL

Film deposition was carried out using a Lumonics HyperEx-460

industrial laser operating on the KrF tr-ansition at 248 nu at pulse
energies up to 300 mJ, with pulse durations of 20-30 nsec and

repetition rates up to 65 Hz. The films were prepared, as previously
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5,6
described, with an estimated laser fluence, on the stoichiometric

BTO ceramic target, of 2 J/cm 2, laser pulse rate of 10 Hz, and oxygen

flowing at a pressure of 200 mTorr. For these conditions, and for

nominal substrate temperatures used in the range 500-700"C, films were

grown to a typical thickness of 1 micron, at a rate of about

30 nm/min. Structural characterization was performed using X-ray

diffractometry and rocking curve measurements, X-ray oscillation and

Weissenberg patterns, electron dtffraction and transmission electron

microscopy (TEM). The composition of the layers was evaluated uqing

electron microprobe techniques. Capacitance and conductance

measurements were made over the frequency range 10-500 kHz using a

Boonton bridge, and ferroelectric hysteresis ;tudies were carried out

with a modified Sawyer-Tower circuit.

The epitaxial BTO films studied here included BTO/LaAlO3 (001),

bi-layer structures of the type BTO/YBCO/LaAlO 3 (001) and

BTOIYBCOIYSZ(100) and tri-layer structures of the type

BTO/SrTiO3 /YBCOILaAIO 3 (001) and BTOISrTiO 3YBCOIYSZ(001). MIS

structures involving BTO deposits on thin (100-200A) buffer layers of
CaF2 and SiO2 on (001)Si were also prepared for electrical C-V

measurements. In the bi- and tri-layer structures the epitaxial films

of YBCO (YBa 2 Cu307) and SrTiO3 were pre-deposited in a separacte vacuum

system by rf magnetron sputtering. In the case of silicon substrates,

CaF2 and SiO2 were pre-deposited by vacuum sublimation and thermal

oxidation respectively.

RESULTS

Epitaxial Structures on (001)LaAlO3 and Zirconia (YSZ) Substrates

LaAI0 3 (001) substrates provide an excellent lattice match to the

paraelectric (high-temperature) tetragonal (001) face of BTO ("1%

compared to 2% for SrTiO3 and 10% for MgO). BTO films were grown at

nominal substrate temperatures of 600, 675, and 750*C. Examination by

X-ray diffractometry indicated in each case primarily the

ferroelectric orthorhombic phase with a very strong c-axis (normal)

crystal orientation. X-ray Weissenberg patterns confirmed a well-

oriented epitaxial structure with BTO(001) // LaAIO3 (001), and with

a-b twinning in the (001) plane of the substrate, i.e. BTO[100] and

(010] // LaA0 3 [(110J (see Figure 1). X-ray rocking curve studies
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FIGURE 1 X-ray Weissenberg pattern of BTO film grown at 750%C on
LaAlO3 (100).

yielded FWHM values depending sensitively on growth temperature

Increasing the growth temperature from 600 through 675 to 750%C

produces a dramatic improvement in film quality, with the

corresponding FWHM widths changing as shown in Figure 2.

TEM studies performed on the 750*C sample gave confirmation of the

twinned structure (Figure 3). Small area diffraction (SAD) measured

in the twinned areas (different contrast regions in Figure 3a and 3b)

showed the orientations of the a-b axes differ by 90* rotation and the

twin boundaries are parallel to the film axes. Two types of

boundaries observed were: (a) straight boundaries (Figure 3a)

probably associated with formation of twins directly at the growth

temperature near the Curie point (Tc) transition, and (b) curved

boundaries (Figure 3b) tentatively attributed to formation of

ferroelectric domains on cooling below Tc. These results suggest that

the true film growth temperature may differ from that measured at the

heater surface by is much as 60-80"C. However, singie domain film

structures of quali.y adequate for optical waveguide modulators can

probably be achieved by growing further above the Tc transition.
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FIGURE 2 FWHM of X-ray rocking curve about (0014) versus temperature
for BTO film of Figure 1.

Good-quality epitaxy of BTO was also obtained in the various bi-

and tri-layer, (001) oriented samples on LaAlO3 and yttria-stabilized

ZrO2 In each case, the BTO c-axis was normal to the substrate plane.

In the case of the structures with YBCO, a narrow temperature window

was established for BTO growth which led to ferroelectric behaviour

without degradation of the superconducting transition at 90K in the

YBCO. Using gold top electrodes, hysteresis loops of the type shown

in Figure 4 were displayed. The measured polarization at partial

saturation (4.3 /C/cm ) agrees well with the bulk crystal value

parallel to the c-axis, but the coercive field (200-300 kV/cm) is

anomalously high. These structures provide a unique example of

highly-ordered, lattice-matched electrode/ ferroelectric interfaces,

which should possess high stability and reduced fatigue, for example,

in semiconductor memory configuration.
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 3 TEMs of same BTO film of Figures 1 and 2: (a) straight
twin boundaries; (b) curved twin boundaries.
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FIGURE 4 Hysteresis loop measured at 2 kHi for BTO/SrTiO IYBCO/YSZ
structure. Scale: Vertical, 3.5 pClcm per large division;
Horizontal, 310 kV/cm per large division.

MIS Structures on Silicon

These structures were explored with the aim of establishing whether

PLD films of BTO on Si (with or without dielectric buffer layers)

might exhibit switching behaviour free from the charge injection

effects encountered previously with sputter-deposited BTO layers.

BTO structures prepared by PLD without such buffer layers were in fact

found to display injection effects, and will not be discussed further

here. The results for BTO structures using CaF2 or SiO2 as a buffer

layer are discussed further below. The BTO/CaF2 dielectric structure

was deposited on a standard VHSIC CMOS wafer (4-8 Ohm-cm p-Si epi-

layer grown on 0.005-0.02 Ohm-cm p*+Si substrate). The BTO/SiO2

structure was deposited on a gridded (6 pm wide N+ lines spaced 60 #m

apart) standard wafer. In both cases a mercury probe having an area

of 0.64 X 10"3 cm was used as the top electrode. The BTO/CaF2 and

BTO/SiO2 test structures and C-V plots are shown in Figures 5 and 6
respectively.

The test structure of Figure 5 was intended to sinulate a FEMET

that is incorporated in a P-well CMOS VLSIC memory, i.e., an N-channel

FE1FET. Thus, as the gate voltage sweeps from +5 volts to -5 volts in

the C-V hysteresis curve of Figure 5, the capacitance of the gate

dielectric stack increases as the depletion-region inversion charge
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Test Cross-Section:
Area - .64 E-3C M 2

Mercury Capillary .-

CaF2 (10 nm)ia

P (_-_) EPI 0  i -

(P++ ) Substrate 0 5
Voltage (V)

FIGURE 5 Test structure and C-V hysteresis result for a CaF -
buffered BTO film on a standard VHSIC CMOS Si wafer.

layer" becomes an "accumulation charge layer", with the disappearance

of the series depletion-region capacitance at approximately the

threshold voltage. The shift of the threshold from enhancement mode

toward depletion mode in response to negative programming (Vgate = -5

volts) indicates positive charge trapped near the semiconductor-gate-

dielectric interface rather than a negative sheet of charge that would

arise if the negative gate reoriented the ferroelectric dipoles to the

positive end adjacent to the negative gate. Thus, the polarity of the

threshold shift of the C-V plot (arrow directions shown in Figure 5)

for the BTO/CaF2 structure is consistent with the interpretation that

charge is being injected from the Si surface into traps near the

BTO/CaF2 interface (injection type on/off switching).

The test structure of Figure 6 includes more of the FEMFET

(namely, the NMOST source/drain implants) to greatly facilitate both

pulsed and endurance C-V measurements. Consequently, in the C-V plot

of Figure 6, the lower apparent capacitance is shunted back to its

higher value by an inversion layer whose source of electrons is the

source/drain grid implant that is shorted to the substrate. Only

during the transition from an accumulation layer (arising from a

negative gate bias) to the inversion layer (associated with a positive

gate bias) does the gate capacitance drop to a minimlum value at a gate

voltage near the effective threshold voltage. Thus, from the gridded-
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Test Cross-Section:
Area - .64E-3CM2

1
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FIGURE 6 Test structure and C-V hysteresis result for a
SiO 2-buffered BTO film on a gridded wafer.

wafer C-V hysteresis curve of Figure 6, the negative memory-gate

programming gives the enhancement mode (normally OFF) while the

positive memory gate programming gives the depletion mode (normally

ON). The polarity of the threshold shift of the C-V plot (arrow

directions shown in Figure 6) for the BTOSiOO2 structure is opposite

of that in Figure 5 and is indicative of ferroelectric switching.

That is, for 5-volt programming, the reversible ferroelectric

polarization dominated when charge tunnelling and trapping was

inhibited by the good quality SiO2 buffer layer. The CaF2 buffer

layer, however, permitted so much charge tunnelling and trapping that

it completely dominated over any likely ferroelectric polarization

switching. The faster BTO ferroelectric switching is the desired goal

for NDRO FERRAM operation.

SUMMARY

Pulsed laser deposition has been used, in conjunction with a

stoichiometric target, to deposit a variety of BTO epitaxial

structures on (001) crystal substrates of LaA1O3 and YSZ. By

controlling the growth temperature, it was possible to form high-

quality BTO capacitors with epitaxial superconducting YBCO as the

lower electrode, and to demonstrate polarization switching. Using
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Si02 buffer layers, BTO/Si MIS structures also were grown, and the

feasibility of direct charge modulation in the Si by polarization

reversal in the BTO was demonstrated.
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APPENDIX 8

IN-SITU DEPOSITION OF YBaCuO FILMS ON BOTH SIDES OF

TWO-INCH DIAMETER WAFERS BY OFF-AXIS SPUTTERING*

T. T. Braggins, J. R. Gavaler, and J. Talvacchio

Westinghouse Science and Technology Center
1310 Beulah Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15235

ABSTRACT

YBa 2 Cu3 O7 thin films have been magnetron sputtered in the off-axis
geometry from stoichiometric targets on LaAlO 3 substrates resulting in in-situ
superconducting films with resistive and inductive Tcs of about 90 K.
Double-sided sputter deposition on two-inch diameter, radiantly heated
substrates performed sequentially on each side is reported for the first time.
Of particular importance for microwave device applications is the attainment
of low surface resistances in the range of 0.3 to 0.7 rogi at 77 K and 10 GHz
for double-sided films.

INTRODUCTION

One of the first applications of high temperature superconductors (HTS)
is the development of passive microwave components. Much of the work has
focused on thin films of the HTS YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) deposited on
lattice-matched substrates. Except for the most demanding applications where
very low loss sapphire substrates are required, LaAIO5 is the preferred
substrate owing to its close lattice match, moderately low loss and reasonable
dielectric constant.' In previously published work, we have shown that highly
c-axis oriented YBCO films with excellent transition temperatures, TC, and
surface resistances, R., at microwave frequencies could be deposited over large
(2-in. dia.) areas using a technique in which silver paste was used to attach
the wafer to the sample block. 2 Although this method provides good thermaJ
contact and uniformity, it precludes using the back side of the wafer for a
second YBCO" layer and, because of the fragility of LaAIO3, results in
intolerable wafer breakage for large area samples.

For several types of microwave components, e.g. microstrip filters, the
proximity of a superconducting ground plane is highly desirable - leading to
the necessity of developing techniques for the deposition of YBCO films on
both sides of a substrate. The alternative of using stacked single-sided films
can lead to mechanical problems, air-gaps causing excessive loss and
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difficulties with proper grounding of the superconducting ground plane.
Additionally, ever larger diameter (2 to 4 in.) substrates will become
increasingly important for components which must be critically matched as
well as the economic advantage of fabricating many dies per processing cycle.
In this paper we will describe the techniques we have developed for
double-sided deposition of high quality YBCO films on 2-in. dia. substrates
and the characterization of these films. To the best of our knowledge this is
the first report of sputter deposition of YBCO films on both surfaces of a
substrate with the only other report of double-sided deposition having been
performed by a MOCVD process.3

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experimental techniques which are used for the in-situ growth of
YBCO films by off-axis sputtering have been reported previously. 2  For this
work the geometry (relative position of source and sample) is unchanged
except that a sputter-down rather than sputter-up configuration is used as
illustrated in Figure 1. This is so because the samples are rested on a
quartz plate which covers an approximately 3-in. dia. kanthal heater. The
sample is stationary during film deposition. Twenty large-area wafers have
been processed in this configuration. Sputtering is performed from a 2-in.
dia. stoichiometric YBCO target using 110 watts of rf power in a
continuously pumped gaseous atmosphere consisting approximately of
200 mtorr argon, 50 mtorr oxygen and 20 mtorr water vapor. Reasonable
variation of the gas composition is not critical;4 however, we have found that
small additions of water vapor are beneficial yielding consistently >90 K
superconducting transition temperatures. 4 The sample temperature during
deposition, determined by infrared pyrometry, is 670"C with an estimated
accuracy of u20"C. Under these conditions a deposition rate of 20 nm/hr is
obtained. Following growth the sample is cooled in 25 torr 02 to 400"C
where it is held for 20 min. prior to cooling to room temperature. For
double-sided depositions the chamber is opened, the sample is turned over
and the process repeated.

TARGET

4- 5.3 CM

SUBSTRATE 5.8 CMI .-QUARTZ HOLDER

KANTHAL HEATER

Fig. 1. Sputter-down configuration for off-axis sputtering used for
double-sided deposition on 2-in. diameter wafers.



The critical temperature was measured both resistively, using the
standard Van der Pauw technique, and as a change of inductance for a
copper coil placed against the film and driven at 100 kHz. Resistive T. was
determined at the temperature the resistance goes to zero while the inductive
TC was determined by the transition midpoint. Microwave surface resistances
are measured using a parallel plate resonator following the technique
developed by Taber.5 The sample geometry consists of two 1/4X1/2 in.
samples separated by .0005 in. teflon film. The RF leads are loosely coupled
to the resonator so that the loaded and unloaded Q's can be assumed equal.
Values of R. are normalized from the resonant frequency of approximately
8.5 GHz to 10 GHz assuming an f2 dependence for the surface resistance.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

YBCO films deposited on LaAIO3 substrates are.highly c-axis oriented.
A very small a-axis component is observed as seen in Figure 2 where the
x-ray diffraction patterns of the front surface (side A) and back surface (side
B) of a double-sided film are compared. (Note the logarithmic scale in
Figure 2.) These films exhibit amongst the smallest a-axis content we have
observed and is an improvement over the smaller area, single sided films we
have reported on previously.

Resistive and inductive transition temperatures have been measured on
double-sided films where representative results are shown in Figures 3a and
3b for side A and side B of a 2-in. dia. film, respectively. The inductive
transition is shown in the inset curves of the figures and is seen to follow

YBCO 200
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Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction pattern for side A and side B of a double-
sided film showing very small a-axis (200) contribution.
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Fig. 3. Resistivity versus temperature for double-sided YBCO film
deposited on a) side A and b) side B of a 2-in. dia. LaAIO 3
wafer. The inset figure compares the resistive and inductive
transitions.



very closely the resistive transition. Resistive T,(R=O) values >90 K are
obtained for both sides of this wafer. A series of TC measurements were
made spanning the diameter of a 2-in. wafer and the results are presented in
Figure 4. As can be seen the uniformity of T, is excellent - varying
between 89 K and 91 K over the wafer diameter.

93.0 .
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o. O c Side B9 92.o 0

-- 91.0
S .- ~ 0-- 0

a. 7•/

S90.0 - I-W 0

to= 89.0 -
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Rodiol Distonce (inches)

Fig. 4. Critical temperature (R = 0) for both sides of a double-sided
film showing *1 K uniformity over a 2-in. dia. substrate.

Of particular importance for the passive microwave components which are
being fabricated from these wafers is the surface resistance at microwave
frequencies. R values, at 77 K and normalized to 10 GHz, have been
measured on 174x1/2 in. test chips which surround microwave device patterns
in the center of the 2-in. diameter wafer. The location of test chips for two
types of devices are shown in Figures 5a and 5b. The R, test chips for the
'filter' wafer (Figure 5b) were measured after the filter was completely
processed and the wafer was diced.- As one side of the wafer was coated
with gold (for electrical contact to the YBCO superconducting ground plane),
R. could only be measured on one side, in this case side B, of the
double-sided film. The two sets of test chips measured (chips 9 and 10, and
12 and 13 as noted in Figure 5b) showed R. values of 0.30 and 0.40 mO,
respectively. On the 'antenna' wafer (Figure 5a) R, values averaged 0.65 miO
for side A and 0.70 mfl for side B were measured. The specific pairs of
chips measured and the results obtained for R. are listed in Table 1. The
R. data are shown in Figure 6 superimposed on a curve summarizing R.
measurements from a number of laboratories as collected by Piel and
Mueller.6 As is evident from this figure, the R. values for these double-sided
films fall within the scatter of the data summarized. These results also are
very comparable to that of our earlier, smaller-area films which typically have
R, values of 0.6 mfl where our best value measured to date is 0.2 mg.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of surface resistance measurements of double-sided
films with literature values taken from Ref. 6. The surface
resistance of copper is shown for comparison.
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HighTc Film Development
for Electronic Applications

J. Talvacchio, G.R. Wagner and S.H. Talisa
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The requirements and status of high Tc superconductor (HTS) films for the development of electronic applications
are described with an emphasis on passive microwave devices. One of the most general requirements, a low RF
surface resistance relative to Cu, has been achieved in films of several different HTS compounds. However, the best
films, made of YBa 2Cu307 (YBCO) by any one of several. techniques, have in common a residual surface resistance
that is much greater than predicted by conventional superconductivity theory. Improvement in films also is limited
by the current size and selection of single crystal substrate materials. Other issues that must be resolved to develop
a full integrated circuit technology for HTS are substrate heating during film deposition, deposited epitaxial insulators
and determination of which interfaces in a multilevel circuit must be formed in situ.

Introduction ments of high speed and/or low three of the highest T, supercon-
The emphasis of this paper is on noise operation in circuits with ductor families, YBCO, Bi-Sr-Ca-

the materials requirements for HTS some level of integration apply to all Cu-O (BSCCO), and TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-
passive microwave devices for three of superconducting electronics. 0 (TBCCO), can be considered.
reasons. The development of HTS Only films on single crystal epitaxial However, a search of the literature,'
Josephson junctions is sufficiently substrates are considered here. ind.icates that only three measure-
difficult that a wide range of fabrica- ments of R, of BSCCO films have
tion alternatives are being explored. Requirements for Specific been published,24 and no results
To describe all of them would re- Microwave Devices were obtained in the frequency
quire a separate paper. Passive mi- Figures of merit for several pas- range of 2to 19 GHz that were better
crowave devices are expected to be sive devices are listed in Table 1. than the R, of Cu. BSCCO films are
the first practical application of HTS. The most important requirement is considered to have largely unknown
Many of the HTS materials issues an RF surface resistance Rs, which RF properties. Only three laborato-
considered here have broader im- is low compared to normal metals ries, including Westinghouse, have
plications. The general require- (Cu, Au). For operation at _< 80* K, the explored the properties of TBCCO

=.. .... .... . . -.. . TA B LE I . . . .. . . . .... . .. .

- :•++•;/:;•'"+•" MATERIAL ISSUED IN THE FABRICATION OF MTS MICROWAVE DEVICES '' ""' ",

Device Figures of Merit Implicatimor Fabrication

Bandpas filter :insertion loss, bandwidth low R2 - c-axis Rims-adasfl volume I Integration of a Elker bank or a sihgle waler

Resonator (oscillator) . low loss dielecrc, pret.rably sapphire
phase noise single crystal m"

Delay line delay length large arm area
volume thin deleC•,tic

Antenna array efficiency very large areas (UHF)
gain very low R, (mm-vmv)

operation at < 80"o YBCO, BSCCO & TBCCO are all feasible
Additional requirements mechanical, packaging films on both sides of substrate
far many devices crossovers deposited. epitaxial dielectrics

interface with normal metal low resistance contacts
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films at microwave frequencies. The Substrates for HTS Films those applications, only sapphire
only information on R, of TBCCO Several of the requirements in Ta- has acceptably low dielectric
has been published recently.5.6  ble 1 relate to substrate properties. losses.

In contrast, more than 100 papers Table 2 contains a list of the impor- The real part of the dielectric con-
have been published on the surface tant single crystal substrates for stant also can limit application. In
resistance of YBCO films. The low- HTS films and their dielectric prop- microstrip configurations where two
est Rs is obtained for films grown erties. Epitaxial C-axis YBCO films YBCO films are separated by the
epitaxially on single crystal insulat- can be grown on the (100) face of substrate thickness, the width of
ing substrates with the film's C-axis any of these substrates. The best DC conducting lines and spacing be-
parallel to the growth direction. All YBCO film properties generally are tween them are determined by the
of the components in Table 1 re- obtained in films grown on sub- range of substrate thickness that
quire such films. For high-Q reson- strates with a perovskite or perovs- can be used conveniently, - 0.3 to
ators, the requirement of low phase kite-related structure. The values of 0.6 mm. For UHF circuits, substrate
noise also may demand that essen- the loss tangent tan S. shown in Fig- area can be reduced by using a
tially single crystal films are used. ure 1, are too high for SrT10 3 or substrate with Er = 20 to 25. For
Since YBCO is the most highly de- yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) to mm-wave circuits, fabrication toler-
veloped materials system, the fabri- be used in RF applications. MgO, ances become extremely small un-
cation issues listed in Table 1 are LaAIO 3, and LaGaO 3 have a tan 8 for less a low dielectric constant sub-
evaluated in th is paper with refer- T < 7-r K that is acceptable for all strate is used.
ence to YBCO. but the highest-Q applications. For Due to its combination of favor-
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able RF properties, mechanical widths also correlate with DC criti- larger sizes would be useful for UHF
properties and availability; sapphire cal current density28 and Rs, with the antenna arrays. It is expected that
appears a priori to be the preferred best results obtained for films grown NdGaO3 will have all the advantages
substrate. Epitaxial growth of C-axis on LaAIO 3 and Sr1iO 3. of LaAIO 3 without rough surfaces. Its
YBCO occurs on the (1102) surface, Another advantage of the perovs- structural transformation at 13500C
which has a two-dimensional rec- kite-structure substrates is a close is at a temperature much greater
tangular lattice. However, sapphire thermal expansion match to YBCO. than growth temperatures. Data on
reacts more readily with YBCO than One disadvantage is the occur- the dielectric properties of NdGaO 3
the other substrates of Table 1 and rence of a structural transformation are not yet available.
has a poor lattice match. From X-ray at a temperature between the dep- In summary, LaAIO 3 is the pre-
diffraction studies, it has been found osition and operating temperatures. ferred substrate at present for its
that the YBCO (100) direction in the After cycling through the transfor- lattice match to YBCO, chemical
plane of the film lies parallel to the mation, strain in the crystal is re- stability in contact with YBCO, avail-
diagonal of the rectangular surface lieved by twinning and through sur- ability in sizes up to 2" in diameter,
grid of sapphire, which is in agree- face roughness. For LaGAO 3 a cub- reasonably low tan S. and manage-
ment with previously published ic-to-tetragonal transformation at able dielectric constant Neverthe-
work.27 Figure 2 shows how the lat- 1500C results in a rough surface less, there is a substantial effort un-
tice mismatch between various sub- with, at times, discontinuities in the derway to make use of sapphire by
strates and YBCO correlates with YBCO film. In the case of LaAIO 3 a growing YBCO on a buffer layer of
the X-ray rocking-curve width, full cubic-to-rhombohedra 90.1° trans- epitaxial MgO (100),.30.3 LaAIO 3
width at half maximum, for the (005) formation at -4500C does not dis- (100) or SrT10 3 (100)32 on sapphire.
peak. For both sapphire and YSZ, rupt the film although surface
the length of a diagonal in the two- roughness is on the order of 50 nm,
dimensional surface grid is the ap- by profilometer measurement, with R. and YBCO Film Growth
propriate lattice spacing. For all oth- a period of 50 gm. FOith perovskites. The best YBCO films grown by
ers, a < 100 > direction in the film can be produced by Czochralski sputtering, co-evaporation and las-
is parallel to a < 100 > direction in growth and are available in sizes up er ablation have comparable critical
the substrate. The rocking curve to 2" in diameter. Substantially temperatures, transition widths, crit-



ical current densities and depend- figuration, two nominally identical plate resonators, the resonators
ence on thickness for ultra-thin HTS films were mounted with both were weakly coupled to the rest of
films (< 10 nm thick). The films have of their substrates in the cavity. One the circuit so the unloaded Q could
in common a deposition tempera- film was patterned in a half-wave- be assumed to be equal to the
ture of 650 to 750°C, growth in the length line and the other was used loaded Q.
presence of molecular or activated as a ground plane. Again, R, was Figure 4 shows the result of par-
oxygen, and a cooldown from the calculated 34 from Q measured in allel-plate measurements at 10 GHz
deposition temperature in > 10 torr transmission. as a function of temperture for a pair
02 to transform to the orthorhombic For the third type of resonator, a of YBCO films deposited on LaA1O3.
YBCO structure. parallel-plate design,'4 two unpat- Measurements were made in a

Measurements of R, were made terned and nominally identical films cryorefrigerator. The range of Rs
with X-band resonators in either a on 0.25" X 0.5" substrates were values for chips cut from a single 2"
stripline, microstrip or parallel-plate placed face to face with a 12 lim diameter LaAIO 3 wafer were ob-
configuration. In the stripline config- thick teflon sheet separating them. tained from measurements made in
uration, shown in Figure 3, an Nb The small separation between films liquid nitrogen. The YBCO films
film was patterned in a half-wave- resulted in a lower 0 than for mi- were deposited by off-axis sput-
length long line on one side of a 0.7" crostrip or stripline resonators. The tering from a stoichiometric
X 0.25" X 0.02" substrate and a Nb low 0 ensured that losses from the YBa2Cu3O7 target at a substrate
ground plane was deposited on the superconductor dominated over di- temperature of 6700( by DC magne-
other side. An HTS film was used as electric or radiation losses, even for tron sputtering. The sputtering gas
the second ground plane,33 and R, the lowest R1 films.40 This configu- consisted of 20 mtorr 02 and
was calculated from the 0 meas- ration was not suitable for films with 130 mtorr Ar. Additional deposition
ured in transmission. The substrate R, comparable to that of Cu at details were published previously.
of the HTS film was inside the res- 10 GHz, that is, the parallel-plate Figure 4 shows two general features
onator so current flowed in the film resonator needed to have a thicker of Fl, measurements made on state-
layer adjacent to the substrate. dielectric to obtain a measurable Q of-the-art YBCO films; including a
Measurements of R. were made for high R1 films. In all cases, includ- value of F6 at X band that is signif-
only at 427 K In the microstrip con- ing stripline, microstrip or parallel- [Continued on page 1101
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Fig. 3 Nb and YBC0 end-coupled stripline resonator. The Fig. 4 R., arid 1/0 as a function of temperature from parallel-plate
patterned conductor and bottom ground plane are epitaxial Nb resonator measurements at 10 GHz.
films grown on sapphire. The top ground plane is a YBCO film

to be evaluated. Capacitive coupling to the resonator is
accomplished by adjustable pins.

icantly lower than that of normal me- several orders of magnitude as the Table 3 shows a comparison be-
tals, for example, at 77*K and temperature is reduced from 7TK to tween representative values of the
10 GHz, copper has a surface resis- 4Z2K It has been indicated that the surface resistance of YBCO films
tance of 12 mi); and a slowly-vary- behavior of RofIYBCQ films at 7TK and superconducting niobiumn
ing temperature dependence of Rs is similar to conventional supercon- measured at 4.TK To permit a com-
in the vicinity of 77*K A priori con- ductors, such as Nb (T0 = 9.M0K, and parison of measurements at differ-
cerns that 7rK is too close to the Tc that further improvements in R, at ent frequencies to be made, it was
of YBCO for stable device operation 770K should be incremental.45 How- assumed that R., scales with fre-
appear to be resolved, ever, at lower temperatures there is quency as f2. A straightforward in-

Conventional models for the elec- a substantial, temperature-inde- terpretation of the data in Table 3 is
tronic structure of superconductors pendent, residual loss from an uni- that the best YBCQ films made by
predict that R, should decrease by dentifled mechanism, different techniques and at different
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laboratories have a value of R, at <<T, is at least an order of mag- These issues have been addressed
4.7K within a factor of two of R, for nitude lower than that of Cu. Since partially for the techniques of sput-
Nb at 4.2*K. In this interpretation, the R, for a normal metal increases with tering, co-evaporation and laser ab-
variation in the magnitude of R, from frequency as the square root of f lation. Surface smoothness has the
one laboratory to another must be and for a superconductor as f2, the greatest impact on laser ablation
due to differences in calibration of state of the art represents a tremen- since YBCO particles can be eject-
the measurement techniques. A dous improvement over Cu for ed from the target and deposited on
second interpretation of Table 3 is f<< 10 GHz and little improvement the substrate. Sputtering 'has pro-
that the measurement techniques for f >> 10 GHz. Whether or not the duced uniform YBCO films over
used in most laboratories lack the current YBCO film technology is substrate areas as large as 2" in
sensitivity necessary to measure the sufficient to satisfy the requirements diameter.35.42 More recently, laser
low Rs of either Nb or YBCO at 4.21( of a particular application depends ablation has been used to deposit
The correct interpretation could be not only on how high Q must be, but films on a comparable area by ras-
determined if, for every technique also on the operating frequency of tering the laser beam positionon the
used to measure R,, a verification of a particular application. In regard to substrate.
sensitivity was made by cooling Nb the previous discussion of sub- Integration of HTS films with epi-
below 4.20K and observing a higher strates, all of the results in Table 3 taxial deposited dielectrics is impor-
0 than obtained at 4.2K. were obtained for films grown on tant for crossovers and compact mi-

Figure 4 and Table 3 lead to sev- perovskite substrates with a close crostrip transmission and delay
eral important conclusions. Either lattice match to YBCO. lines. The same insulators that have
the mechanism responsible for the been used successfully as sub-
residual resistance of YBCO is com- Remaining Materials Issues strates and buffer layers on sapphire
mon to films made by all techniques Since several film deposition are the best candidates for dielect-
and is independent of which film techniques give comparable DC rics deposited between YBCO film
surface is being measured (free sur- and RF YBCO film properties, an layers. Epitaxial trilayers consisting
face or interface with the substrate), additional set of material require- of YBCO films separated by depos-
or sputtered films with uniquely low ments can be used to determine a ited SrTiO3,4I MgO, 31 and LaAIO 3 "
residual losses4' have a distinct ad- preferred technique. The require- have been demonstrated, although
vantage over laser ablated or evap- ments include surface smoothness, SrT10 3 is useful only for low fre-
orated films. The magnitude of the integration with other depQsited lay- quency applications.
surface resistance at 10 GHz and T ers and scaling to large areas. [Continued on page 1131
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Effects of microstructure on flux pinning in epitaxial YBa2Cu 30 films
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The role of microstructure on flux pinning in c-axis-oriented epitaxial YBa 2Cu3O1 films grown on
LaA1O 3 and SrTiO 3 has been studied. For a magnetic field parallel to the Cu-O planes, the resistivity
and critical current density J, have been measured as a function of the angle 0 between the applied field
and the direction of the transport current. In addition to a Lorentz-force-independent resistivity, the
Lorentz-force-dependent component showed several broad deviations from sin2 0 when a field was
aligned parallel to certain microstructural features which vary with the film thickness and substrate ma-
terial. These features were identified by transmission-electron-microscopy analysis. For films of 5000
thickness on LaAIO 3, resistivity dips were observed for a field applied parallel to the substrate twin boun-
daries or along misoriented a-axis grains. In thinner films of 900 , thickness also on LaAIO 3 in which
a-axis grains were negligible, we observed dips corresponding to the orientation of substrate twin boun-
daries only. For thin films on SrTiO 3 in which substrate twins are absent, resistivity dips corresponding
to the direction of twin boundaries in the film and, perhaps, interfacial dislocations were observed.
Overall, such dips decreased with increasing transport current density and became negligible in J, mea-
surements.

L INTRODUCTION films and observed four broad dips which were attributed
to the Lorentz-force effect and the ab-plane anisotropy
averaged over twin domains.

High-temperature superconductors (HTS's) exhibit In this paper, angular-dependent transport studies of
unusually large magnetic-field-induced broadening of high-quality epitaxial YBa 2Cu30, films are reported.
their resistive transitions, which generally increase with Resistivity and critical-current density for HI1a as a func-
the anisotropy.1-3 With the applied field H parallel to tion of angle 0 were measured. Several dips are observed
the superconducting Cu-O layers (H11a), the broadening in the angular-dependent flux flow resistivity. In order to
is not as large due to the anticipated intrinsic pinning of clarify the origins of the deviation from flux flow resistivi-
the insulating (or normal) region between layers.4'5 In ty, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was per-
highly anisotropic HTS's, such as Bi2Sr 2CaCu20, (Ref. 6) formed on samples prepared from the same ba~ch. The
and Tl 2Ba2CaCu2O. (Refs. 2,7), Lorentz-force- relative orientations of the microstrip as well as various
independent resistive transitions were observed and an microstructural features with respect to the substrate
explanation other than flux motion has been proposed.7 were determined by TEM and electron diffraction to
However, for less anisotropic YBa 2Cu30, intrinsic pin- correlate with the angle 0 between current and field at
ning is smaller due to the shorter interlayer spacing and which the dips in resistivity were observed. Several dips
the conducting Cu-O chains between superconducting were observed similar to the previous works of lye
Cu-O double layers. In this material, a Lorentz-force- et al., ' .=2 but we interpret the origin of dips as a pinning
induced flux flow resistivity which varies as sin 26 has effect due to the microstructure in the films based on
been observed in high-quality single crystals,' *here 0 is TEM rather than due to the ab-plane anisotropy. For
the angle between the direction of the transport current films of 5000 A thickness on LaA10 3, four resistivity dips
and magnetic field. Moreover, when a magnetic field is were observed in one period for a field applied parallel to
aligned parallel to the twin boundaries, a sharp drop in substrate twin boundaries or alonF misoriented a-axis
resistivity was found at the foot of the transition, indicat- grains. In thinner films of 900 A thickness also on
ing substantial flux pinning by twin boundaries.' Magne- LaAlO 3 in which a-axis grains were negligible, we ob-
tization measurements also show a similar effect of flux served only two dips, corresponding to the orientation of
pinning by twin boundaries. 9"=0 A larger magnetization- substrate twin boundaries. For thin films on SrTiO 3 in
hysteresis loop was observed for fields parallel to twin which substrate twins are absent, resistivity dips corre-
boundaries than perpendicular to the boundaries. 9 In thin sponding to the direction of twin boundaries in the film
films, flux pinning is more complex mainly due to the and, perhaps, interfacial dislocations were observed.
presence of the substrates. lye et al. 11.12 measured the Such pinning effects became weaker as the temperature
angular-dependent resistivity in epitaxial YBa 2Cu 30Q or transport current was increased.
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IL EXPERIMENT 200 ...

Films on YBa2Cu30Q were grown in situ by dc magne- - " - 1 H=4T ab plane
tron sputtering from a stoichiometric target onto LaAlO 3  ,- 1 60
(100) and SrTiO3 (100) substrates. TEM showed that E '

films are epitaxial and c-axis oriented. All of the films 120 ' ,

studied here exhibit vanishing zero-field resistance =- / I
around T,=88-89 K. The samples were patterned to * as s .........
form a 6-25 /m wide strip with conventional photol- 8]
ithography and ion milling. Gold was sputtered on the H HL

current and voltage pads to reduce the contact resistance. 40 I
The typical distance between the voltage probes was 0.1
cm, thus we are measuring an averaged effect of the mi- 0 .
crostructures. Samples are placed in the rotating holder 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93
so that we can vary the angle 0 with V resolution in the T (K)
ab plane. At every 0 position, samples are tilted back
and forth slightly in the ac plane to find the minimumrssance. forthslightn this m clann e aoing rheslioni m FIG. 1. Resistive transitions of sample I in 0 and 4 T fieldsresistance. In this manner, the angular resolution are shown for HlI and HI. A small Lorentz-force-dependent
achieved for the ac plane is much better than the full component with a large background broadening can be seen.
width at half maximum of the rocking curve (0. 4-0. 5"). Inset shows the same transition on a semilogarithmic scale.

Conventional techniques were used to prepare planar
and cross-section samples for TEM. After grinding and
dimpling, the samples were ion milled using 4 kV Ar with
a low beam current while maintaining at liquid nitrogen with a measuring current density of 80 A/cm2 is shown
temperatures to minimize damage to the films. The sam- as circles in Fig. 2(a). A simple flux flow model predicts
ples were imaged in a Philips CM-30 operating at either a sin 20 dependence with a maximum resistivity at HI,
100 or 300 kV. Among five samples of YBa 2Cu 30x films shown as a solid line in Fig. 2(a), but data show addition-
studied, the characteristics of three representative films al four dips separated by 45" in one period. Deviation
are listed in Table I. The other two showed almost iden- from an ideal flux flow resistivity, Apf, is also plotted in
tical behavior to samples 2 and 3. Fig. 2(a) (diamonds) and four dips are seen more clearly.

At a lower temperature, 87.9 K, the magnitudes of the
Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION dips increases [Fig. 2(b)] but a large transport current

Figure I shows the resistive transition of a 5000 ,k density of 8000 A/cm2 significantly reduces the magni-Figure 1ilshows theresistivetraion ofie and 50 A for tude as shown in Fig. 2(c). This temperature- and
YBa2Cu3ra film on LaAt0 3 in zero field and 4 T for current-dependent behavior suggests that the resistivity
fields parallel to the current (H[Il) and for fields perpen- drop is due to the flux pinning effect. Such dips are no
dicular to the current (HAI). The inset shows the same longer observable in J, measurements [Fig. 2(d)], but a
transition plotted on a semilogarithmic scale. A slight slight asymmetry is observed which is reminiscent of the
double transition in zero field was usually observed in all sl yt is obsere whaisareminse of te
samples grown on LaAlO 3 substrates but vanishes in dips. It is worthwhile to note that a similar Jn measure-
finite fields (> 1 T). The Lorentz-force-dependent com- ment in the low-Ta materialt4 showed an in-plane anisot-ponent is clearly observed in the 4 T field with a large ropy of greater than 20 with a sint 0 dependence except

Lorentz-force-independent background. This back- near In this with J, Loreptw-founduoe
ground broadening could be due to a mechanism other dissipation. In this work, I, anisotropy was found to be
than flux-flow-induced dissipation 7"13 and is subject to fu- about 3 or less, considerably smaller than that in Ref. 14,

ture study. In this work, only the Lorentz-force- and it decreased slightly at low temperatures and fields.

dependent part will be considered. In addition, a sin- '0 dependence was observed only near

The angular-dependent resistivity at 90.5 K" and 4 T 0=90". This behavior suggests that a mechanism other
than flux-flow-induced dissipation limits J, over a sub-
stantial region around 0=0'.

A typical TEM micrograph of a planar section of sam-
TABLE I. The characteristics of the three representative pie I is shown in Fig. 3(a). Needle-shaped crystallites

YBa2CuO, films are listed. J, was determined using a 2 marked A are a-axis-oriented grains, while larger parti-
/pV/cm criterion. Samples 2 and 3 were grown from the Fme cles marked B are CuO, as identified by EDS and electron
batch. diffraction. Figure 3(b) shows a higher magnification im-

Width J, at 77 K age of a misoriented grain in which c-axis fringes can be
Thickness of strip Tc and 0 T clearly seen. Electron diffraction showed that these parti-

Sample Substrate (0) (pm) (K) (A/cm2) cles are oriented along either a or b axis of the c-axis-

I LaAIO(100) 5000 25 89.2 l.0x 106 oriented background, so that these grains are aligned
2 LaAIO 3(100) 900 13 87.8 2.3 106 with the principal axes of the substrate. Epitaxial forma-
3 SrTiO3(100) 900 6 89.4 4.1 I106 tion at the substrate and film boundaries can be seen in

Fig. 4(a) in the cross-sectional TEM micrograph. The a-
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FIG. 2. (a) Angular-dependent resistivity of sample I at 90.5 K and 4 T with a measuring current density of 80 A/cm2 is shown as
circles. Solid lines are a sin20 fit and dotted lines are a guide to the eye. Deviation from ideal flux flow resistivity, Apo, is also plotted
as diamonds and four dips separated by 45" are clearly seen. (b) Resistivity dips develop sharply at 87.9 K. Field and measuring
current density are the same as (a). (c) At the same condition as (b), but a large transport current density of 8000 A/cm2 reduces the
magnitude of the dips. (d) The J, measurement at 70.8 K shows hardly any dip.

axis grains nucleate only beyond a certain film thickness boundaries may be due to flux pinning by undetermined
of the order of a few hundred angstroms, not directly microstructural features in the sample induced by strain
from the substrate as shown in Fig. 4(b). associated with the substrate twins. The other dips at 20(

LaAIO 3 substrates become heavily twinned during the and II 0 correspond to the directions along the needle
cool-down process after the in situ growth of films and shape of the a-axis-oriented particles. There are two pos-
these twin boundaries are oriented 45' from the principal sibilities for these two dips: flux pinning at the boun-
axis, thus any twin boundaries in YBa 2Cu 30, films would daries between the misoriented crystal and the back-
be parallel to the substrate twin boundaries. However, it ground material or the resistivity anisotropy between
was not clear whether this film is twinned or not. In HIIc and Hila of the a-axis grains. In the latter case, the
some plane-section images, evidence of twinning is ob- resistivity contribution from the a-axis grain is minimum
served, but selected area diffraction patterns do not show when the field is aligned parallel to the Cu-O planes of
the typical spot splitting associated with twins in the a-axis grains. Then the magnitude of the dip should
YBa2Cu30Q. Additionally, the structure resembling be roughly the product of the volume occupied by a-axis
twins is observed only when the underlying substrate is grains and the resistivity difference between Hjjc and
also present. In regions that have been thinned so that no Hila. The volume of a-axis grains was estimated from
substrate remains, this twin structure is absent. One TEM micrographs and the resistivity difference at the
might argue that the absence of twins in the free-standing corresponding temperatures was measured. It was found
part of the film is due to untwinning during sample that about 30% of the resistivity drop can be accounted
preparation such as 'on milling, but the samples were for on this basis. This suggests that other mechanism of
kept at 77 K during ion milling so that the resulting local pinning, perhaps due to a a-axis grain boundaries or some
heating is nut sufficient enough to untwin the film. Simi- other features, are dominant.
la: y prepared specimen of the single crystals and films on lye et al. 11.12 explained the dips for the field along the
SrTiO 3 showed no such untwinning effect. Thus, it is a or b axis (in this case, along the a-axis grains) as a result
considered that this. film is free of twins, but that the of the ab-plane anisotropy averaged over twin domains.
presence of substrate twins induces a change in the direc- However, the measurements on the twinned single crys-
tion of strain associated with the slight misfit between talss did not show any dips associated with the ab-plane
YBa2Cu30, and LaAIO 3. anisotropy, and recent magnetic measurements on the

There is a correlation between the orientation of each untwinned single crystals showed no significant ab-plane
of the microstructural features with resistivity drops. anisotropy in the lower's and upper critical fields.' The
The relatively broader dips at 65' and 155" in Fig. 2 cor- ab-plane resistivity anisotropy of the untwinned single
respond to the substrate twin boundary orientations. The crystals for magnetic fields parallel to the Cu-O planes
resistivity drop for a field parallel to the substrate twin has not been reported to our knowledge.
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Since the a-axis-oriented grains start to grow only lower temperature, 86.7 K, only two dips at 53 and 143"
beyond a certain film thickness [Fig. 4(b)], the effect of corresponding to the orientation of the substrate twin
the misoriented grains can be reduced by growing thinner boundaries are evident as shown in Fig. 6(b). The dips re-
films. The resistive transitions for a 900-A-thick film on suiting from the misoriented particles are negligible as ex-
LaAIO 3 (sample 2) in 0 and 4 T fields for HII and Hil pected. This result is consistent with the absence of a-
are shown in Fig. 5 on a linear and logarithmic scale. axis grains as confirmed by TEM of a film cross section.
Measurements of resistivity as a function of angle 0 at Similar measurements on a 1500-A-thick film on LaAIO 3

88.0 K display an ideal flux flow resistivity as shown in also showed only two dips corresponding to a-axis grains.
Fig. 6(a) for a measuring current density of 160 A/cm2 . At higher transport current densities, reduction of the
This temperature is approximately equivalent to 90.5 K dips has been observed similar to the case of sample 1,
in the thicker film of sample 1 where resistivity dips due and the critical-current density at 77 K showed no dips at
to microstructural features were observed. It implies that all. This behavior suggests that these microscopic struc-
defect structures, such as a-axis-oriented grains, grow tures are not effective pinning centers for high current
with film thickness and so does the pinning effect. At a applications, and more uniformly distributed pinning

centers, such as oxygen vacancies and dislocations, could
be more effective at low temperatures.

.. ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 Ml s t,,°•

0nm

FIG. 3. (a) Bright-field electron micrograph of a planar sec-
tion of YBa2Cu30, on LaAIO 3. The needle-shaped crystallites
marked A are a-axis-oriented grains, and the larger particles FIG. 4. (a) Bright-field electron micrograph of a cross section
maked B are CuO. (b) Higher magnification image of the same of the film showing epitaxial growth of a film near the substrate.
plane section showing an a-axis-oriented particle. Electron (b) Low magnification image of the cross section showing a-axis
diffraction pattern shows the c axis of this particle to be parallel grains which nucleate only when the film has reached a
to the a or b axis of the matrix grain, minimum thickness.
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FIG. 5. Resistive transitions of sample 2 in 0 and 4 T fields FIG. 7. Resistive transitions of sample 3 in 0 and 8 T fields

are shown for HiA and HiJI. are shown for HII and HIlI.

So far, the discussion has been limited to samples The angular dependence of the resistivity at 88.3 K for
grown on LaA10 3 where substrate twin boundaries play 8 T with a measuring current density of 270 A/cm2 is
an important role in flux pinning for small transport shown in Fig. 8(a), and an ideal flux flow resistivity is ob-
currents (typically J < 104 A/cmr). On the other hand, served. At 86.3 K, three dips develop in one period as
SrTiO 3 does not form any twin structure, thus it is in- shown in Fig. 8(b). At higher transport current densities,
teresting to study films grown on this substrate for com- reduction of the dips has been observed, similar to the
parison. We have measured two samples on SrTiO3 from case of samples 1 and 2. The critical-current density at
the same batch as sample 2, and they exhibit almost iden- low temperatures showed no structure at all. The TEM
tical behavior. Figure 7 shows resistive transitions in 0 plane section (Fig. 9) shows twin boundaries in the sam-
and 8 T fields for sample 3 of 900 AL thickness. pie, and electron diffraction indicates that the twin boun-
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FIG. 6. Angular-dependent resistivities of sample 2 at (a) FIG. 8. Angular-dependent resistivities of sample 3 at (a)
88.0 K and (b) 86.7 K for a 4 T field with a measuring current 88.3 K and (b) 86.3 K for an 8 T field with a measuring current
density of 160 A/cm2 are shown as circles. Ideal flux flow resis- density of 270 A/cm2 are shown as circles. Ideal flux flow resis-
tivity was observed at 88.0 K. At 86.7 K, two dips separated by tivity was observed at 88.3 K. At 86.7 K, three dips were ob-
90" were observed. Ap, are plotted as diamonds in (b). served in one period. Apo are plotted as diamonds in (b).
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daries are along the [110] direction of the SrTiO 3, which the same batch. Another possible origin of these dips
is expected to be due to the epitaxial relationship between could be the flux pinning along dislocations. A high den-
YBa 2Cu 30x and SrTiO 3. Since the microstrip is pat- sity of interfacial dislocations typically oriented along the
terned along the [1001 direction of the substrates, the dips [100] and [0101 directions of SrTiO 3 was observed. The
at ±45" correspond to the twin boundary direction of the dislocations were observed to be unique to films grown on
film. The resistivity drop may be due to the twin bound- SrTiO 3. However, we do not have further evidence to
ary pinning effect. The relatively broad dips compared to directly correlate the dips at ±90" to the flux pinning at
those of the single-crystal work 8 suggest that the orienta- the dislocations. Both of these mechanisms predict a dip
tions of the twin boundaries throughout the sample have at every 90, so a dip is expected at 0°. However, because
a certain angular distribution ( ~ ± 100), but strain associ- the macroscopic Lorentz force vanishes for Hill, no such
ated with the slight misfit between YBa 2Cu 301 and dips are observable except a small glitch at 0(.
SrTiO 3 could be responsible for the broader dips. Finally, the double transition observed in films on

It is interesting to note that the relative resistivity LaAIO 3 in small fields (< I T) indicates a T, variation in
drops due to the twin boundaries in the films are notice- the sample, and it is very likely that a part of the film
ably smaller and narrower than the corresponding drops along the substrate twin boundaries may have a different
at the same angular positions in sample 2 on LaAIO 3  T, from the rest of the film due to the induced micros-
grown from the same batch. This suggests that the tructural features. The absence of the double transition
effects of certain microstructural features induced by the in films on SrTiO 3 is consistent with this speculation. A
substrate twins are dominant over the pinning effect of detailed study of the influence of the substrate twin boun-
the intrinsic twin boundaries in YBa 2Cu30, thin films. daries of LaAlO 3 on the microstructures is under way.

The dips at ±90° could be due to a-axis-oriented grains.
Although no evidence of a-axis grains was observed in IV. SUMMARY
TEM cross sections, plane-section TEM revealed very
small a-axis grains, and some of these are indicated by ar- We have measured resistivity and critical-current den-
rows in Fig. 9. Since these grains are quite small sity as a function of angle between the applied field and
(= 100 A), the overall effective volumes or surfaces are the direction of transport current for fields parallel to the
negligible. Furthermore, the effect of these grains was Cu-O layers in high-quality epitaxial YBa2Cu30x films.
negligible in transport measurements of sample 2 from Several dips were observed in the angular-dependent flux

FIG. 9. Bright-field electron micrograph of a planar section of YBaCu3o, on SrTiO 3 showing a twinned structure. Some a-axis
grains are indicated by arrows.
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flow resistivity. TEM samples were prepared to investi- pinning effect due to the other microstructural features,
gate the origins of the deviation from flux flow resistivity, perhaps interfacial dislocations, was observed in films
For thick films (5000 A) on LaAIO 3, resistivity dips are grown on SrTiO 3. Overall, such pinning effects weaken
observed when a field is aligned parallel to substrate twin as the transport current increases and become at most a
boundaries or along the a-axis grains. In thinner films perturbation in high-current applications.
(900 ,k) in which a-axis grains were negligible, only two
dips were observed, corresponding to the orientation of
substrate twin boundaries. The resistivity drop for a field ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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0 We studied the influence of elastic stress along the ab plane (0.6) on the critical current density (J)

b R and transition temperature (T,) of epitaxial c-axis-oriented YBa 2Cu30 7 thin films. We observed reversi-
ble and reproducible increases (with compression) and decreases (with extension) of J, and T, from their
equilibrium values. By comparing dTc/do,6 =0.045-0.050 K/kbar v'ith the results of hydrostatic-

:' :t pressure and thermodynamic experiments reported in the literature, we conclude that pressure-induced
for iti*1 changes in the ab plane completely account for the changes in Tc (within our experimental uncertainty).

of* twi•-t~ We also show that the mismatch strain between film and substrate does not substantially affect the
,.•-siol. change in T, caused by the external stress.
epartnj[ r
graminfh

INTRODUCTION MgO substrates. A layer of Au sputtered onto the films
in situ provided low-resistance contacts. The films had

- . Continued study of the effect of pressure (P) on the midpoint Tc's of 87-89 K, and resistivities at T = 100 K,
transition temperature (T,) of high-temperature super- p(100 K), of 150-200 or 250-300 4il cm for LaAlO 3 or
conductors (HTSC) is important to our understanding of MgO substrates, respectively. p(T) curves and I-V

reh the nature of superconductivity in these materials. In ad- characteristics (at T=77 K) were measured on 50-Iam-
dition, external strain (E) can affect another crucial wide patterned strips. J, was determined based on a
characteristic of superconductors-the critical current threshold criterion of 2 ftV/mm. Conventional four-

, Phys. 1. density UJC). Thus, deformation effects in HTSC is an im- terminal configurations were used for both the I-V and
portant area of superconductivity research. The basic p(T) measurements.

hvs. Rev.-ON, measured parameter is, as a rule, the pressure derivative Strain along the ab plane was created by bending the
. dTIdP. Most data were obtained by studying the effect substrate in a cantilevered arrangement (Fig. 1). When a

J. SohidS5 of hydrostatic compression (Ph) on HTSC ceramics and force (F) is applied to the end of the substrate, the result-
3 crystals. The results vary, but most fall within the range ing strain[e=(x)] is given by 9

3774 (1988Q-LdTe /dPh =0.05-0. 12 K/kbar.'-4 Less data is available 6(1-x)
i pertaining to c-axis uniaxial compression (P,), and even E,(x)=F6EI--x) (1)

ApvouloI, . the sign of dTc /dP, is not consistent. 5' 6  Esbh'
Rev. 4 In this paper, we present and discuss observed changes Here, I is the length of the substrate between the clamp

in T, and J, with compression and extension along the ab and the point of force application, x is the distance be-
?hys. Rev!$& plane (parallel to the Cu-O planes) in the absence of tween the clamp and the film, b is the width of the sub-

.1 extenal stress in 'he c direction. These conditions are strate, and Es is the flexural modulus (or corresponding
realized by bending substrates on which sputtered epitax- combination of the elastic constants) of the substrate.
.al thin films have been deposited and patterned. Our For an epitaxial film, the film's atoms have strong
Prelitinary results were presented previously. 7  The bonds with the substrate, so that substrate and film

,j' :fect of stress along the substrate plane was reported ear- strains are identical. In a cantilevered experiment, the
eby Park et al.S for polycrystalline YBa 2Cu30 7 films stress tensor component in the z direction, a., vanishes.

I On A120 3 substrates. They attributed the interesting and In our experiment, I -x m l allows a simplification of Eq.
i,- complex behavior of their films to the effects of granulari- (1), and also implies cy. a,0. The stress along the ab

and inhomogeneity. The consistency of our results, plane, a~b = a. ,i then given+
I 'mong several films on different substrates, strongly sug-
, !•$ts that our observations are intrinsic to YBa 2Cu 30 7 . )61 (C1 +C 12 )C33 -2C2,O•a •r = F- 6 2 (3. (2)c -

Elbh 2 C33

EXPERIME~NT•: • XPERMENTEquation (2) is obtained from Hooke's law (uk = C, &im c1,,
Epitaxial c-axis-oriented thin films of YBa 2Cu 30 7 were using the compact notation xx--1, yy -- 2, zz--3 for
OsOited by dc magnetron sputtering from a components of the elasticity tensor) and Eq. (I). The

04ichiometric target onto rotating (100) La.A,0 3 and components of the elasticity tensor (Cak,) of an
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FIG. 1. The arrangement of the film on the substrate in the 2 > jereral
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tivities
two or

YBa 2CU3O7 crystal as determined by neutron scattering 36.5 370 3.i30 a.

are'0 c11 =274 GPa, C12 =36.7 GPa, C33 = 183 GPa, and 3. 70 3. & 85'lie

C,3 =61.3 GPa. We measured the values of E' which Iis) - our

control the flexural modes of the single crystal substrates FIG. 3. The effect of stress along the ab plane on the I-V d&"ng
directly using a flexural resonance technique. I L 2 For characteristics of YBa2CU3O7 film on LaAIO 3. Film thick. tion al
LaAIQ 3 and MgO, E'=250 and 300 GPa, respectively. ness=IOOOAk;p(I00 K)=200pfl cm. Inset: the dependence or lausion
The typical dimensions for our substrates were J, on stress (a.a > 0 is compression; ~ab < 0 is extension). consid

(l4b,h)=(l0 mm, 6 mm, 0.5 mmn). The strain E. did not, at
exceed 6 X 10-4. nuatre

Figure 2 shows the shift of p( T) with extension and DISCUSSION,:W
compression. The values of the derivative as determined pdWts o
fromn ATC-idpoin,/a~b for di fferent sam ples are The experimental results described above show that that th

d compression along the oh plane leads to an increase in T, tiontrib
- 004-.00K/br while extension along this plane decreaes Tc in

daut, YBa2CU3O7 films. The results clearly indicate a direct d

The error of the derivative is dominated by the uncertain- correlation between changes in Tc and changes in intera-
tomic spacing in the oh flane.Acorltnha em .,!ee

ties in the components of the elasticity tensor ntd npeiu ok orlto a el hr
(15-20nted in andiou isesimtektb'3% between the c parameter and ~ue

Figures 3 and 4 show the change in J, with extension TE hscorlto cudb tknt ugetta
and compression for films on LaAIO 3 and MgO, respec- ftom h

tively. The insets to Figs. 3 and 4 present the stress ______________________ por
dependence of .,. The critical current density increases jc (104 ~) T= 77 K !#ep
with compression along the oh plane, and decreases with I xeso
extension. The shifts in both T, and J, are reversible and I xtnio 4 *o

reproducible. 7.I A itho
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hranges in c parameter cause changes in Tc. Analysis of Our deduction that pressure-induced changes in inter-

our data, combined with thermodynamic data from the planar spacing do not contribute significantly to the

-terature, indicates that this is not the case, as discussed change of T, is strongly supported by the fact that the

below- jump in the component of thermal expansion along the c

4 Another result is the increase of Jc under compression axis at T, is very small: Aaab /Aan > 20. S Our deduc-

- and the decrease of J, with extension (the increase of J, tion agrees with the theoretical conclusion that a large

a 4''• ~i thin YBa2Cu 3 •7 films under hydrostatic pressure was change in Cu-O interplanar distance affects T, only
t• reported in Ref. 14). The value A.4/Jc (J40 is the critical slightly,' 7 as well as data that establish a correlation be-

current density without deformation) did not exceed tween the T, and the in-plane Cu-O bond length in cu-

2 vseral percent. The behavior of J,(aob) turned out to be prate superconductors.'8

",.•' ilar in experiments with several films on both LaAIO 3  Finally, we discuss the role of thermal contraction

! • s od MgO. These films had different normal-state resis- mismatch between the film and substrate. [A discussion

igvities, and critical current densities which differed by of this internal strain (f,,) is presented in the literature. 19]

z. two orders of magnitude (see, for example, Figs. 3 and 4). It is possible to describe the free energy of a film strained

The similarity in their behavior cannot be readily ex- due to interaction with its substrate (strain tensor f"') and

I plained within the framework of "weak link" models. It an external stress & (corresponding strain C,) by the fol-
is our point of view that a direct connection between the lowing equation (using for simplicity the notation C and

on the - I changes in T, and J, cannot be neglected since compres- instead of Cik and CA&,m):
Fil thic. son along the ab plane causes both to increase just as ex-

I oe tension leads to their decrease. It is also necessary to 4

on). , j consider that external stress tends to concentrate near de- + [ . (4)
lects which may influence the pinning force. Thus, the

"- nature of the reversible change in J, remains unclear. The first three terms characterize the free energy of the
We can compare our value of dTl/daOb with the re- unstrained state. Here q7 is the order parameter, Tc" is the

"suits of hydrostatic pressure experiments using the fact critical temperature in the unstrained state, and
how th.tl that the derivative dTc /dPh is obtained by summing two a /(2B) = AC ./T20' The last term in (4) corresponds to

iasinTt, contributions: the elastic energy of the superconductor at a given q?.21
-Tin dT, dT, dT, The elastic modulus C=C0 +AC'q 2 near the transition

a -dPh = ab da, point, C0 , corresponds to the normal state and AC
in inte, ddcharacterizes the superconducting state, E is the total
has been where ac is stress (or pressure) along the c axis. The strain tensor C~m + and C0 (6p)=Co(T)+c)q2 is the
eter aid value calculated from our experiments, 2dT/ Ida.6 self-strain directly connected with & for equilibrium 4p:
est that =0.09-0. 10 K/kbar, falls well within the range reported dt/dT=&, A6=&a/B. It is possible to estimate the

'= from hydrostatic experiments in the literature. This fact critical temperature Tc of a film with internal (mismatch)

" supports the conclusion that pressure-induced changes in strain [ Tc =A TcT in (4)] as well as the shift of this tempera-
"interplanar spacing along the c axis do not contribute ture under external stress ATe, by-equating to zero the
significantly to the change in T, for YBa 2Cu 30 7. sum of all terms containing q' 2 in (4). Taking into ac-

4 Confirmation of this statement follows by considering count that only terms containing C, need to be kept, and
both our results and the experimental results of thermo- neglecting the quadratic term foACCQ, we can write the
dynamic investigations.'s.16 From the generalization of following equation for ATE, which was measured in our
Ehrenfest's relation for second-order phase transitions, it experiment:

3 is possible to write the following equation: AS& -(a/B),, ACt,.,

Aa .. a .,y a +Aa, =AT3 ACT/T= (5)

n AC-/T The first term of Eq. (5) corresponds to the generaliza-
2-, ere, Aa. are the thermal expansion of the lattice tion of Ehrenfest's relation, Eq. (3), which has been

atre, A are the jum nher at capacity ajumps of the tte shown to describe the results of our experiments satisfac-
at T,, AC,, is the jump in heat capacity at Tc, ar,j are the trl.Fralpatclproete, usrt

strss ensr cmpoent, ad Ac i th stessindced tonily. For all practical purposes, then,. substrate
S stress tensor components, and AT, is the stress-induced mismatch does not contribute significantly to the changechange in Tc. For YBa2 Cu3 0 7 single crystals and orient- in Tc caused by external stress. The consistency in our
ed grained samples, and AC,+ Aa / is equal to 2.3 K X0-7 experimental results for films on different substratesK-' and 1.SX10- 7 K -, and ACPITC is 27 mJ/moi K2 strongly supports the conclusion that the J, and Tc
and 43 mj/mol K"2, respectively.' 5  Assuming that changes observed are intrinsic to YBa 2Cu 307 and are not
abýor'X + • and o=,,0=, we can calculate mismatch induced.

dT¢/d, ab=0.089 K/kbar for the single crystal and
0.038 K/kbar for the oriented grained sample. Taking CONCLUSION

on the. into account that the value 0.089 K/kbar iq too large due
,In thic- to the presence of Al doping impurities,16 we believe that We observed reversible and reproducible changes in

odf.d Our experimental result of 0.045-0.050 K/kbar is in good .J(77 K) and T, of c-axis-oriented epitaxial YBa2Cu 30,
on). • agreement with Eq. (3). thin films due to compression and extension along the ab
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ABSTRACT loss, operating frequency, drive level, short-term and
long-tem frequency stability, and frequency sensitivity

Ultra-high Q, X-band resonators, used in a to environmental stress [ 1,21.
frequency discriminator for stabilization of a low noise
signal generator, can provide a means of obtaining Figure I depicts the X-band microwave signal
significant reduction in phase noise levels. Resonator phase-noise perfonnance attainable using- (1) a VHF
unloaded Qs on the order of 500K can be obtained in a quartz crystal oscillator followed by a frequency
sapphire dielectric resonator (DR) operating on a low multiplier and (2) a dielectric resonator oscillator (DRO)
order (ie., TEO,) mode at 77K and employing high operating directly at the microwave frequency. As
temperature superconducting (HIS) films installed in implied by the figure, a tradeoff exists with regard to
the DR enclosure covers, near-carier vs. noise floor spectral performance. The

higher. relative noise floor level exin'bited by the crystal
Rigorous analysis for the determination of oscilator-multiplier is an unavoidable consequence of

resonator frequency, modes, and unloaded Q have been the phase noise sideband level increase cause by the
carried out using mode matching techniques. Tradeoff signal frequency multiplication process. On the other
studies have been performed to select resonator hand, the higher, relative.near-carrier noise level
dimensions for the optimum mode yielding highest exhibited by the DRO is primarily a consequence of the
unloaded Q and widest spurious mode separation. Field dielectric resonator loaded Q value (typically several
distributions within the resonator have been computed to thousand at X-band) that is much lower than that of the
enable practical excitation of the required mode. VHF quartz crystal resonator (100,000 at 80 MHz, for

example). In onde to simultaneously achieve the
The results of both analysis and prototype excellent noise floor performance provided by the DRO

device evaluation experiments are compared for and near-carrier noise levels that are significantly
resonators fabricated using enclosures consisting of superior to that currently attainable using quartz acoustic
conventional, metal sidewalls and covers employing resonators, it is necessary to utilize resonators operating
high temperature superconducting films as a function of directly at microwave frequencies that exhibit:
cover (i.e., HTS film) conductivity. (1) loaded Q values in excess of several hundred

thousand and (2) acceptably low values of self-noise and
environmental stress sensitivities. The predicted phase-

INTRODUCTION noise performance attainable through the use of ultra-
high Q microwave resonators is shown in curves 3 and 4

In a low noise, microwave signal generator, in Figure 1.
output signal phase noise characteristics are largely
determined by generator reference oscillator resonator The use of cooled, sapphire dielectric,
characteristics including loaded Q, insertion microwave resonators as stable, ultra-high Q, frequency

control elements has been reported in the literature.
*This work was partially supported by DARPA. Resonator operation of high order modes has resulted in
Contract No. 972-88-C-0050. attainment of unloaded Qs in the range 107 to 109 at
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X-band in the liquid nitrogen to liquid helium HTS RESONATOR UTILIZATION

temperature range [3,41. The presence of closely
frequency-spaced multiple resonant modes can The proposed circuit mechanization for

constitute a disadvantage associated with device utilizing the HTS sapphire dielectric resonator, as shown

operation on a high order mode. in Figure 2, employs the resonator in a microwave
discriminator. Ultra-high resonator Q results in
achievement of high discriminator sensitivity, allowing

M Sma",.MA, ,6C -Wf.• .4,.,, .,n-- the detection of FM/PM noise levels in a micre dave
,a "A, , •, signal derived from a conventional, low noise acoustic

$"a *A o , , wave oscillator multiplier. As indicated in the figure,

the discriminator may be configured to utilize either the
*resonator transmission or reflection response, or both

[5,6]. The reflection and/or transmission plus reflection
schemes have the advantage of providing higher values
of effective detector gain. An automatic frequency
control (AFC feedback loop is employed for reduction

0 ̀;of oscillator-multiplier signal phase noise.

CAOfMf Iao• s t oM-V 0og. 9422A25

Figure 1. X-Band Signal Spectral Performance as a High Q fReference)

Function of Resonator Technology. Resonator

In a low noise, microwave signal generation a Phase Detector

application, lower resonator Qs (on the order of 500K) Frqec ab 90 Deg
can provide improved signal spectral perfonanc, Multiplier
compared to that currently available using conventional, Pwr

non-cooled resonator technologies. In the case of T Divider

resonator utilization in an AFC stabilization feedback[Frequency Discriminator"
loop, the lower (but significant) Q may be preferable

from the standpoint of obtaining large loop correction Low Noise

bandwidth. The only resonator technology capable of Baw or Saw AFC Loop

providing high values, small size, and good modea Resonator

separation is a cooled sapphire dielectric resonator Oscillator

operating on a low order mode. The loss tangent of Freq. tF(S)
sapphire decreases significantly with temperature (5], Tune
from -10- 5 at room temperature to- I(r- at 77K. Input Loop Filter
Attainable resonator unloaded Q values, for low order Loop Amp

modes, at 77 * K are limited not by sapphire losses but
primarily by the surface losses of the metal enclosure in -Resonator May be Operated in Reflection Mode as Well as

which the cylindrical, sapphire "puck" is mounted. Transmission Mode, or Both

For a conventional, metal wall enclosure, Figure 2. HTS Resonator Utilization in a Frequency
resonators designed to operate on a low order mode Discriminator for AFC Stabilization of an

exhibit unloaded Q values at X-band of several hundred External Oscillator-Multiplier.
thousand. When high temperature superconducting
films are used in the resonator enclosure covers, the There are several important advantages
resultant decrease in surface resistance results in of provided by the AFC feedback loop approach, compared
unloaded Q values on the order of I million. Q values to resonator use directly in a microwave oscillator. With

on the order of 0.5 million to I million are adequate for the HTS-sapphire dielectric resonator employed in an

significant additional improvement in near-carrier phase X-band oscillator, the oscillator sustaining stage would

noise level. The combined use of high temperature require a GaAs amplifier. GaAs amplifier flicker-of-

superconducting films and cooled sapphire dielectric phase noise levels (converted to flicker-of-frequency
technologies is the key to obtaining the requisite noise in the oscillator) are 20 to 30 dB higher than those

resonator performance. exhibited by the Schouky diode phase detector
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employed in the discriminator approach. In addition, the Rigorous methods for the analysis of this type

discriminator does not dissipate DC power (as an of structure have been recently developed [7-111. These
oscillator would), so that integration of the non- methods are based on the mode matching technique and
resonator discriminator components are part of the involve significant amounts of numerical computations.
cooled resonator assembly is possible, and cryocooler The method divides the region within the conducting
heat removal requirements are minimized. An enclosure into subregions whose eigenmode fields can
integrated discriminator assembly is desirable from the be determined analytically. In each of the sub-regions,
standpoint of eliminating the need for critical length RF the electromagnetic fields are expanded as a linear
cables to traverse the cooled/uncooled interface, combination of the sub-region eigenmodes that satisfy
Finally, the AFC loop results in achievement of signal Maxwell's equations and the boundary conditions on the
phase-noise reduction not only in the final microwave conducting surfaces. The boundary conditions at the
frequency output signal, but also in the oscillator and interfaces among the sub-regions are then introduced.
multiple interstage signals. By applying a weighted integrated criterion to the

equations expressing the boundary conditions, an
infinite set of linear homogeneous equations in the

HTS RESONATOR DESIGN unknown coefficients of the eigenmodes is obtained.
The characteristic equation for tile resonant frequencies

The structure of the resonator is shown in of the structure is obtained by equating the determinant
Figure 3. It consists of a cylindrical dielectric resonator of a truncated subsystem of N equations from the
of relative dielectric constant erl, diameter d, and length infinite set, to zero. Once the resonant frequencies are
t, placed symmetrically inside a cylindrical conducting deterniined (by numerical solution of the characteristic
enclosure of diameter D and length L The resonator is equation), they are substituted back into the
supported on its ends by two low loss foam discs of homogeneous system of equations, which is then solved
relative dielectric constant er2, diameter D and length G numerically for all the eigenmode coefficients in terms
each. of one single coefficient The knowledge of the resonant

fequencies and the corresponding eigenmode
Owg. 94,22A6 coefficients provide complete characterization of the

electromagnetic fields in the structure. Determination of
I the unloaded Qs involves the calculation of the energy
__ (U) stored in the structure, and the power (WL) lost in

'- the metallic walls, the dielectric resonator and the
surrounding supporting media. The unloaded Q is then

Foam Support e rl t L

_+ Q o-2-

erG U W L

where oo is the resonant frequency.

Sapphire Dielectric Contribution to WL can be separated for each
Mtllndricals Resoof the enclosure surfaces (i.e., the top and bouom planesMetallic lsr

of enclosure, and the cylindrical walls), for the resonator
loss and for the supporting foam. This helps to
understand the loss mechanism and in optimizing the
structure parameters to obtain the highest Q, when HTS
films are installed in the enclosure end planes (covers).

The resonant electromagnetic field
configurations that can exist on the resonant structure
shown in Figure 3 are:

Figure 3. Structure of the Resonator.
(1) Transverse electric modes (TEon modes)

which have no axial electric field and its
fields have no angular variation.
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(2) Transverse magnetic modes CrMom modes) u .. 16)Jq-A

which have no axial magnetic fields and its
fields have no angular variation. 4 Room Temp.

(3) Hybrid electromagnetic modes (HEn) TE0I Mode Side Walls

modes which have both electric and magnetic 2 Tan& = 10.-5 (Sapphire)

fields in the axial direction, and its fields have
angular variations of sin (no) and cos (n#).

.• 0

Since the objective of this work is to achieve C -
high unloaded Qs in the 10 GHz frequency range, the
TEon modes which generally have the highest Q values .15 - 0 Sapphire

were considered. In particular the small volume TE0 1

mode DR is considered in detail. Figure 4 shows toe .1
computed results of the variation of the resonant End Walls
frequency at 77K of the TE0 1 with the end wall spacing
G of the enclosure, where measured values are indicated .05 -
in the figure. The total unloaded Q and the contributions 0Total
of the various parts of the structure to the unloaded Q t
are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for room temperature and 0

77K, respectively. In these figures the total unloaded Q 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
is related to the individual contributions by:.

1 2 1Figure 5. Contributors to Resonator Q-Factor at Room
+ + Temperature.

Cý-v 783631-A

where- I/QEW is the contribution due to one end wall,
I/QSW is the contribution due to the side wall, I/QDR 15
is the contribution due to the sapphire resonator, and
1/Qfoam is the contribution due to the foam support. 10 Sapphire

Curv. 783635-A T=77 K;TE01' Mode Side Walls

5 Tan6 =10-7 (Sapphirel
11 T=77 K Rs =12 m Q (Copper)

T%,1 Mode

End Walls
= 3.20

S10 
0.15 

Wl

I- - Total
&A.

d =0. 94 cm .0 -

t =0. 60 cm

0=4.1 cm .05 -0 Total Measured

9 1 I 1

3 1 2 3 4 5 0
G mml 0 1 Z 3 4 5 6

G (mm)

Figure 4. Resonator (MEo 1 mode). Resonant
FrequenLy vs. End Wall Spacing. Figure 6. Contributors to Rcsonator Q-Factor at 77K.
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At room temperature the total unloaded Q is HTS FILM FABRICATION

controlled by the dielectric loss of the sapphire puck and

the ohmic loss of the end walls (covers). At 77K, the The YBCO films utilized were made by a

dielectric loss in sapphire becomes small, and the total Q single target sputtering techniques which has been

is controlled primarily by the ohmic loss in the end walls previously described [121. The substrates were

and loss in the solid foam sapphire puck supports is not positioned on a quartz holder located 90" off-axis below

considered. The foam supports actually used to obtain the sputter gun. There was no bonding or clamping of

the measured Q values (Figure 6) were not a solid, but a the substrate to the holder. The substrates were 1.4 inch

"ring" structure, and the measured Q values obtained are diameter, 20 mil thick LaAIO 3, and the YBCO films
close to the calculated "no foam" values. The difference were approximately 300 nm thick.
between calculated and measured Q values is taken as a
measure of the loss of the foam ring mounting structure. The particular films used in this work were too

large for characterization. Films made under nominally
Examination of the Figure 6 data indicates that, identical conditions on large-area substrates were diced

for resonator-to-end plane distances less than 0.5 cm, the for measurement of structural and superconducting
primary limitation in attainable Q is due to enclosure properties. The films had a c-axis growth orientation
end walls losses. Reduction of end plane losses via with an x-ray rocking curve width of 0.2 degrees. They
utilization of HTS films installed in the enclosure covers grew epitaxially with their c-axis normal to the substrate
provides a means of obtaining higher overall resonator and with the a and b axes of YBCO parallel to <100>
Q, with additional Q increase obtainable using a lower directions in the LaAIO 3 substrate. Typical
loss (compared to foam) DR support structure. Figure 7 superconducting transition temperatures were 89-91K
shows attainable (TE01 mode) resonator Q values for for resistive transitions (R = 0) and 88-90K for
different ratios of HTS film conductivity (compared to transitions measured by ac susceptibility. The rf surface
copper) values. resistance, Rs was measured on small chips,

C 783630-A 1/4 x 1/2 inch, by a parallel-plate resonator technique
[13]. At 77K and 10 GHz, Rs varied from wafer to
wafer from 0.3 to 1.0 mil with variation across a single

wafer of ± 10% [14].
1.0

HTS RESONATOR FABRICATION

SAND TEST
0. =0.1ci

0. 8 -The TEO, DR configuration is shown in

Figure 8a. The styrofoam ring mounts are compressed
between the enclosure covers and hold the sapphire puck

0.6 firmly in place. The 1.4 inch diameter YBCO/LaAIO 3SR disks, placed between the foam supports and covers, are
=0a.25 held in place with the compressed foam. Loop couplers

Cu are used to excite and detect the device resonant
". -response, and the degree of coupling was adjusted by0.4

changing the orientation of the loop and/o& the loop
penetration into the cavity.

2 -Liquid nitrogen (LN) was used as the coolant,
0. and all measurements were made with the unsealed DR

assembly in contact with, but not submerged in, the LN
near the bottom of a dewar enclosure. The styrofoam

0I plate of Figure 8b was used as a "Dewar" for the
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 photograph and allows showing the complete assembly.

G (mm)
The magnitude of S21, SI I, S22, QL, and

Figure 7. Resonator Unloaded Q as a Function of End frequency were measured using an automatic network
Plate Surface Resistance and DR-to-End Plate analyzer (ANA) and synthesized sweep generator
Dimension. combination. Coupling coefficients and unloaded Q
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values were calculated from the ANA loaded Q and greater than 10 are typically obtained at 77K for small
reflection loss measurements. Most of our area films cut from large wafers.
measurements were made at 10.16 GHz (G = 2.9 mm).

R (Cu)S" 0 (k)
R (YBCO) )

1.0 102

2.5 200

4.0 320

RESONATOR SHORT TERM
FREQUENCY STABILITY

In an effort to verify that the HTS portion of the
resonators did not contribute to excess resonator self-
noise, prototype resonators were tested at FL

(a) Monmouth, NJ using an HBAR (higher overtone, bulk
acoustic resonator)-based, X-band signal generator
designed and built by Westinghouse for the U.S. Army
Electronic Device and Technology Laboratory [15]. The
HBAR-based source exhibits state-of-the-art phase noise
performance that is only 10-15 dB poorer than that
predicted for the HTS-sapphire-based sourm (Figure 1).
The results of these measurements ame shown in Figure 9
and indicate that, within the resolution of the test
equipment, the HTS-sapphire resonator self-noise level
is immeasurable. The primary contrbutor to
instnunentation noise level is associated with low test
set phase detector drive and resulting sensitivity
(70 mv/radian) rather than the HBAR-based source
spectral characteristics. This result is significant and
encouraging, especially, in light of the relatively high
(16 dBm) level of resonator drive employed.

In addition to resonator self-noise
measurements, the phase noise performance of low l/f
noise, X-band, Schottky diode phase detectors (double
balanced mixers) operated at 77K was also measured.
"These tests were performed in order to demonstrate the

_feasibility of cooling both the resonator and detector in
an integrated, frequency discriminator assembly in order

(b) to avoid the need for critical length, RF coaxial cables
traversing the cooled/uncooled interface. The results,

Figure 8. (a) HTS-Sapphire Dielectric Resonator. shown in Figure 10, are also encouraging and show no
(b) Assembled and Operating at T - 77K. increase in detector l/f noise at 77K.

Results of initial measurements are listed in
Table 1 for topper and for (two different conductivity CONCLUSIONS
values) YBCO end walls. Resistance ratios,
RsCu:RsYBCQ (10 GHz, 77K), are calculated from the We have shown that with high quality, large
measured Qu and foam support ring mount loss. The area, YBCO fidms and simple, styrofoam mounts,
highest resistane ratio was 4.0. Resistance ratios of unloaded, X-band Q values of over 250 thousand are
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It was recently suggested that coupling between the superconducting Cu-O bilayer or (rilayer units
in the highlYr anisotropic. high-temperature superconductors (HAHTS) can be described by incoherent

Josephson tunneling. This paper confirms the assumed inverse dependence of the coupling energy on
field. H, through measurements of the zero-bias resistance of discrete, high-quality, thin-film Nb
Josephson junctions. This 1/H dependence was used to explain the flux-motion-induced broadening of
resistive transitions in HAlITS for equivahnt geometry with H parallel to the c axis. The Nb junction
results also unambiguously confirm another recent suggestion: that field-induced dissipation can occur
in Josephson junctions without the motion of vortices from an externally applied field, which in this
case are pinned in the Nb electrodes.

Recently. t the effects of anisotropy and fluctuations on caused by motion of the external flux, but by self-field,
the field-induced broadening of resistivity transitions, Josephson vortex cores which are independent of, and per-
p(TH), and the critical current densities. J,(TH), have pendicular to, the applied field.
been studied in high-temperature superconductors (HTS). The Nb films were sputter deposited in the system
For highly a,'isotropic HTS in an applied field, H, orient- equipped with load-lock chamber. The substrate was a 2-
ed parallel to the c axis (HIlc) one explanation considers in. silicon wafer, onto which a 200-nm layer of SiO2 was
fluctuations which affect the Josephson coupling across formed by a thermal process. The background pressure of
the interlayer junctions.2 Fluctuations of the relative the system was maintained at - 10-9 torr. During film
phase across these junctions occur if kT exceeds deposition, the substrates were kept in contact with a
Erj(TH), the Josephson coupling energy3' 4 between ad- water-cooled copper plate. The residual resistivity ratios
jacent Cu-0 bilayer or trilayer units (multilayers). For H of such Nb films were normally 8-9, with T, -9.2 K. The
perpendicular to the interlayer Josephson junctions, this Nb junctions used in this paper were fabricated 7 on such
results in a crossover from three-dimensional (3D) vortex films using an AIO, barrier, which was formed by expos-
lines to 2D pancake vortices in the isolated Cu-O multi- ing a 7.5-nm-thick Al layer to 150 mtorr of pure oxygen
layers, and the experimental fits to this model 2 indicated gas for 30 min, which resulted in J,.- 1500 A/cm 2. Junc-
that the effective junction area in E, is %/H. tion areas were defined by the selective niobium etching

Josephson fluctuations have also been used recently to process (SNEP), which uses reactive ion etching and
explain the broadened p(T,H) in granular NbN films 5  anodization of Nb. The figure of merit of these junctions,
and J,(T,H) in granular multilayers 6 of NbN with AIN. V,,, was normally about 50 mV, measured at V-2 mV
It was suggested that motion of the external flux could be and T-4.2 K. The magnetic-field penetration depth of
suppressed by the relatively strong pinning. e.g., in the in- the Nb films, kNb, was 62 nm, as measured from dif-
sulating AIN layers where a distinct crossover in the field fraction patterns of Josephson critical current, while the
dependence of J,(H) was observed between depinning of Josephson penetration depth, kj, defined by
the external flux and dephasing of intergranular Joseph- I/,
son junctions. 6  )s-Ih. (I)

The results presented in this paper confirm both of these 2egoJ, (2.tNh +d,)
ideas by direct measurements on discrete, high-quality
Josephson junctions made with Nb films. For fields per- was about 12 um using the above parameter values and a
pendicular to the film plane (up to 0.03 T), broadened reasonable insulator thickness, d,.
resistive transitions which are very similar to those found Resistances were obtained using a standard four-
in HTS materials are observed in these junctions. For terminal, ac lock-in technique. All measurements were
H >_ 0.005 T, the experimental activation energy quanti- taken in a gas-flow cryostat after cooling the sample from
tatively equaled the theoretical3 ECJ(T.H) with an above T, in the applied field perpendicular to the thin-film
effective junction area of 001H. These measurements electrodes. The measurements described below .how that
used a current density of 0.1 A/cm2 , for which the resis- H,.(T) is much larger than that of pure Nb: Consequent-
tive transitions of the Nb electrodes were very sharp, indi- ly. H, I(T) will be much lower. From this, HI a: zero
eating that the external flux was completely pinned in the temperature can be estimated from the dirty limit formula
electrodes. Thus the field-induced dissipation was not to be -0.023 T. This fact plus the favorable width-lo-

4 * 'Y ..- - .
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thickness ratio (> 50) of the films, explains why small 10

fields can remain in the samples after field cooling. In or-
der to achieve transitions to a Josephson supercurrent at
low temperatures, it was necessary to cool the samples 1

quickly (and even faster as the field increased). Possibly
this was necessary to keep the flux cores frozen in their mi- 0.1

itial aligned positions in each electrode, thereby prevent- " • H=300 Oe
ing any parallel component in the barrier due to misalign-
ment. Note that in a parallel field, the junction resistance 001
periodically returned towards the quasiparticle resistance
of the junction (which is greater than the normal-state H=0 .
value) when an integral number of flux quanta filled the 0.00,1 ..
junction. This manifestation of the usual Fraunhofer pat- 0.1 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.16
tern measured in 1-•(H) is seen here as a function of tem- lVT (K ')
perature, because of the temperature dependence of FIG. 2. The field dependence of the resistivc broadening of
XNb(T). For each perpendicular-field value, the resistive Nb/Nb thin-film Josephson tunnel junctions looks very similar
transitions were measured repeatedly: For analysis, we to high-temperature superconducters. Magnetic fields 300 Ge
used those with the steepest slope which were reproducible (squares): 200 Oe (pluses); 100 Oe (diamonds); 50 Oe (open
and showed no evidence of vortex cores from the external triangles): 20 Oe (solid triangles): zero applied field (circles).
field being parallel to the junction in the temperature
dependence.

The resistive transitions of one junction and its elec-
trode are shown in Fig. I for a field of 0.03 T. These mea- by Rcrexp[-Ej(T,H)/ksTI where k8 is the Boltzman
surements use a current density of 0.1 A/cm2 , and the ex- constant. The Josephson coupling energy, E,.j is propor-
tremely sharp resistive transition in the electrode indicates tional to i,, the critical current in the absence oC thermal
that the externalflux is completely pinned at all temper- fluctuations, which is proportionai to the product of the
atures. T < 0.98T. The initial drop in apparent junction superconducting order parameters on each side of the
resistance corresponds to the incomplete four-terminal junction, yVa and Wh, divided by the normal-state resis-
cancellation of both electrode resistances when they are tance, RN. Near T,, v'a'hl 0(I -1), where t -TT,, so
not superconducting. Figure 2 shows the complete field for convenience we define Up(H) -E.j(T,H)I(l -i)k, to
dependence of this junction's resistance. Note that obtain R cexp( -U 0 ( -t)/T). This expression is used
H,-z(T) canibe extracted from the initial drop at T,(H), to fit the resistance data of Fig. 2 and determine UO,
and is given by 0.27 T/K near T,. which is plotted in Fig. 3 together with the data for two

In the theory4 of Josephson junctions for zero field, a other junctions. For H -!0.005 T, UO agrees quantita-
finite junction resistance appears even below T, due to tiv'ely with theory3 if an effective junction area of 0o/H is
thermal fluctuations and it is given [for Erj(T,H) >> kaT"7 used for the RN going into Ej.

In zero field, the low-temperature I., in the absence of

. .. I ' " I . . . I . . . 1 . . I . .

100 &A* Electrode
* Junction

*A A

CC 2

H=300 Oe r .4

0.1 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.16 102 T T

1/T (KI 1) 0.001 0.01 0.1

FIG. I. The resistance of a Nb/Nb thin-film Josephson tun- I/H (Oe" 1)

nel junction in a field of 300 Oe which is perpendicular to the FIG. 3. The activation energy obtained from lilting data of
film plane (triangles). For comparison, the resistance of one of Fig. 2 (triangles), for a Nb/Nb junction of area 8 x 12 pm 2 , and
the electrodes (diamonds) is plotted in scaled units under the those of two other Nb/Nb junctions, of the same area (circles)
same conditions. Clearly vortices from the external field are and of area 16x 16 pm- (squares). The lines are calculated
well pinned in the electrodes at temperatures just below T,, From the model described in the text: At high tictid they repre-
whereas the junction dissipation extends to much lower temper- sent an effective junction area of 'Titi %%ith no :odlustable pa-
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thermal fluctuations, was measured to be -1.4 mA, pared to the flux-line spacing (-0.4 pm at 100 G) and
which is about 70% of that predicted by using the mena- the magnitude of V in the insulating regions is small (its

sured junction resistance (e.g., From Fig. 2) in E,. How- value is -0.007 of that in the Nb electrodes, i.e., the

ever, a fit to the broadened resistive transition in zero field square root of the ratio of the critical current densities of

requires a much larger resistance in Eq. This can be un- the Josephson junction to that for depairing in Nb).

derstood if the junction is sectioned into phase-coherent Dissipation eventually occurs when these loops further
areas which are significant smaller (Ao- I pm") than the expand in size and/or merge with others to cross the entire

geometrical area (-96 pm 2 ), and may be caused by dis- junction area. The junction current favors both the for-

order in the films, which were deposited at low tempera- mation and expansion of one sense of the circulation in the
tures. Then each section, and the junction as a whole, will loops, as it does in zero field. This may be viewed as the

have the same broader transition. However, the low- result of a Lorentz-like force between the Josephson cores

temperature critical current density is expected to be little and the tunnel current. However, the tunnel current is

changed by such sectioning, so 4, which sums the (super) parallel to the applied field, so there is no macroscopic
conductivity of all the phase-coherent sections in parallel, Lorentz force, except in the electrodes where pinning

should be affected very little, and the above measurements prevents any flux motion. Further theoretical analysis is

confirm this. The solid line in Fig. 3 interpolates between highly desirable, and it can be noted here that the pinned
the low-field limit of area (A 0 ) and the high-field limit flux cores in the Nb may be analogous to the role of dislo-

(4Vd/H), using an effective area, A - (A t1 + H/0o) - cations in dislocation-mediated shearing (melting) of crys-

A potential picture to uneerstand the effective area be- tals. I"
ing 'ko/H has been proposeds to explain the c-axis resis- In summary, we report the field dependence of the
tivity in BizSr2CaCuO, crystals. It borrows the concept zero-bias resistance of discreet, high-quality, thin-film Nb
of a coherence radius used for superconducting fluctua- Josephson junctions and find a I/H dependence for the
tions in a magnetic field, 9 either above T, or in resistive thermally activated Josephson coupling energy for H per-
states below T,.. However, the Nb electrodes are in a pendicular to the film plane. This confirms the use of such
zero-resistance state with the vortices pinned, and the a field dependence to explain' the flux-motion-induced

abovc interpretation would miss the long-range coherence broadening of resistive transitions for the HTS with H
of the phase of W in these electrodes. A more .onvention- parallel to the c axis. The Nb junction results have also

at10 approach begins with thermally activated Josephson unambiguously confirmed another recent suggestion, 6 that
vortex cores, which are parallel to the films in the insulat- field-induced dissipation can occur in Josephson junctions

ing region of the junction. For finite dissipation, these without the motion of vortices from an externally applied
must- ross the entire junction area, Ao, and thus, e.g., in field.
zero field, E cc V/RN x Ao. However, we may suggest
that in a finite field, the minimum-sized Josephson core One of us (J.H.K.) acknowledges John Talvacchio for
excitation is a loop of area -Po/H, since then it is possi- useful discussions of junction properties. One of us
ble to connect the Josephson cores to those of the external (K.E.G.) thanks SCb Doniach for insights into the picture
field which are pinned in the Nb electrodes on a lattice of of Josephson core loops and Valerii Vinokur for discus-
that unit-cell size. It is necessary to make the unproven sions including the analogy to shearing of crystal lattices.
presumption that this reconnection makes the thermally The authors also thank Richard S. Nye for technical as-

activated loop more stable against collapse. In such a sistance in junction fabrication and Mark Trochet for oth-

case, Ej would correspond to an effective junction area, er technical assistance. This work is supported by the

%/H. Note that the energy barrier for flux-line cutting U.S. Department of Energy, Basic Energy Sciences-
associated with this reconnection is small: The field of the Materials Sciences under Contract No. W-31-109-Eng-
Josephson cores is weakly localized (-2).s -24 pm) com- 38.
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We observe anomalous magnetic field dependence of the microwave vortex response of epitaxial
YBa 2Cu3O7-6 films, which we identify as a crossover from flux pinning to flux flow, occurring near a
characteristic field H* (T). We show that the presence of the crossover depends only on adequate
softening of the pinning potential U(T.H) (i.e., it is independent of the nature of the vortex transition).
However, the data are in good agreement with a thermal activation model in which U(T.H)--A(T)/H.
A separate analysis of the high-field, high-frequency superconducting transition yields a measure of the
upper critical field H 2z.

PACS numbers: 74.30.Gn. 74.60.Ec. 74.60.Ge. 74.75.+t

Probing vortex dynamics in superconductors at high measure of HZ.
frequencies is well known to provide important informa- Epitaxial (3-axis oriented) YBazCu 3O7- 6 films (0.5
tion regarding the mixed state. In the low-T, supercon- urm thick) were deposited onto LaAIO 3 substrates (nomi-
ductors, it was shown by Gittleman and Rosenblum (Id nally 0.5 in. square) using standard off-axis sputtering
that, at fixed magnetic field, a crossover occurs from techniques. Extensive characterization 141 of these films
pinned vortices to free flux flow, as the probe frequency has shown them to have high-quality properties, with
crosses a characteristic frequency (-.100 MHz typical- sharp transitions and J,> 106 A/cm 2 at 77 K. Using a
ly). An understanding of these results was developed in Nb superconducting cavity, high sensitivity measure-
terms of the viscoelastic response of individual vortices, in ments of the absolute zero-field R,(H -0,T) were also
which the frequency scale is the viscoelastic relaxation carried out. The RS(H1-0,t) measurements are con-
frequency, and the only field scale which enters is the. sistent (see inset to Fig. I) with BCS calculations with
upper critical field H, 2. ).(O)-1400 A and 2A(O)/kT 4.2, and are in good

In this paper we present experimental evidence, based agreement with measurements on single crystals 151 and
on measurements of the 10-GHz mcicowave surface resis- laser ablated films.
tance RS(T,H), that this description is inadequate at The high-field measurements were carried out using
high fields in YBa 2Cu3O7 -8 films. We observe, for the sapphire-loaded Cu cavities with the sample as an end
first time, a crossover as a function of field at fixed fre- plate. Magnetic fields up to 7 T were applied parallel to
quency, from a pinning dominated regime to a flow dom- the ý axis using a NbTi superconducting magnet. The
inated regime. This occurs near a characteristic field surface resistance Rs(T,H) was obtained from the
which we call H*(T), which is comparable to the so- measured cavity Q's, using R,(T,H)-r[Q-t(T,H)
called "irreversibility" line [2]. We show that the experi- -Qh'7(T,H)i, where Qb refers to the background Q and
mental results are well described by a theory (31 by was obtained separately, and r is a known geometric fac-
Coffey and Clem which includes a field-dependent pin-
ning potential and the influence of thermal fluctuations 0 20

on the surface impedance, and we connect the observed too
crossover field with the pinning potential U(T,H). How- 1°-1
ever, we also show that this crossover is model indepen- °0 2

dent, and requires only an adequate softening of the pin- o 1.5 0- o

ning potential or force constant caused by the magnetic
field. The analysis of the data yields experimental results a°•°•÷

for the flux viscosity i1(T), the flux pinning force constant 0.10 0-.. .

ap(T), and the pinning potential U(T,H). The Tdepen- 0+ O.

dence of il(T) suggests a rapid decrease of the quasiparti- 0 +oti o 25T

cle scattering rate below T,. Our work demonstrates 005 0 +0 . + 4T00 + C 7T

significantly new phenomenology of vortex electroydnam- + 0

ics in YBa 2Cu30O--, which were not recognized or are
absent in low-T, superconductors. 000 70 8070 80 90 to00

Near the (high frequency, high field) superconducting T(K)

transition, the dominant field scale is the upper critical FIG. I. R, vs T at several fields from 0 to 7 T. Inset: R, vs
field H,2. We analyze the transition in terms of the tem- T/T, at H -0 measured using a superconducting caviv\ The

perature derivative (OR,8T)H, from which we obtain a solid line represents a BCS calculation.
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tor. Experiments were carried out under both field- gle straight line is inadequate in Fig. 2(b). Instead there
cooled (FC), and zero-field-cooled conditions with subse- is a clear crossover from a low- to a high-field behavior.
quent application of the magnetic field, and were con- This feature of the data is not described by the simple
sistent with each other. Results for R, vs T at various model discussed above, according to which a crossover
cooling fields up to 7 T are shown in Fig. I. (Similar only occurs as a function of &), not H. This is because the
curves taken at several other fields in the same range are field dependence of the pinning parameters is not includ-
not shown to avoid crowding.) Note that the experiments ed. As discussed below, the entire behavior is well de-
yield absolute values for the T- and H-dependent R,, scribed by considering a field-dependent pinning poten-
which is crucial for obtaining material parameters, as the tial.
subsequent discussion shows. We consider this in terms of a more general equation

Vortex dynamics in the mixed state (11, <<H <<H,2 ) is of motion: .jc+apL/2xsin(2xx/L)"J.eIo+Fi(t). where
best examined by considering the field dependence of R,. the last.term represents a stochastic driving force due to
From curves such as in Fig. I, we have constructed the thermal fluctuations. Coffey and Clem [31 have analyzed
field dependence [R,(H)-R,(H-0)] at fixed T, as the high-frequency response of vortices in terms of this
shown in Fig. 2(a) for a representative temperature equation, based upon the analogy of the equation of
T-81.2 K. We now turn to understanding the field motion to that of a Brownian particle in a periodic po-
dependence as shown in Fig. 2. tential Uo-U[I -cos(2xx/L)] driven by an alterna-

The simplest model of the response of vortices to ac ting field. They obtain a result for the frequc;ncy-depen-
driving fields is obtained from the equation of motion: dent mobility of a vortex: ff(a, T,H) - '(I + {itro/a
17i+apxiJ.,o. One can show that this leads to a con- +l/IIJ(v)-l]} -i)i, from which a corresponding
stitutive equation J.-U[(ap+iwn)/(ia 0oB)]E,, from resistivity r, - 0O 8 J7 can be defined. This leads to a J-E
which both the absorption represented by R 5(oT,H) relation: J.j,- E.,, yielding a complex penetration
and the reactive response represented by the penetration depth irZ(wH,T)-5r(w,H,T)I-iwopo. Here a-1 1 (v)/
depth ,(a,TH) can be calculated. The above model Io(v), v-U/2kbT, I's are modified Bessel functions, and
yields Ro(w, TH) -f(a, T),/H, i.e., a single 1H7 behar- the bare viscoelastic relaxation time ro- /ap.
ior for both R, and X at all H (>> H, 1) for fixed frequen- In order to make contact to experimental data, we in-
cy experiments such as the one discussed here. troduce [6) a field scale H"(T) which is obtained from a

The data in Fig. 2(a) are clearly not described by a separable potential of the form U(H,T)-A(T)/H,
single v'7 1 dependence (two examples are shown to which where H*(T)-A(T)/2kbT, and a length scale 6*(T)
we return later). We examine this further by replotting =_ folt.(T)/poarl(T)J 1/2. This enables R, to be written
as [R,(H)-R,(O)J2 vs H in Fig. 2(b), now including as
data for other temperatures. It is now obvious that a sin- R,- -poilm[j

"- -wjupoJ*(T)lm[ixg(wrox) 1/ 2 . (I)
0.10 where g is defined by /, -pfg(woro,x), and Pj is the flux

(0) flow resistivity. The field dependence of the vortex con-
"81.211 tribution to the surface resistance is then defined in terms

00 - of the scaled variable x - I/v - H/H (T).

Ae(x) shows that the characteristic field H*(T) demarcates
the regions of flux-pinning-dominated and flux-flow-

0.00 •dominated response, at fixed frequency. The limits are

b 8<<H* (T), pinning limit: R, -. (0opow4 4l 2/4a3) "/2 J-,j
()SK ;08K

0.01 - K 0o K (2a)
482U.1 HX H>>H*(T), flux flow limit: R, - (0o/uo/2r7)/2 i'H12

(2b)
The principal feature of the model described above is

that the field dependence of R, "c sH in the high- and
0.0 2 low-field limits, with a crossover near H*(T). (The ex-

0 (Toole) act location of the crossover in the H-T plane is deter-

FIG. 2. (a) R,(H)-R,(H-0) vs H at T-81.2 K, and (b) mined also by the measurement frequency in terms of
{R,(H)-R,(0)1 2 vs H. at several temperatures. The solid taro.) This is very like the experimental results presented
lines represent theoretical calculations. Note that the data and in Fig. 2.
theory indicate a crossover from a low-field %fH dependence to The results of numerical calculations using the above
a high-field 477 dependence [these limiting behaviors are shown model are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) as the solid lines.
as dashed (pinning) and dot-dashed (flow) lines in (a)]. It is clear that the theory quantitativelv describes the cx-

¶ 7.~
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perimental results, in particular the crossover as a func- crease adequately with magnetic field, viz., (I) as H - 0,
tion of H, which is not obtained from the simple model. a,(T)-[12 U(x,H,T)/3)x2] 1_o is finite, and (2) as
Comparisons as in Fig. 2 yield the vortex parameters H--"oo," a,,(H)<<a)n7 . In these two limits one recovers
r(T), ap(T), and H*(T) using the following procedure. the results of Eqs. (2a) and (2b) for the pinning and flow
From the limiting low- (pinning) and high-field (flow) regimes, and hence these requirements guarantee that a

fH" behavior shown in Fig. 2(a) as the dashed lines, the crossover (as a function of H at fixed w) exists. It should
parameters q(T) and a,(T) are obtained using Eq. (2). also be noted that the softening of the pinning parameters
This defines two of the inputs to the calculations. The can be related to a J.(H) which decreases with increas-
remaining parameter H*(T) is then obtained from fits as ing field, as is commonly observed.
in Fig. 2(b). The generic nature of the crossover implies that it

The vortex field scale H*(T) vs T is shown in Fig. 3. should be present regardless of the nature of the vortex
Also shown in Fig. 3 are the "irreversibility" line Ti,(H) transition. The detailed behavior of Rs(H) will of course
of Malozemoff and Worthington et al. 171, and the depend on the form used for U(T,H) or ap(T,H). It
Tr(H) data of Gammel, Schneemeyer, and Bishop [81, should be possible to incorporate [12] appropriate forms
which has been described in terms of a vortex glass tran- relevant to flux lattice melting [13], and also disorder,
sition, both scaled to TW(0)-90.0 K. It is noteworthy which is relevant to the vortex glass [14] description. In
that H*(T) is in very good agreement with these other general, for a first-order transition in which the potential
data arrived at by entirely different measurement vanishes, one expects a sharp feature in R,(H) in a nar-
methods and analysis, which probe vortex dynamics on row region of the H-T plane. Our work suggests that an
much longer time scales. In the framework of the model exploration [151 of the response in the H-T plane near
discussed in this paper, this field is related to the barrier the vortex transition could address this issue-here we
height and thus the present experiments provide a mea- have focused on the broad features.
sure of the barrier height in these films. An approximate The flux viscosity i/(T) obtained from the analysis is
fit to the data (Fig. 3) is H*(T)-100(l -t)3"11t (tesla), shown in Fig. 4. We also obtain a measure of the "quasi-
from which we obtain Ul.8x10 4 (l -) 3 12 /H (tesla particle resistivity" using p.(T) -(0oH, 2(T)/1q(T), where
kelvin), which is in reasonable agreement (as regards Hc2(T)-115(i-t) (tesla) (see below). This is also
magnitude) with other measurements [9]. We note that shown in Fig. 4. The data imply that the quasiparticle
H*(T) may be more closely identified with the so-called scattering rate is decreasing rapidly with T, as has also
"depinning" line [10,11]. been observed in other measurements [161. This is a

Although we have used a specific model which incorpo- feature peculiar to the high-To superconductors. Note
rates thermal fluctuations in order to analyze our data that the magnitude of p, (an extrapolation yields 45
quantitatively, it should be stressed that the crossover ob- p n cm at 90 K) is approximately consistent with dc resis-
served in our results is really a generic feature of the dy- tivity values. a.(T) increases from 1.3 x 10' to 1.7 x 104

namic response of the flux lattice, and requires only that N/lm with decreasing T, comparable with Ref. [17] for
the pinning parameters (potential or force constant) de- single crystals over the same T range. From r7 and a,,, we

can obtain f--ap/2rrIj which increases from 3 to 15
GHz. (The analysis of these parameters is limited to

io T<85 K because of the limited dynamic range of the
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FIG. 3. H-T phase diagram obtained from the analysis of _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ o
the R,(TH). H,2 (squares). vortex field H* (stars). Also s so 5 90o
shown are scalcd data (circles) for Tj,,(H) from Ref. [7], and T (K)
T,#(H) (plusses) from Ref. 181. The lines represent: dashed. FIG. 4. Flux viscosity q(T) vs 7T. Also shown is the quasi-
H*(T)-IOO(I-:)1:/ (tesla); solid. H, 2 (T)-115(-t) particle resistivity given by p.(T)"H, 2(T)/0orj(T), showing

(tesla). the freezing out of the scattering in the superconducting state.
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data at higher T.) that -(dHl2]dT)T,-l.28 (T/K), somewhat small,
Although Fig. I appears to be similar to dc resistivity than the value of 1.9 (T/K) obtained by Welp et al. [ 181

measurements, the broadening of the high-frequency The model used above as a guide predicts a discoi
transition is distinctly different from the dc transition. tinuity in (3R,/OT)H at To(H), which is not present
This is because the behavior of R, near T, is dominated the data due to the rounding of the transition, likely dt
by the penetration depth, and hence is closer in character to fluctuations.. A more complete understanding of tI
to magnetization data, even though we are examining a transition is clearly worthwhile, and further work inco
dissipative process. Indeed it is possible to quantitatively porating fluctuations is underway.
analyze the data and obtain Tc(H) and hence H,2, as dis- We note that the present high-frequency measuremen
cussed below. which have yielded H,2 and a vortex field scale H*, wht

It is more informative to analyze the high-frequency combined with earlier results [5,171 [6 MHz ).(T,H
transition in terms of the derivative (ORA/8T)H, which is which measure He,, have yielded the complete H-
shown in Fig. 5, rather than R,(T,H). The overall shape phase diagram for YBa 2Cu 3OY. Thus the electrodynam
of the curves in Fig. 5, viz., the presence of the peak, can measurements have a wide range of sensitivity, froi
be understood in terms of conventional models for the sub-Oe to tesla fields. These measurements yield info
condensate, such as BCS or two-fluid (which we use for mation regarding the gap parameter A(T,H) in ti
simplicity). Detailed numerical calculations were carried Meissner stae,, and the pinning potential U(T,H) in tt
out for (OR,/8T)H using a unified expression (31 for the mixed state. While the various field scales Hi, H*, an
impedance: H,2 are common to other measurements, the electr,

0H, T) (XLH,T) +i,2(co,H,T) dynamic phenomenology in different regions of the pha:
IT + i21 (H, T)1,5, f (H, T, w) diagram are governed by the short time scales and higfrequencies that are relevant.

and R, -wpolm( .). For the condensate contribution, We thank R. S. Markiewicz, C. A. Shiffman, B. /

we use two-fluid approximations for simplicity: Willemsen, and D. H. Wu for useful discussions. Woi

X(W,T)-X0/11 -[T/T(H)14)1 -H/H 2(T)1 at Northeastern was supported by the AFOSR throul

and Rome Labs, Hanscom and at Westinghouse by AFOSF

6' (H,T) cc (I - (I - [TfT,(H )14 1[1 - HIH 2(T)]) -M . F-494620-91-C-0034.
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The CuO 2-plane optical reflectance of superconducting Laz-,Sr.CuO 4 thin films (Tc =-31 K) has been
measured over a wide frequency and temperature range. The optical conductivity in the normal state is
well described by a temperature-dependent weak-coupling (X.20.25) free-carrier term plus an over-
damped, weakly temperature-dependent, midinfrared component. The free-carrier plasma frequency is
nearly constant, t0pD = 6300 cm - 1, whereas the relaxation rate varies linearly with temperature above T,.
In the superconducting state, according to our two-component approach, most of the Drude oscillator
strength condenses to a 6(w) function. A two-fluid analysis gives a rapid drop in the quasiparticle damp-
ing rate below T,. A reasonable estimate (-2750 k) for the ab-plane London penetration depth is ob-
tained from the superfluid density. We observe that the midinfrared strength increases below T,, sug-
gesting that some (- 15%) of the free carriers do not condense into superconducting pairs and may have
a strong interaction with pair-breaking excitations. Two absorption edges around 80 cm-` (3.7 k, T,)
and 400 cm-' (18 ki To) are seen but neither is assigned to the superconducting gap. Comparisons with
a one-component picture described by a frequency-dependent scattering rate and effective mass are made
and discussed. The far-infrared ab-plane phonons show systematic changes with temperature, which are
associated with the structural transition near 250 K.

1. INTRODUCTION hand, the observed linear behavior of the dc resistivity
for LSCO up to 1100 K implies a weak electron-phonon

Since the discovery of high-temperature superconduc- coupling for the free carriers. 24

tors (HTSC),1-2 tremendous efforts have occurred in the A lot of effort has been made in recent years to study
studies of these cuprate oxides. Most optical studies have the non-Drude response in the midinfrared (MIR) region
concentrated on the 90-K transition temperature and to discover the superconducting energy gap. It has
YBa 2Cu 30 7 -6 (YBCO) system, which contains both been observed that the MIR absorption is absent in the
CuO 2 planes and CuO chains. (For reviews, see Refs. undoped parent compounds such as La 2CuO4 and
3-6). It has been observed, however, that the quasi-one- YBa 2Cu 30 6. For La2 _.xSrxCuO 4, Uchida et al. 21 have
dimensional CuO chains in YBCO have a substantial reported that the MIR absorption band develops with in-
contribution to the optical conductivity,7' 8 which has creasing dopant concentration and then exhibits a satura-
complicated the analysis of this material. In contrast, the tion in the higher compositional range 0. 1 < x < 0. 25.
La 2 _.5 Sr1 CuO 4 (LSCO) system, which contains only sin- Similar effects are observed in doping of n-type
gle CuO 2 layers, has been studied in most cases in sin- Pr 2 _5 Ce5 Cu0 4 by Cooper et al.25 As a consequence of
tered polycrystalline samples.9-| 5 Because the LSCO the redistribution of the 0 2p and Cu 3d orbitals upon
materials are strongly anisotropic, it is difficult to deter- doping, spectral weight is rapidly transferred from the
mine the intrinsic nature of the CuO 2 layers from mea- in-plane 0 2p----Cu 3d charge-transfer (CT) excitations
surements of polycrystalline samples. A few optical mea- above 2 eV to the free-carrier absorption (Drude band)
surements, mostly restricted to room temperature, on and the low-energy excitations (MIR band) below 1.5 eV.
LSCO single crystals or thin films have been made,16-21 Therefore, both the Drude and MIR absorptions in
but we are not aware of a systematic temperature- HTSC appear to be related to the introduction of holes
dependent optical study on the oriented samples of this on the CuO 2 layers (or CuO chains) by doping. For
material. LSCO, the CT gap becomes weaker or fills in and the

It is widely believed that the electron-phonon interac- phonons are obscured as holes are added upon substitut-
tion plays a minor role in the superconductivity for ing Sr2+ for La3+. In contrast to these changes, the plas-
YBCO materials. However, a significant isotope shift ma minimum in the reflectance is pinned at 0.9 eV and
(a=0.2) due to partial substitute of "0 for 160 in insensitive tothedopant concentration. 1415,26.27

La.s85Sr0.15Cu0 4 has been observed and interpreted as Although there is fairly good agreement among various
evidence for strong electron-phonon coupling. 22' 23 This groups for the optical conductivity of the high-T, copper
implies that phonons may still play an important role, if oxides, the interpretation of these results still remains
not a key role, in the pairing mechanism. On the other controversial. In no case can the normal-state infrared

47 1036 © 1993 The American Physical Society
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conductivity be described by a simple Drude model. In 2 . IJ' 1

many studies, 3 5 "2 8 33 this non-Drude conductivity has X015  008

been described by a two-component approach: a narrow, Soo

strongly temperature-dependent Drude absorption cen- 006

tered at the origin and a broad, nearly temperature- L
independent midinfrared band. The Drude absorption is 0.1 S•io

due to the free carriers which are responsible for the dc oo, 2 I.

transport and which condense into a superfluid below T,
whereas the MIR absorption is due to the bound carriers I
which have a semiconductorlike gap. An alternative is a U 0.01 -

single-component approach: all of the infrared absorp- 002,oi

tion is due to one type of carrier, with a strong frequency 10SItiIp

dependence in the scattering rate and effective mass. ×
This approach also leads to a broad range of optically 0.001

inactive excitations in the midinfrared region, and has
been described in the framework of the "marginal Fermi ,
liquid ,34 (MFL) and "nested Fermi liquid" (NFL).3s .. ,.....5..

In this paper, we present the in-plane spectra of 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

reflectance R(a), T) and conductivity o(w., T) of a high- 26 (deg)

quality La 2 -. Sr1 CuO 4 film over a wide frequency range FIG. 1. X-ray-diffraction pattern for a LaU2 Sr.CuO, thin
of 30-40000 cm- (4 meV-5 eV) and for temperatures film grown at the same time as the one used this work. The film
between 5 and 350 K. We make an extensive optical was grown on a SrTiO 3 substrate, and :he growth orientation
study on the infrared dynamics of the film. In Sec. II, the can be seen in this figure.
sample preparation and the characteristic transport prop-
erties are discussed. We also describe in detail the optical
measurement technique and discuss the uncertainties in the (100) face of a SrTiO 3 substrate, has dimensions of 10
the Kramers-Kronig (KK) analysis. Section III presents mmX 10 mmX 820 nm. Figure 1 shows an x-ray-
the spectra of reflectance and other optical functions de- diffraction pattern for a film grown at the same time as
rived from the KK analysis. Details of the infrared pho- the film used for infrared measurements, showing that it
nons and optical conductivity a(w) in the normal and su- is highly ab-plane oriented. In addition to its c-axis tex-
perconducting states are discussed. Comparisons of the ture, the film is epitaxial. That is, the [100] and [010]
normal-state data to both two- and one-compound directions, which lie in the plane of the film, are parallel
descriptions of the optical dielectric function are also to the [100] and [010] directions in the substrate. The
made in Sec. III. Finally, the conclusions are summa- ab-plane dc resistivity, shown in Fig. 2, displays a sharp
rized in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENT 600 200 I
- -x In & ,,t o n c t (= 'b u n it)

A. Sample characteritics 500-

La 2 -,SrCuO4 films were prepared by off-axis dc mag- t0oo

netron sputtering. Details of sample preparation and dc o00
transport properties have been described previously. 6  E40

Films were grown on SrTiO 3 or LaAIO 3 substrates. Both E

kinds of substrates have a perovskite structure which en- C 300 25 30 3
ables a good lattice match with the films. Parameters of . T (K)

the samples are summarized in Table I. Thinner films
(270 nm thickness) were transparent enough that some 200

features of the substrate could be seen in the reflectance 
T (K)

spectra. Consequently, the work described here will
focus on an especially thick film with thickness greater 100 820 nm L 2_SrCuO4 thin film
than the electromagnetic penetration depth (d >8) to
avoid the substrate complications. This film, grown on 0 . .

0 50 1oo ISO 200 250 300

Temperature (K)
TABLE I. La2 .,Sr 4CUO 4 thin-film characteristics. FIG. 2. Resistivity in the ab plane, as a function of tempera-

Thickness Area T, ATT ture, for the same La_, Sr, CuO, film (x -0.17) as shown in
Sample no. (nm) (mm 2) x (K) (K) Substrate Fig. I. The inset shows an expanded view of the region near T,

for the same sample and compares the resistive transition to the
1,2 270 6.3X6.3 0.15 27 1.5 LaAIO3  inductive transition. The lines connecting points are guides to

3 820 10X10 0.17 31 1.5 SrTiO 3 the eye.
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superconducting transition near Tc= 31 K with a transi- alignment as the reference and the sample are inter-
tion width ATc 1.5 K. The normal-state resistivity is changed, and partly from the slight temperature depen-

roughly linear in temperature with a nearly zero inter- dence of the Al reflectance at low frequencies. This small

cept, i.e., of the form of p(T)=p0 +aT (a-1.2 uncertainty in _R(a), however, will cause a larger pro-
Afll cm/K). Deviations from this behavior are evident in pagated error at low frequencies in the optical conduc-
the plateau below -100 K. The inset in Fig. 2 shows tivity u7(w) generated by the Kramers-Kronig transfor-
that the inductive transition, as measured by the change mation.
of inductance of a coil placed against the film, is at ap-
proximately 2-K lower temperature than the resistive C. Kramers-Kronig analysis
transition and has about the same transition width. The
composition of the film is at an optimum value (x -- 0. 17) After obtaining satisfactory results for a wide range of
for the superconductivity. The resistivity is consistent reflectance spectra R(co), we have confidence in using the
with the published reports of good quality LSCO crys- Kramers:Kronig transform to determine the real part of
tals- 2 ' the optical conductivity ory(c), a more fundamental

B. Infrared measurements and uncertainties quantity than R(co) for describing particle-hole excita-
tions of a material by the absorption of photons of energy

The reflectance measurements were performed using hw. In principle, the KK integral requires a knowledge
two spectrometers with a variety of light sources, beam- of 9?(a)) at all frequencies.37 Thus, reasonable and careful
splitters, and detectors for different overlapping frequen- extrapolations of the reflectance beyond the measured
cy ranges. The angle of incidence of the incident light range must be made.
was about I 1 from the surface normal, so that the elec-
tric field of the infrared radiaticn was dominantly parallel
to the ab plane. Reflectance spectra in the far- and I. High-frequency extrapolation

midinfrared range 30-4000 cm- 1 (4-500 meV) were
measured using a Bruker 113 v fast scanning Fourier The high-frequency extrapolation usually has
transform interferometer with a 4.2-K bolometer detector significant influence on the results, primarily on the sum
(30-600 cm-I) and a B-doped Si photoconductor rule derived from the optical conductivity. This effect
(450-4000 cm-1). At higher frequencies of 1000-40000 has been reduced by merging our data to the reflectance
cm- 1 (0.125-5 eV), the reflectance was measured with a spectra of Tajima et al.,"9 which extend up to 37 eV
Perkin Elmer 16U grating monochromator. The (300000 cm-1). We find their spectra are in excellent
reflectance was calibrated with a reference mirror of agreement (within ±0.8% in absolute reflectance) with
2000-A-thick aluminum evaporated on an optically pol- our high-frequency data at room temperature.
ished glass substrate. The sample and Al mirror refer- After careful measurements, however, we observe a
ence were mounted on a helium-cooled cold tip, along significant decrease in the overall level of l?(w) at fre-
with a silicon thermometer and a resistance heater, to al- quencies above the plasma edge (-7000 cm-1) as the
low the temperature to be varied from 5 to 350 K. The temperature is lowered below 250 K. This decrease per-
sample and reference could be exchanged by rotating the sists up to 40 000 cm - 1, the upper limit of our experimen-
cryostat. tal data, the reflectance at 250 K being about 80% of that

As the overall scale of the reflectance is very crucial to at room temperature in this frequency region. However,
the analysis of HTSC, we carefully tested the stability as the temperature is further decreased below 250 K,
and measured the absolute reflectance at each tempera- aside from the steepening of the plasma edge, there is
ture. Thermal contraction of the sample holder and posi- very little temperature dependence down to 5 K in this
tion variation between the sample and reference were also high-frequency region as shown in Fig. 3. We have care-
compensated for. In order to study the temperature fully repeated the measurements several times and found
dependence of the midinfrared band and the plasma edge, this behavior reproducible in both the cooling and warm-
we measured the reflectance at each temperature up to ing process. At the same time, we have observed no
4000 cm-1 (0.5 eV), and at selected temperatures up to change at all temperatures in the signal level reflected
40000 cm- 1 (5 eV). The coincidence of spectra in each from the Al reference which has been mounted near the
of the overlap frequency range was usually within 0.5%. sample. In addition, the reflectance remains unchanged
As the film thickness (820 nm) was much greater than the as the sample is heated up from 300 to 350 K. These
penetration-skin depth (-250 nm), features attributable tests have convinced us that the extraneous influence
to the SrTiO 3 substrate effect were not detected. Because such as thermal expansion-contraction of the sample
the sample surface was extremely smooth and shiny, holder or condensation of water on the sample can be
specular reflection was assumed and there was no need to ruled out. We therefore have readjusted the high-
coat the sample with a metal film to correct for diffuse frequency room-temperature reflectivity given by Tajima
scattering losses. Also, the large sample area (0 X 1 cm 2) et al. 19 with a factor of 5% increase in the range 5-8 eV,
enabled us to obtain a high signal-to-noise ratio, making but no change above this range, before appending it to
it unnecessary to smooth the data for analysis. our data for temperatures below 250 K. After doing so,

The experimental uncertainty in our reflectance mea- we have assumed (a)-w- 4, a free-electron asymptotic
surements is estimated to be =0.5%. This error arises behavior, above 37 eV. These changes preserve the sum
mainly from the difficulty in establishing precise optical rule at 20 eV.
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Photon Energy (eV) reflectance, a second KK transform is made. The results
0 1 2 3 of this "second" o1 (w) give a more reasonable low-

0.6 1 1 1 frequency behavior. In the superconducting state, we

820-nm La 2 _.SrCuO 4 film have used the formula R=I -B0W4, as the way that 1?
0.5 goes to unity. For temperatures well below T, the low-

frequency reflectance is nearly constant, with some noise
s K fluctuations around unity. We have set R _= I in this re-

a ~100 K
0.4 .... 250 K gion for the KK transformation. As mentioned earlier,

Q_ 300 K the experimental uncertainty in 9?(w) is about

S3A.=+±0.5%. As.?(0))--*I at low co and low T, the KK
U 0.3 transform will give propagated error in aI(wo)--primarily
0 coming from the propagated error in the real index

0. of refraction n (0))-roughly equal to 6,o,/1I7l
.-- [ 1/(1 --1) ](A/Y ), i.e., the percentage uncertainty
in a, is about 1/( 1-9) times higher than that in R. We

0.1 will address this issue later.

MI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
0.0 I I

0 10000 20000 30000 A. Infrared phonons
c. (C m1

Figure 3 shows the measured ab-plane reflectance
FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the reflectance in the in- ?(0), T) of a La 2 _..SrxCuO 4 thin film on a linear scale.

terband region. There is a remarkable change in R(90) between The low-frequency behavior is shown in Fig. 4 at several
300 and 250 K but no appreciable change above or below this temperatures. The inset, which is plotted on a logarith-
temperature range. mic frequency scale for the entire measured frequency

range at three typical temperatures, illustrates the strong-
ly damped plasma edge around 0.8 eV (6000 cm-1) and

2. Low-frequency extrapolation the interband features around the visible region. As we
can see from Fig. 4, R(0, T) increases over a broad fre-

The low-frequency extrapolation is equally important. quency range with decreasing temperature, as expected.
We find that using the Hagen-Rubens relation, A few infrared-active phonons in the ab-plane are visible.
5?(w)- =I1 - A VI, for the normal state leads to a slightly These phonons are mire obvious in the spectrum than in
depressed conductivity near the low-frequency end fol- the case of YBCO.3- 5' 31-f3 This indicates that the
lowed by a sharp rise towards zero frequency. This dis- LSCO crystal has a lower free-carrier concentration and
tortion may affect the estimate of the dc conductivity and
also of the sum rule, from which we want to find the su-
perconducting condensate by calculating the missing area 1.0
below T,. Since the Hagen-Rubens relation, a good ap- 820-nm Lo 2 .xSrxCuO 4 film

proximation for ordinary metals, seems not appropriate
for the HTSC because of the presence of phonons and of
low-frequency (midinfrared) absorption processes, we
make a least-squares fit to the optical conductivity,
a Io)), derived from the initial KK transform of R(W) us-
ing a two-component dielectric function (Drude plus
midinfrared and phonon oscillations): N

0
2o N 2J 0

~pD N (OFj"+7 2 +f. , (1) ;- 0.8 5(02+iWI j12-2iy 0.5 -

(DX+i0/1" • 9 -- -rs 30 K

where the first term is a Drude oscillator described by a 150 K

plasma frequency wpo and a relaxation time -" of the free 200 K
250K

carriers; the second term is a sum of oscillators for midin- .-.0300 K

frared and phonon absorptions with aid, w),,, and yj being 0.7
the resonant frequency, strength, and width of the jth 0 200 ,00 600 800

Lorentz oscillator; and the last term E,. is the high- W (cm-')
frequency limit of e(wc). This last parameter is found
from a fit to .(a,). FIG. 4. Measured reflectance A(wo) at selected temperatures

Using the fit parameters, we recalculate the low- between 5 and 300 K. The inset shows the same data over the
frequency reflectance for the normal state. Then, after entire measured frequency range (note the logarithmic frequen-

extending the experimental M(w)) with this calculated cy scale).
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a higher vibrational oscillator strength. The phonon pa- 700

rameters can also be extracted from oa W), the real part
of the optical conductivity, shown in Fig. 5. Of the seven 0 . Cu-0 Stretching Mode

IR-active phonon modes (3 A 2 +4E,) expected at the r . , .. ,.. .
point for the body-centered tetragonal D-I44/mmm 65so - ,
symmetry, three distinct ab-plane E, modes are observed

at 126, 359, and 681 cm- for T =300 K. These eigenen- 0 00 00 r

ergies are close to those previously reported by Collins E
et al.,18 132, 358, and 667 cm- 1 , from a room-
temperature reflectance study of a LSCO single crystal. . 400 .0 . 0 .... 250. 30

Q 50 100 150 700 250 300

These three phonons have been assigned as external, C T (K)
bending, and stretching modes, respectively.38'39 M ore 8 0 n a -S . u , fl

details regarding the phonon mode assignment have been . a-.-- ----- _ I
reported in Ref. 40. 350o

0 __ Cu-O Sending Mode

1. Structural phase transition 00

We note that the lowest phonon mode at wo= 126 0 Lao s'brotion mode (o)

cm- t , corresponding to an in-plane translational vibra- 150 0-- Lo vibration mode (b)

tion of the La atoms against the CuO 6 octahedron unit, j

broadens and splits into two distinct modes as T de-
creases below 250 K. The splitting begins at the -0-_ -- ---
tetragonal-to-orthorhombic structural transition which 100 ....
involves a staggered rotation of Cu0 6 octahedron. At 0 50 10 150 200 250 300

200 K, the degeneracy of the two modes is lifted but their Temperature (K)

energies are so close that they can barely be resolved. FIG. 6. The in-plane phonon frequency as a function of tern-
The splitting develops upon further cooling as depicted in perature (the lines are guides to the eye). For comparison, the
Fig. 6. Similar results in neutron-scattering measure- inset shows the results of Keane et al. for the T-dependent ab-
ments have been reported and associated with a soft pho- plane lattice constants of La).95 SrO. 15Cu0 4 (Ref. 42).
non mode.41 For comparison, the inset in Fig. 6 shows
the results of Keane et al.42 for the in-plane lattice con-
stants of a La 1.sSro.1 CuO4 sample as a function of tern- 2. Frequency shift and lifetime
perature. The structural distortion is evident in their
data at T: <200 K. We also observe that the Cu-O stretching mode at 681

cm- 1 hardens by 13 cm-1 as the sample cools from 300
to 100 K, as expected for thermal contraction. It stops
shifting, however, upon further cooling. In contrast, the

6000 , . , frequency of the Cu-O bending mode at 359 cm-
820-nm LaSr CuO4 film remains constant at all temperatures yet exhibits a discer-

Ss K 5000 nible splitting at low T. We thus conclude that the
505000 3 K 4000 1 K_ stretching mode is much more sensitive to the Cu-O bond50 K 4000 / 00

100 K 200 K length than the bending mode. Tajima et al. 38 have re-
7_ 20 K 300 0 cently found a sin'ilar result when they measured the

C240 00 K 300300"0 30 •-, •room-temperature phonon frequencies of different cu-

" o2001, prates with different lattice constants a but almost the

-3000 o same reduced mass by substituting the La atom by other
1"00", - - rare-earth elements. A similar effect has also been ob-

. served in the T'-RE2 CuO4 system by Herr et al.4 3 In

2000 - 0 20 100 1000 100 our case the absence of further hardening at lower tem-
peratures is probably due to the fact that the real part of

-0 ,-, .the phonon self-energy IPh=A+ir has three contribu-
€- 1000o tions:

C-)

A(T)=-A°'0 (T)+A1 1 1 (T)+ A) 2 (T) , (2)
0

0 200 400 600 B00 where A&°) accounts for thermal expansion, A"'• and At 2"
W (cm-t) for the cubic and quartic anharmonic terms in the lattice

potential, respectively. These contributions are generally

FIG. 5. The real part of the ab-plane conductivity a,((o) de- of the same order of magnitude but may have different
rived from the Kramers-Kronig transformation of the signs. Thus, A'0 ' may be compensated by the sum of
reflectance data in Fig. 4. The inset shows the entire measured A"'+ A"' at low temperatures. Another possibility is the
frequency range. saturation of the T dependence of all three contributions
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below 100 K. Such an effect has been found in silver and 10000

thallium halides." Indeed, Tranquada, Heald, and 820-nm Lc32_xSrxCu 04 film

Moodeneabaugh 45 and Keane et al. 42 have observed that 5 K 5000

the interatomic distances of La 2 _.,1 Sr, CuO 4 saturate 50o K '00o 0 ,K

below 100K. 150 K 200oK
,47 . .. 200 K 300 K••o

It has been reported"4 , that the two lower-lying IR- 7 _.__. 200 K 3000 Y11

active phonons at 149 and 190 cm-1 for YBa 2Cu30 7  U /
ceramic samples narrow dramatically but have no soften- - 2000o/

ing upon entering into superconducting state. In con- ' 5000 .
trast, the phonons above 275 cm-I exhibit the opposite 1 ,

behavior (i.e., little change in width but apparent soften-
ing below T7). The anomalous, dramatic narrowing in 20 too oooo 00000

phonon widths for YBa 2Cu 30 7 -8 has been attributed to • " -
the disappearance of interaction between electrons and
phonons with energies less than the superconducting gap
when the electrons condense into Cooper pairs below ... ..-.

T.. 3 The phonon lifetime will increase as a result of de- 0 Z t

creased probability of colliding with quasiparticles, be- 0 200 400 600 800

cause the number of quasiparticle excitations decreases W (cm-')

rapidly below T,. The frequency shift has been explained FIG. 7. The imaginary part of the conductivity, a2( o), show-
within the framework of conventional strong-coupling ing the inductive response. The inset plots the same data in the
theory.48 It is interesting that such a narrowing effect ob- entire measured frequency range.
served in YBCO ceramic samples has not been seen in
single crystals.49"'5 Note in both cases the observed pho-
nons are the c-axis modes, because the ab-plane phonon much more slowly than the a- 2 dependence that one ex-
modes are screened by the strong plasmon background. pects in a Drude model. Additionally, a (a)) has much
The difference between these two cases may be attributed weaker temperature dependence at high frequencies than
to the fact that YBa2Cu30 7 is insulating along the c direc- at low frequencies. This "non-Drude" behavior, which
tion hence the c-axis modes in the oriented samples do is universal for all copper oxide superconduc-
not sense the change when the free carriers condense into tors,3- 6' 28- 33,51-5 can be described in a two-component
the superfluid, whereas the same c-axis phonons in the picture, in which a narrow (with a width of order kp 7)
randomly oriented samples may be affected by the ab- and strongly T-dependent free carrier (Drude) absorption
plane carriers due to intergrain hopping. In any event, peaked at w0=0 combines with a broad bound-carrier
we do not see a dramatic T dependence in the observed (MIR) absorption centered at higher frequencies. Ac-
ab-plane phonons for La2 _,.Sr 1 CuO 4, perhaps because cording to this picture, the cuprates are viewed as con-
the lowest phonon mode at 126 cm- 1 is far above the sisting of two types of carriers: free carriers which track
BCS gap energy, which would be - 80 cm- 1 for a the dc conductivity above T c and which condense to su-
T, = 3 1-K sample. perconducting pairs below T,, and bound carriers which

are responsible for the broad MIR excitation. The dielec-
B. Two-component approach tric function is made up of four parts:

Returning to the conductivity spectra shown in Fig. 5, E(W) =•ED + EMIR + Ephon+ , (3)
we note that the normal staLe o'(a,,T) at the low-
frequency limit is nearly equal to the dc conductivity and where ED is the free carrier or normal Drude interband
exhibits a Drude response. A definite loss of spectral contribution; EMIR is the bound-carrier contribution;
weight can be seen at 30 K for (o< 150 cm- 1 , implying a eph.... is the phonon contributions, a sum of harmonic
shift of weight to the origin accompanying the supercon- oscillators; and c. is the high-frequency contribution.
ducting condensation. At T7<< T, the inductive current, To decompose the total conductivity into two com-
governed by the imaginary part of the complex conduc- ponents, we can assume that the conductivity at 5 K,
tiVity a2, is dominant for w< 150 cm -1. It diverges as W,(, 5 K), is a good first approximation of a IMIR, name-
a,-*0, showing an A /1 dependence as demonstrated in I )
Fig. 7. The constant A is associated with the strength of ly, aIMIR-• a 1(w,5 K), for the Drude part is presumed to
the superconducting condensate and the London penetra- have collapsed to a 8(W) function. Thus, the Drude con-
the ductivity at higher temperatures can be initially estimat-
tion depth. However, when a> 150 cm- , a2 falls off ed by subtracting l(ow,5 K) from the experimental
slowly, deviating significantly from a I/a) dependence. 1 1)

Above T,, a 2 changes slope at low frequencies and extra- o(l(a),T), namely, a'D-a'-- Mr- . Here the superM

polates to the origin; the maximum moves to higher fre- scripts denote the number of iterations. Since

quency and decreases with increasing temperature, as ex- I rp2Dr"
pected. aID= 41r I + 'y

In contrast to the simple free-carrier response, at
(o> 300 cm- 1 , the normal-state a 1(w) in Fig. 5 decays we can determine WpD and I/r from a linear fit to I /oa,.
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vs W2. Once WpD and 1 Ir are determined from the slope perature close to T,, the mean free path I [e.g.,
and the intercept of this straight line, we can again esti- /1 K -- 220 A according to Eq. (5)] is much longer than
mate the midinfrared conductivity from the difference be- the coherence length 4 (-' 10 A). It is this case that
tween a calculated Drude conductivity and the measured places the HTSC in the "clean limit," which, in turn,cond ctivty, amel , •2)
conductivity, namely, IMIR=O'i--oID, where U`D is gives a significant impact on the observability of the su-
calculated according to Eq. (4). By averaging ) at perconducting gap.
temperatures above To, we find the average Figure 9 depicts the temperature dependence of 1 /r in

(2) , [or or , 5 K)], but there are noticeable comparison with ( /,r)& calculated from the measureda MIR) -alI [or alw 5IMIRt hr rentcabe cm

differences. Therefore, we repeat the above procedure four-probe dc resistivity Pdc and the value of WpD found
with a(IR replacing a`)IR, and find convergence after a above,

few iterations. 2

1. The free-carrier component: wPD and r (1 / 4)d Pdc- (6)

Figure 8 illustrates the comparison between the free- As seen in Fig. 9, (1 /i)c or Pdc decreases quasilinearly
carrier contribution, Or--(UIMI), and the calculated from room temperature followed by a plateau and then a
Drude conductivity. This figure shows that the conduc- sudden drop as the temperature approaches Tc whereas
tivity is in good agreement with the ordinary Drude be- the far-infrared scattering rate shows a quasilinear T
havior after the MIR component is subtracted. The variation followed by a faster-than-linear drop (I /r- T 2)
Drude plasma frequency, wa1, =6300± 100 cm-1, ob- below T,. This is evident when the same data are plotted
tained from the above analysis, is essentially T indepen- on a log-log scale, as shown in the inset of Fig. 9. The ex-
dent, whereas 1 /r is linear in T. Writing hi/-r=21rkkB T, cellent agreement in both the slopes and overall levels be-
we obtain a weak-coupling value for the coupling con- tween the dc transport and infrared measurements
stant, X•0.25. This small value of X is consistent with strengthens our confidence in the determination of the
the observed absence of saturation up to 1100 K for the normal-state plasma frequency cWD and scattering rate
dc resistivity.24 Taking the Fermi velocity in the basal I /r. The sudden drop in 1 /-r just below Tc is interesting
plane to be vF=2. 2 X 107 cm/s, as calculated by Allen, and has received considerable attention recently. Such
Pickett, and Krakauer 54 for La 1.$5Sr0 .15CuO4 and using observations on quasiparticle damping have been report-
our relaxation rate we can estimate the mean free path to ed previously for laser-ablated YBa 2Cu 3O7 -6 films5 6' 33

be and a free-standing Bi2Sr 2CaCu 20 8 crystal.'," Similar

.1000
l=VFT•(llOA•) T0 Ko

T 5boo .. . . , . . . .

At T = 1000 K, I-I A 1•, which is still lonl~er than the in- -0

teratomic spacing a (here taken to be 3.8 A, the in-plane 1lattice constant). The resistivity is expected to saturate if o. ./

1 < a, because the mean free path can no longer be prop- 3o0

erly defined in this region."s On the other hand, at a tem- -7 / -
6000 I

I j'0 I 00 000200
820-nm La 2 _.Sr.CuO4 film /

5000 '

30o K J /)
- 4000 000 K o00 ," (1/T)rlp

E 150 K

200K

7 3000 -
"I. 0 oooI

0 50 1CO 150 200 250 300

- 2000 Temperature (K)

FIG. 9. Drude scattering rate, I/,r, as a function of tempera-
1000 ture. For comparison are shown the val. zs obtained from fits to

the infrared conductivity (diamond symbols) and the ones es-

timated from the measured dc resistivity (dashed lines). Note
0o0 0010 both of these two cases exhibit a small negative intercept due to050i0 t 000 1500

w (cm- 1 ) a slight deviation from T linear dependence. This is illustrated
in the inset plotted on a log-log scale. The slope of the solid

FIG. 8. The Drude conductivity, obtained by subtracting the straight line gives a power of 1.1 instead of I to temperature T.
averaged midinfrared contribution from the total conductivity. Below T,, the quasiparticle damping rate has a sudden drop and
The solid curves are Drude fits to the data. zoes roughly as I /r- T2.
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behavior has also been found for YBCO and BSCCO in According to the data in Fig. 10, the "two-feature"
femtosecond optical transient absorption experiments.5 9  structure of an onset near 80 cm- t (3.7k8 T,) and a notch
This result may suggest that the excitation that scatters around 400 cm-1 (18kBT,) is present both below and
the free carriers is also strongly suppressed below Tc, or above T,. This structure is shown more clearly in Fig.
forms its own gap, as the free carriers condense. Another 11, where we plot the average of the curves above and
interpretation is that the number of unoccupied states below T,. Thus, we cannot associate either feature with
available near the Fermi levels decreases rapidly as a re- the superconducting gap, since that presumably would
suit of the depression of the density of quasiparticle states not appear above T,. Furthermore, there is no shift in
near EF as the gap opens, causing a dramatic decrease in any feature in the superconducting state as would be ex-
the probability of quasiparticle elastic scattering. Nicol pected for a Holstein sideband associated with the con-
and Carbotte6° have recently calculated the quasiparticle densate. Such features have also been observed 32' 57 .62 in
scattering rate and found such a fast drop within the phe- YBa 2Cu 30 7 - and Bi 2Sr2CaCu 208 films. The structure at
nomenological marginal Fermi-liquid model. However, 400 cma- (50 meV), which appears common to the cu-
due to the large error bars at low frequencies (below 100 prate superconductors, has been explained as due to
cm-1) and the limited number of temperatures below T, strong bound-carrier-phonon coupling. 63 It cannot be
(31 K) in our data, we are unable to observe a "coher- accepted as a superconducting gap for Laz_-Sr1 CuU 4

ence" peak in or1 (T), as has been calculated by Nicol and simply because its magnitude is too large. The value of
Carbotte6W and found in YBCO by Nuss et al.,61 and in the lower-energy onset usually varies for different sam-
BSCCO by Romero et al. 5 pies. The presence of this structure above T, and the

lack of evidence of an energy shift with varying tempera-
2. The midinfrared absorption ture below T, make it difficult to associate it with the

Figure 10 presents the MIR conductivity in the normal BCS gap.

and superconducting states. This quantity is obtained by 3. Holstein effect
subtracting the calculated free-carrier contribution
(shown in Fig. 8 as solid lines) from the total conductivi- Lee, Rainer, and Zimmermann" have calculated the
ty. Some features that are common at all temperatures dynamic conductivity in the framework of strong-
include an onset near 80 cm -, a maximum around 250 coupling theory, including the Holstein mechanism. 65,66

cm-1, a notchlike structure at 400 cm-I, and a broad They obtain a two-gap structure in the superconducting
peak around 800 cm -. As we can see, the MIR conduc- state. The first onset is presumed to be the superconduct-
tivity 'IMIR('w, T) has a relatively weak temperature ing gap, while the "second gap" is interpreted as the
dependence. There do appear to be three distinct temper- consequence of inelastic scattering with phonons due to
ature regimes: > 250 K, T, - 200 K, and below Tc. In the Holstein effect.
each, there is a noticeable conductivity increase in the re- To estimate this effect, we have calculated the conduc-
gion of 150-1500 cm-I compared to the higher- tivity according to the Holstein theory for our film and
temperature regime. The enhancement is more obvious
for T < T, and will be discussed below.

1500

1500~ _____________________ 820-nm L 2 ..,Sr ,CuO 4 film
Tc =31 K

2-820-nm LaL2 Sr Cuu filmil

* = 31 K(a.,

- 1000 Holstein theory: (0O. ) 75 cm-'__ 5 K 7 •o

7E 1000 20 K0

C:

-1-
I ~ f I/;'o- '

* 500

! 5005 00 50 O
S50K

150 K1 -- 200 K-
250 K _______

0 500 o000 1500 2000 2!00 1000

0 W1 . C)jl
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 (CM,

W~ (cm- i)
FIG. II Averaged midinfrared conductivity in the normal

FIG. 10. ,'lnt, the frequency-dependent conductivity with and superconducting states. Also shown is the difference be-

Drude contribution subtracted. The data fall into three groups, tween them. The dash-dotted curve is a calculation within the

5-Ti, T, -200, and > 250 K. framework of Holstein theory.
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find that the enhancement of the MIR strength below T, 820-nm L_ 2-xSrCUO4 "M

may not be accounted for by the inelastic-scattering con-
tribution. In the Holstein model, the scattering rate at .- = 5K

low temperature can be obtained by T = 20 K
T = 30 K/

a)0

where a 2 F( fl) is the Eliashberg function or electron-
phonon spectral density. The parameters used in our cal- "
culation were w. = 6300 cm- (from the two-component 2 i
model fit outlined above), X.(a=0)=0.25, and the aver- 1__
age boson frequency 0l0 =75 cm- 1. In general, the cou-
piing parameter is giveli by- _ T = 0

X.(o)= 2 fa2F(fl) fIn w-.,,
0.0 L =, 2o0 KoX~~aO2- 2'[ a ]==5

0 500 1000 1500

- • Xn dfl (8) 0 5 c0
1 ) oo 1500

with a zero-frequency limiting value FIG. 12. The ratio of the real part of the conductivity in the
superconducting state to an estimated normal-state conductivity

x.(o--0=2f0= a 2F(fl) at the same temperature. For comparison, the inset demon-
o fl dfl strates the ratio of the conductivity at a temperature T to that at

a fixed temperature of 100 K.

For simplicity, we have assumed the Eliashberg function

ha:. the form (in an Einstein model) a 2F(fl)
=Ab(9l--flo), where A =-.•fl0 according to Eq. (9). ductivity at higher frequencies. This surprising result
The calculated result is illustrated as the dash-dotted can be attributed first to the observed enhancement of the
curve in Fig. 11. The size of the Holstein sideband could midinfrared conductivity in the superconducting state,
be enlarged to match the measured MIR spectral weight and second to the observed faster-than-linear decrease in
by increasing X. and wi,, but this would be in disagreement the quasiparticle scattering rate as demonstrated in Fig.
with the values determined experimentally. 9.

4. Superconducting-to-normal ratios 5. Extra spectral weight below T,

Another unconventional behavior is seen in the super- We turn to the differences between the MIR conduc-
conducting to normal-state conductivity ratio shown in tivity above and below Tc. An enhancement is evident in
Fig. 12. Ratios of conductivity have been used frequently the raw data of Fig. 5, in which we can see the conduc-
in the past to suggest superconducting gap structure.49

,
5 2  tivity at 5 K is higher than that at 50 K, above Tc, for

In Fig. 12, we compare a,, and "as,." at the same tem- (o> 360 cm-. By calculating the difference between thz
perature (we note that if a,, and a,. are compared at averaged midinfrared conductivity in the superconduct-
different temperatures, the result is totally different as ing state, (oIMIR), and the one in the normal state,
shown in the inset, resembling the BCS-like behavior). (OIMIR), we find an extra spectral weight aelow T, in
To estimate oa,(o),T) below T,, we presumL that the the MIR region which accounts for rouIt, 15% of the
"normal state" wo and 1/r below Tc follow the "nor- Drude oscillator strength. This difference is shown in
mal" behavior, i.e., 0 )pD remains a constant (6300 cm- 1) Fig. 11. (Note that the actual fraction may be smaller for
and 1 /r follows the linear extrapolation of the relaxation the reason of large error bars in a I at low w below T,, as
rate above Tc. Then a ,I below T, can be calculated as will be discussed below; thus the difference,
the sum of the calculated Drude component and the aver- (aiMIR)s- (aMIR ),, may be exaggerated at low fre-
aged MIR conductivity (a MIR),, namely, quencies.) This anomalous behavior suggests the ex-

istence of another type of excitation visible in the super-
measured a,, T> T• , conducting state, with the normal Drude carriers not

alý W 1 )21D (10) completely* condensing into the superfluiH below T.
P2T2 +(UIMR)n, T<TC" However, this argument cannot be taken as rigorous,

4wr 1 +(0) since our approach of extracting the Drude component

has neglected the w dependence of the electronic scatter-
As we can see in Fig. 12, the ratio oI,/a 11 , exhibits a ing rate, though it may be weak as suggested by the small
sharp edge near 100 cm- and has a peak around 180 value of coupling constant X - 0. 25.
cm 1. The peak is suppressed but does not shift as Tap- To confirm our observation of the extra spectral weight
proacles T, from below, a 1 "overshoots" a 1 , up to below T, in the MIR conductivity obtained by the two-
1000 cm- t and then gradually joins the normal-state con- component analysis, we use two other independent
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methods to estimate the oscillator strength of the super- C. Sum rule: Superconducting condensate
conductor condensate: the dielectric function and the f-
sum rule. According to the clean-limit picture, when Figure 14 illustrates the spectral weight, Neff (6)m /mrb,

2A>> 1I r the Drude oscillator strength will condense as defined according to

into a w=0 8 function for T << T,. Thus, the real part of m 2m VC.(12
the dielectric function at low frejuencies is Nei(&0) f2 u(o(')dw)' ,

Mb ire2  0o

01 2l(60)=E;b 21 (11) where e and m are the free-electron charge and mass, re-
spectively. mb is the averaged high-frequency optical or

where w, is the superconducting plasma frequency band mass, and Vce1 is the volume (95 A3) of one formula

defined as w. =4r'ne 2 /mb with n, being the density of unit. In this expression, Neff(a) equals to the effective

superfluid carriers of mass Mb; and ELb is the bound- number of carriers per formula unit participating in opti-

carrier contribution to e,(co), i.e., the low-frequency sum cal transition at frequencies below (o.37 The normal-state

of all finite frequency absorption. In principle, eb is W Ned(a) curves at 10000 cm-I give, if mt =m, roughly

dependent. It is constant only at frequencies well below 0.18 hole per CuO 2 layer, which is a value close to the

the lowest bound-carrier resonant frequency. dopant concentration of our film (x -0. 17) assuming

Figure 13 shows the plot of el(w) [obtained from KK each Sr atom donates one hole to the CuO 2 layer.

transform of J?((o)] against w- -2. The data fall on a In the normal state, the curves exhibit a sharp rise in

straight line, as predicted by Eq. (11), in the low- the far infrared followed by a broad plateau before anoth-

frequency range. The slope obtained from a linear regres- er rise beginning near 10000 cm-1 due to the charge-

sion fit at T=5 K gives w,.=5800±:100 cm- t , from transfer transition. As the temperature is lowered, spec-

which the London penetration depth can be estimated to tral weight transfers to lower frequency in response to a

be kL = I /2•ir. =275±5 nm. This value, which is much decreasing relaxation rate. Below T,, the spectral weight

less than the film thickness (820 nm), is comparable to the is reduced as expected due to superconducting condensa-

250 nm in-plane ;L found by muon-spin-relaxation QLSR) tion. From the difference between Neff (CO)m /Mrb for the

measurements67 for La,.85 Sro. 15CuO4 at T=6 K. We normal and the superconducting states, the plasma fre-

note that only a fraction f 5 = a• lpD - 885% of the free quency of the superfluid charge carriers [cr the missing

carriers condense into the superfluid, in agreement with area in the curve of 21 (co)] can be estimated. This
the observation that - 15% of the Drude spectral weight difference gives A(Nffmr,,)=W, mVce,/4ire2 , from

has shifted to the MIR region below Tc as outlined
above. Further evidence that supports this argument is
obtained from the f-sum rule that will be discussed next. Photon Energy (eV)

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 .2
0,20 1 1I

820-nm L% 2 _SrCuO4 film6

0 II- - 20 K
820-nm La 2 _.SrxCu0 4 film 30K

5K 0.15 - 50K
S 10 K 10 K

"20 K - 200

t30K- "E

"o.1

0 
10 K6

-1o 0.05

.2 -20 
I

- 200
ý. _ 40 K 2 0 1 E t cs-U -15 - t00 •

FI 3h tr Photon energy (eV)

beo '.Tefeqec-ag h i 530c' nst ifrneo N0.00mb intenraIn uecnutn

-80 ep a te s na te p00 a 2000 K000 6000 8000 10000
0 2 1Ti e .R.)veui

-20 (0Cý(m1

0- J22 ( 10-4 cm 2) 4 5 FIG. 14. Effective carrier density per Cu atom, Nejrm /mb, as

a function of frequency for various temperatures. The data are

obtained from the area under the curves of a 1(w). The spectral
FIG. 13. Real part of the dielectric function el against w-2 weight of the superfluid condensate can be estimated from the

belo%, T,. The frequency range shown is 45-300 cm-1. Inset: difference of N.tm /Mb in the normal and superconducting

el vs wa at 5, 2(00, and 300 K, illustrating the ca-ependent metal- states. The inset illustrates the behavior at higher energy for

lic response and the zero-crossing near the plasma edge ( 6000 T = 100 and 300 K where the high-frequency reflectivity data of
cm-. Tajima et al. (Ref. 19) have been utilized.
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which we find w., = 5800 cm- I at 5 K, in excellent agree- superfluid electronic density fraction f( (T). This super-

ment with the value determined from the real dielectric conducting condensate is calculated according to

function as discussed earlier. fs(T)=n,(T)/n= 2 (T)/0o2
One surprising result of our measurements is that the A T

Negr(a)m /mb in the charge-transfer region is larger at with apD=6300 cm-1, the normal-state value. This

T > 300 K than at other temperatures below 250 K, as quantity f,(T) is essentially a measure of the strength of
shown in the inset of Fig. 14. The mechanism that causes the 8 function in a 1(to, T), and is related to the T depen-
this difference is not clear at this moment. One specula- dence of the penetration depth X.L(T). The solid curves
tion is that the structural transition at around 250 K may in Fig. 15 and its inset show the phenomenological be-

change the band structure due to the doubling of the unit havior predicted by BCS theory according to
cell. The transformation introduces new Brillouin zone
planes at which the semiconductorlike gaps are opened, fC(T) 2 [()

transferring oscillator strength to higher-frequency re- f (0) -Am0) ' (13)

gions. The band mass may also charge accordingly. Our

choice of extrapolation makes this difference disappear where A(T) is the T-dependent BCS order parameter. It
above 15 eV, where the Nef(to)m /mb curves come to- gives a nearly constant A(T) at T << T . Near Tc, AM()
gether. 15 eV is the end point of the interband excita- drops to zero with a (I -T/T, )1/2 dependence. The be-
tions from the 0 2p valence bands to the La 5d/4f con- havior of f3 (T) in our data agrees with this expression
duction bands above the Fermi level and the starting and it demonstrates that the normal carriers condense
point of excitations from the Cu 3d bands to the La rapidly into the superfluid below T,, as expected.
5d /4f bands.

Figure 15 shows the temperature dependence of the D. One-component approach

Drude (topWD) and superconducting (top,) plasma frequen-
cies. Here topD is determined from the fit to u ( to) as de- An alternative approach to analysis of the optical con-
scribed earlier and is consistent with a picture of constant ductivity is the one-component model with a frequency-
carrier concentration in the normal state. This magni- dependent mass and scattering rate."3,68 - 7o In this ap-
tude of toPD ( -0.8 eV) is smaller in comparison with the proach, the infrared absorption is entirely due to free car-
values ( - 1.2 eV) obtained in YBCO or BiSrCaCuO crys- riers, in which are divided into "coherent" and "in-
tals, presumably indicating lower carrier concentration coherent" parts caused by the interaction of the free car-
on the CuO 2 paies. Below T, war is estimated from the riers with some sort of optically inactive excitations
sum rule, the linear fit to el(to) vs o- 2, and the least- (charge or spin fluctuations).62 This approach has been
squares fit to the reflectance data using a two fluid model. proposed by Anderson71 and applied to heavy-fermion su-
These three approaches give very close results in wp, and perconductors.72 The normal Drude component is re-
we take the average value. Shown in the inset is the garded as the coherent part centered at to=0. The in-

coherent part occurs at frequencies characteristic of the
excitations and shifts away from to = 0 due to interactions

9000 . . I L... . .. U.. I fIlm with the excitations. In this model, the complex dielec-
8000 820 nm thtric function is described by a generalized Drude formula:

0 %,2

__ _acs th=ory e(to)=eh - (14)
'E 600- -p hr[h steoto- X(co)]I

6000 6o where ch is the "background" dielectric associated with
/ , ,. • , ",.the high-frequency contributions, tow,-defined by

Superfluid fracton 41rNe 2 /mb-is the bare plasma frequency of the free car-

a,40 4000 '-- riers, and 7X(CO) =I(tW)+i7 2(to) is the self-energy of the
L g carriers.

o Because e(to) is causal, 21(to) and 1 2(W) are related by
E I the Kramers-Kronig equations. It is important to stress
.2 2000 , that the interband contributions, which can be lumped

.0 into Eh, are excluded from to P and 1(to). To find 1(to),
20 ,o sLo so 0oo knowledge of top and Eh is required. In order to identify

rT(K)

014- .0). (b ... (b ... (b. .0 .0 the interband components, we fit the experimental o1 (w)

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 at frequencies higher than 800 cm- 1 with Lorentz c-cilla-
Temperature (K) tors to parametrize the interband absorption. By sub-

tracting the contnbution due to these interband oscilla-

FIG. 15. Temperature dependence of the Drude plasma fre- tors from the total conductivity and calculating the area

quency 0oD("), the superconducting plasma frequency op(T), under oa (to), we obtain to = 13 000 cm- 1, corresponding

and the superfluid density f,(T)=n,(T)/n. The solid lines are to a carrier density of n =1.8X 1021 cm-3(mb/M) or

calculated in the framework of BCS theory, taking f,(0)=0.85 0.17 holes per CuO2 unit if mb =m. As we have found
and T, = 31 K. topD = 6300±100 cm-1 in the two-component analysis, we
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can also estimate the strength of MIR absorption or the carriers with a broad spectrum of other excitations. At
"incoherent" component as low frequencies, the carriers drag a low-energy excitation

m (a I-wD 11370 cm-' .cloud along with them, causing a mass enhancement. As
WPM 0 • frequency increases, the scattering rate 1 /-* increases

EA can be estimated from the interband oscillators. This when the low-lying states are excited; hence, a new inelas-
gives 'Eh -4 in the far-infrared region; at higher frequen- tic scattering occurs. The carrier mass decreases to ap-
cies fh becomes complex and ro dependent; proach the band mass as o increases, for the low-lying ex-

citations cannot follow the rapid carrier motion. We can
estimate the characteristic energy range of the low-lying
excitations from the frequencies at which m *(w) and

Once o.p and eh are determined, the self-energy D( w) 12(o) change from their low- to high-frequency behav-
can be calculated at each frequency from the experimen- iors. This range appears to be between 300 and 1000
tal E(w) according to Eq. (14). If we rewrite Eq. (14) as cm 1(0.04-1.2 eV). We note that a pronounced peak

W;2 near 0.1 eV reported by Uchida et al.21 is not observed in

E =)---h--15) our spectra of M*/mb and Y2. The present values of 12
io~o+i/•s(oj)] are comparable with their result for the unnormalized

and compare Eq. (15) with Eq. (14), we can extract the re- scattering rate. The mass enhancement here is, however,
a factor of 0.15 smaller than their result. The high value

normalized scattering rate 1/I"*(W)= --Y2(')mb/m*, of m* in their data would imply an even stronger cou-
and the effective plasma frequency (P =(P(m/m*), pling between the free carriers and the low-lying excita-
where the effective mass enhancement is given by tions, which is difficult to understand. Note that the

m/m -,-- 1--1X/J. (16) value of m */mb at low w and low T can also be predicted
from the conductivity sum rule from Fig. 14 or simply

Note both the real and imaginary parts of 1(0) are nega- from W; D-4.2, which agrees well with the result in
tive definite. The resulting curves of m*(W•/mb and Fig. 16. Writing m*/mb=i++X, we find the low-
22(W) are shown in Fig. 16. The effective mass m* is frequency limit value of coupling constant X =3 at low
greatly enhanced at low w and m * - mb at high w, as ex- temperatures, suggesting strong interaction of carriers
pected for the MFL and NFL theories. 4'35  with a spectrum of other excitations. One major

The behavior of m *(w)/mb and 12(W) as shown can be difficulty with this model is that this large X would give a
viewed as arising from a local Coulomb interaction of high T¢, inconsistent with the actually measured T,

value.

2. Effective scattering rate I /r* (w)
3000

A linear T-dependent scattering rate at w-0 implies it
' ---. . - - ----- is also linear in w at higher frequencies. The effective re-

IE. 2000 •,j / -.- normalized scattering rate can be obtained by
,1.Ir' --(mb/M *)12. This quantity is shown in Fig. 17.

50 K The extrapolated = 0 values of 1/i-* are compatible to
"1 Koo Zthose obtained above in the two-component fit by assum-
200 K ing a constant scattering rate. This is not surprising since
S250 K both the one- and two-component approaches have de-

scribed the dc transport behavior well. At higher fre-
0 quencies, we observe I /*- is of order max( T, co) before it

4 820-nm Lo2 _.SrCuO4 film saturates. According to the MFL theory, however, it is
,_ 50 • 50 • not I/7-* but the imaginary part of the quasiparticle self-

150 o.. o K energy .2 that has the form --1 2=k max(rT, w), as long
.. .200 K as w<wc=1000 cm-1. Thus, 12 would change from

X 30 •OK constant to linear in w at wo> irT. At low wo, our results
"E agree with this prediction, and 12 tends to saturate at fre-

quencies above wc. Since 1 is, in principle, T indepen-

dent, one expects the slope of Y-12() to be constant at all
temperatures in MFL theory. However, our data indi-
cate a gradual decrease of slope with increasing tempera-

I t ore.
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000

w (cm'-) It is difficult to interpret the frequency-dependent
scattering rate as a con S uence of inelastic scattering

FIG. 16. Frequency-dependent mass enhancement (lower due to the Holstein effect,'" in which a carrier can ab-
panel) and imaginary part of the self-energy (upper panel) de- sorb a photon of energy tAo, emit an excitation (or a pho-
rived from the experimental complex dielectric function with in- non) of energy E (E - 300 cm- t in this case), and scatter.
terband contributions subtracted. First, the large value of X ( - 3) implied by the analysis of
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Photon Energy (eV) 0.7 I.S•. ,
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 La52 _SrKCuO+ film 0

SI I I 200K 0oSo

820-nm Lo2_.SrCuO4 film . 0.6 ___ 300K F,

3000 - 300K (Fit) 0.l

-. ,- CT=300 K

- 00 20000 40000I 0.4

E 2000 0.1--

/oo
.- / .$. < 300K

., - 300 K E 0.001

250 K '. 0.20L~~ - lOK 0200 10002.000

0 150 K10 0 500, 100 15 0 2 0K50 3 0 .

100; K 10 too100 100
500K

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 0.0 ....

S(cm-') 0 10000 20000 30000
(cm') (cm-')

FIG. 17. Renormalized scattering rate given by I1/r'Fs-(mb/mIG. ) 1 . FIG. 18. Energy-loss function calculated from the Kramers-
Kronig analysis of Y9?(w) at selected temperatures. The solid
line is a calculation using the oscillator parameters obtained
from a two-component model fit to J7(wo) as shown in the upper

Fig. 16 suggests a strong coupling between the conduc- inset. The lower inset illustrates the different low e-dependent
tion carriers and the excitation. Therefore, at T > e- 400 behavior of the loss function at 50 and 300 K.
K, the dc resistivity should significantly deviate from its
linear T-dependent behavior. Such a large I would also
imply that the mean free path is of the same order of the
lattice constant at room temperature, thus the dc resis- both Y-Ba-Cu-O and Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O, and conjectured
tivity would be expected to saturate, inconsistent with the that the quadratic law was universal for all layered cu-
observed linear behavior which persists up to 1100 K for prate superconductors. In addition, it has been suggested
LSCO materials.24 Second, the Holstein sideband would that the two-component oscillator model fails to repro-
shift upwards by 2A, the threshold energy for exciting duce accurately the experimental loss function. 3 After
two quasiparticles, in the superconducting state. On the making careful analysis on our La 2 _ SrCuO, film, how-
contrary, our spectra in Fig. 5 do not show such shift. ever, we find our results are in sharp contrast to these
However, this structure could have been smeared out as conclusions. By using the dielectric function with a two-
the size of the Holstein effect depends sensitively on the component model in the form of Eq. (1) to fit the room-
shape of the Eliashberg function a2F(If) and on impurity temperature reflectance, we obtain a set of oscillator pa-
scattering." The possibility of a Holstein effect therefore rameters which can almost exactly reproduce the men-
may not be completely ruled out. sured -9?(w) as shown in the upper inset to Fig. 18. The

oscillator parameters are listed in Table II. When the
E LoAW function same set of parameters is used to calculate the loss func-

tion, we can see an excellent agreement with the experi-
In the tenperature-dependent reflectance spectra of mental -Im( 1/I) curve throughout the entire measured

Figs. 3 and 4, we have observed that the reflectivity edge range as illustrated in the main part of Fig. 18. We want
sharpens and slightly moves to higher frequency with de- to stress here that the peak in - Im( I /c) is determined
creasing temperature. This may be attributed mainly to not only by the free carriers, but also by the bound car-
the effect of volume contraction. The behavior can also riers participating the charge-transfer and interband tran-
be seen in the electronic loss function - Im( l/e) as sitions. The loss function can be well fit only after the in-
demonstrated in Fig. 18. Upon cooling, the peak position terband oscillators are taken into account.
at the screened plasma freqaency @, •-6400 cm- (--0.8 When looking into the small-w behavior of the loss
eV) shifts to slightly higher energies along with a slight function, we note that for our film the low-frequency
narrowing of the broad peak. This can be understood in quadratic law - Ira( 2/I) as suggested by Bozovic
terms of the generalized Drude model, in which the max- et al. 73 is valid only at low temperatures (or at higher
imum value in -Im( 1/e)is given approximately by frequencies). A linear w) dependence, instead, is more ap-
@ 'r /14 at w = reip, -a/V/e with a width of I /-r(6,). propriate for high temperatures. The result is more evi-
This broad width (0.4 eV) is caused by the anomalous dent when our data are plotted in log-log scale as shown
midinfrared background absorption. in the lower inset of Fig. 18. This behavior can be under-

Bozovic 73 found that -Im( l/e)=o 2 for small w) in stood quantitatively in the one-component approach.
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TABLE I1. Parameters of a two-component oscillator fit to surements on our sample five times, finding agreement
the measured l(w) at room temperature. c. = 1.5. within ±0.5% above 300 cm-' but variations from the

average up to ± 1 % at 40 cm - . This is illustrated in Fig.
Oscillator o. 19 where we plot in the upper panel the average

reflectance at 5 and 200 K as solid lines. The dashed

Drude 0 6 240 358 curves represent upper and lower estimates of the uncer-
tainty in 1?: ±0. 5% at 200 K and above 300 cm-I at 5

Mid-IR no. 1 250 2320 210 K; the highest and lowest measured reflectances below
Mid-IR no. 2 950 10640 2850 200 cm-, with a smooth merge between 200 and 300
Mid-IR no. 3 3180 6580 4330 cm -. We can then estimate the uncertainty in o I(to) by

performing the KK transformation. The results are in
Phonon no. 1 126 750 28 the lower panel of Fig. 19. The propagated uncertainty
Phonon no. 2 359 455 22 goes roughly Ao,/a=[l/(l--?)](AB/R), as men-
Phonon no. 3 681 450 25 tioned in the end of Sec. II. As we can see, the absorp-

CT band 11 260 6720 4820 tion edge of a' 1 3(ca), whose value (-3.7kBT,) appears to

Interband no. 1 23650 16620 15630 coincide with the prediction of BCS theory," is largely

Interband no. 2 59370 94290 33410 dependent on the accuracy of .R(&w). This prevents any
gap assignment based on the onset of a 1,

Kamaris et al. 32 have argued that a superconducting
gap cannot be unambiguously identified in the infrared

Starting with Eq. (14), one can derive the approximation spectra if the material is in the clean limit, 1 /r <<2A or
for Co <<cap: I >>», with I the electronic mean free path and ý the

0a12 coherence length. In our sample, the free-carrier relaxa-
-Im(1/e)•- •----j wX 2 , (17) tion rate is l/lr-2.5kaTc at 50 K (i-=0.1 ps), smaller

than the expected BCS superconducting gap. One ex-

where w. = 13 000 cm t for our film. If 12 has the form pects an even smaller value of I /r well below Tc, thus the

of -I2=Xmax(7rT,a), as suggested by Fig. 16, then clean-limit condition will be met. This low free-carrier

-Im(l/e) will be quadratic in o when T<a/ir but relaxation rate implies that most of the free-carrier oscil-

linear in w when T > (o/r. We can see the 300-K curve lator strength would move to the zero-frequency 8 func-

in the inset changes its slope at a =" 700 cm - irT, giv- tion of the superconductor, leaving little strength -only

ing a -w2 dependence above w, and an w linear depen- a factor 1/CvrA) of the Drude spectral weight- avail-

dence below iv,- [In fact, the 50-K curve also becomes
linear in (o at frequencies below 100 cm'- irT (not
shown).] This behavior can also be explained qualitative- 1.05 8 2 L
ly in the two-component analysis. At small w, the dielec- Unerat in ruO).. Uncertainty in R(wo)
tric function e(c) is dominated by the Drude term, thus 1.00

the loss function exhibits the ordinary (o linear depen- -
dence. At higher frequencies, the midinfrared tail be- C 0.955
comes important, causing the loss function to deviate .
from this linear behavior. . T--0; 0.90 T = 200 •

0

F. The superconducting gap 0.85 - 1.oo0 ":

In the conventional Bardeen-Cooper-Schreiffer super- 0.995.R(w)

conductors," it has been demonstrated successfully that o.ao I 'I
the superconducting-to-normal ratio in transmission767 Propagated error in oa,(cj) 1

would give a maximum very near 2A, the superconduct-
ing gap energy. Other experiments 79,80 showed that the 2 3000

gap corresponded to a threshold in surface resistance or 7

conductivity. Many attempts have been made to identify Q 2000 = 200 K

the superconducting gap of HTSC at the peak in the 7 2000

reflectance ratio R,( T)/IR or at the onset of the conduc- -" I
tivity oj,(wa). However, it is problematic to make such - 1000

assignments. First, the reflectance data (see Fig. 4, for
example) do not exhibit a clear edge. Second, the phonon T = 5 K

structure and MIR absorption tail as well as the Tdepen- o -, , , _

dence of the scattering rate complicate this approach. Fi- 0 200 400 600 800

nally, the propagated errors in aj,(w) at low frequencies W (Cm-')

are large due to the fact that 7(a)--- 1. The experimen- FIG. 19. The propagated uncertainty in values of the con-
tal accuracy in R(wa) in the far infrared is not much ductivity derived from the reflectance Y?, in which R is close to
better than ±0.5%. We repeated the reflectance mea- unity and has the uncertainty shown.
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able for the gap transition. As seen in Fig. 10, there is al- enhancement in a single-component approach.
ready considerable second-component (MIR) absorption The two-component picture analysis shows a narrow
in the low-frequency region, making it likely that any (of order kB 1) Drude absorption and a broad, strong
remaining gap structure is obscured by the intense midin- midinfrared band. The Drude plasma frequency is essen-
frared absorption. tially temperature independent, whereas the scattering

rate is roughly linear in T in the normal state followed by
IV. CONCLUSIONS a fast drop below T,. A weak-coupling strength X-0.25

is derived. The midinfrared absorption exhibits a weak
In this paper, we presented a set of tem perature- and tu de pendene in the nor mal state. n t eau

frequency-dependent optical spectral functions from the perconducting state, the absorption is similar to the

far-infrared through the ultraviolet region. We made a midinfrared band, but is enhanced in the 150- 1500 cm- I
systematic analysis for an epitaxial La 2 -xSr.,CuO 4 thin range. The superconducting condensate carries most
film with a transition temperature T, =31 K. We em- (-85%) of the free-carrier oscillator strength. No super-
phasized the two-component analysis for both the normal conductihg gap is discernible as the film is near the clean
and superconducting states. Then we discussed the alter- limit. The absorption edge near 80 or 400 cm - cannot
native of a one-component approach. be assigned as the superconducting gap and is attributed

Our results show that the temperature dependence of to the tail of low-energy excitations or to the strong
the ab-plane infrared phonons is sensitive to the bound-carrier-phonon coupling. The single-component
tetragonal-to-orthorhombic phase transition near 250 K. picture analysis in the normal state shows a strongly
One anomalous behavior which appears to be associated frequency-dependent scattering rate of the order
with the structural transition is that the reflectance in the kB T+Aro at low frequencies and a large mass enhance-
charge-transfer region is significantly depressed below ment, which leads to a strong-coupling strength X -3.
250 K, implying a shift of spectral weight to the higher- This analysis has the features predicted by marginal Fer-
energy region. The electronic behavior is similar to that mi liquid of nested Fermi liquid, but has a temperature
observed in other cuprate superconductors like YBCO or dependent slope in the imaginary part of the quasiparticle
BiSrCaCuO crystals. On the other hand, the LSCO crys- self-energy.
tal has a lower free-carrier concentration but a higher
phonon oscillator strength on the CuO 2 layers. The
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ABSTRACT

We have deposited YBa 2 Cu 30 7 (YBCO) films on LaAIO 3 substrates up to
two inches in diameter using 90" off-axis magnetron sputtering from a single
stoichiometric target. With this same method, epitaxial bilayers and trilayers of
insulating SrTiO 3 , LaAlO3 , MgO, metallic PrBa 2 Cu 3 0 7 (PrBCO), or
superconducting La 2.xSrxCuO 4 (LSCO) were deposited in combinations with
YBCO. In the resulting structures with c-axis orientations, the YBCO had T.'s
of 90K or higher over the entire surface area. Maximum resistivity values of
6 X 109 fl-cm in YBCO/insulator/YBCO structures were obtained in vertical
transport measurements with SrTiO 3. An important cause for degraded electrical
properties in the structures incorporating epitaxial insulators was the presence of
copper oxide particles on the YBCO surface. Methods used to minimize the
number of these particles are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Superconducting electronic circuits are patterned from a series of deposited
film layers incorporating Josephson junctions, interconnects, ground planes,
insulators, and resistors. The insulating layers are required for isolating the
conductive layers in microstrip transmission lines, crossovers, flux transformers,
and lumped-element capacitors. Normal conductors are needed in some
Josephson junction configurations and for resistors. One of the differences
between Nb and YBCO-based circuits is that YBCO circuits require epitaxial
insulators and normal conductors for some of the circuit layers to provide a
suitable substrate for a subsequent YBCO film deposition. Indeed, the best
candidate materials for epitaxial insulators are the same materials used as single-
crystal substrates.

Most of the multilayer circuits fabricated with YBCO films are deposited
on small-area substrates, on the order of 1 cm X 1 cm.[1-61 As the emphasis of
circuit development switches from proof of principle to reproducibility, whole-
wafer processing is the most practical way to obtain working circuits while
improving process yield.

The sputtering method used to deposit the films for this study is now
generally recognized as one of preferred techniques for depositing YBCO films;
details of this method have been reported by many workers. However, its use
for depositing YBCO-based multilayer structures, particularly on substrates as
large as two inches diameter, presents some unique problems which have thus far
received much less attention. In this paper we focus primarily on these
problems and report on our efforts toward their solution.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

We have previously reported in detail the experimental procedure employed
by us for depositing YBCO films.II,8] Briefly, the films are sputtered from a
two inch diameter stoichiometric YBCO target, mounted in the 90* off-axis
configuration, using approximately 100 watts of rf power. Typically the gas
composition consisted of 100 mtorr of argon, 50 mtorr of oxygen, and 10 mtorr

* Supported in part by AFOSR Contract No. F49620-91-C-0034.



of water vapor. The deposition temperature was -700*C for c-axis films and
-580"C for a-axis films. For depositing multilayer structures, a second sputtering
gun was mounted into the system and used with the appropriate two inch
diameter stoichiometric target to deposit SrTiOS, LaAIO3, MgO, PrBCO, or
LSCO films. The distance and orientation of this gun with respect to the
substrates were the same as those for the YBCO gun. For the depositions from
this second gun, the experimental conditions were the same as those for the the
YBCO layers.

In our early work, substrates were bonded to a metal (nickel) holder with
silver paste to insure a uniform temperature across the entire area of a
depositing film. The use of this method, however, with large-area substrates
risked wafer breakage and therefore another method for holding substrates was
developed. Presently, the large-area substrates are placed, without bonding,
directly on a quartz holder and the heating is done primarily by radiation rather
than by conduction through a bonding paste. The details of this method are
described in Reference 8.

Critical temperatures of our films were measured resistively, using the van
der Pauw technique, and inductively by noting the change of inductance for a
copper coil driven at 100 kHz and positioned against the film. The resistive Tc
was defined as the temperature at which the resistance goes to zero and the
inductive TC as the temperature at the midpoint of the change in inductance.
Resistivities of nominally-insulating films incorporated in multilayer structure were
determined by patterning 100 pm to 800 pm diameter circular mesas, contacting
them with two probes and the base YBCO film with two probes in a wafer
probe station with the sample immersed in liquid nitrogen at 77K.
Approximately 10 different spots were measured for each chip. Structural
analyses of the films were done by x-ray diffraction, electron diffraction, and by
SEM.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have found that all of the films that were deposited on LaAIO 3
substrates, whether singly or in combination with other films, grew epitaxially.
In Figure 1 the x-ray diffraction pattern for a YBCO/LSCO bilayer structure
(YBCO deposited first) is shown. The c-axis orientation of both film layers can
be seen from the presence of YBCO(OOn) and LSCO(OOn) diffraction peaks.
There was no evidence for unoriented grains as the largest diffraction peaks
observed in powder patterns, YBCO(110) and (103) and LSCO(103), were not
obtained. It is not possible to resolve the YBCO(200) peak from LaAIO 3(200)
on the scale shown in Figure 1. Analysis of these peaks indicated that a minor
fraction of a-axis growth was always present as shown for single YBCO film
layers in Reference 8. The absence of YBCO(110), (103), and (200) diffraction
peaks in x-ray patterns of YBCO/(MgO, SrTiO 3 , LaAlO3 , PrBCO, or
LSCO)/YBCO trilayers was taken as evidence that c-axis trilayers were grown
with any one of the intermediate layers studied.

X-ray diffraction scans recorded while varying 20 provided information
about the orientation of the film structures in the growth direction but did not
show whether films grew epitaxially with alignment in the plane of the film.
For evidence of epitaxy, low-energy and reflection high-energy electron diffraction
patterns (LEED and RHEED) were obtained. Figure 2a shows a LEED pattern
obtained from a LaAIO3 (100) single-crystal substrate prior to film growth. The
indexing of crystal orientation used here treats LaAlO 3 as a pseudo-cubic
structure. Figure 2b shows the LEED pattern obtained from the top surface of
a YBCO/PrBCO/YBCO(001) trilayer. It indicates that in-plane orientation was
maintained throughout the structure. Figure 2c shows a LEED pattern from the
same type of structure deposited at lower deposition temperatures to obtain an
a-axis growth orientation. The pattern in Figure 2c appears to have a 3X1
"surface reconstruction" characterized by additional diffraction spots at 1/3 of the
spacing of Figure 2a or 2b. The additional spots are due to the two possible
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Figure 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of a multilayer structure consisting of a
LSCO layer deposited on a YBCO layer deposited on a LaAIO3
substrate.

in-plane directions for the c-axis which has a lattice constant, co = 3ao. Figure
2d is a RHEED pattern of the same a-axis sample shown in 2c in which the
1/3 spacing of diffraction streaks is particularly evident. Electron diffraction
patterns equivalent to Figure 2b were observed for bilayers and trilayers formed
with each type of intermediate film layer.

Figure 2. LEED and RHEED patterns showing the in-plane orientation of the
top surface of epitaxial film structures: (a) LaA1O 3 (00) single-crystal
substrate, (b) YBCO/PrBCO/YBCO(001) trilayer, (c)
YBCO/PrBCO/YBCO(100) trilayer, and (d) a RHEED pattern of the
same a-axis structure used in (c).
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Table I - Resistivities of Insulating Film Layers

Insulating Layer Thickness Resistivity

SrTiO3  100 - 300 nm 1X10 8 - 6X10 9 fl-cm
LaAIO 3  100 - 150 run 2X10 4 - 8X10 5 fl-cm

MgO 100 nm 4x10 1 - IX103 fl-cm

Although there were no significant differences in their diffraction patterns,
large variations were found in the dc resistivity of epitaxial insulating layers.
Table I lists the range of thicknesses and resistivities measured for the three
insulators. Only in the case of SrTiO3 was the resistivity close to the bulk
value, indicating that the structural quality of only this film was approaching
the ideal. The resistivity reported in Reference 1 for laser-ablated SrTiOS films
deposited on a smaller area falls within the range shown in Table I. Figure 3
shows SEM micrographs of YBCO/insulator bilayers with each of the materials
listed in Table I. Only the SrTiO3 overlayers had smooth surfaces comparable
to those of the YBCO base layers. Our speculation is that the cubic-Go-
rhombohedral structural transformation of LaAIO 3 and large lattice mismatch
between YBCO and MgO led to the rough surfaces seen in Figures 3b and 3c,
respectively.

Additional evidence of the quality of SrTiO 3 sputtered films is shown in
Figure 4. In this figure are SEM photomicrographs of two YBCO films, one
grown directly on a LaA10 3 substrate and the other on a 200 nm SrTiO$ film,
previously sputtered on the LaAlOs. Despite the presence of the SrTiO3 layer,
the two YBCO structures appear essentially identical indicating that the quality
of the intermediate SrTiO3 was sufficiently high that it had no deleterious effect
on the epitaxial growth of the YBCO.

As also can be seen in this figure, the YBCO grains tended to be square
in shape. This type of grain growth in YBCO films has previously been
reported by Raistrick et al. from scanning tunneling microscopy studies.[9] In
their STM micrographs there is sufficient definition so that the formation of the
squarish grain can be observed via the spiral growth of YBCO apparently
starting at a defect on the substrate surface.

In addition to the structural quality of the films themselves there is
another significant factor which can limit the performance of the insulating film
layers. We have found significant degradation in the electrical properties when

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of YBCO/epitaxial insulator bilayers with (100)
orientation insulating films of (a) SrTiO3 , (b) LaA1O3 , and (c) MgO
grown on c-axis-oriented YBCO.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. SEM photomicrographs of two sputtered YBCO films. Film (a) was
deposited directly on a LaA10 3 substrate and (b) on an intermediate
SrTiOS layer.

second phase particles were present on the YBCO surface on which the insulator
was deposited. Specifically, the data in Table I was obtained for overlayers
grown on smooth single-phase YBCO films. However, LaAIO3 films grown under
the same conditions but on YBCO layers with approximately 5% of their
surfaces covered with second phase particles, had a resistivity four orders of
magnitude lower.

The problem of the formation of second phase particles during the
deposition of YBCO films is not new. Depending on the growth process and
conditions these particles can have a variety of sizes and compositions. Under
the conditions used to deposit our films we have found that when particles are
formed, they typically are irregularly shaped and about 500 nm across the
longest dimension. Chemical analyses showed that they consisted of copper
oxide.

We have previously reported data indicating that such particles can arise
from a variety of sources including substrate surface contamination and the
backsputtering of material onto the substrates from the adjacent area.[7] By
taking steps to minimize these two sources we have been able to grow essentially
particle-free films. However, during the sputtering of large-area YBCO films
another source of Cu-O particles was identified. We found that under what was
believed to be optimum conditions, YBCO sputtered on two inch diameter
LaAlOs substrates often showed a large particle concentration. However when
such a film was turned over and YBCO deposited on the second side, the
particle count was invariably less and usually negligible.

We believe that the particles formed during the first deposition were due to
a non-uniform heating of the substrate. Due to the uncoated LaAIO 3 being
essentially transparent to radiation, some significant fraction of the substrate
heating occurred by conduction. Because the wafer was not bonded to the
heater this conduction heating was not uniform. We believe that since the
YBCO deposited on the first side of the wafer absorbed radiation well its
presence equilibrated the substrate temperature during the crucial nuclearion
period of the deposition on the second side. Despite the presence of particles on
the first side, however, the >90K Te's of the two films were essentially the
same. In addition, their rf surface resistances were found to be similar, i.e., 0.5
* 0.1 mohm measured at 10GHz and 77K, and x-ray diffraction patterns of the
two sides were also essentially indistinguishable.[81



CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that YBCO-based multilayer structures incorporating
either SrTiO3 , LaAlO 3 , MgO, PrBCO, or LSCO can be grown epitaxially on
LaAlO 3 substrates of up to at least two inches in diameter. The relatively
poorer electrical properties of LaAlO 3 and MgO layers compared to SrTiO3 are
attributed to the inferior structural quality of these films when grown on YBCO.
An important source of degradation in the dc resistivity was the presence of
second phase Cu-O particles which sometimes formed during the growth of the
YBCO layers. In their absence, resistivities were measured for SrTiO3 which
approached the ideal value.

We acknowledge the assistance of J. H. Uphoff, C. L. Jones, and B. A.
Blankenship in film preparation and electrical measurements, and A. M. Stewart
with x-ray measurements.
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Abmacg--We have grown epitaxial bilayers r'nd trilayers In this study, the two best substrate materials for BKBO
which utilie Bai..xKxBiO3 (BKBO) base electrodes, native film growth, M90(100) and SrMi3(100), were selected for
or artificial (MgO or se1103) insulating barriers, and Ag or evaluation as tunnel barriers. The only previous attempts to
BKBO counter electrodes, respectively. The layers were make junctions with BKBO counter-electrodes used a

deposted i-situ by if magnetroni sputtering and BaBi2Oy b"rrf., Or a SM103 barrier grown on a YBCO
characterized in-situi with RHEED, IEE, and X(P'i. base electrode.' h first part of this paper preents results
Electn diffraction Showed the layers to be epitaxial with the on the structural and supeconducting properties of BKBO
symmetry of the desired structure maintained even in the first flms. The second part addresses the structural and chemical
monolyer at the surface. XPS showed no evidence of a characteristics of the junction interfaces as wel as electronic
chemical reaction at the DKBO/barier interfaces. Tunneling behavior.
meaureent throgh a native insulating layer grown by Multilayer structures were deposited in-situ using rf
exposing BKBO surfaces to air showed a gap of -2.5 MV to magnetron sputtvring in an off-axis configuration with a
be present. In the range of thicknsss used for artificial target of composition BaO.6K0.6Bi03. Pressures of 100
barriers, 3-6 nim, the barriers apparently contained pinholes nuToir of 02 and 200 unToir of Ar were used in the growth of
which caussed the junctions to shorL The BKBo films were the BKBO. The substrates were heated to 375-4000 C during
K-rich with x - 0.5. Critical temperatures and lattice deposition and to 400rC during a 15-minute post-anneal in
constants were consistent, with reports for bulk one atmosphere of oxygen. This anneal was done only after

suprcoducxswith this composition. Normal-sftat all layers were deposited to ensure clean interfaces
reasistvibies of 70-100 pa-cm at 30 K wen the lowest ever However, the o2 anneal was performed before a Au contact
reported in this system and significantly lower than for the layer was sputter-deposited in-sit. Low-resistivity Au

highest..Tc compositio of x = 0.4. Rocking curve widths of contacts could be made in this manner but could not be. made
0.70 both in the growth directio and in the plane of the film when the BKBO films were exposed to air prior to Au
were observed by x-ray diffrctio for BKBO films on MgO deposition.
and se"O. The multilayer structures were grown on MgO(lO0),

L~aAlO3(100), NdG8O3(1 10), SrniO(l00), and SreiO(l 10)
BKBO is a ECS-lik superconductor with a transtion single,-Crystal sfubtates. These structures consisted of a

temperature of 30) K.1 AII-BKBO Joseph=o junctions could BKBO base electrode, a barrier layer, and a counter electrode
potentially be operated at 20 K in reliable closed-cycle of silver or gold in the SIN junctions and BKBO capped with
refrigemraor. Since the structure of the Bal..xKxBiO3 with gold for the trilayers. The barrier consisted of either the
composition1 with 0O4!5 x:5 0.5 is cubic with a space group of native insulating layer formed upon exposure to air,
PM~ml it is the highes Tc oxide suecnutrwhich has evaporaed Mg0. or sputtered SM''0 3. The base electrode
isoropic properties. It has additional advantages Over was -150 nm thick, the barrier 3-6 nin, and the BKBO
higher-ac supecondcor for develpmnt of tunnel counter electrode -20 um, with 50 nun of gold. Silver paint
junction. It possese a relatively long Coherence length of was then applied to the gold contacts and used as a mask
5-7 '- " Tunneling Measurements with SIN junctions2-6 and when the samples were subsequently Ar ion-milled at 150 V
515 1,odnt-contact junctions7 have demonstrated a
suPeFrcodutig energy gap with a low density of electronic I+ I- V_ V+
staes below the pap energy. The goal of this wor" Is to Ag paint
fabricate epitaxial tinlayer 515 juncion in comnpeuitiola with I-iuA
junctions fabiae wihhihrT 0 sue uutors capable DKBOtw
of operating at 50-70 K. The disadvantage of 20 K operation BO
can only be. overcome if the unique properties of BKBO eie
permit afl-BKBO junctions to be made with significantly
snore-reprodUCible Josephso current densities than can be
made with the higher-TC a suecoductors.

*Suppasud by APOSR Conviact No. F49620-92-J.04l5. Fig. I Schematic of the tunnel junction configuration. The
t~upparwd in por by AFOSR Cointract No. P49620-92.C-0039 BKBO top electrode was niot present for SIN
1b4.ucr*p received August 24,1992. measurements



to isolate areas of the samples for junction measurements. A 'Substrate,
schematic view of the configuration used for tunneling 1.2 &
measurements is shown in Figure 1. Each junction was 0 MGO00(100)
approximately 2 mm in diameter. Photolithography and Ar • 1.0 A & SrT103(100)
ion milling were used as well for patterning single BKBO I - NdGaO 3(11O)
filmsforJcmeasurements 0.8 7 q LaAI0 3(100)

Immediately following the deposition of each layer, in- A 0
situ studies were made of each film surface using LEED, 0.6
RHEED, and XPS. Samples were evaluated upon removal
from the chamber with EDX and x-ray diffraction. The latter 0 I I I I
included evaluations of orientation in the plane of the film as 0 10.o Substrate
well as in the growth direction. Resistivity and ac Z% 0 MgO(100)
susceptibility were measured as a function of temperature * 10"' a SrTIO 3(100)
and, subsequent to patterning, I-V characteristics and Jc wee 0 NdGaO3(1 10)
measured. 10- V LaAIOa(100)

X-ray diffraction results on single-layer BKBO films are 1N104
summarized in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 contains a typical *
scan measured for the BKBO(1l0) diffraction peaks. Four R'.
peaks spaced 90* apart were observed for BKBO films C-

deposited on any of the (100)-orientation substrtes. 0 5 10

Comparisons between the BKBO(I10} # scans and similar Lattice-Constant Mismatch (%)

scans obtained for the substrates showed that [001] directions Fig. 3 Mosaic spread and fraction of misaligned grains for
in the substrates and the films were aligned. There was no BKBO(100) films as a function of lattice mismatch.
evidence for a misalignment of BKBO(100) grains in the Awl is the rocking curve width in the growth
plane of the film. The lattice constant for films grown on direction, and &n is that for (4201 planes
any of these subsmates was 0.4270 * 0.0005 nm with no averaging growth-direction and in-plane reflections.
deviation from a cubic structure measured within this
experimental uncertainty. measurement of the mosaic spread in the growth direction.

Figure 3(a) is a plot of BKBO (420) x-ray rocking-curve In principle. this value could be small in a film which was
widths, Am, as a function of the lattice mismatch between highly-textured in the growth direction even if ther was no
BKBO and vaio substrates. Generally, the narrowest Am alignment whatsoever in the plane of the film. To obtain the
values of 0.6-0.70 were found for BKBO films grown on the second rocking curve width for the (420) planes, &n, the
two substrat types with the smalleat lattice mismatch, MgO film was rocked in a plane perpendicular to the one used in
and SrT'O3. There was little difference in the results of two the measurement of Awl. This second value contains
rocking-curve measurements which quantify distinctly information about both the texture in the growth direction
different types of film texture. The first, Aml, is the standard and texture in the plane of the film, thus quantifying the

epitaxial relationship between the film and substrate
observed in the # scans.

1 BKBO(110) diffraction peaks Figure 3(b) shows that some grains with a BKBO(110)
(110) (101) (ITO) (161) orientation were present in the films grown on substrates with
CL the largest lattice mismatch, LaAIO3 and NdG&O3. There

•'• 10 lwere no indications of BKBO(1l0) grains in the films on
MgO or SrT'O3. The most surprising of the results

W summarized in Figure 3 was that the structural properties of
S1OP BKBO films grown on SrTZO3(100) substrates with their 7%

mismatch were as good as BKBO grown on MgO with just a
2% mismatch The explanation most likely lies in the fact
that BKBO and Se'li03 both have perovskite structures. The

10 SrTiO3(1l0) subsumes were as effective as SerTO3(100) for
obtaining a single growth orientation for BKBO and narrow
rocking-curve widths of 0.?.

1 Measurements of Tc of BKBO films revealed very low
0 100 200 300 resistivities of 70-100 pa-ccm at temperatures just above the

* (degrees) transition as well as fairly sharp transitions (ATc - I IQ
Fig. 2 The in-plane orientation of a BKBO(100) film which occurred consistently between 18 and 19 K. The films

grown on NdG@03(lll0) shown with a # scan of weremetallicwitharatiooftheresistivity at 300 Ktothatat
the BKBO(110) x-ray diffraction peaks. Prom a 25 K of 1.6-1.7. Based am the x-ray diffraction data, it was
compoison of this scan with a similar scan from the not surprising that the lowest-resistivity films were those
substrate, it was confirmed that BKBO(0O1] was grown on SrT'O3. However, as shown in Figure 4, even
parallel to NdGa03[O01]. There was no evidence fdms grown on LaAI03 had low resistivities.
for a fraction of the BKBO grains rotated out of A comparisob of p vs. T curves from one set of samples
alignment, on various substmes deposited as a single batch is shown in

2
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Fig. 4 Resistivity and ac susceptibility vs. temperature for Fig. 6 Critical current density measurement of a BKBO
a BKBO film. The mc susceptibility was an film.
uncalibrazed measurement of the change of
inductance with temperature of a single copper BKBO grown on an MgO(100) substrate. It can be seen in
coil placed against the film. both cases that a (1030) orientation has been obtained.

RHEED patterns for (100)-orientation films are shown in
Figure 5. It can be seen that the Tc's of films on StT'i3, Figure 8. Figure 8(a) shows the pattern for a BKBO base
NdGaO3, and LaAIO3 are higher and that the films have electrode, Figures 8(b) and Cc) show patterns for MgO and
sharper trasitions than that of a film on MgO. A film on SrTiO3 barrier layers, respectively, and Figure 8(d) has a
A1203 was also mieasured but did not have a transition above RHE pattern for a BKBO top electrode grown on a
S K.. SrTiO)3 barrier. The streaked spots present indicate

The results of critical current density meaueents made smoothness of the films, whereas the Kikuchi lines which are
on a film grown on LaAIO3 are, shown jn Figure 6. This film clearly visible in Figure 8(a) are typical of a weil-ordered
was found to have a Jc "j0• A/cmn just 2 K below the crystalline surface.
resistive transition and 10• A/cm' at 4.2 K. Another The LEED and RH-EED data showed that the symmetry
importnt result of this experiment was the proof that these of the bulk of the BKBO films was evident even in the
films were homogeneous and capable of being patterned surface layer. LEED patterns are particularly surface-
without degradation. sensitive, indicating that the first monolayer on the surface

EDX results showed the BKBO films to be potassium- had the desired structure. A comparison of XPS spectra
rich. The lattice constant and Tc measurmentsm were recorded before and after the barrier layers were deposited
consisten with those of bulk samples with composition, x -- showed that the Bat, K, and Bi photoelectron intensities were
0.5.1 Raising the bsubaate temperatur during film growth greatly attenuated by the presence of an overlayer, thus
decreases the K content, which may be a necessary step in negating the possibiflity of the barrier layer having grown as
obtaining the highest-Tc film composition. islands around which the LEE and RHEED patterns in

For bilayer and trilayer strctures, LEED and RHEED Figures 2(a), 3(b), and 3(c) might have been recording the
patterns indicated that each of the layers grew epitaxially. symmetry of the underlying BKBO. Since RHEED pten
Figure 7 shows examples of LEED patterns obtained for an are determined by a surface layer approximately 2-S urn
arificial barrier layer and BKBO top electrode. Figure 7(a) thick, on the same order as the coherence length of BKBO,
contains the LEED pattern for the BKBO counter-eectrode the RHEED pattern in Figure 3(a) was a measure of the
of a trilayer grown on NdGaO(1 10) with a SrT'O3 barrier, struture of the surface layer which determines the gap
F~gure 7(b) shows an evapoated MgO barrier layer on voltage and temperature dependence of a tunnel junction.

S~X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) probes a similar
Resistve Transiin1.01

l50- lz~ 50 ion wat m dg

I0.8
0.6

10.4

0.0- O a

I I, ,I

16 17 is 1 20 1

Temperature (K) Fig.? LEED) patterns of (a) a BKBO counter-electrde and
Fig. S A comparison of typical resistive ansitions of (b) an MgO barrier. The electron energies were 20.3

BKBO on various substrates and 143.0 eV, respectively
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barrier/Ag junction at various temperatures
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ABSTRACT-The infrared absorption of oxide superconductors will be discussed. In the
normal state, a,(w) consists of a strongly T-dependent part in the far infrared, above which is a
weakly-T-dependent midinfrared absorption. In the superconducting state, there is absorption
to very low frequencies, well below where the superconducting gap is expected to be. It is argued
that this absorption is due to a second ("midinfrared") component which is only weakly affected
by the onset of superconductivity. The free carrier component is in the clean limit and most of
its oscillator strength goes into the superfluid condensate zero-frequency delta function response.

Key node HiigbT., infra ed

INTRODUCTION
An ordinary superconductor has a gap A in its excitation spectrum. This gap causes the

frequency-dependent conductivity au,(w) to be zero up to w = 2A; above this frequency o1i,(w)
rises tojoin the normal-state conductivity at several times 2A. The area removed from 0',(W)
appears under the zero-frequency delta function of the superconductor. The superconductor has
zero absorption (100 % reflectivity) at frequencies below 2A and reduced absorption up to several
times 2A.

Far-infrared reflection and transmission measurements were important in establishing the
existence of a gap in metallic superconductors and in determining its magnitude. (Glover 1956,
Ginsberg 1960, Palmer 1968, Drew 1967) With the discovery of the high-TZ compounds, there
have been many attempts to do the same. (Tirnusk 1989, Tanner 1992) At the present time
there is a lot of controversy-to say the least-about infrared determinations of the gap. This
is a very complicated issue, and so we discuss it in some detail in the following paragraphs.

Very similar ab-plane reflectance spectra have been presented by a number of workers.
(Timuak 1988, Thomas 1988, Schiitzmann 1989, Kamaris 1990, Renk 1990, Schlesinger 1990a,
Cooper 1989, Orenstein 1990, Schlesinger 1987, Reedyk 1988, Collins 1989) In the superconduct-
ing state, the reflectance cannot be distinguished from 100% for w < 140 cm-1 (17 meV). Above
140 cm-' there is a clear increase in absorption, and the reflectance drops to a plateau of about



98% which extends to a shoulder at -- 400 cm- 1 (50 meV). At higher frequencies, the reflectance
drops to join the normal-state data.

Both the 140 cm- 1 onset and the 400 cm-' shoulder have been assigned to the supercon-
ducting gap. Thomas et a.(1988) suggested that the apparent onset of absorption at • 140
cm- in a6-plane data for reduced T, samples might be the gap; this would give 26/kikT, = 3.2.
Schiitzmann et a/.(1989) also put the gap at 140 cm-t in measurements of 91 K T. samples,
which would make 2A/kBT, = 2.1

Schlesinger el aL.(1987, 1990, Collins 1989) have interpreted the 400 cm- 1 shoulder as the
gap. When the ratio of superconducting to normal state reflectance, A. f..,,, is plotted, this
shoulder appears as a maximum. A maximum in A,/1A, does occur at 2A in ordinary supercon-
ductors because St, is 100% out to 2A and then decreases to join A., which has been decreasing
like I - AV/w. This similarity to ordinary superconductors was the motivation for the 8kBTc
assignment. (Schlesinger 1987, Collins 1989, Schlesinger 1990a, Schfitzmann 1989)

Data on untwinned crystals of YBa 2Cu3 0 7 - 6 show for T = 30 K an apparent 99-100%
reflectance out to 500 cm-' (8kBT.) for 9 11 a at which point there is a shoulder and decreasing
reflectance. (Schlesinger 1990b, Rotter 1991) For E 11 b, the reflectance is smaller, with the
shoulder less pronounced. Schlesinger ef al.(1990) argue that the gap for ab-plane carriers must
correspond to this onset and attribute the absorption below this frequency to carriers on the
chains.

However, a more sensitive experiment than reflectance is direct bolometric absorption. Such
experiments have been carried out by Pham el al.(1990, 1991) In untwinned crystals, they find
a finite absorption down to their low frequency limit of 80 cm-1 (1.2k/T,) at all frequencies for
both E 11 a and E 11 b. The absorption for E [1 a is -0.3% at 150 c-i 1 and below. The direct
absorption data are in agreement with reflectance data, but the better signal/noise ratio allows
absorption to be seen at frequencies where the reflectance appears to reach 100%.

li this paper, we discuss the gap issue, using recent data on single-domain YBa2 CusO7-y
crystals, free-standing Bi 2 Sr2 CaCU2 Os crystals, and La 2 _.Sr.CuO4 thin films.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The single-domain crystals were prepared at the University of Illinois. The growth technique
has been described previously. (Friedmann 1990) The crystals studied were about 2x2 mm in
size and had extremely high quality surfaces. T, was above 90 K. The reflectance was measured
using Fourier and grating spectrometers and the optical constants determined using Kramers-
Kronig analysis. (Quijada 1992) Estimated error in the far-infrared reflectance measurements,
from reproducibility of different samples, is -1:1-2%.

La 2 _,Sr.CuO4 films were grown by off-axis magnetron sputtering on SrTiO 3 substrates at
Westinghouse. Growth conditions and film properties have been described previously. (Talvac-
chio 1990) The film studied in detail was nearly 1 cm 2 in area, 8000 A thick, and had good
quality surfaces. X-ray analysis showed the film to be highly oriented with the c-axis normal to
the surface. T, was 31 K and z is m 0.17. The reflectance was measured using Fourier and grating
spectrometers and the optical constants determined using Kramers-Kronig analysis. (Gao 1992)
No features attributable to the substrate could be seen in the spectra. Estimated error in the
far-infrared reflectance measurements, from reproducibility of different samples, is *0.5%.

Free-standing films (or flakes) of Bi2Sr 2CaCu2Os were prepared and characterized at SUNY
Stony Brook as described in an earlier report. (Forro 1990) The samples woe appraimately
0.3 mm2 in area and 1300-2000 A thick. T, was a 82 K The transmittance was measured
using Fourier and grating spectrometers and the optical constants determined using Kramers-
Kronig analysis. (Romero 1991, Romero 1992a, Romero 1992b) Estimated relative error in the



far-infrared transmittance measurements, from reproducibility of different samples, is ±5%. We
note that transmittance is potentially more accurate than reflectance because an accurate 100%
level is not required and that a 5% error in transmittance gives smaller errors in a,(w) than a 0.5%
error in reflecL--.•. This is because the "signal" in tha reflectance measurement is essentially
I - 2, and when A --. I the signal goes to zero.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. I shows the optical conductivity of a YBa 2Cu 307 -. single crystal at three temperatures.
The magnitude of the conductivity for t 11 b is larger than for E j1 a but otherwise the two spectra
are similar and resemble the conductivity of twinned YBa 2Cu3 O7 -6 crystals (Orenstein 1990,
Schlesinger 1990a) and films. (Schiitzmann 1989, Kamaris 1990) There is a strongly T dependent
peak at low frequencies above T,; below T, a considerable amount of low-frequency oscillator
strength is removed to the zero-frequency delta function conductivity of the superfluid. (That
the oscillator strength moves to zero frequency and not, say, to some high energy can be proved
by looking at the real part of the dielectric function. See Ref. Kamaras 1990 for an example.)

Below T, there is a finite value of a,,(w) maintained to the lowest frequency measured (180
cm-1) for both polarizations, in agreement with the results of Pham et aL(1991) (However, we
should note that the uncertainties in the determination of o1 (w) are relatively large and reach
nearly 100% at the low frequency limit of 180 cm- 1) A notch-like minimum is observed for both
polarizations at around 500 cm-2-above and below T.-but no "gap' occurs in the spectrum
at this frequency.
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Fig. 1. Optical conductivity of YBa2 Cu30-. at three temperatures. (a) E 4l a. (b) A b.

Fig. 2 shows the optical conductivity of L 2 ._.,SrCuO4 at several temperatures. The inset
shows (on a logarithmic frequency scale) the data into the visible region. As in the cue of
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Fig. 2. Optical conductivity of L&2 -..Sr.,CUO4 at sieveral temperatures. The inset shows the
wide-frequency-range conductivity.

Y'Ba 2CU3O7...4 , there is a strong T dependent peak at low frequencies. Below T, a substantial
amount of oscillator strength goes into the condensate.

The 5 K conductivity curve shows a threshold at 70 cm- 1 but this is a consequence of the
extrapolation; the uncertainty at 70 cm-'1 is ±600 fl- 1cm-'. Thin uncertainty is illustrated in
Fig. 3, which shows the effect of scaling the reflectance up or down by the estimated uncertainty
of +-0.5%. Propagated to a1(w), this error becomes :U00% by 100cm-1. Another way of stating
the same result is that our data is consistent with zero absorption below 100 cm-1 but not above
100 cm-1.

Propagated error In a(&))

T 20000

2 000

I; I. T00o

0
0 200 400 goo 30

W. c 1

Fig. 3. Propagated uncertainty in al Mw from an uncertainty in refiectwnce of *0.5%.

Fig. 4 shows the optical conductivity of Bi2Sr2CaCU2Og at several temperatures. As in
the other materials, the normal-state conductivity shows a strongly T-dependent upturn at
low frequencies but minimal temperature dependence at higher frequencies. Below T., IoA& of
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Fig. 4. Optical conductivity of Bi2Sr2CaCu 2Og at various temperatures above and below T,.

oscillator strength moves into the condensate, but the conductii"ty is finite to 110 cm- 1 . The
error here is relatively small; there is definitely a positive value of v'(w) at 140cm-I and above.

DISCUSSION

We return now to the question of the superconducting gap. The results for thresholds in
the optical conductivity are summarized in Table I. In all cases, the absorption threshold is well
below 8kBT,; only in La 2 -. Sr.CuO4 would the data be consistent with a BCS gap value.

Table I. Energy scales in high T, superconductors.

Material Reference T, 3.5kBT, 8kBTc Absorption
threshold

K cm- 1  cm- 1  cm- 1

YBa2 Cu 30 7._6 E a This work 90 220 500 < 200
YBa 2Cu3OT7 . i II a Pham et aL. (1990) 90 220 500 < 80
YBa2 Cu3 0 7 - 6 twinned Many. See Tanner 92 230 511 < 140

and Timusk (1992).

Bi 2Sr 2CaCu2O8  This work 82 200 450 < 140
La 2 -. Sr.CuO4  This work 31 75 170 < 100

This finite conductivity to low frequencies is'difficult to interpret by analogy to conventional
superconductors, where the picture of a superconducting gap works well. The difficulty is espe-
cially strong for Bi 2 Sr2CaCu2Os where photoemission (Changl989, Olson 1990) gives a rather
convincing picture of a gap near 7kBTc. As Fig. 4 shows, there is no particular anomaly in the
spectrum at this frequency (400 cm-'); indeed most of the fine structure in this region is also
evident above To.

One resolution of this dilemma is to postulate that there are two contributions (or com-
ponents) to the low-frequency optical conductivity: free carriers, which are responsible for the



dc conductivity and which condense to form the superfluid below T., and bound carriers, which
are relatively inert and which are not much affected by the superconducting transition. A wide
variety of data have been analyzed in this picture. (Timusk 1989, Tanner 1992, Kamaris 1988,

Bonn 1988, Timusk 198S, T',omas 1S88, Schiitzmann 1989, Kamaris 1990, Renk 1890, Cooper

1989)

The dielectric function is then a sum free carriers (i.e., a Drude model) and the midinfrared

bound carrier terms,
2

€(M) = cri -- + /+ (d C(1)

where WOpD is the plasma frequency of the fret- carriers and 1/r is their (essentially w-independent)

relaxation rate. The T-linear temperature dependence of the resistivity is assumed to come from

the temperature dependence of 1/r since in the Drude model, p = 4w/WD r. The bound carriers

are in a broad, nearly T-independent, band throughout the midinfrared.

The midinfrared contribution to the data of Fig. 4 is illustrated by Fig. 5. A Drude function
has been subtracted from the total conductivity in order to obtain these curves. The Drude

contribution has a plasma frequency of 10,300 cm- 1, a T-linear scattering rate, and agrees well
with the dc conductivity. (Romero 1992) The mid-infrared contribution is almost independent
of temperature above T,, in agreement with hypothesis, but there are some systematic variations

around 0.1 eV. Below T. the Drude contribution has condensed, revealing more clearly the

midinfrared band.
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Fig. S. The midinfrared contribution to the conuuctivity of Bi 2Sr 2CaCu2Og crystals, obtained
by subtracting a Drude dielectric function from the data in Fig. 4.

If the two-component picture of the midinfrared absorption is correct, then the presence
of the second component can obscure any gap absorption and make its determination difficult.
This effect occurred some time ago in early studies of La2-. Sr.CuO4 ceramics, which showed a
sharp reflectance drop in the 50 cm- 1 region. This initially was assigned to the gap, but it later
was shown to be caused by a zero-crossing of ti(w), due to an interplay between the negative



contribution of the superfluid and a strong positive contribution from a phonon. (Bonn 1987,
Sherwin 1988) Using a similar approach, Timusk ef aL.(Timusk 1988) argued that the n ,ximum
seen in A,1A. in YBa2 Cu3 0 7 _j was affected by dispersion as well.

Kamaris et aL(1990) showed that various features in the superconducting-state conductiv-
ity spectrum of YBa 2Cu3O7_ 4 which have been assigned to the gap can also be seen in the
normal-state conductivity. (This is also evident in the Bi 2Sr2 CaCu2 O5 data of Fig. 5, where the
total conductivity below T, resembles closely the midinfrared contribution above T,.) Because
the features persist above T,, it was argued that they were from the non-Drude rmidinfrared ab-
sorption and not associated with the superconducting gap. Above T, this absorption is partially
masked by the absorption of the free carriers; below T,, when the free carriers condense into a
delta function, the midinfrared absorption becomes fully revealed.

The question naturally arises: why should the gap not seen? Kamaris et al.(1990) suggested
that this is because the high-T, materials are in the "clean limit," with 2A > 11-. In this limit,
all of the free-carrier oscillator strength exists at low frequencies and goes into the zero-frequency
delta function conductivity of the superconductor. None is left for transitions across the gap.
The presence of the midinfrared absorption is a key point in the clean limit argument. Given
sufficient sensitivity, the gap can be seen even in the clean limit of ordinary metals with no other
low energy excitations. However, in the presence of the midinfrared absorption, especially if
there is some temperature dependence in it, picking out the gap becomes more difficult.
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APPLICATION NOTE APPENDIX 19

In-Situ Deposition
of YBCO Films on Wafers
by Off-AXiS Sputteringt

T.T. Braggins, J.R. Gavaler and J. Talvacchio
Westinghouse Science and Technology Center

Pittsburgh, PA

YBCO thin films have been magnetron-sputtered in the off-axis geometry from stoichiometric targets on LaAI03
substrates resulting in in-situ superconducting films with resistive and inductive Tcs of 90WK Double-sided sputter
deposition on 2" diameter, radiantly-heated substrates performed sequentially on each side is reported. Low surface
resistances in the range of 0.3 to 0.7 mrn at 77*K and 10 GHz for double-sided films are attained.

Introduction method provides good thermal con- ure 1. This is so because the sam-
Oneof thefirstapplicationsof high tact and uniformity, it precludes us- plesare rested on a quartz plate that

temperature superconductors (HTS) ing the back side of the wafer for a covers 3" diameter kanthal heater.
was the development of passive mi- second YBCO laer and, because of The sample is stationary during film
crowave components. Much of the the fragility of LaAIO3, results in in- deposition. In this configuration, 20
work has focused on thin films of the tolerable wafer breakage for large large area wafers have been proc-
HTS YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) deposited area samples. essed. Sputtering is performed from
on lattice-matched substrates. Ex- For several types of microwave a 2" diameter stoichiometric YBCO
cept for the most demanding appli- components, such as microstrip fil- target using 110 W of RF power in
cations where very low loss sapphire ters, the proximity of a supercon- a continuously pumped gaseous at-
substrates are required, LaAIO 3 is ducting ground plane is highly de- mosphere consisting of 200 mtorr
the preferred substrate owing to its sirable. Therefore, it is necessary to argon, 50 mtorr oxygen and 20
close lattice match, moderately low develop techniques for the deposi- mtorr water vapor. Small variations
loss and moderately high dielectric tion of YBCO films on both sides of of the gas-composition are not crit-
constant1 It has been shown that a substrate. Larger diameter (2" to ical.3 However, it has been found that
highly C-axis oriented YBCO films 4") substrates will become increas- small additions of water vapor are
with high transition temperatures T, ingly important for components that beneficial, yielding consistently
and low surface resistances Rs at must be critically matched. In addi- > 901( superconducting transition
microwave frequencies can be dep- tion, they provide an economic ad- temperatures.3 The sample temper-
osited over large (2" diameter) areas vantage because they can fabricate ature during deposition, determined
using a technique in which silver many dies per processing cycle. In by infrared pyrometry, is 670"C with
paste is used to attach the wafer to this paper, the techniques for dou- an estimated accuracy of 20"C. Un-
the sample block 2 Although this ble-sided deposition of high quality der these conditions, a deposition

YBCO films on 2" diameter sub- rateof 20 nm/hr is obtained. Follow-
strates and the characterization of ing growth, the sample is cooled in

, "'' " these films are described. 25 torr 02 to 400"C, where it is held
for 20 minutes prior to cooling to

Experimental Method room temperature. For double-
HOLDER The experimental techniques that sided depositions, the chamber is

- '/ are used for the in-situ growth of opened, the sample is turned over
YBCO films by off-axis sputtering and the process repeated.
have been reported previously.2 For The critical temperature wasthis paper, the geometry (relative measured both resistively, using the
position of source and sample) is standard Van der Pauw technique,unchanged except that a sputter- and as a change of inductance for

Fig. I Sputter-down configuration down rather than sputter-up config- a copper coil placed against the film
lot off-axis sputtering. uration is used, as shown in Fig- and driven at 100 kHz. Resistive Tc

tSupported in part by AFOSR Contract
No. F-49620-91-C-0034. [Continued on page 108)
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Fig. 2 X-ray diffraction pattern 9/10 - 0.30 Fig. 4 The critical temperature (R = 0)
for side A and side B of a double-sided 12/13 - 0.40 for both sides of a double-sided film

film showing very small a-axis (200) -- ' showing +1"1 uniformity over a 2"
contribution, diameter substrate.
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Fig. 3 Flasistlvity v&. temperature for a double-sided YBCO film deposited on (a) side A and (b) side B of a 2" diameter l~aAlO3 wafer.
The inset figures compare the resistive and inductive trane- ionsW

was determined at the temperature oesistive and inductive transition R=0.. " .- ' "
he resistance goes to zero while temperatsuremens were b.nmadspannei

the inductive Te b 00 determined by on double-sided films. The results -NIF;".v.iý
the tfinsition midpointR Microwave are shown in Figur e . inductiveu - . -; -ATMKN

surface resistances are measured transidion follows very closely the re- N -E- WORK

using a parallel plate resonator fol- sistive transition. Resistive Tc (R = 0) 5....

towing a previously developed tech- values o 90"K are obtained for both
niqueoa The sample geometry con- sides of this waferc A seines ofTh -

sists of two quarter-inch X half-inch measurements were made spanning2.
samples sepa r ated by 0 f0005" t he diameter of a 2" waferf The re- at m-- ,
Ion film. The RF leads are loosely sults are shown in Figure 4.vThe uni-
coupled to the resonator so that the formity of Tc varies between 89uK
loaded and unloaded oS can be and 91qKoverthewaferdiameter. 2 deemiesu=INrfae ess-nc

assumed equal. Values of Fti are Of particular importance for the ( an ae wafe

normalized from the resonant fre- passive microwave components that a.d (b) a
quency of 8.5 GHz to 10 GHz as- are being fabricated from these wa-mete
suming an 12 dependence for the fers; is the surface resistance at mi-:::,:, .
surface resistance. crowave frequencies. R. values, at I • .. ..

77°K and normalized to 10 GHz, Ft%. 5 Location of test chips used
Expermental Resuts have been measured on quarter- to determine surface resistance

YBCO films deposited on LaAI03 inch X half-inch test chips, which for (a) an antenna wafer
substrates are highly C-axis ori- surround microwave device pat- and (b) a filter waler.

ented. A very small A-axis compo- terns in the center of the 2" diameter

nent is observed, as shown in Fig- wafer. The location of test chips is values averaged 0.65 mQ for the
ure 2, where the X-ray diffraction shown in Figure 5. The two sets of front surface and 0.7 mQ for the
patterns of the front and back sur- measured test chips showed Rs back surface The specific pairs of
faces of a double-sided film are values of 0.3 and 0.4 ma, respec- chips measured and the results ob-
compared. tively. On the antenna wafer, R. tained for R, are listed in Table 1.
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ABSTRACT

We have performed a series of -100 fs time-resolved measurements on YBCO
thin films. The dependence of the transient optical properties on probing laser
frequency, pumping laser intensity. sample thickness. and ambient film temperature is
discussed. Our results are compared to existing models and provide new insights on
nonequilibrium properties of YBCO.

L INTRODUCTION

Femtosecond spectroscopy has recently been used to investigate transient
nonequilibrium properties of high-temperature superconducting (HTS) materials.
Femtosecond time-resolved differential reflectivity (AR/R) measurements were
performed by several groups on various YBCO films at room temperature. The
dependence of the sign of AR/R on the oxygen (1] or Pr [2] content in YBCO
compounds indicates different positions of the Fermi level (EF). The correlation of the
sign change of AM measured at 2 eV on optically thick YBCO films with the onset of
superconductivity has been observed under relatively weak laser excitation
(<5 pj/cm2) (31, and the picosecond response of AR/R has been interpreted as a direct
indication of the dynamics of quasi-particles [3] and/or superconductor order
parameter (4]. While most of the models assumed that the picosecond response
measured at optical frequency and low temperature is mainly electric in nature, recent
results of Reitze et al. (51 imply that a detailed energy band structure also has to be
taken into account if any physical significance is to be assigned to the measured
relaxation rates.

In this paper, we report a series of femtosecond spectroscopic measurements
performed on YBCO fidms. The dependence of the transient optical properties on
probing laser frequency, pumping laser intensity, sample thickness, and temperature is
discussed.

IL EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

A number of epitaxial YBCO films with thicknesses from 80 to 280 nm have
been used in our measurements. Sample YBCO-I (200-nm thick, Tc - 87.5 K) was
fabricated on a SrTiO3 substrate using the technique of laser ablation [6]. Sample



YBCO-fI (280-nm thick, Tc - 89.5 K) was fabricated on a LaAlO3 substrate using the
technique of single target sputtering samples [7]. YBCO-II (80-nm thick. Tc - 83 K)
and YBCO-IV (200-nm, Tc - 87 K) were deposited on SrTiO 3 substrates by in-situ rf
magnetron sputtering [8]. All the films exhibited critical current densities, Jc, greater
than 106 A/cm 2 at liquid nitrogen temperature. A partially oxygen depleted YBCO
sample (YBCO-V) was also fabricated. The film was deposited together with
YBCO-IV, but after the deposition it was furnace annealed at 500*C for 20 min in pure
Ar atmosphere. As a result. its Tc was lowered to 27 K, consistent with a decrease of
the oxygen content to about 6.45.

The time-resolved optical experiments have been performed using a CPM laser
system. Depending on the amplification arrangement., the laser system provides a pulse
train either at high repetition rate (-100 MHz) and low energy per pulse (-0.1 nJ), or at
moderate repetition rate (-8.5 KHz) and high energy per pulse (>I P.). This allows us
to change the pump laser intensity (1p) by more than 3 orders of magnitude and also to
probe with different wavelengths selected from a white light continuum. Time-resolved
differential reflectivity (AR/R) and transmission (AT/T) measurements have been
performed with a temporal resolution of 100"±20 fs using a conventional pump-probe
arrangement. The polarization of a weak probe beam was rotated by 900 relative to that
of the pump beam to reduce the coherent artifact. Measurements have been performed
in a temperature range between 300 K and 12 K. using an optical Dewar with the
temperature-controlled cold finger.

For our thin YBCO samples (grown on non-index-matched substrates), the
typical penetration depth (Xp) of the 2-eV laser beam into YBCO is -90 nm. The
dependence of AR/R and AT/T on the change of the refractive index (An) and
absorption coefficient (Aci = 4itAkA. where k is the imaginary part of refractive index.
and X, is the laser wavelength) can be simply summarized as follows. For optically thick
films (d > 150 nm), AR/R - 0.12An + 0.1 lAk (91; while for optically thin films (d <
150 nm), AT/r is primarily proportional to -Act, and AR/R is more strongly governed
by the thin film effect [101. In particular, if An >> Ak ARMR measured on a thin film
can have the opposite sign of that measured on a thick film.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Ill.1. Room Temperature Measurements

Figure 1 illustrates AR/R measured from 1.91 to 2.17 eV on the YBCO-I
sample at room temperature. The 2-eV pump intensity is kept around 10 Pj/cm2 . At all
probe photon energies (up to 2.25 eV [11]), AR/R exhibits the same behavior-a
pulse-width-limited rise (positive change) followed by a fast decrease, and then a long-
lasting (several nanoseconds) plateau. A very similar temporal and spectral response is
also obtained for the YBCO-IV sample. For all our samples with thicknesses from
80 nm to 300 nrm. A/R at 2 eV is positive and the temporal response of the signal has
little dependence on the pump intensity from 0.3 to 100 p1/cm 2. In addition, AT/T
measured on a thin YBCO-II sample (see Fig. 2) has a temporal response that is very
similar to that of -AR/R [12]. These results indicate that at room temperature, the
change of optical properties for 2-eV-photoexcited YBCO is mainly dominated by Aa,
a result similar to earlier results obtained on d-band metals.
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Such a "bolometric" response at 2 eV can be explained by a thermomodulation
model [1,2,13]. The carriers excited out of the Fermi sea by the pump pulse thermalize
with all of the other carriers on a time scale typically shorter than the pulse width.
because carrier-carrier scattering time is extremely fast in metals or HTS materials.
Therefore, following the pump excitation. the carriers have established a temperature
(Th) that is much higher than the ambient film temperature (TL), and the electronic
occupancy near EF is modified. This "smearing" decreases (increases) the occupancy of
states below (above) EF. Thus, a probe monitoring the interband transition from the
filled d-band to the p-states below (above) EF measures a positive (negative) Acx. Since
in YBCO Act is always positive from 1.91 eV to 2.25 eV, EF for oxygen-rich YBCO
must lie in the oxygen-p-band at least 2.25 eV above the copper-d9/dlO-band. The fast
decay following the pulse-width limited rise, illustrated in Fig. 1 and 2. is attributed to
phonon emission, which reduces the effective carrier temperature. Afterwards, the
long-lasting plateau is caused by a heat diffusion, which can be a nanosecond-time-
scale process. In summary, Aat = aATh + bATL, where the sign of a depends on
probing frequency with respect to EF and is positive around 2 eV for oxygen-rich
YBCO, and b is also positive for YBCO. The usual meaning of "bolometric" applies
only to bATL, which is the most important part of Am

By contrast. AR/R measured at room temperature on the partially deoxygenated
YBCO-V sample (Fig. 3) is negative at 2 eV. A similar sign change at 2 eV for oxygen-
poor YBCO films was previously measured by Brorson et al. (1], and explained in the
framework of the Fermi smearing model. The sign change was attributed to a shift of
EF, associated with a drastic change in the free-carrier concentration between the
oxygen-rich and oxygen-poor films. Following again the Fermi smearing model, our
results imply that in YBCO Ep: shifts down (using the hole picture) by at least 250 meV
when the sample oxygen content decreases from above 6.9 to about 6.45.

C

1 0 4

Z13M Delay (ps)

Fig. 3. ARM measured on the YBCO-V (partially oxygen depleted) sample at room
temperature using a 2 eV probe photon energy. The pump intensity is -10 IjJ/cm 2 .



111.2. Low Temperature Measurements

When the temperature is cooled down below Tc, the electronic density of states
is strongly modified. as a result of the opening of the superconducting energy gap. The
much larger density of states occupied by Cooper pairs just below EF is expected to
change the Fermi smearing [14,15]. For 0 < T < Tc, Cooper pairs and quasi-particles
coexist in thermal equilibrium. The two-fluid model has been successful in explaining
most of the equilibrium properties of superconductors. The absorption of a single 2-eV
photon in YBCO creates, through cascading processes of carrier-carrier and carrier-
phonon scattering, more than 100 quasi-particles with energies widely distributed in a
continuum of states above the energy gap. Thus, a highly nonequilibrium Cooper
pair/quasi-particle distribution is established following short-pulse excitation.
Afterwards the system relaxes back towards equilibrium as all nonequilibrium quasi-
particles recombine into Cooper pairs. When a simple two-fluid model is adopted, we
have

a (l-fc)(XD + fCaXC + ad-p
n = (l-f)n +fcnc + nd-p

where symbols D. C. and d-p represent contributions from the (Drude) quasi-particles,
Cooper pairs, and d-p interband transitions, respectively, and fC is the fraction of the
Cooper pairs at a given temperature.

Figure 4(a) and (b) present AR/R at 2 eV obtained at T = 12 K for the YBCO-
IV sample under relatively intense excitation (Ip = 20 pj./cm2 and Ip = 100 i±j/cm 2).
The temporal response is very similar to that observed at room temperature (see Fig. 1).
It is worth stressing that for pump intensides ranging from -15 lJ/cm2 up to
100 pj/cm 2. the same bolometric temporal response is observed for all optically thin
and thick YBCO samples over the entire temperature range (from well below Tc up to
room temperature). However, the magnitude of the signal at T < Tc is much larger than
that at room temperature.

(a)

Figr. 4. AR/R (-10-3) measured on
the YBCO-I sample at T = 12 K

",Q (b) using a 2 eV probe photon energy.
ca .The pump intensity is (a).. _

S-20 pJ/cm 2 and (b) -100 gj/cm2 .

* - 4 ps - *

Delay



We believe that at high excitation levels, the density of photoexcited quasi-
particles (SNQ) is -1021 cm- 3 , which is comparable to the total free carrier
concentration in YBCO. Thus. the sample undergoes a transition to the normal state.
After the pump pulse induces such a transition optically and all the Cooper pairs are
destroyed, only the AaD and Aad-p contributions to the measured AR/R remain. It is
clear that the magnitude of Atd-p, which is directly related to the amount of smearing,
is not expected to have an abrupt change over a relatively small range of ambient film
temperature. Therefore, the abrupt increase in the magnitude of the signal with the onset
of superconductivity implies an additional contribution from AaD, in other words,
from photoexcited nonequilibrium quasi-particles. On the other hand, the long-lasting
plateau in the AR/R transient is a signature of a bolometric, heat-diffusion determined
response. This result is also consistent with the nanosecond response of photovoltage
signals measured for similar laser intensities [ 16].

When the pump laser intensity is reduced below a certain level (5±2.5 gJI/cm 2),
the transient properties of YBCO at T < Tc are completely different from those either
measured at room temperature or measured at T < Tc but under intense excitation.
Figure 5(a) shows AR/R at 2 eV measured on the YBCO-II (optically thick sample) at
T - 25 K, when a weak Ip (-1 R.J/cm 2 ) is used. The decrease of the reflectivity,
followed by a fast (several picoseconds) recovery, is very similar to what has been
obtained by others [3-51. By contrast, a positive AR/R with a similar temporal
response is observed under similar experimental conditions on the YBCO-II (optically
thin sample), as shown in Fig. 5(b). We believe that such a sign reversal of AR/R
between optically thick and thin samples. which is not observed at room temperature, is
due to a thin film effect.

Fig. 5. The normalized AR/R
S(b) measured on (a) YBCO-II and
cc (b) YBCO-II samples at T = 25 K

using a 2 eV probe photon
energy. The pump intensity is
-I gj/cm2 .

, * - 4 ps

z13ss Delay

This interpretation is further supported by AT/T measurements. Both Chwalek
et al. [14] and we [17] have observed that the sign of AT/r (or A&c) does not change



when the ambient film temperature drops below Tc. This result clearly contradicts the
speculation that the sign reversal of AR/R measured on an optically thick YBCO is
related to Act. Therefore. at T < Tc and under a weak excitation, it is An instead of Aca
that dominates AR/R at 2 eV. The correct sign of An can be only obtained from
experiments on our optically thick film, and it is indeed negative under the above
experimental conditions.

Reitze et al. (5] stressed that the experimentally observed AR/R is about two
orders of magnitude larger than the estimated AnD (Drude component only). In fact, at
Ip 1 g/cml. the estimated 8NQ is -4 x 1019 cm-3 , which appears to be only a small
fraction of the total density of carriers (quasi-particle and Cooper pairs). Under such a
weak excitation, the superconducting film may not be completely driven to the normal
state, and the contribution from AnC cannot be neglected. However, breaking of a
fraction of Cooper pairs will cause a reduction of 02 (the imaginary part of
conductivity), leading to a positive An. a fact again inconsistent with the observed
negative An. These considerations indicate that the measured AR/R cannot be explained
by a simple two-fluid model; the picosecond relaxation time obtained from the temporal
response of AR/R at 2 eV is not a direct measure of the quasi-particle relaxation time
(3,5,181.

This puzzling behavior may be associated with the existence of the intermediate
state [19,201. In this state the film is composed of normal and superconducting
domains, which can be smaller than the excited region. Therefore, the optically
measured signal consists of a mixed response resulting from both the superconducting
state and the normal state. More investigations are currently being carried out, from
which a comprehensive picture will emerge.

Finally, it is worth noting three other important experimental findings, which
still await an explanation. First. the negative picosecond response of AR/R can be also
obtained on some thick YBCO films when the temperature is within 20 K above Tc.
Second, when a thick sample undergoes a constant illumination over half an hour. the
sign of the measured AR/R can become positive, and then will never be reversed.
Third, the positive picosecond response can also be obtained on thick YBCO samples
of inferior quality that have a wider (>2 K, 10% to 90%) resistive superconducting
transition.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our results obtained at room temperature provide quantitative information on the
position of the Fermi level in YBCO with different oxygen contents. We have found
that in superconducting YBCO, EF must be at least 2.25 eV above the Cu-d9/d 10 band.
Simultaneously, there is a large, >250 meV, energy difference between the positions of
EF in the oxygen-rich and oxygen-poor samples. These observations are a direct
consequence of the Fermi smearing model, which has been generally accepted to
explain experimental data for d-band metals, as well as for HTS materials at room
temperature.

Systematic measurements performed at temperatures below Tc indicate that in
YBCO the optical response associated with nonequilibrium properties of quasi-particles
and Cooper pairs is strongly dependent on the intensity of optical excitation. Under
strong excitation the temporal dependence of the AR/R is essentially the same in
optically thin and thick films and follows that measured at room temperature. In both
cases AR/M is dominated by Aa and the response is primarily bolometric. A completely



different behavior is observed for weakly excited films. The AR/R signal exhibits a
picosecond temporal response. but its sign depends on the film thickness and is
negative for optically thick samples. The thickness-dependent sign change of AR/R
below Tc indicate that AR/R is dominated by An. However, the sign and magnitude
measured on optically thick samples cannot be explained by the simple two-fluid
model. Therefore. more advanced models, based on a detailed material band structure
and nonequilibrium quasi-particle/Cooper pair dynamics should be developed.
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Abstract

New phenomena are observed in a narrow window (Tc - T < 1K) in

Y1Ba 2Cu3O7_6 films in measurements of the microwave surface impedance Z5 = R5 +i

X, and the field derivative (dR,/dH), carried out using a specially developed modulated

microwave impedance technique. These are an unexpected negative peak in (dRP/dH),

accompanied by a bump in the reactance X, , both of which are quenched by small

magnetic fields (_< 250 Oe). A positive peak observed at lower temperatures can be

understood in terms of conventional dynamics of free vortices. The anomalies can only

be explained in terms of the dynamics of vortex-antivortex pairs above a Kosterlitz-

Thouless transition.



The superconducting transition in the high T, cuprates continues to present

fundamental theoretical challenges'. An important piece of information would be the

dimensionality of the transition, particula-ly in view of the very large anisotropy

present. In 2-D, phase fluctuations play an important role, leading to a Kosterlitz-

Thouless transition which is well documented in low Tc superconducting thin films2 ,

and has been suggested to occur by some experiments, principally low frequency

penetration depth3 and I-V characteristics4',, in the high T, superconductors also.

In this paper, we present new phenomena at very low fields ( < 250 Oe)

occurring near the superconducting transition in YjBa2 Cu 3O. 6 films. The observation

of these phenomena is due to the implementation of a new experiment, modulated

microwave surface impedance. An unexpected decrease of the impedance (dZ,/dH < 0),

accompanied by a bump in the reactance X., occurring in the same narrow temperature

window (T, - T < 1K), are observed. Both effects are quenched by low applied

magnetic fields (:5 250 Oe). The observed phenomenology is shown to be consistent with

a picture in which phase fluctuations in the form of thermally excited vortex-antivortex

pairs play an important role in the microwave impedance very near Tc.

Besides leading to new phenomenology of importance to the superconducting

transition in YjBa&Cu330.7, our results also represent new physics associated with the

Kosterlitz-Thouless (K-T) transition not observed previously. Our experiments show

that in a very narrow region near To, the zero- and low-field transport properties axe

dominated by thermally generated vortex-ant:.--rtex pairs. This is followed by a

crossover from 2D to 3D behavior at a temperature we call TKT. The experiments show

an "island" determined by a quenching field Hc+(T) in the H-T plane (H < 250 Oe, T, -

T < 1K), in which the pairs dominate, and at higher fields is replaced by a vortex

plasma. The experiments provide access to the vortex-pair dielectric constant fyb and
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the correlation length ý+ above TKT, both of which were inaccessible in the low T,

superconductors, but are of central importance in K-T theory.

The microwave (10 GHz) experiments employ a standard cylindrical cavity

technique with the film as end plate, along with specially developed circuitry which

enable us to measure (dR,/dH) very accurately and R, and X. simultaneously. R, can

be measured' absolutely from the cavity Q, and changes AXS from the resonant

frequency. To measure (dRl/dH) we apply a modulation field Hm (~- 15 Oe at - 100

Hz) besides a static field H (H, Hm 11 ý), and have developed' a self-lock circuitry and

employed modulation and lock-in techniques. The circuitry has two crucial features.

First, it can always lock the microwave source frequency to the cavity resonance

frequency. This enables us to measure frequency and hence reactance ve;y accurately

over narrow temperature windows. Secondly, it guarantees that the output is

proportional to the loaded Q, and the field modulated signal is a measure of (dR 5/dH).

In contrast, in off-resonance modulated absorption experimcints , one measures

(dP/dH), from which it is difficult to deconvolve the material parameter (dZ,/dH). For

this reason, previous modulation experiments have been difficult to interpret9 . Another

advantage of this experiment is the ability to sweep T at fixed H, which enables us to

study phenomena very near Tc more accurately than done previously. All of these

features are essential for observation of the phenomena reported here.

High quality YBCO films, 5000 to 6000 A thick, were sputtered onto LaAI03

substrates. The films had sharp transitions, critical currents Jc(77K) > 10' A/cm2 , and

have been extensively characterized regarding both microwave6 and other properties10 .

RI(T,H=0) vs. T is shown in the inset to Fig.1. It is now well-known that

electrodynamic properties of high quality YBCO samples can be well parametrized over

a substantial range of temperature ( ~ 0.6 - 0.98TJ) in terms of mean-field behaviorii'i 2,
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such as BCS. The present films are in agreement over this observation. In this paper,

we focus on a narrow temperature regions (T, - T - 1K) where unexpected new

phenomena are observed.

The principal results of this paper are shown in Fig.1, 2 and 3. In Fig.l,

(dR,/dH)/R.n vs. T in different representative H from 30 Oe to 250 Oe is shown. (Data

were also taken at several other fields). 2 peaks are observed below T, (~ 89.7K) - a

positive one at about 87.9K and a negative peak closer to T. at about 89.2K. It is

striking that (dR5/dH) is negative, since that implies that R, d-:reases with increasing

H. Also the negative effect disappears at a relatively low field of 250 Oe, while the

positive effect exists for all fields upto at least 3000 Oe.

Since the negative effect in (dRl/dH) is unexpected, we have carried out many

checks to make sure that the data are not spurious. We !asured the modulation phase,

and obtained one constant 1 -- 0 for the T-range where (dlR/dH) > 0, and another 02

= Vr where dPR/dH < 0. This ruled out the possibility of the negative peak arising from

a gradually changing phase shift. Another check was donc by flipping the static field.

This produced a relative phase shift of r between the modulated output and the

reference signal. The whole curve for (dRjdH) in Fig.1 was flipped exactly upside-down

and no asymmetry was detectable. This confirmed not only that our data is entirely the

field response of the YBCO sample, but also that it is indeed the derivative with respect

to the magnetic field.

Fig.2 which presents the data for X, vs. T, shows a close correlation with the

(dR. /dH) data. (We have used" A(0) = 1400 A for the display, but this value is not at

all crucial for the present discussion). Remarkably there is a bump in X, in the same

temperature window (88.7K - 89.7K) as the negative peak in (dR,/dH), and the bump

decreases with increasing field and disappears at the same fields (< 250 Oe) as the
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negative effect. Furthermore, the XS(T,H) data can be used to obtain the derivative

(AXJ/AH). It is important to note that this looks the same as (dR,/dH) within a T-

depzndent prefactor, i.e. with a negative peak at high T and a positive peak at low T,

although the magnitudes are different. This shows that (dR,/dH) c (dX,/dH). Also

this data was obtained without the modulation field, and hence further rules out the

same artifact being present in the two very different measuring techniques.

As is apparent from Fig.1 & 2, the unexpected effects are quenched by small

magnetic fields. The temperature dependence of the quenching field Hc+ is shown in

Fig.3. This field was obtained from the definition that at H = He+, (dR5/dH) = 0 and

changes sign. The noteworthy aspect of Fig.3(a) is that, unlike typical field scales such

as H.1 , H, 2 or H*, the present field scale H,+ decreases with decreasing T. A

quantitative explanation of Hc+(T) in Fig.3, and also of the data in Fig.1 & 2 is

discussed next.

The peak in X,(H=0,T) is extremely suggestive of the peak present in detailed

calculations based upc-i both the two-fluid and BCS theories of superconductivity, and

arising from the buildup of the superfluid. However two points argue against such an

identification of the peak : (1) the peak should be completely insensitive to fields - 250

Oe, since the only field scale in these models is H 2 >> 250 Oe, (2) in all these theories,

(dR,/dH) and (dX./dH) > 0 always, and hence the negative effect associated with the

peak cannot be explained.

We next examine the H $ 0 results in the context of conventional dynamics of

free vortices. Because of the demagnetization ratio for the thin films, it is expected that

vortices are present at all H 6 0. If one considers the vortex response as r SC + a x =

oJuw , then expressions have been obtained for the surface impedance by Coffey and

Clem 3 : Z, = i4pow, where A2 = (AL' - i/2 6b2)/(1+ i 2AL 2/6f 2), where the background
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condensate contribution is included in terms of the London penetration depth AL and

the normal skin depth 6,,, and the vortex contribution is the complex skin depth 6,. We

have carried out detailed calculations using this model and it always yields a single

positive peak for (dRP/dH) near T,. Thus the conventional response of free vortices is

unable to explain the present negative effect, although it appears to describe the

positive effect well.

We also note two other important experimental observations. Experiments on a

5000A NbN film showed only a positive peak in (dlj/dH), consistent with simple

expectations. Also the negative effect is suppressed by weak links present in poor

quality YBCO films with very broad transitions, and hence is an intrinsic property of

high quality YBCO films such as those studied here.

In the absence of an explanation in terms of conventional excitations such as

quasiparticles and vortices, we have found that a consistent explanation of both the H =

0 and H : 0 data can be obtained in terms of vortez-antivortez pairs above a K-T

transition. We first see how vortex-antivortex pairs contribute to the impedance in the

present high-frequency experiments. In contrast, pre-ious experiments which probe the

Kosterlitz-Thouless transition were carried out at low frequencies for T < TKT. We

generalize earlier expressions , and including the normal fluid, obtain:

Z3 = (Zb(H,T,w) - i 2ral/w ) (1.o + i X~o) (1)

The impedance Zw0 = R,0 + i XO, represents the "background" impedance due to

the superfluid and quasiparticles, such as may be described by a two-fluid model, and

represents the. impedance un-renormalized by vortices. We first note that this term does

not contribute to the field dependence in the present experiment, since it changes only

on field scales - Hc2. Thus all the very low field results reported here are described by

the first term, where Zb is the vortex pair dielectric constant, and a. the vortex
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conductivity.

Detailed analysis shows that for the present experiment the prefactor in eqn.(1)

is essentially real. The most compelling reason for this is suggested by the experimental

observation that (dRldH) oc (dX./dH), except for a T-dependent factor. Furthermore

the conductivity term due to free vortices is suppressed by the high measuring

frequency. Also the imaginary part of Zvb comes essentially from those vortex-antivortex

pairs with large separations which behave essentially like free vortices and are similarly

suppressed due to large w. Thus for the present experiment, in the narrow region near

Tv we can write:

Z. = fb(H,T,w) (RP + i X5o) (2)

where evb(H,T,w) represents the real part of ivb- We argue below that the principal

features observed, viz. (dRjdH) < 0, the bump in X, and the field scale Hr+(T) are

understandable in terms of the T- and H- behavior of fvb.

On general grounds, we expect that C4b > 1 always, approaching 1 for T >> and

T << TKT. (Of course Cb = 1 at TJ). Thus Evb must go through a maximum, just as

the X,(T,O) data in Fig.2 does. Eqn.(2) suggests that [edb(T,H=0) -1] should

correspond to [X,(T,H=0)/X.(T,H=250Oe) - 1] for T > TKT. We reason that X,(T,H =

2500e) is the reactance in the absence of v-4 pairs whose contribution is quenched by

the magnetic field (see below), we have calculated eyb using 1',6 vb =1 + f ' +ýLdr

(di/dr) [(14D/r')/(14D/r where ýGL = 0/,J1 - T/T, with 0 = 15A, and the

correlation length1 s ý+ = ýGL(T)exp[b(T/TKT - 1)'1/2], where ýGL is the Ginzburg-

Landau coherence length, and b is a non-universal constant of order unity (b = 0.125,

see later). We obtain i from the K-T recursion relations17 with values of D(TKT) = 6 x

i0s m 2/s, Cc = 4.6(ref.3). The resultant calculation (Fig.4 inset) has a "bump" above

TKT, which is similar to that observed in the data. As shown in Fig.4, the
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correspondence between data and the calculation is excellent. Thus the zero-field bump

in X,(O,T) is a high frequency manifestation above TKT of the renormalized penetration

depth which has been observed in low T, superconductors for T < TKT only as V2 =

"A2/-

In this picture, the negative peak in (dR./dH) can be understood in terms of the

H-dependence of Cyb, because dfVb/dH < 0. This can be seen by considering the

relevant length scales. One is the correlation length 4+(T) of thermally excited v-it

pairs. The other is the separation between field-induced vortices rH = (•o/H)1 /2 . (A

third length rw = (D/w) 112 - 1•A is << both 4+ and rH). At low fields pairs with

separation > rH will behave more like free vortices and will not contribute to Regvb,

which will therefore be reduced as H is increased. Thus [d(Re 9,b )/dH] < 0 . This

occurs over a field scale HC+ ( - 250 Oe as we show below). In contrast the free vortex

contribution in the unified expression can be shown to be 6, 2 /A2 = (8. 2/A2)(H/Hc2) in

the pure flux flow limit, which would increase R5 but occurs over a field scale - Hc2 and

the corresponding increase is negligible.

Temperature dependence of the quenching field !t+(T). A natural field scale

occurs when rH , 4+(T) which is a measure of the average separation or pairs. This

leads to a so-called quenching field H,+(T) = q00/2ýr4+2, above which most pairs will

behave like free vortices and will not contribute to Evb. Using the previous expression for

+ then yields :

HC+(T) = Hc2(T) exp[-b'(T/TK - 1)"1/2] (3)

where b' = 2b, and we use Hc2(T) = Hc2(0) (1-T/Tc), TC = 89.7K and TKT = 88.7K.

The experimental data are compared with the above expression in Fig.3. Excellent

agreement is seen - the scaled form in Fig. 3(b) is plotted to further emphasize this. The

least square fit parameters are bV = 0.25 and Hc2(0) = 107T, consistent with a similar
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comparison3 below TKT. The "island" defined by the Hc+(T) curve in Fig.3(a) may be

regarded as the region over which v-,V pairs contribute. At higher fields, when H >

Hc+(T), the pairs are more appropriately treated as a vortex plasma. The Hc+(T) data

are only available over the left side of the maximum, i.e. for (dH,+/dT) > 0. The other

side is really the mean field superconducting transition at Hc2(T), which is a vertical

line on the scale of Fig. 3(b).

The present experiment suggests T, - TKT - 1K in YBCO, which is substantially

larger than predicted by simple estimates (- 0.03K) based' upon the film thickness and

resistivity (80gf-cm.), even after corrections for the high cc = 4.6. Other estimates

using completely different experimental techniques range from 1K in YBCO films3 , 0.15

K in single crystal YBCO4  and 2.1K in single crystal BSCCO5 . Recent

measurements' 8 on one unit-cell thick film and YBCO/PBCO superlattices suggested

that the KT transition is an intrinsic property of CuO 2 layers, but occurs around 30K.

The evidence suggests that interlayer couplingl' moves the KT transition to values near

TV, which is consistent with the larger T, - TKT values5' 20 in "bulk" BSCCO and

TBCCO which are more anisotropic.

In conclusion, a new experiment has led to the observation of new

phenomenology at very low fields near Tc in YBa2CGu30 8 films. The observed

phenomenology closely resembles that associated with the KT transition in an ideal 2-D

superconductor. The present work involves new physics associated with Zvb above TKT

not observed in more conventional studies of the KT transition. Furthermore, the

present work poses new challenges to our theoretical understanding of the

superconducting transition in YBa2 Cu 3 07.6.

We thank R.S.Markiewicz and J.V.Jose for useful discussions. This work was

supported by Rome Labs, USAF.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1. Data for (dR5/dH) vs. T at 3 fields. Note the negative peak near T,

followed by a positive peak at lower T. The inset shows R,/R,, vs. T.

Fig.2. X,(T,H)/X. vs. T for different H fields. Note the bump near TW.

Fig.3. Quenching field H,+ vs. T. (a) Linear scale. The dashed line represents

HC2(T). (b) Scaled plot to emphasize the comparison with theory. The solid lines

represent calculations based on the KT theory.

Fig.4. The ratio [X5(T,H)/X,(T,H=250 Oe) -11 for 3 different magnetic fields,

and T > TKT. Inset. Theoretical calculation of Evb - 1 vs. T. Note the qualititative

agreement with the data in the main figure for H = 0.
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ABSTRACT

We report our studies on the laser annealing of superconducting patterns in
semiconducting (oxygen-poor) YBa 2Cu3O6+x thin films. The films were epitaxially
grown on MgO, SrTiO 3 , and LaAlO 3 single crystals in a standard, in-situ rf
magnetron sputtering process and subsequently annealed at 450*C in pure Ar to
become semiconducting at 300 K and insulating at low temperatures. Then the
superconductivity was locally restored by placing the filns in an oxygen atmosphere
and heating up selected areas by a focused cw Ar-ion laser beam. A number of 6-ý.tm-
wide to 400-4m-wide and up to few-mm-long test structures have been fabricated and
measured. The best lines exhibited 0.5-K-wide superconducting transition, Tc0 =
89.5 K, and Jc above 105 A/cm2 . Our results show that laser anne'ling is a promising
technique for fabrication of planar YBCO circuits with few-p.m-wide features.

1. INTRODUCTION

Planar patterning of YBa2 Cu 3 07_x (YBCO) thin films is one of the key
technological issues, which must be resolved before successful fabrication of even
moderately comrplex high-Tc superconducting electronic and optoelectronic circuits
will be possible.1. 2 Several techniques suitable for patterning of YBCO films such as
wet chemical and plasma etching, ion milling, and laser ablation, have been
developed. However, they still lack the maturity achieved in metallic
superconductors, and often produce structures with contaminated (Tc-suppressed)
surfaces and fuzzy edges. The above techniques are also intrinsically nonplanar and,
in the case of a multiple-layer YBCO patterning, result in a large number of highly
undesirable step-like grain boundary weak-links.

Recently a new method of laser processing of YBCO films has been
demonstrated. 3 -7 The technique is based on the observation that YBCO electrical
and optical properties are very sensitive to its oxygen content, which can be easily
changed by focused laser beam heating of the material, either in the presence or the
absence of an oxygen atmosphere. Local heating of YBCO enables oxygen to diffuse
into the laser-annealed lines and form oxygen-rich (superconducting) regions next to
depleted (semiconducting) ones, in a manner similar to n- and p-type diffusion
regions in semiconductors. The process is noninvasive, does not require a patterning
mask, and does not contaminate the surface of patterned films.

In this work we report our studies on fabrication and superconducting
properties of the test structures, laser annealed in intentionally oxygen-depleted
(semiconducting) YBCO films.

*Also at the Institute of Physics. Polish Academy of Sciences. PL-02668 Warszawa. Poland.



II. THIN-FILM FABRICATION

Our fabrication procedure started with superconducting YBCO films,
epitaxially grown in the in-situ fabrication process. A number of films with the
thickness from 80 to 200 nm have been deposited on MgO dnd SrTiO 3 substrates by
rf magnetron sputtering. 8 The films exhibited about a 1.5-K-wide (10% to 90%)
resistive superconducting transition, AT, with the zero-resistance temperature, Tco,
ranging from 83 K to 87 K. In addition, we used 280-nm-thick films grown on
LaAIO 3 by single target sputtering.9 The latter films were characterized by excellent
superconducting properties (AT _• 0.5 K and T0o > 89.5 K). All the films were c-axis
oriented and exhibited critical current densities, Jc, greater than 106 A/cm 2 at 77 K.

The superconducting films were, subsequently, intentionally deoxidized by
furnace annealing at 450*C in pure argon atmosphere. The duration of the
deoxidization process was varied from 60 min to 120 min, depending on the film
thickness and the desired final oxygen content. Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate resistive
behaviors for oxygen-depleted YBCO films deposited on SrTiO 3 (Fig. 1) and LaAIO 3
(Fig. 2), and annealed for 90 min and 180 min, respectively. We note that in both
cases [see Figs. l(a) and 2(a)] the film resistance rapidly increased at low
temperatures and showed no signs of the superconducting transition. At 4.2 K both
films were insulating. The observed resistance versus temperature dependence, R(T),
is typical for a semiconducting material with thermally activated transport. This latter
observation is demonstrated in Figs. l(b) and 2(b), where the ln(R(T)/R(300 K)]
dependence is plotted as a function of inverse temperature. We note that in the high-
to-moderate temperature range, experimental points follow a straight line, which
corresponds to the exp(Ea/kT) formula, where Ea is the activation energy and k is the
Boltzmann constant. In Figs. l(b) and 2(b) the fitting lines are plotted for Ea =
73 meV and Ea = 30 meV, respectively. At low temperatures, the film resistance
increased slower than expected from the simple exponential behavior, which we
interpret as a contribution from the remnant metallic-like transport.

150 5.... .... .... ..... .... 5I
R (300 K) =32 k exp [E-IkT ,

Es E73 meV

0 -
EU
0U

0 t
0 0

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 0.003 0.005 0.007 0.009

za400 Temperature (K) 1/(temperature) (ilK)
(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Resistive behavior of an oxygen-poor 80-nm-thick YBCO-on-SrTiO 3 film.
(a) linear R(T)/R(300 K) dependence. (b) logarithmic R(T)/R(300 K)
dependence.
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Fig. 2. Resistive behavior of an oxygen-poor 280-nm-thick YBCO-on-LaAlO3 film.
(a) linear R(T)/R(300 K) dependence. (b) logarithmic R(T)/R(300 K)
dependence.

III. LASER ANNEALING

The optical part of our laser annealing apparatus consisted of an Ar-ion cw
laser (X = 0.514 p.m), beam shutter, and 20x optical microscope objective. The YBCO

m.ý,nple was located inside a gas chamber attached to a computer-controlled X-Y
translational stage. The chamber atmosphere was flowing pure oxygen. After the
initial search for optimal annealing conditions,7 we realized that for all our films the
best quality superconducting lines could be obtained in a single/double-sweep laser-
annealing process with the very low (0.5-2.0 pLm/s) translational stage speed. The
optimal laser power density was in the 0.2-1.0 mW/prm2 range.

The described above annealing arrangement allowed us to write two-
dimensional, few millimeters in size patterns with the line dimensions varying from
5 p.m to 400 pgm. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) present optical transmission micrographs of the
superconducting structures (dark lines) oxygen annealed in semiconducting YBCO
films deposited on LaA10 3 and SrTiO 3, respectively. Figure 3(a) shows the example
of a 60-pm-wide line, uniformly annealed by a 50-pm-diam laser beam. We note that
the interface between the oxygen-rich and oxygen-poor phases is very well defined
and is extremely clean. For comparison, Fig. 4(b) presents a wide line fabricated
using multiple, 20-pm-wide laser paths. In this case, the line was not completely
uniform and its "multiple-path structure" is clearly visible. The multiple-path method
also led to a dramatic increase in the patterning time.

IV. SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES OF LASER-ANNEALED LINES

The electrical measurements of the laser-annealed lines were performed in the
standard four-probe geometry using a temperature-controlled, computer-driven
station. The sample electrical contacts were wire-bonded to 300-nm-thick silver
contact pads evaporated directly on the top of the annealed lines. Figure 4 shows the
superconducting transitions for the structures presented in Fig. 3. We note that in both
cases, superconducting properties of the laser-annealed lines are the same as those of



the original superconducting films. Thus, somewhat depressed Tc, observed in our
films fabricated by rf magnetron sputtering, should not be associated with oxygen
deficiency and is apparently due to the film nonoptimal Y:Ba:Cu cation ratio. The
R(100 K)/R(300 K) ratios for the both sampies shown in Fig. 4 are relatively largz,

60

Fig. 3. Optical transmission micrographs of oxygen-rich (superconducting)
structures, laser annealed in oxygen deficient YBCO films. (a) 60-p1m-wide
structure annealed by the single-path method. (b) 200-p.m-wide line and
-400-1km-wide contact pad annealed by the multiple-path method.

a Laser-written line
* Original film W.2-43-A42

UR 168
o0.5

0.0
80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94

Temperature (K)

Fig. 4. Comparison between the superconducting transitions of the oxygen-annealed
lines presented in Fig. 3 and original superconducting films. UR168 denotes
the 80-nm-thick film deposited on SrTiO 3. while the label W.2-43-A4
corresponds to the 280-nm YBCO-on-LaAIO 3 film.

but we must remember that the actual R(T) measurements were taken in a
configuration, which represented a parallel connection of the laser-annealed test
structure and its semiconducting surrounding. The critical current density, Jc,
measurements preformed on the sample W.2-43-A4 showed that JC was above
105 A/cm 2 at 77 K. but we believe it can be increased to the >106 A/cm- level by
further optimization of the laser-annealing process.



V. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the annealing process, performed in oxvyen with
the help of a focus laser beam, is a useful techniquc for patterning of YBCO thin
films. The method produces well-defined lines with undamaged crystalline structure
and very sharp interfaces. The annealing is fully reversible and the patterns can be
either erased by furnace annealing, or rewritten by subsequent laser writing. Most
importantly, the patterns are completely planar, free of surface contamination, and
they are characterized by superconducting properties, which are as good as those of
the original superconducting films.

We strongly believe that the presented laser-annealing procedure can be
successfully implemented in fabricating practical electronic and optoelectronic high-
Tc devices. The technique is especially promising in YBCO optoelectronics, since in
this compound both electrical and optical properties are very sensitive to the sample's
oxygen content. Several devices, such as coplanar transmission lines, traveling-wave
optical modulators, oxygen-poor photoconductive switches, and field-effect
transistors have been already proposed.2 All structures are completely monolithic and
can be fabricated using laser patterning and writing methods.
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Epitaxial SrTiO3 films were used as butter layers and tunnel barriers for fla0 6K0*413i0 3 (BKI3O)
films and tunnel junctions, .respectively. In contrast to BKBO films grown directly on LaAIO 3,
films grown on SrTiO3 (001) buttier layers on LaAIO3 had a single (001) growth orientation,
with T,'s of 26 K and Aw=0OY. These values are both equal to those obtained for growth..on a
SrTiO3 single crystal. A similar improvement was obtained for BKBO grown on SrTiO3-buffered
NdGaO3 substrates. Tunnel junctions consisting of BKBO(001)/SrTiOV/BKBO layers had
substantial contributions to the gap voltage from both the base and top BKBO electrodes.

BKBO has a superconducting transition temperature during the same run. are shown in Fig. 1. Room-
of 30 K' and, unlike the higher T, oxide superconductors, temperature resistivity measured on a film on Srt-7O 3 was
which contain two-dimensional Cu-O planes, BKBO is iso- -200 Af cm. The films were metallic with p(300 K)/
tropic2 and has arelatively long cherencelength of 35-50 p(25 K)=2.1. It can be seen that BKBO films grown
1.3- Josephson junctions- made finam this material can be directly on LaAIO 3 had lower To's than those on SrTiO 3
operated at temperatures which allow the use of closed- substrates, but when SrriO3 buffer layers were-used on thecycle helium refrigeration. All-BKBo tunnel junctions LAl3,,.te TsofteB O films weeequa otoeo
have already been fabricated using KNbO36 and BaBi2O.7 films grown directly on SrTIO] and actually had sharper
barrier layers We have found SrMiO3, however, to be the transitions. An Improvement of approximately 3 K was
most promising substrate material for-reproducibly depos- obtained as well -in the BKBO by Using SrTiO 3 buffer lay-
iting higher T~, single-orientatiort filums. Consequently, eas on NdGaO3. Measurements of ac; susceptibility showed
this material was not only studied as a bufter layeir for. inductive transitions to incerase for films grown on buffer
growing BKBO films on more technologically useful sub- layers by 5-6 K for both -LaAlO3 and NdGaO3..
strates such as LaAIO 3 and NdGaO 3 but was also utilized The: higher Ti's and sharper.transitions correspond di-
as the barrier layer in SIS junctions. rectly to. the presence of a single-orientation film Figur 2

A Bao.Ka~fiO, target was used to deposit supercon- shows a comparison of the BKBO (022) and (003) peaks,
ducting BKBO films by rf magnetron sputtering in an off- which are theoretically located at 20 values of 61.22r and
axis configuration. These were grown on SrT1O3 (001), 65.37% respectively, using Cu Ka radiation and assuming a
LaIMIO(001). NdGaO3 (110), and on the latter two with lattice parameter of 4.283 ;-' No (022) peak was seen
SrTiO3 (001) buffer layers. Details of the depositions and either for films girown on SrTiO03 (001) substrates or buffier
fabrication of the junctions, which were grown on NdGaO3 layers on L~aA.lO 3, whereas a very large (003) peak was
(001), have been given previously.' Resulting films had a seen in each case, indicating predominantly (001) growth.
composition of - BaO.6Ca. 4BiO3 _.. with a lattice parameter Although (011) growth on NdGaO3 was greatly dimin-
of 4.280 ;_ ished by the use of SrTtO3 buffer layers a firaction ( -2%)

Resistive transiitions of BKB13 grown on SrTiO], of the grains stili had an (011) orientation. A mixture of
LaAIO3, and SrT1O3 (001) buffer layers on LaAlO3, all

2 ...... * (20 LaAIO,(O01)
- -- StTIOJ~O3I - LAAIOY& i02

bullst (003)1

0 P
22 24 26 28 60 62 64 66

T~enperala. (K) 20 (degrees)

FIG. 1. A comparison of resistive transitonss ow OKBO films grown on FIG. L2. Xray 29 scams showing a comparison of (0O11) 8 K 0 growth bo
LaAIO,. SrTio.-buficr LaAIOj~. and! S~O,. (001) growth on various sub"-'-ea
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- -10 SrT:O3 "

0
-1.0 0 +1.0 >. '"
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FIG. 3. Mosaic spread of misaligned grains for the (001) growth direc- i LaA03
tion of BKBO films on various substrates. 10

orientations of BKBO was obtained on the NdGaO 3 sub- 0 100 200 300
strates used for BKBO/SrTiO 3/BKBO junctions, as well, (degrees)
although the fraction of (011) growth was much lower
than for most films grown directly on NdGaO3. This may FIG. 4. The in-plane orentation of a BKBO (001) film grown on SrTaOr
have been due to the difference in substrate miscut of var- buffered LSAIO. This # man is of the BKBO, SrTiO3 nd LaOl (033)

ious wafers x-ray diffracon peaks.

Typical rocking curve data (Awl) for the BKBO
(002) diffraction peak are shown in Fig. 3. This shows the (4A.m+Awp)/e, of approximately 7 mV would be expected
mosaic spread in the growth direction and clearly indicates if the contributions to the gap voltage from both the base
a decrease (from IS to 0.7") in the spread when a SrTiO3  and top electrodes were consistent with the T, of the bulk
(001) buffer layer is used on LaAIO 3. The BKBO (002) of this particular film. The general agreement between the
peak is the same width for films grown on SrTiO 3 buffer expected gap voltage and the voltage scale of the structure
layers as it is for fil•ns grown directly on SrTiO3 substrates. visible in Fig. 5 is an indication that the initially-depo•ited

Not only were films grown on buffer layers well- BKBO layer in the top electrode, approximately a coher-
oriented in the growth direction but in the plane of the film ence length thick, was of high quality.

as well. Values of Aap which indicate an average of mosaic The effective thickness and height of the SrTiO 3 barrier
spreads in the growth direction and in the plane of the film, for this junction were calculated using a: rectangular-
were decreased from 1. for films grown directly on barrier model. 10 The width was - 60 A and the height was
LaAIO 3 to O.X for films grown on SrTiO3 buffer layers. To between 220 and 360 mV at 4.2 and 14.2 K, respectively.
obtain the rocking curve widths defined as Aw2, the BKBO The junctions were highly resistive, which may be why no
(303) peaks were measured with o=20/2 and Wj-=45% critical current was observed at zero voltage. The nominal
Epitaxy is also indicated by the alignment of substrate, deposited -barrier thickness was 200 A , in disagreement
buffer layer, and BKBO peaks shown in the 0 scans in with the calculated thickness of 60 A- This implies that the
Fig. 4. barrier grew nonuniformly, with leakage occurring

An important consideration in the growth of trilayer through the thinner parts (thus the shape of the I-V

junctions is whether the counterelectrode will grow epitax-
ially on the barrier layer. Results obtained for growth of

8 1 I * U IBKBO on SrTiO 3 (001) substrates8 as well as on SrTiO 3  14K
buffer layers verify that BKBO does indeed grow epitaxi-
ally on SrTiO 3 , therefore indicating the latter to be a fa- 0K
vorable material for artificial barriers. It was round that
BKBO/SrTiO/BKBO trilayers grown directly on .
NdGaO3 (001) grew epitaxially with a predominantly
(001) orientation. 300

Tunneling results for a BKBO/SrTiO3/BKBO junc- 200

tion are shown in Fig. 5. Although a gap voltage cannot be S too1 4K
unambiguously determined from the dV/dl curves, the 0 7K
scale of the part of the curves which exhibit a strong tern- '
perature dependence in the range of 4-20 K is 7-10 mV. o'i
From previous measurements of SIN junctions with - - o 40 so
BKBO base electrodes,8 and in agreement with others,9 a Vota (mv)
value of 2A/kT,=4.3 was determined for the energy gap FIG 5. Tunneling data for a eputaxial BKDO/SrTiO)/BKBO tntayer
of BKBO, A(T,<T,). Based on this ratio, a voltage gap. juncoon a( vanousc miperaere below T,.
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We report our studies on electrical properties of Y-Ba-Cu-O test devices and circuits fabricated using
a laser-writing patterning technique. The patterning procedure is noninvasive, does not require a
patterning mask. and does not contaminate nor damage the surface of patterned films. Our
laser-written, oxygen-rich lines (typically 4-100 Am wide) possess excellent superconducting
properties with zero resistivity at 89.5 K and critical current densities of above 2 MA/cm 2 at 77 K.
On the other hand, oxygen-poor regions are semiconducting and exhibit thermally activated trans-
port, well described by a three-dimensional, variable-length hopping process. Their resistance be-
low 100 K is above 10 Mfl/square. A number of test structures patterned by laser writing, such as
a microbridge, coplanar transmission line, open-ended microwave resonator, photoconductive
switch, and Y-Ba-Cu-O field-effect transistor, have been presented.

Planar patterning of YBa 2Cu307 .._ (YBCO) thin films is YBCO phases. These latter structures are, in our opinion,
one of the key technological issues that must be resolved prime candidates for the proposed high-T, superconducting
before successful fabrication of even moderately complex, optoelectronics. 7

high-Tc superconducting circuits will be possible.' YBCO is Our laser-patterning apparatus consisted of an Ar-ion
a multielement material with highly anisotropic crystalline continuous-wave laser (X=0.514 Am), shutter, focusing mi-
structure that makes the etching process difficult and often croscope, and computer-controlled X-Y translational stage
results in patterns with fuzzy edges and a degraded (e.g., with a gas chamber and sample holder. The sample ambient
oxygen deficient) chemical composition. In addition, the atmosphere was either pure nitrogen or oxygen. Contrary to
YBCO surface is extremely sensitive to contamination by our previous arrangement,6 the substrate of the YBCO film
chemicals used in standard patterning procedures. was not in a direct heat contact with the metallic substrate

Recently, a new laser method for patterning YBCO cir- holder, but it was suspended on a thin thermal insulator. This
cuits has been developed.2- 6 The technique is based on the change allowed us to reproducibly write two-dimensional
observation that YBCO electrical and optical properties are patterns not only on YBCO-on-LaA1O 3 films but also on
very sensitive to the material's oxygen content. Oxygen can films deposited on MgO and SrTiO 3. Typical line dimensions

be diffused in or out of the YBCO film by heating the sample of our patterns varied from <5 to 100 lsm. Laser-power
in either the presence or the absence of an oxygen atmo- intensity applied to the film was kept between 0.2 and 5
sphere. The heating can be done locally with a focused laser mW/Pm2, and a translational stage speed was in the range of
beam. Thus, an intentionally oxygen-depleted (insulating at 0.5-5 iam/s for writing oxygen-rich lines and -50 Awn/s for
low temperatures) YBCO film can be patterned by embed- (written in N2) oxygen-poor stru.-,cs.
ding in it oxygen-rich (superconducting) lines or vice versa. The test structures were laser patterned on about 80- to
The writing is fully reversible, and the patterns can be either 300-nm-thick epitaxial YBCO films grown on LaAJ0 3 and
erased by furnace annealing or rewritten by subsequent laser SrTiO 3 substrates using a single-target rf sputtering
writing. Most importantly, the technique is noninvasive, does technique.! The best as-deposited films exhibited about
not require a patterning mask, and results in completely pla- 0.5-K-wide (10%-90%) superconducting transition A1T,
nar structures, free of surface contamination or edge degra- with the zero resistivity To0 at 89.5 K, and the critical current
dation. density J, of above 2 MA/cm 2 at 77 K. The films have been

The aim of this article is to demonstrate that the laser- intentionally deoxygenated by radiative heating for 60 min in
writing method is a reliable and practical technique, perfectly 15 mT of argon at 680 *C to become nonsuperconducting.
suited for patterning even complicated YBCO thin-film de- Indeed, after the argon annealing, the film resistance vs tem-
vices and circuits. We examine several laser-written test de- perature R(T) curve was a rapidly increasing function of the
vices and show that they exhibit very good superconducting temperature decrease with no signs of the superconducting
properties and can survive, without degradation, longterm transition. The film sheet resistance below 100 K was above
storage in air at room temperature. Some of them also corn- 10 Mfllsquare, which corresponded to the upper limit of our
bine in a new and unique way the superconducting and di- resistance-measurement apparatus.
electric properties of the oxygen-rich and oxygen-poor Optical transmission micrographs of a superconducting

microbridge, oxygen-poor YBCO gap, coplanar microwave

"Also at the Ianitute of Physics Polish Academy of Sciences, PL-02668 structure, and YBCO electric-field device---he four laser-

Warszawa, Poland. written test stiuctures presented in this letter-are shown in
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FIG. 2. Resistance and critical current density dependence on temperature
for the mknrobridge shown in Fig. t(a).

uion from the original, as-deposited film (sample A, closed

FIG. 1. Optical transmission micrographs of oxygen-rich (dark) tea sc squares) and. the traces (sample A, closed and open circles)
tures, laser written in oxygen-deplcted (light-gray) YBCO films. (a) 7-/ul- measured on the same sample, but two and eight months
wide and 160-jAm-long superconducting microbridge; (b) 10-/an-wide after the original patterning. We see that instead of expected
oxygen-poor YBCO gap incorporated into a superconducting transmission degradation in the sample's superconducting properties, the
line; (c) left end of an cpen-ended coplanar microwave resonator;, and (d) laser-written structures actually exhibit slightly enhanced
field-effect test structuv prepared in a single YBCO film. T,'s and improved R(100 K)/R(300 K) ratios. We associate

these effects with a slow process of longterm oxygen order-Figs. 1(a)-l(d), respectively. All patterns exhibit very sharp ing, which should lead to the film's "self-improvement." The
(less than I pmn wide) superconducting-semionducting in- roomn-temperaturc storage in air also did not degrade physi-
terraces with linear current-voltage characteristics.9 Ile de- cal appearance of our samples not their superconducting-
vices presented in Figs. l(a)-I(c) were patterned by writing semiconducting interfaces. Figure 3 also presents the two
oxygen-rich (superonducting) lines in fully oxygen-depleted superconducting trnsitions (sample B, open and closed
YBCO finms. A reverse procedure, based on overwriting squares) for a laser-written microbridge patterned in a
oxygen-rich lines in N2 atmosphere, was implemented for magnetron-sputtered YBCO-on-SrTiO3 film. Comparing the
patterning the two, 10-p~m-wide coupling slits in the copla- sets of curves for the A and B samples, we note that in both
nar resonator [one slit is shown in Fig. 1(c)]. In the case of a cases the laser-patterned lines and the original films exhibit
field-effect transistor structure [Fig. 1 (d)], we started the fab- the same A T, and To. Thus, a depressed To, observed in the
rication process with a partially deoxygenated film (T, be- B sample, should not be associated with oxygen deficiency
tween 10 and 60 K, depending on the design) and patterned or improper patterning but is, apparently, due to the film's
in 02 atmosphere fully oxygenated drain and source elec- nonoptimal Y:Ba:Cu cation ratio, or large concentration of
trodes (the two dark regions). Next, we changed the sample's defects.
ambient atmosphere from 02 to N2 and produced oxygen-
depleted areas (the light-gray regions) above and below the
electrodes, completely insulating the transistor structure from
the rest of the film. As a result, we obtained at the center of
the device a 1-mm-long and 60-jzm-wide, partially deoxy- 1.0 . , •
genated transistor's channel. eailk fMM

a • -written line
Figure 2 shows the R(T) and J,(T) curves measured for After 2 months of storage

the 7-p~m-wide microbridge presented in Fig. 1 (a). We note a o After 8 months of storage A

sharp superconducting transition of our laser-patterned line.
A somewhat unconventional shape of the normal-state R(T) M. 05*curve is due to the fact that at high temperatures a test cur- 0

rent also flows through the oxygen-poor YBCO, which is
I0

parallel to the microbridge [see Fig. l(a)]. At low tempera-
tures (below 150 K), R(T) decreases linearly, since in this
temperature range, the resis:;vity of the oxygen-poor mate-
rial is extremely high. The low temperature extrapolation of 0.0 L , 9.0_ 9
the R(T) curve crosses the resistance axis at the axis origin. TWM 9ature (K)

The Jc(7f) dependence is almost linear, and J, increases at

the rate of about 0.2 MA/cm 2/K, reaching above 2 MA/cm 2

at 77 K. FIG. 3. Comparison between the superconducting transitions of laser-
written, oxygen-ridc lines and the original, as-deposited superconducting

Figure 3 shows in detail the resistive transition presented films. "A" denotes the 2.80-nm-thick, YBCO-on-LaMAO, film, while "B"in Fig. 2 (sample A, open squares), together with the transi- corresponds to the 80-nm-thick film deposited on SMtiO,.
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FIG. 5. Drain voltage vs channel current characteristics of the sample of

FIG. 4. Logarithmic R(T)IR(300 K) dependence vs the fourth root of the Fig. I(d), registered at 11.95 K for three different values of V.

inverse temperature for the oxygen-poor YBCO gap shown in Fig. 1(b).

12 K. We note that the positive gate voltage, V., caused

Resistive measurements of the oxygen-poor YBCO were suppression of Jc, while the negative V. enhanced J,- We

performed on the sample shown in Fig. 1(b). We observed a observed up to 43% J, enhancement in our best sample, and

thermally activated transport, which is characteristic for dis- even higher J, increase is expected, since we applied to the

ordered semiconductors. This latter fact is illustrated in Fig. gate, electric fields which were about an order of magnitude

4, whete the ln[R(T)/R(300 K)] dependence is plotted as a lower than those typically applied by the other groups. We

function of the fourth root of the inverse temperature. We need to stress, however, that the Jc changes observed by us

note that most of our experimental data points follow a were partially irreversible and samples measured more than

straight line, demonstrating that the low-temperature trans- one week after their fabrication did not exhibit any measur-

port in oxygen-poor YBCO is controlled by three- able field effect. The above observation, as well as the mag-

dimensional, variable-length hopping. We also note that the nitude and the sign of the Jc modulation, leads us to believe

complete structure presented in Fig. l(b)-a gap incorpo- that the field effect in oxygen-depleted YBCO is of a chemi-

rated in a transmission line--is very similar to that of a GaAs cal nature and is related to the electric-field-induced modifi-

photoconductive switch (so-called "Auston switch"), rou- cation of the oxygen order in YBCO, exactly as it has been

tinely used in generating ultrafast electrical transients.10 In- predicted by Chandrasekar et al." Detailed studies on the

deed, we fabricated the above structure with the intention to physics of the charging effect in oxygen-deficient YBCO thin

study the dynamics of the optical electron-hole pair genera- films will be presented elsewhere.

tion in semiconducting YBCO. The authors would like to thank Professor Donald P.

Figure 1(c) shows one end of a coplanar microwave Butler for providing us with the microwave data. This work

resonator. The entire resonator is 7.5 mm long and is incor- was supported by the Air Force Office for Scientific Re-

porated into an oxygen-rich coplanar transmission line. A search Grants F49620-92-J-0075 (Rochester) and F49620-

resonator structure identical to that shown in Fig. 1(c) but 91-C-0034 (Westinghouse). W.X. also acknowledges support

with the line separation of 285 um has been tested and has from the Frank Horton Graduate Fellowship Program.
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ABSTRACT

Electronics based on high transition temperature superconductive thin film materials
is presently viable in some important niches, particularly in passive microwave circuits.
Applications requiring Josephson junctions are impeded by the lack of reproducible
junctions, but the junctions that can be produced are good candidates for the new Rapid
Single Flux Quantum class of extremely fast digital circuits. Other devices that take
advantage of the weak fluxoid pinning of some films are also promising, particularly the flux
flow transistor. The availability of both Josephson and flux flow devices at 77K invites
exploration of hybrid technologies using HTS multi-chip modules supporting silicon
CMOS chips and superconductive chips at the same time. The superconductive contribution
to the emerging applications can result in significant performance advantages, particularly in
remote sensing and communications.

INTRODUCTION

The Rapid Single Flux Quantum 1 (RSFQ) Josephson junction family of digital
cL-cuits was invented before the discovery of high temperature superconductivity. The flux
flow transistor2 (FFT) was developed using classic helium temperature superconductive
materials. Superconductive microwave devices 3 are also not new. CMOS semiconductors
have been developed for reasons having nothing at all to do with competition from
superconductive devices. But all of these independent advances are now linking up with one
another as a result of the discovery and unique material properties of high temperature
superconductivity (HTS) oxides, and the steady improvement of HTS thin films and
structures. Applications in radar and communication using passive devices 4 are most
imminent, because the structures are simple, and the improvement over the normal-state
equivalent is large. Signal processing and data switching circuits are also under
development, but will require a lot more materials understanding to be equally
advantageous. This paper reviews the progress that has been made in depositing high



quality HTS films on appropriate substrates, and relates this progress to device and circuit
properties needed for various applications.

FILMS

Many other papers in this conference deal with the details and complexities of film
deposition. Here we list two of the major techniques used now, with some comments on the
relative merits. Despite a lot of early work using coevaporation 5 , the presently preferred
methods are sputtering6 and laser ablation7 . These work in similar ways. They both
involve transport of material from a stoichiometric target to a heated substrate. In ablation
this transport is accomplished by focusing a nanosecond scale laser pulse of sufficient energy
onto the target. The pulse heats the target immediately under the surface, vaporizing it, and
causing an explosive discharge of material perpendicular to the target surface. Some of the
ejected material is energetic enough to be in the form of a plasma- some is apparently in the
form of particles and droplets. A heated substrate a few centimeters away collects the
material to build up a film. Laser ablated films are typically of high quality, with excellent
stoichiometry, and good superondcutive parameters.Work is progressing to improve
surface roughness, and to handle larger (>5 cm) wafers. The deposition rate for small
wafers, however is fairly rapid, typically a few Angstroms per second.

The sputtering method is in many ways complementary to laser ablation. It is slov,
often in the range of 0.1 Angstroms per second. It is easy to scale up to large wafers, with 5
cm diameters common, and 10 cm under development. The most common kind of sputtering
is with rf magnetron systems, using an off-axis geometry. In the off-axis arrangement, the
substrates are orthogonal to the target, and usually off to the side, to avoid direct
bombardment by negative ions. These are ionized oxygen atoms, which can come from
either the sputter gas or the target itself, and which are energetically emitted from the target.
Under conditions which ninimire resputtering from hot surfaces in the vicinity of the
substrate, sputtered YBCO films were the first to be grown without the presence of CuO
precipitates. Smooth films resulting from the elimination of CuO particles have also been
produced by laser ablation by employing an off-axis configuration8. The off-axis
configuration reduces the high-deposition-rate advantage of laser ablation compared to
sputtering. The ultimate importance of uniform deposition on large wafers should be
emphasized. For this purpose other deposition techniques such as MOC-D 9 may prove to
be the best technique. For now, however, ablation and sputtering produce the best films.

Choice of substrate is extremely important to the successful completion of useful
circuits. SrTiO3 substratel 0 can be used to grow very high quality films, but with an
extraordinarily high dielectric constant, which rules it out for any high speed applications.
LaA10 3

11 has a much lower dielectric constant, approximately 24, and has been used
successfully for single layer applications, such as microstip or co-planar microwave filters
and delay lines. It has not work'ed so well for multi-layer circuits, however, because of
motion of twin boundaries 12 when the wafer is heated for application of new HTS layers.
The moving twins can shift the bottom film layers by several microns over the width of even
a one centimeter chip, making alignment of subsequent layers impossible. At the moment,
NdGaO3

13 appears to be the substrate of choice for multilayer circuits. It has a low
dielectric constant, similar to LaAIO 3, but without the shifting twins.

Consideration of multi-layer structures also determines the choice of HTS film
material. The materials with the highest Tc's are TBCCO,and, recently, HgBCCO 14 , but
their lack of stability means that for now there is no way to produce multiple levels. YBCO
has proven to have the best combination of transition temperature and superconductive
properties, and with enough stability so that subsequent layers can be formed without
degradation of prior layers.



In addition to superconducting films, epitaxial insulating films are required in
multilayer superconducting circuits for isolation of ground planes, crossovers, lumped-
element capacitors and inductors, and flux transformers. Epitaxial growth is not
necessarily required to obtain desired properties for the insulator but is necessary to
support growth of subsequent high-quality superconducting film layers. The obvious
candidate materials for epitaxial inmulatos are the same ones that work well as substrates.
Other oxide and fluoride compounds which, for example, cannot oe grown as large single
crystals, but have a good lattice match to YBCO have been tested. Figure 1 summarizes
the dielectric loss properties of various thin-film dielectrics studied at Westinghouse in
comparison with minimum requirements estimated for several applications. The loss
tangent is based on data from bulk samples and the dc resistivity at 77K was measured on
parallel-plate capacitor structures with YBCO on the bottom or on both sides. Both the
SrTiO 3 and Sr 2 A1TaO 6 (SAT) 15 grew as pinhole-free films but SAT is the better choice
for most applications based on lower values of both the real and imaginary parts of its
dielectric constant.

Minimum requirement for resistivity and 0.

[ Measured resistivity of epitaxial films grown on YBCO
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rig. 1. Requirements for HTS dielectrics, and the performance of some known examples. These
films grow epitaxially on appmpriae substres, and support epitaxial growth of YBCO.

It is possible to find substrate materials that are compatible with both MTS films
and ordinary semiconductor devices, so that hybrid circuits for use in liquid nitrogen can
be produced monolithically 1 6 . For example, a layer of silicon can be grown epitaxially on



is known as Silicon on Sapphire, or SOS. After the transistors are formed, areas for the
HTS devices can be stripped down to the substrate, and with appropriate buffer films,
good YBCO layers can be grown as welL The 750 C temperature will not hurt the
transistors, particularly if the WTS deposition is quick, as in laser ablation.

HTS Applications

We can expect commeial and military use of HTS films for microwave passive
components, such as filters or delay lines, in the near future; and as ground planes and
interconnection wires on multi-chip modules further out in time. Passive microwave devices
using FTS films are particularly attractive because they combine very low insertion loss with
small size and low weight In fact, even including the necessary refrigeration, use of such
devices still saves space and weight, and provides a performance edge 17 . A prototype
Westinghouse X-band filter is shown in Fig. 1, and the measured performance of a
prototype bank of four filtersl 8 is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2I A Westinghoue 4 GHz HM filter. The wafer is approximately5 cm long. Suh Fitr will out-
perform normal components with dinmenions of 30 or mom an,, ad weighing many lkilgams.

In the longer teM, HTS film structures can be expected to play a key role in the
interconnection of semiconductor chips 19 . CMOS silicon devices work better at 77K than
at room temperature. The operating voltage is lower, there is less dissipation, and switching
is faster. By putting low temperature silicon chips on a HTS board. this speed advantage



can be increased because of the nearly lossless charactensucs o0 rli3 nucrwuup
transmission lines. The advantage could be increased even further if hybrid CMOS HTS
circuits are developed to drive these transmission lines.
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Fig. 3. Measured charactistcs of the Westinghouse pmrttype filt taak The four triangles at the top
mark the intaded center fequencies.

HTS Active Devices

The classical superconductive active device is the Josephson junction, in one form or
another. Several other types of active devices have also been developed in classical
technology, including FET-like and bipolar-like devices20, and also a rather successful
group of devices which control the movement of magnetic flux, or flux-flow devices. In
HTS technology at present, two tycs have achieved some success, the Josephson junction
and the flux flow devices. However, the relative success of these two are reversed, relative
to classical superconductive technology. The flux flow devices in many ways take
advantage of some natural properties of HTS material, whereas Josephson junctions have to
fight against them.

Josephson junctions

It is very difficult to make the exact analog of a classical Josephson junction out of
HTS materials. The trouble stems from a combination of extreme anisotropy due to the
layered nature of HTS superconductors, and their very short coherencc lengths (roughly 3
to 30 Angstroms). This means that superconductivity, and hence the Josephson effects, are
suppressed at almost all interfaces of these materials. Usable junctions, however, have been
made in some clever ways.

For electronics the most successful methods so far involve "edge junctions 21 ,"
where some property or configuration is altered where a film goes up over an edge of an
underlying film, usually an insulator. In some cases, a thin normal metal at the edge
provides the coupling between films, in others a deposited oxide is used. Fig. 4 shows a
typical step-edge geometry where gold couples to HTS films across a small (100 nmn) gap.



Josephson junction. Where parasitic capacitance has been large, hystercsis has also been

observed but never with a true gap structure. Therefore these junctions are not suited for

many of the classical superconductive circuit families that reqir hysteresis or a sharp gap.

There is one class of digital circuits which require just what HTS edge Josephson

junctions seem to deliver, and that is the Rapid Single Flux Quantuml1  (RSFQ) type of

circuit RSFQ circuits do not use voltage or current levels to represent ones and zeroes, as

all transistor and most supercoducticive circuits d',. Rather, bits are represented by the

presence or absence of quantized fluxoids in different parts of the circuits.

* Quantmiod of magnetic flux is an integral part of superconductive circuits, where

the magnetic flux enclosed by a superconductive path is forced to take on a value

corresponding to an integral multiple of 00 =2.07x10-15 Webers. It is relatively simple, by

controling inductance and critical current values, to control the motion of single flux quanta,

or fluxons, in superconductive circuits using Josephson junctions. Fig. 5 below compares a

simple RSFQ circui for trausmitting fluxons to a mechanical analog. The marble clearly

corresponds to the fluxon, and the spring loaded gates are roughly analagous to Josephson

section, showing die two layers of YBCO, the insulating step, and the gold layer that provides the
Josephson coupling. On the left is a top view of a device fabricated at Westinghouse using this
structure.

junctions. The bias current exerts a force on the fluxon, via the Lorentz force, as gravity
applies a force to the marble. It is possible to achieve any logic function using some fluxons

to control the motion of other fluxons through their interaction with the Josephson

junctions. In this approach it is necessary to use somec Josephson junctions to allow surplus

fluxons to escape from the circuit, as one could use spring loaded gates in the mechanical
analog as trp doors to dispose of excess marbles.

The focus of research on edge junctions is to find ways to mrmnmz the spread in

critical current values. At present it is common for junctions on the same chip to have a
critical curent spread of 50% or more, though somec have been produced with spreads of

only about 2W% This magnitude of variation is sufficient for only the smallfest digital



circuits, with at most a few dozen junctions. To ftilfl the potenuali 01 AL-,y %L'u-, wLu, i

thousands of junctions, critical current spreads of at most a per cent or two will have to be

developed. At the moment, a certain type of nanobridge junction2 3 is much better than the
edge geometry for minimizing current spread, but these junctions have critical currents too
low for reliable operation at liquid nitrogen temperature, and are not amenable to higher
currents.

Spring loaded gates

Fig. 5. Comparison of simple RSFQ circuit to a mechanical analog The Josephs circut treats the fluxon

as conseved particle, foaced through the circuit by bias curents, Ike the marble forced down the ramp by
gravity. The Josephson junctions, labeled with Fs, act le the spring loaded gates that interact with the
marble on the ramp.

Flux Flow Transistors

HTS thin films, particularly those based on thallium compounds, allow fluxons to
flow relatively freely through them. This property is referred to as "weak pinning," and is
the basis for the Flux Flow Transistor (FFI'), a true three-terminal superonductive
device2 4 . Figure 5 schematically compares the control of flux motion in an FFT to charge
motion in an FET. Figure 6 shows the IV curve of a large scale FFT a few millimeters on a
side, made from a piece of bulk ceramic YBCO, with a coil wound around it. For a load of
a few milliohms, it is apparent that this device has both current and voltage gain. Smaller
devices fabricated with thin films have produced similar gain or transimpedance, with much
smaller currents and higher voltage.

Charge Control Fluxoid

Po~ Ete&Channel nk Po

Toarnk" Trasor

Fig. 6. Analogy between charge transport in the channel of an FET and magnetic flux transport in
the channel (HTS thin film) of an FFT.
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Fig. 7. Current-voltage m istia of HTS bulk F1iT device. Veam engineers will note the
similarity to vacuum triode

Martens 24 has shown many circuits using these devices, including minowave
amplifiers, oscillators, and digital logic and memory. From a circuit view point, the main
problem with these devices is that they are so far pretty leaky. Tht is, the high resistance
state is still a fairly low resistance, generally a few ohms. Stm*gly in their favor is that they
can be made from a a single HTS film deposition, and they have been reported to have very
high effective L3Rn products, sometimes over 10 millivolts. They are therefore a natural for
interfacing to semiconductors.

There are opportunities to use flux flow s r onductive devices as amplifie in
significant military and civilian applications. These opr.ti have to do with the
interc•nnection of fast but very low voltage Josephson junction devices with the
semiconducting devices, such as CMOS circuits. This type of inteconnecon could take
at least two forms. In the first form, the CMOS circuits are the ultimate destination of the
outputs of the Josephson circuits. For example, in communications, a Josephson signal
processor in a cryogenic environment is of no value unless there is a way of reading the
cryogenic output bytes into conventional computing equipment

The other type of interconnection would be betweea Josephson circuits and
CMOS circuits all in the dewar. There is at least one proposd25, for example, to use
Josephson devices as output drivers for FET memory cells. In the processor, where the
memory bytes are received, another superconductive circuit would be used to pick up the
low level signal, and deliver it to another semiconductor.

Multi-Chip Modules

A natural application for HTS thin films is in multi-chip-module 1 9 (MCM)
technology. Here the idea is to eliminate one level of packaging for chips. In present
desk-top computers, for example, chips are mounted in epoxy packages with multiple pins
sticking out, to be plugged into so'frets or soldered directly to printed circuit boards.
MC,.'U eliminate the epoxy package. Bare chips are mounted to the board by various
techniques, including wire bonding, and flip-chip soldering. If the printed circuit board



were constructed of HTS thin films and appropriate dielectrics, several advantages could
accrue. Because resistance is eliminated, the wiring channels could be put on a much finer
pitch, which could greatly simplify the construction of the boards. Power and ground
planes would be more ideal, helping to eliminate cross talk and power dips. It should be
possible to build high quality transmission line structures, with either strip line or coplanar
geometries. If terminations can be used, these lines could be charged up by one-way
twansmission of the signal, and so HTS MCMs could also be significantly faster than
normal metal boards, which rely on multiple reflections to transfer data. The challenge
here is to find ways to grow high quality HTS films in multiple layers with compatible
insulators, and to do this with matrials having an acceptable thermal expansion match to
the chips and connectors. Also needed are stable and reliable interface materials for all the
connections, and some means of modification and repair.
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APPENDIX 26

Inductance Measurements in Mulitlevel High-Tc Step-Edge Grain Boundary

SQUIDs

M. G. Forrester, A. Davidson, J. Talvacchio, and J. R. Gavaler

Westinghouse Science and Technology Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15235

We report the fabrication and electrical characterization of multilevel high-Te

SQUIDs, designed for digital circuit applications. The devices feature a YBa 2Cu307-8

(YBCO) ground plane, an epitaxial SrTiO 3 insulator, and a YBCO active layer.

Junctions are formed by the step-edge grain boundary process, with a ground plane

contact for the "low" side of each junction, using only isotropic sputtering and milling

techniques. Control current is directly injected in a microstrip segment of the SQUID

loop, allowing us to measure the microstrip inductance, and thus to infer the magnetic

penetration depth of the YBCO. The SQUIDs are operational above 77K, at which

temperature we infer a penetration depth of 330 nm. The temperature dependence of the

penetration depth is found to be in reasonable agreement with the Gorter-Casimir form.
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We report the first demonstration of multilayer high temperature superconducting

(HTS) SQUIDs, in a configuration suitable for digital circuit applications, with critical

currents of a magnitude useful for circuit operation in the 65 to 77 K temperature range.

Further, our process features isotropic film deposition and etching techniques, with no

favored direction for the junctions, and thus is potentially extendible to complex circuits.

The development of a high temperature superconducting (HTS) digital circuit

process requires the development of reproducible Josephson junctions, and the integration

of these junctions into an epitaxial, multilayer process. Such layers would include

superconductors, epitaxial insulators, and probably epitaxial resistors. Of particular

importance is the use of a superconducting ground plane, in order to keep circuit

inductances values both low and well defined.

A previous report by Missert et al. described the fabrication of step-edge

superconductor-normal-superconductor (SNS) junctions over a ground plane, using

directional deposition of the YBCO to ensure a discontinuity in the YBCO over a step in

a deposited insulator, with a noble metal deposited as the normal barrier. 1 These devices

operated as SQUIDs only up to 20 K, preventing the measurement of inductance as a

function of temperature up to the more useful 65 to 77 K temperature range.

We have fabricated step-edge grain boundary junctions over a YBCO ground plane,

using a process which is designed from the outset to allow junctions to be fabricated in

four directions, for flexibility in circuit layout. Since the fabricated devices operate to

above 77 K, we have measured the inductance of a microstrip portion of the SQUID loop

as a function of temperature, and have inferred the temperature dependent magnetic

penetration depth for our YBCO films.

Our fabrication process uses off-axis RF magnetron sputtering for both YBCO and

SMTiO 3 films, with YBCO sputtered in oxygen, argon, and water,2 and SrTiO 3 in oxygen

and argon. Typical deposition temperatures were in the 670-700 C range for both

materials. Substrates were silver pasted to a nickel block, which rotated during
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deposition to ensure uniformity and edge coverage. Patterning of each layer was by

argon ion milling with a 20 cm diameter RF ion source, with beam energies of 150 and

300 eV for the YBCO and SrTiO3, respectively. Samples were clamped to a water

cooled, rotating sample table. The choice of a higher voltage for the SrTiO3 is dictated

by the need for a well collimated beam for etching of sharp steps in this layer, while the

slightly more divergent beam obtained at 150 eV is more suitable for milling tapered

edges in the YBCO layers. An end--point detector based on Secondary Ion Mass

Spectroscopy was used to determine when to terminate each etch step.

A 200 nm YBCO ground plane was deposited first on a single crystal NdGaO3

substrate, and its pattern defined with photoresist, with a process designed to give tapered

photoresist sidewalls. The film was etched by ion milling at a shallow angle, which, in

combination with the tapered resist, ensured that the edges of the YBCO should be

tapered to ensure good contact with the second YBCO layer and good coverage by the

SrTiO 3. After ion milling the photoresist was stripped using a combination of RF oxygen

plasma, and soaking in acetone. We have found from XPS observation that this process

leaves the surface of the YBCO relatively free of both hydrocarbons and carbonates.

After deposition of a 200 nm SrTiO3 layer, another photoresist process, this one

designed to produce a steep resist profile, was used to define its pattern. Ion milling at

close to normal incidence was then used to etch the SrTiO3 film, producing sidewalls

with angles thought to be between zero and twenty degrees from vertical, based on the

observation of test samples, viewed in cross section in an SEM. After the resist clean-up

a second 200 nm layer of YBCO was deposited, followed by approximately 30 nm of Au,

in-situ. This bilayer was then patterned by photolithography and ion milling, with no

particular precautions taken in defining the profile of the etched material for this last

layer. The Au was left on both to provide low resistance contacts and to protect the grain

boundary junctions from processing damage, which we have observed in "uncovered"

junctions.
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It is worth noting that we have not found it necessary to use a deposited milling

mask, such as Nb 3,4 or diamond-like carbon 5 to produce sharp steps in our deposited

SrTiO 3 , a significant process simplification. This is also in contrast to our own work in

making junctions on a step etched into the NdGaO3 substrate, where a metal mask was

required to obtain sharp steps. This is an example of the often significant differences in

the etching properties of the various materials being employed in HTS process

development.

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the fabricated SQUIDs, in cross section and plan

views. The SQUIDs incorporate microstrip inductors, Lp, of various lengths, into which

a control current, Icont can be directly injected to provide a flux, 0 = LpIcont. The

junctions, of width 6 or 10 irm, contact the ground plane in a region which contains a grid

of holes, allowing both c-axis and a-b-axis contact between the two YBCO layers.

The current-voltage characteristic of a typical device is shown in Fig. 2(a), and

exhibits generally an "RSJ-like" behavior, with the expected downward curvature. The

voltage onset is actually somewhat sharper than expected from the zero-capacitance RSJ

model, possible due to the capacitance associated with the high dielectric constant

(several hundred) of the SrTiO3.

Figure 2(b) shows SQUID voltage versus control current, for various values of the

SQUID bias current, IS, at 77 K. The period of this modulation is determined by the

inductance of the microstrip portion of the loop, Lp, including any parasitic inductance

associated with the center tap and the ends, through

All.. = D..... (1)

where (Do is the superconducting flux qJantum. By measuring this period, directly from

oscilloscope traces, as a function of temperature we determine the inductance as a
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function of temperature. This is shown in Fig. 3 for a 50 gim long, 10 gnm wide microstrip

inductor.

To infer an effective penetration depth, X, for our YBCO films we assume that the

two films are identical, and use the following expression for the inductance per square of

a superconducting strip over an infinite ground plane: 6

L = e-d--l + 2A coth( b, (2)

where, d is the insulator thickness, w the microstrip width, b the superconductor

thickness, and ic is a factor which determines the field strength at the center of the finite

width microstrip. Using our nominal values, d = b = 200 nm, w=10 gim, and K=?, and

measured values of Lu for a 50 lim long microstrip, we solve Eqn. 2 to determine X. The

result is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of temperature. The magnitude of the inferred

penetration depth is in good agreement with measurements by other techniques (?

reference?). The solid line in Fig 4. is a fit to the Gorter-Casimire form for the

temperature dependence of the penetration depth: X(T) = XJ[1-(T/Tc) 41]112, using the

measured zero-resistance transition temperature of 86 K.

In summary, we have fabricated HTS step-edge grain boundary SQUIDs

incorporating an HTS ground plane, using i process which allows junctions to face in all

four directions. These SQUIDs have critical currents of a magnitude useful for digital

circuit operation in the 65 to 77 K temperature range, and exhibit good Josephson

behavior. Measurements of the inductance of the microstrip portion of the SQUID loop

have allowed us to infer a penetration depth for our YBCO films, whose magnitude and

temperature dependence are consistent with other measurements, and with the

requirements of low-inductance interconnects in digital circuits. Further work is required

to determine the reproducibility of the process, especially that of junction critical current.
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Figure 2 - (a) I-V and (b) V-cl characteristics at 67K for a multilayer SQUID. The scales
are 20 pgV and 100 pA / div in (a) and 10 g±V / div in (b).
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1994 ASC Abstract

Effect of Oxygen Over-Doping on Properties of YBa 2 Cu 3 Ox
Films* J. R. GAVALER, J. TALVACCHIO, and R. W. WEINERT,
Westinghouse STC, Pittsburgh, PA. USA -- Data on bulk
YBa 2 Cu3Ox have shown that optimum superconductivity is obtained
in material that has less than the maximum (stoichiometric) oxygen
content, x=7. By controlling temperature, time, and oxygen pressure
we have prepared films of YBa 2 Cu 3 0x that were over-doped with
oxygen, and have measured their properties. In extreme cases TC's
were degraded in these films to -85K and Rs to >10 mil (at 77K
and 10 GHz). Re-annealing at 450 C to optimize oxygen content
raised Tc significantly but only had a marginal effect on Rs. Larger
improvements in Rs values were obtained by annealing at higher
(>700 C) temperatures. Using a proper annealing schedule, Tc and
Rs of the over-doped films could be restored to Tc>90K and Rs<0.5
ma. The procedures for optimally annealing YBa2 Cu 3 Ox films and
interpretations for their efficacy are presented as well as structural data
comparing oxygen over-doped with stoichiometric films.

Supported in part by AFOSR Contract F49620-94-C-0021.
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1994 Applied Superconductivity Conference Abstract

Laser Patterning of YBa 2Cu3O1 Thin Films Protected by In-Situ
Grown SrTiO 3 Cap Layers,* W. KULA,* R. SOBOLEWSKI, and
V. LOH, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY USA, and J.
TALVACCHIO, Westinghouse Science and Technology Center,
Pittsburgh, PA USA - We report our studies on a non-invasive laser
technique suitable for patterning YBa 2Cu 3Ox (YBCO) films through a
SrTiO3 (STO) top layer of the YBCO-STO bilayer thin-film structure.
The structures were deposited in-situ on LaAIO 3 substrates and
consisted of 200-nm-thick YBCO films with 100-nm-thick single-
crystalline STO cap layers. The patterning was achieved by changing
YBCO oxygen content and was done locally, on a micrometer scale,
by heating up the structures with a focused cw Ar-ion laser beam in a
controlled, oxygen or oxygen-free atmosphere. We found that oxygen
easily migrated through the STO layer, allowing us to reversibly
convert the underlying YBCO film between the superconducting and
semiconducting (virtually insulating at low temperatures) phases. We
were also able to create in a single YBCO film, well-defined regions of
various electrical properties. A number of planar test structures,
including microbridges and superconducting field-effect devices, were
fabricated and measured. Our studies show that selective, laser-
enhanced diffusion of oxygen through the STO cap layer can be
successfully implemented as a practical method of patterning and/or
electrical trimming of multilayered YBCO layer circuits.
* This work was supported by the AFOSR grant No. F49620-94-1-0094 (LTR) and

AFOSR Contract No. F49620-94-C-0021 (Westinghouse).
# Also at the Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warszawa, Poland.
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1994 ASC Abstract

Multilayer HTS SQUIDs for Digital Circuit Applications*
M.G. FORRESTER, A. DAVIDSON, J. TALVACCHIO and
J.R. GAVALER, Westinghouse STC, Pittsburgh, PA USA - We are
developing a simple multilayer HTS digital circuit process, based on
two layers of YBCO, and one epitaxial insulating layer of either
SrT1O3 or Sr 2 AlTaO6. Step-edge grain boundary junctions are
fabricated at either a step in the NdGaO 3 substrate, or a step etched
partially or completely through the deposited insulator, allowing
junctions to be either grounded or floating. Each epitaxial layer is
patterned separately by ion milling, using a SIMS probe for end-point
detection, with particular attention paid to proper cleaning of each
layer before the subsequent high temperature deposition. Our initial
multilayer SQUIDs, fabricated with a SrTiO3 insulator, have allowed
the measurement of the temperature dependent inductance of a YBCO
microstrip inductor to above 77 K, from which we have inferred the
penetration depth of YBCO as a function of temperature. Simple
circuits, such as shift registers, have also been fabricated and are
currently being tested.

* Supported in part by AFOSR Contract F49620-94-C-0021
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1994 Applied Superconductivity Conference Abstract

Properties of Passive Structures for Multilayer HTS Digital
Circuits* J. TALVACCHIO, M. G. FORRESTER, D. L. MEIER,
and J. R. GAVALER, Westinghouse STC, Pittsburgh. PA, USA -
The passive structures required for HTS digital circuits that must be
formed at high temperature (650-750'C) were evaluated by fabricating
crossovers, vias, YBCO/YBCO contacts, and multiple coverage of
steps with trilayer structures of YBCO / epitaxial insulator / YBCO.
Two insulator materials were used, high-E SrTiO 3 and relatively low-E
Sr 2AlTaO6 (SAT). The deposition conditions for both insulators had
to be optimized to simultaneously obtain smooth surfaces, sufficiently
high oxygen diffusion rates to re-oxidize underlying YBCO, and
resistivities in planar capacitor structures of > 109 92-cm at 77K. The
particular process used to clean film surfaces after photolithography
and Ar ion milling was also critical in obtaining smooth surfaces for a
subsequently deposited film layer. For the non-planar capacitor
structures formed at crossovers, the effective resistivity of insulators
decreased as a function of linewidth, particularly for lines less than 10
j1m wide. However, even for narrow lines patterned in the top YBCO
layer, critical current densities, Jc(77K), exceeded 106 A/cm2.
* Supported in part by AFOSR Contract F49620-94-C-0021

and ONR Contract N00014-91-C-01 12.


